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FOREWORD 

This volume is issued by the International Institute of Intellectual 
Co-operation as one of a series of studies on Peaceful Change carried 
out by the International Studies Conference• in the course of an enquiry 
into • the basic difficulcies in, and the procedures for, the peaceful 
solution o(econornic, social a,nd territorial problems, with special refer
ence to questions of : (i) population, migration and colonisation; and 
(ii) i:narkets and the distribution of raw materials '. It is published in 
pursuance of a recommendation made by an Editorial Board appointed 
by the Conference and composed of Professor Maurice Bourquin, 
General Rapporteur on the Conference's study, Mr. Malcolm W. Davis 
and Professor Etienne Dennery. The first volume in the series, issued 
in 19~8,b contains a record of discussions on "peaceful change" 
which took place at a session of the International Studies Conference 
held in Paris in the summer of 1937, together with introductory reports 
giving synoptic statements of material previously assembled by the 
Conference. 

. The Editorial Board decided to issue, side by side with this general 
record, special surveys of certain aspects of the problem of peaceful 
change to which the Conference had devoted particular attention, IIi'{ : 
colonial questions, raw materials and markets, and population problems. 

a ' The Intemational Studies Conference is a permanent organ of co-opc.mti~ liaison 
and co-ordination for national institutions engaged in the scientific study of international 
olfairs. Its principal objects are to develop a systom of technical collaboration among im 
affiliated institutions and to organise collective re:se:ardl on spcci6c problems in international 
relations. The constituent members of the Confen:ncc are linked together through an 
international machinery of whieb tbe principal demenm ano periodical plenary sessioos, an 
executive committee. and the administrative senioes of the International Institute of Intel~ 
lectual Co-opemtion' (T.!. I~~~rrwtiM.I Shoiiu Cllll/,_, : OriON, F""'lirltu, OrpriutiM 
(Paris : International Institute of lntrllectual Co-ope..tioo), 1917, f· •· for geoccallnformatioo 
on tbe activities, methods 'I( work, publicatiOIIS and membersbip of tbe Conf=:ooe). 

• P-iftd CAa.1or : ~. PoptJ.IiM Pmntn, lbt C"'-MM QttuliM, R- M.Jm.k 
-' Mcriltt : Pr<>c:<cdin!IS of tbe Tenth lntematiooal Studies Ccc1fe=<:e. Paris, j1100 aBth -
July srd, 19!7 (Paris : lntematiooallnstitute of lolrlleetual Co-ope..tion), 191·· 
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The present volume is one of these surveys; it is devoted to demographic 
questiol).S. 

In the course of its study of these questions, . the. Conference 
assembled a great mass of material, including a large number of mimeo
graphed documents and several comprehensive publications. It would 
have been physically impossible to reproduce the whole of this abundant 
material. The Board decided, however, that its essence could be 
presented in a form that would be convenient to the reader, without 
detracting too seriously from the value of the ·original documents, 
by issuing these special surveys, the preparation· of which would be 
entrusted to individual authors who would be invited to assume respon
sibility for presenting a conspectus of the main currents of contempor
ary opinion on the principal elements of the problem expressed in the 
material of the Conference and, whenever useful, in other relevant 
sources of information. It was thought that this method, which 
facilitates a freedom of selection and arrangement less appropriate in 
formal records of international scientific conferences, achieves the 
practical end of providing, in conformity with one of the fundamental 
aims of the International Studies Conference, ' a publication capable 
of exercising some influence on public opinion ', by making available 
the results of scientific and technical investigations, not only to the 
narrower circles of specialists, but also to the general reader interested 
in topical international issues. • · 

The compilation of a survey of opinion on some of the demo
graphic aspects of the problem of ·~peaceful change" examined br 
the International Studies Conference was entrusted to Dr. F. Chalmers 
Wright, formerly Secretary of the International Studies Conf~ce. 
In the course of his work, Dr. Chalmers Wright had the advantage of 
obtaining expert advice and guidance from Professor A. M. Carr~ 
Saunders, Director of the London School of Economics =d Political 
Science, who, as one of the authorities who took part in the Conference's 
enquiry, made a number of suggestions which were taketi. into account 
by the author of the survey. 

Companion surveys of opinion on _the colonial problem and 
on raw materials and markets, as well as a volume on peaceful change 
procedures, are in course of preparation. 

' Any ezpi<SSions of opinion conblined in these surveys ue those of their authozs and 
do DOt necaaarily tq>IaeOt the viewo of the Confetence. 
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PREFACE 

In the sumtile.r of 1937, an international conference of specialists 
in the study .of contemporary international affairs brought to an end a 
joint enquiry into the question of " peaceful change " upon which its 
members had peen engaged since I9H· 'Ibe study had ranged over a 
diversity of current problems deemed to be at the root of certain 
demands for adjustment in the status quo of international relations. 
Among ihese problems, " overpopulation " had been regarded as one 
of the principal sources of grievance of several " discontented " Powers; 
an enquiry into the basis of claims for relief from pressure of population 
could not but occupy, therefore, a position of prominence in the 
conference's investigations. Which are the cl.emographically " dis
satisfied " nations ? What is the substance or their grievances ? Can 
their claims and aspirations bC satisfied peacefully ? And what interna
tional changes are involved in the solution of their population problems 
by non-violent means ? To use a convenient neologism,· what, in a 
word, is the nature of the problem of international " decrowctng " ? 

* * * 
The preparation of the present volume was undertaken in the 

spring of 19~8 at the request ot the Editorial Board of the International 
Studies Conference, whose intentions are stated in the Foreword. 
Its object is to provide, in a form accessible to the general reader, a 
synthetic statement of the main currents of expert opinion on a problem 
which, although it has already given rise to an ample literature, is 
frequently distorted in political discussion by partisan bias or by an 
imperfect acquaintance with the facts. 

While the task of extracting the essence of many hundreds of 
pertinent passages in a large number of sources has been laborious, 
the compiler's own contribution to the survey has been confined to 
a liischarge of the modest functions of selection, compression and 
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articulation. So far as possible, the text has been composed with the 
experts' own words, their-authorship being clearly indicated in each 
instance (with an' apology to the reader for the typographical necessity 
of relegating to an index at the end of the volume bt'bliographical 
references which would have overloaded the footnotes), so that the 
reader may see for himself precisely where the compiler's pen has been 
exchanged for scissors and paste. While the compiler's freedom 
of choice has necessarily been exercised to an extent which might have 
been inexpedient in the preparation of an official record of an intema
tional conference, a careful attempt has nevertheless been made to 
introduce into the survey every competent argument and responsible 
opinion which seems to have been brought to the conference's notice. 
In the absence, however, of any known process of total individual 
detachment from the conflict of multi-national interpretations of 
contemporary politics, it is not suggested that he has succeeded in 
wholly divesting himself from national partisanShip or in repressing 
the expression of subjective reactions to current political events. 
Certainly no claim is made to have achieved the measure of intellectual 
disinterestedness and of international abstraction which was manifested 
in their loftier moments by many of the eminent authorities whose 
views are surveyed in this volume; but it does not Seem likely that any 
normally biassed layman would read through the original document
ation of the conference without reaching the comforting conclusion 
that demographic considerations impinge on some of the least objective 
elements of national policies and sensibilities and that vitally important 
population phenomena still lie in a deep outer penumbra of commO!l 
human prejudice beyond the focal range within which the dispassionate 
scientist can gaze serenely on cum!nt affairs. 

It is due to the specialists· on whose original work the survey 
is foimded to point out to the reader that -responsibility for the line of 
argument on which their opinions have been ~eaded lies solely with 
the compiler and that the passages chosen for reproduction may not 
always reflect, when divorced from their context, the thoughts which 
their authors have more amply expressed in the documents them
selves. On the other hand, it is due to the reader to warn him that 
an effort to minimise instances of accidental misrepresentation has 
led here and there to more copious citation than the requirements of 
the argument rendered strictly necc;ssary; but, wherever possible, the 
distractiog effect of over-prolonged discussion of special points on the 
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reader'll visual attention has been mitigated by recourse to the 
typographical expedients of footnotes and smaller type which he 
may generally disregard without much loss of continuity in the 
argument. 

The ordinary reader for whose use this survey is primarily destined 
is invited to bear in mind that the treattnent of the problem which 
forms the central theme of the volume is by no means exhaustive and· 
that there are other rdevant factors which, though they have been 
neglected in these pages, cannot be ignored in any formulation of a 
rational demographic policy. In the first place, in the course of its 
study, the conference was led to shift its attention from one aspect of 
the problem to another in response to swift changes in the international 
political scene during the progress of its enquiry; in the process of 
adapting its programme to the exigencies of external events, the con
ference had to break off its study inconclusivdy at several points which 
could not subsequently be knit together into a coherent pattern of 
consecutive thought. It was inevitable, also, that, in a study of limited 
duration, the conference should have laid more emphasis on some 
dements of the problem than on others. Hence the material produced 
by the conference is in some respects discontinuous. Through the 
use of complementary sources ot information, an attempt has been made 
in this volume to bridge one or two of the principal gaps; but it has 
not been possible in the time available for the preparation of the survey 
to undertake any systematic research into aspects of the problem which 
were not considered by the conference. It is, therefore, essentially 
as an interpretation of the conterence's own study that this volume is 
issued. In one respect, however, the survey protrudes beyond this 
boundary. Since the termination of the conference's study in the 
summer of 1937, not only has new knowledge come to light on iniportant 
aspects of the questions discussed in these pages, but the central theme 
of " peaceful change " upon which the conference grafted its enquiry 
into demographic problems has also been the subject of much sub
sequent discussion and speculation. These recent devdopments could 
not be wholly ignored; nor could they be taken so tully into account 
as they may deserve without straying extravagantly outside the fidd 
of the conference's own enquiry. A partial reconciliation of these 
divergent considerations has been effected by preserving the summer 
ot 1937 as the lmttituu tuliJIII"' for the main trend of the argument and 
by advancing into periods more proximate to the date of this publication-
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wherever more recent information and events seem to impair seriously 
the validity of the conference's findings. 

* * * 
The writer wishes to express his sense of obligation to the Director 

of the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, M. Henri 
Bonnet, under whose inspiring guidance he was privileged for a number 
of years to gain some insight into the practice of international adminis
tration and to whose long experience of international affairs he has had 
recourse in establishing the general framework of the survey and in 
overcoming certain difficulties of presentation; to the Director of the 
Migration Section of the International Labour Office and his colla
borators, who have given him the benefit of far more specialised 
knowledge than he has been able to utilise; to the Librarians of the 
International Labour Office and of the Royal Institute of International 
affairs, who have kindly facilitated his work; and to members of the 
staff of the International Institute of Intellectual Co-operation, for their 
technical assistance at various stages of the work. 

No layman could have embarked unaided upon the preparation 
ot a survey of contemporary opinion on so complex a question as 
"overpopulation". If the present volume succeed~ at all in presenting 
a connected summary of the International Studies Conference's many
sided enquiry, the result is due in large measure to the opportunities 
which the writer has had of seeking the authoritative guidance of the 
Director of the London School of Economics and Political Science, 
Professor A. M. Carr-Saunders. The writer wishes also to acknow
ledge gratefully his debt to Professor Carr-Saunders for having consented 
to read through a draft of the suryey and for a number of criticisms, 
comments and suggestions which, though they could not be specifically 
indicated in each instance in the text, have determined both the form 
and the matter of much of the survey which is now submitted to the 
reader. 

F. C. W. 

Paris, December Fourth, x 9 3 8. 
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Chapter I 

Collective Security and Peaceful Change 

I. THE IDEA OF COLLECTIVE SECURITY 
• 

In the summer of 1933. on the eve of the World Economic Con
ference and at a time when, it was confidendy believed by many; the 
Disarmament Conference • had entered a stage of its work which hdd 
out real hopes of concrete results '," • the Inteinational Studies Con
ference, having just completed a two-year study of state intervention 
in private economic enterprise, b opened an enquiry into the notion of 
collective security and into the principles and methods of a system for 
the organisation of peace. c 

' The idea of collective security ', :wrote the Conference's General 
Rapporteur two years later in the closing stages of the enquiry, • no 
doubt exercises - especial.ty since the World War - a powerful 
attraction on men's minds; but that is not a sufficient reason to justify 
it. . It is possible that, in spite of its apparent seductiveness, the idea 
may prove, in the last analysis, to be talse or dangerous '... The 
statement epitomised a fundamental difference of attitude towards 
the concept of collective security which, from the outset of the enquiry, 
had deeply divided the experts talcing part in the Conference's study.d 

• See the note on the P"!!C opposite. 
• See IJI and Ul, 
• See l~ 

• 'The majority woslarge and the minority sm.n but •..• the majority cootained rep..,. 
acotati- of •••• ooly thm: of the seven great Powers ' (Ill), two of which - J opm and 
the U. S. S. R.- wen: not IICtift!y rep...a~ted in the Coofem>ce. Although it is a fuode. 
mental principle of the Coofcrcnce's methods of work that no attempt sltall be made at its 
study meetings • to rach CODcl.usions. to make recomrnmdatioas or to arrive at unanimous 
decisions •••• (or) to funnula"' 6ndings capable ci leading to """""""' actioo' (UI). 
yet' the abscna: of the points ci view ci oomc: ci the Powers •••• makes the Cnofucna: from 
the point ci view ci 00)'000 seeking n:a1ism rather less suc:a:ssfuJ than it is, ped>apa, from 
the point ci view ci tbooe wbo opptoach it purely ocadcmially' (SII). 
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There were those who considered that the notion needed no demons
tration; they apparendy assumed, ' explicidy or implicidy ••• , as a 
sort of postulate, the necessity of working toward this goal '.11 ' I do 
not know how it may be in other lands', said Sir Austen Chamberlain 
at the opening of the Conference, ' but • • • among the questions of 
foreign policy which most preoccupy us is the question of Collective 
Security '.'" Others challenged the validity of this assumption. In 
a vigorous repudiation ot the legitimacy of the notion, the most resolute 
of these critics asserted that : 

It is undeniable that, since the war, this myth of security, this vaguely
outlined nightmare, has disturbed and distorted political intelligence through
out <lhe world and especially in Europe; that it is a paralysing burden on 
European politics; and that it thus constitutes one of the g~test obstacles 
to the establishment in the world, and especially in Europe, of a veritable 
peace, that is to say. a peace not only diplomatic and legal, but political 
and psychological as well . • • It is absurd and impossible to establish by 
means of a universal text and a universal guarantee what is called " collec
tive security ". To persist in ~g this anti-historical and impossible 
" collective security " the first condition of a genuine peace is to distort the 
historical intelligence of the nations and at the same time ·to render practically 
impossible the establishment of ~ce not only diplomatic but real. • 8 

Two years of co-operative research, conducted along lines as 
rigorously scientific as the current political.implications of the quc;stion 
permitted, neither diminished the hostility of the opponents of collective 
security nor seriously shook the faith of its partisans. The Conference 
l;>rought its study to an end withou~ having either " justified " the 
idea of collective security or shown it .to be manifesdy " false or 
dangerous". 

• In the course of the Confetencc's closing meetings in 193 J, the author of these remarb 
energetically ze.dim1ed his distrust of the notion of oollective security in speeches (see 14) 
in which, as the President of the International Committee on Intdlectual Co-operation 
dcclated at the cloae of the Conference, ' he defied us all aod put fotwatd ideals which were 
totally dilfetent from the ideals most of us .wete pursuing • ( JO). It is ttue that, with one 
possible exception (see B7), theae speeches were not diteedy endntaed by any other speaket 
at the Conference (cf., howevu, the pteceding footnote), Nevertheless, it is unlikely that 
anyone who followed the debates of the Confe1<11ce would deny that this almost single
handed defiance was one of the factors which was to influence the Confetence's decision 
(see below, pp. 10 and 12) to enquire more deeply into the nature of the gap between two 
apparently imconcilable attitudes towtll'ds the notion of collective security by initiating a 
study of the question of " peaceful change n. 
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Both sides, however, had admitted ' the necessity of an energetic 
struggle against war ', and it had likewise been ' recognised that this 
struggle requires concerted effort and cannot be carried on successfully 
by purely individual means '.• • Even the Conferenee's most uncom
promisingly antagonistic censor of the ' anti-historical ', ' anti-human ' 
and, consequently, ' absurd and impossible ' fancy of establishing a 
universal system of collective security had emphasised that the effort 
to avoid war must not be abandoned.• The cleavage of opinion which 
the Conference's examination of the concept of collective security had 
disclosed did not t>revent, therefore, a fruitful exploration of the problem 
of finding an alternative to the use of force in the conduct of interna
tional affairs.b 

II. THE PREVENTION OF WAR 

Three sets of measures were considered by the International 
Studies Conference when it turned its attention to the practical problem 
of discovering a substitute for violence in the settlement of international 
disputes, viz. measures for the prohibition or renunciation of recourse 
to force; measures of repression; and preventive measures proper. 
While it was generally recognised that ' the principle of " non-recourse 
to force" ... has a place in any system of collective security ', there 
was ' some hesitation about making this principle absolutely rigorous ', 
since, ' to proclaim non-recourse to force, without setting up methods 
capable of £lling peacefully the role which, historically, had been that 
of war, would only be a limping solution, ill-balanced, and headed, in 
the long run, for certain failure '." 

Nor did the Conference feel that the adoption of repressive 
measures would go to the root of the problem. ' Our attention ', 
said one speaker, ' ought to be turned £rst of all to the causes of war'·" 
'To avoid war', said another, 'we must not organise the repression 
of war by force ... [but] must apply ourselves to eliminating the causes 
of war ';• for ' all of these methods do not prevent war ..• : they are 
merely methods of postponing war •.u 

• See also u. 
• Tbat the Confcrcna:'s 6Ulure to disco>= a commonly ~~CCCplllblc imap~etatioo of 

" the concept of collective security " did not sterilise its efforts to enquire into " the prin
ciplco and methods of a sysa:m for the orgmisatioo of!'<*"' " was largdy due to the Gcoctal 
Rapponeur's COld"ul insis1<120e that the Confcrcna:'s primary aim wu to pion the ClOQSUUc:

tion of a syst<m for the elimination from in~emational relations of recowsc: to forao. Sec 
II and ••• 
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It was while. investigating methods of eliminating the causes of 
war that the Conference opened a discussion which, its Chainnan 
thought, . was destined to break new ground and which, instead of 
lagging ' behind or following the various Governments and Foreign 
Offices of the world which had been enmining this subject [of collective 
security] from every aspect for a period of years ', would be ' leading 
and not following any governmental initiative ' and might ' add a real 
and lasting contribution to world tliought and possibly to world 
action '.•• a 

ill. CAUSES OF WAR 

What, then, are the causes of war ? In the inexhaustible dis
cussion of the causes of war, it has been said that ' the things for which 
nations profess to fight are of two kinds : those which they believe they 
are entitled to as a matter of law, and those which they do not claim as 
of legal right but· want on some other ground '. 11 In either case, it 
would appear that an examination of contemporary national needs, 
grievances, aspirations and claims might reveal situations containing 
the germs of potential wars in the future. The discovery of the causes 
of war is, however, only a first step towards its prevention. For, while 
no disagreement seems possible on the principle that, if violence is to 
be abolished in the conduct of international affairs, it is necessary to 
organise peaceful methods as a substitute for the use of force, opinions 
differ ' when the question arises as to what should be the role of these 
peaceful methods '. Are the peaceful sub~titutes for war ' destined to 
ensure the application of the law now in force or to ensure the modi-
fication of that law ' ?11 • • 

In considering this question, the Conference concluded that, from 
the political standpoint, the great difficulty does not lie in the organisation 
of peaceful methods ' which aim at the settlement of international 
disputes of a legal character, i.e. which have no other object than to 
ensure the correct application of the law already in force '.• The 
primary aim of a State, it was suggested, ' iS not the ful£ilment and 
application of positive law, but, on the contrary, a change in the present 
state of the law •.u ~cco,tding to views which were held to • coincide 
with those of a very large number of partisans of Collective Security ', u 

a Cf. below. pp. u-u. 
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' it is possible ... , if not to avoid war for ever, at least to make it more 
and more rare ... by substituting for the system of rigid equilibrium ..• 
the system of elastic equilibrium, or better, of flexible equilibrium •.. , 
[that is], by giving the peoples . . • effective means . . . of satisfying 
their essential interests, their vital needs, without resorting· to War '.• 
Politically, it was felt, the difficulty lay ' rather in the very complex, 
very serious and very delicate problem of the transformation of the 
existing law'," yet it was much more in this role,' as a force of upheaval, 
of transformation, than as an instrument of coercion in the service of 
the status quo ' that war had ' often played in history '·" Hence it 
could be said that ' the chief problem confronting international 
telations . . • [is] the need for a more flexible structure th,an that which 
identifies justice with the status quo'·'" 

In studying peaceful means of changing the legal arrrangements 
which govern international relations, the Conference considereq 
' changes · not of international law but of situations provided for in 
international law'", that is to say, it distinguished between 'objective, 
general and impersonal rules ' and ' subjective situations '. In the 
first case, it was pointed out, changes ' can generally be carried out 
without directly involving the vital interests of any given State', but 
'the problem appears in quite another light when it is a question of 
adjusting or modifying subjective situations, peculiar to certain States 
and which, llSually, are based on treaties'." • 'Here', said the Con
ference's General Rapporteur, 'is the crucial point. No one ignores 
either its importance or the difficulties which it raises '." 

Two contradictory tendencies mark the Conference's study of 
peaceful methods of modifying the status quo. ' One of them, attentive 
primarily to the dangers which may be presented by the organisation 
of a dynamic system, even by peaceful methods .•. is inclined to seek 
collective security in the maintenance and the guarantee of the establish-

• The explicit ref<reru:e to situations based on ueatieo appean to bave been a tdleetion 
of the: pteoCCUpationa of certain oeetiono of the: Confetmce with territorial situatiOllS (frontier 
revision); aubeequent discussion tmdcd to show. however, that frontier problems are often 
metely symptomatic, in part at any rote, of other md deeper problemo arisiog out of 
situation• wbicb ue aot based on tteatieo (cf. below, pp. to-n). It moy be anted bete tbat, 
,rrhen examining, on a later occ:asi.on. the meaning to be attached to the teDD " st.blt t- " 
in the context of the Conference's enquiry into" pcaccfu1 change ••. the Genenl Rapporteur, 
while suggesting that the tenn applied • to the eziating 1<8"1 otder in the field of intemotioool 
relations ', apeci6ed that ' this legal otder is DDt detennined ooldy by tteatieo '; but be 
expiOSied the view that, ' in otder DOt to eotead uaduly the limito of our subject. it ia pteo 
feroblc: to considet u" cbanjJeo in the,_ fliO " oaly thooe cbanjJeo wbicb derive from their 
laternotioool1egal c1waclcr c:ertoia minitaum IJIWOD"'"' • (Ill). 
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ed order ... • The other tendency, on the contrary, without ignoring 
the complex and delicate character of the problem, sees with especial 
distinctness the danger involved in regarding security as a system 
destined to immobilise historical development '. it is not possible to 
examine in this brief outline of the chief elements of the Conference's 
discussion the grounds on which both these conflicting tendencies were 
based; but, if attention must now be tumed exclusively to the second 
tendency. it is not because it was • visibly that which . . • found the 
greater response among the Members of the Conference'," but because 
it was in the discussion of this tendency that the Conference broke the 
' new ground •b which led it to embark upon the study, inllf' alia, of the 
questions to be examined in the present survey. • 

IV. PEACEFUL CHANGE 

The futility of attempting to stem the tide of history was sharply 
dep.ounced by some of the Conference's experts;d but. 'while the neces
sity of seeing to it that the status fJ1IO be made more elastic and that it 
be modiJied by peaceful means ' may be said to have been generally 
recognised in the course of the Conference's study of collective securiry, 
the question of' how, by what methods, and following what procedures 
this may best be accomplished' was left largely undefined.'".. Nor 
was any attention given to the actuai international situations which 
might be held to stand in need of change. • Conscious, however, • 
that an examination of these questions m~st form an essential part of 

• For expressions of this tendency. ee, e. g .. 1, 4, 1, and zo . 
• a. above, p. 6. . 
o The first tendency was, moreover, associated more particularly with territorial 

situations. a. above, p. 7, npte •· . 
I A French memorandum submitted to the ~ce argued that • there .is no /Dt 

;, ptrp111111111 wlihml. A law, even though it be acellcnt at the mOment of its enactment. 
may become inapplicable . . • It is just because law is a rule of lifi: that it cannot oppose life, 
that it must evolve with life in order to be able to continue to adapt itself to life. Law 
Ia not the indefinite prolongation of a particular right of enjoyment, the maintenance of the 
slohu fJI'fl after profound changes have tsken place in the state of society' (&). It Ia obvioos, 
contended a Canadian expert, that ' effective macbinety for the peaceful alteration of the 
.tl4111.r fJ11D is essential to the orgsnisation of a permanent peace • (9). 'It may tum out •, 
thooght a Norwegian authority, 'that the peace of the world depends on •.• (sueeeasfully) 
organising international ways for the revision of existing situations, and for peaceful reforms 
in intematinnal law' (17). 

• Brief allusions wcte made. however, to labour standards, currency fluctuations, 
tarilfs, distribution of raw materials, dumping and shipping aubaidies (•) and to reatricti<>DI 
upon ttade, movements of people and movements of capital (U). See also helow, p. so, 
note a. 
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any comprehensive enquiry into the problem of collective security, 
the Conference made arrangements to devote a further period of two 
years to a study of " peaceful change of the staftl.r quo " for the purpose 
of throwing light, not, of course, upon all the causes of war, since 
among the causes of wars there may be some which do not give rise to 
claims for changes in the staftl.r fjiiQ, a but at any rate upon certain causes 
which, it was thought, were particularly importantb and were associated 
with specific current needs, grievances and aspirations expressed in 
certain claims, that is, the demands of ' those States which - rightly 
or wrongly - tonsidered that they occupied a situation which was 
unfair, unjust and perhaps unendurable'·" After insisting that the 
problem of peaceful change has ' been neglected all too long by students 
of international organisation ', • the author of one of the papers submitted 
to the Conference pointed out that security was not an end in itso>l£ : 

Security ·is not a particular system of social organisation. It is rath~r 
a Jta/1 of things, which allows communal life to Unfold itself and to develop 
without being periodically and violently dislocated . . . Once we realise ..• 
[that the organisation of security must be commensurate with the social 
life which it is to render secure], we shall more readily appreciate the voices 
which say in effect : " What interest have we to provide security for a state 
of things which we dislike, and which is unjust to us ? " To them, a reliable 
system of security, without simultaneous provisions for peaceful change, 
seems not a promise but a denial of better times . . . The answer [to the 
question whether security and peaceful change are independent of each other 
and can be pursued separately] is that they are both equally vital links in 
th~ same chain of progress, and that the chain cannot hold and run until 
they are both wrought stoutly together . . . Security, peace, is a set and 
constant mechanism; change is a dynamic and continuous process. They 
are not interchangeable, the one is no substitute for the other. As acts 
of government they will vaty in tempo and emphasis; as constitutional devices 
they must be set up together. • 

Yet it was not without resistance on the part of some of its parti
cipants that the Conference, after an e."amination ot the effectiveness 

• a., c. g .• "'· 
• • I can thinlt •, said one speaker, • of no subject more useful to discuss, or the results 

of which discussion would prove more fruitful' (II). 'You connot have peaceful change 
without coUective security .. be declared two years late{, • and equally you cannot have 
eollcctive security without some organioed oys1em of peooeful change • (UI). 
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of the existing procedures for the peaceful settlement of international 
disputes and of the utility of the existing methods of modifying the 
stahl.r q11o, reached the position in its enquiry when, logically, its next 
step appeared to be an investigation of the difficulties lying in the way 
of a peaceful settlement of international conflicts having their source 
in the needs and grievances of non-satisfied peoples and giving rise to 
·aspirations and claims for changes in the stafiiS fJIID. In the first place, 
the legitimacy of, and the expediency of enquiring into, certain claims 
which, while they were not specifically mentioned, were nevertheless 
tacitly assumed to be present in the minds of all the participants in the 
Conference, were called in question. As one speaker said : 

It is not enough that someone should say : " I want· a certain thing " 
.for the other to be obliged to give it to him; it is not enough that an aetive 
propapanda, a well-organised movement should demand a piece of property 
from someone else with cries and threats; it is necessary that the universal 
conscience judge that this demand is just." • 

Similarly, in discussing the provision in Article XIX of the Covenant 
. of the League of Nations for the re-consideration of international 
·situations endangering the peace of the world, a Po],ish speaker declared 
. that : 

[There can] be no question here of a State, which has demanded some-: 
thing from another State,. being allowed to argue that failure to satisfy its 

,demands might endanger the peace of the'.world. In this case, indeed, 
it is those demands themselvi'S which would endanger world peace. • b • 

'These objections, however, clearly ·sprang essentially from the fear 
that the Conference might be about to enter what was then deemed 
by many (as it is still deemed by some) tO' be the blind-alley of enquiry 
into the territorial provisions of the Peace Treaties. But "peaceful 
change of the stahl.r quo", though it was undoubtedly conceived by 
some of the Conference's experts as a problem of frontiers and of terri
torial sovereignty, is not always, and perhaps never essentially, a 

• C£. this test oflegitimate claims with the tests (see below§ V) of claims which it would 
be expedient for the ConfeftllCC to examine. 

• Thole is truth, the same speaker· added, 'in that FteOcb proverh which applies also 
to wars and to international politics in geneml, and not only to the exc:ellent FteOcb dinner 
tables : "L'appitit vient en mangeant n • (18). 
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synonym for territorial revision. Indeed, as one of the Conference's 
experts insisted, a principal reason for studying " peaceful change " 
was precisely that it had hitherto ' been left to be trailed about by 
national propagandists ... [whose] main concern is with some revision 
of frontier - the thing that divides; peaceful change would rather 
concentrate on the things which bind and unite '. Until then, he said, 
revision of frontiers, ' instead of being discussed as a vital part of any 
system of international peace ', had 'been stridently and discordantly 
pressed as a matter of certain momentary and limited national 
grievances '.• 

It was also argued that cotintries with grievances already had a 
pertectly simple remedy at hand, since there existed in the League of 
Nations ' a general association of the States for the discussion ot those 
matters '. It should be said, therefore, to these countries : ' Come 
into conference; tell the world your grievances; put them before the 
public opinion of the world . . • Let us know what these grievances 
are; then perhaps the public opinion of the world may be brought to 
bear on them '... This suggestion was countered, however, by the 
assertion that, for example, Germany had ' talked for seven years between 
1916 and 19H' and had 'made definite complaints especially in the 
fidd of disarmament'- complaints which had been' very modest'·" 
' It is quite good to talk about these problems, but when ', it was 
asked, ' will the talking end ? ' 11 

Some misgiving might also be fdt lest the enquiry should open 
the door to a flood of claims. This apprehension might be stilled to 
so~e extent, however, with the argument" that ' when you give a 
particular country a right to raise a claim to a certain change, you also 
impose upon it the obligation to substantiate that claim before the 
international forum '. 11 

On the whole, it may be said that the· Conference, in the words 
of its General Rapporteur, ' had become convinced that, in order to 
fight with any chance of success against war, it is not enough to pro
scribe it nor to set up in the face of it a system of constraint. It is above 
all necessary to attack the causes of war, by seeking to substitute for it 
peaceful methods of settling conflicts, of clearing up disputes, and of 
providing legitimate means of satisfying the aspirations which provoke 
it'.n• 

In thus setting the problem of the peaceful settlement of interna
tional disputes in the context of unsatisfied national claims and aspira-
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tions for modifications of the stallls q1111 in international relations, the 
International Studies Conference was formulating a hypothetical 
explanation of some of the causes of war which, upon verification. 
might throw light upon factors of the problem that the study of collec
tive security had not revealed. Its next task, therefore, was to test its 
hypothesis by enquiring into the basis of the national aspirations which 
it had postulated and by examining the content of the claims for change 
which these aspirations had generated. The Conference would then 
consider the legitimacy of the claims and it would analyse the difficulties 
which may stand in the way of the contemplated changes. Finally, 
on the basis of its findings, the Conference might consider the method.~ 
to be followed in overcoming these difficulties with a view to a peaceful 
solution of the ultimate problems giving rise to national aspirations. 

V. PEACE OR JUSTICE ? 

In the course of the International Studies Conference's enquiry 
into the problem of peaceful change, attempts were 1nade in various 
quarters to introduce into the scope of the study an examination of 
the claims and grievances, not only of strong military states, but also 
of smaller, less powerful countries. These attempts, however, were 
resisted on the ground that, whatever JnaY have been the basis of claims 
by weak states in terms of justice and· international equity, they were 
not g=e to the Conference's primary object of clarifying situations 
likely to contain the seeds of future wars_. . 

It was admitted, of· course, ' that an· accumulation of grievances 
JnaY end by provoking gestures of despair ', but it had to be recognised, 
as the Conference's General Rapporteur pointed out, that, 'normally, 
a grievance which, in the case of a large S~ate, would constitute a danger 
of war, ... lacks that character ' in the ca~ of ' a claim 1nade by a weak 
State, having no means of backing up its claims by force of arms'. 
Indeed, looking ' at the matter solely from the viewpoint of the main
tenance of peace, it may even be said that such a claim is only of minor 
interest ' and that ' taken by itself, it is inoffensive '.•u 

It was not, however, without protest on the part of some" and 

a a .. e. g., S6 : f [The question of the tevision of Article XIX of the Covenant of the 
League of Nations is] not brought up because there are a number of small countries whose 
grievances do not secure proper recognition. It is brought up because thete are c:ertaio 
powetful countries, who are inclined to make us feel that if they are not allowed to have 
their own way. they willfiod their way in some other manner. The plain wotd to apply 
to that is blackmail '. 
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reluctance on the part of others that the organisers of the International 
Srudies Conference's enquiry were permitted elfectively to limit - with 
some exceptions• - the general scope of the enquiry to situations 
generally believed to present the contingent danger of war. Germany, 
it was pointed out, • is not the only country involved in this matter •.• 
A large number of other Powers are far from declaring themselves 
satisfied with the economic regime throughout the world, and in 
particnlar with the economic regime followed in the colonial field ••• 
The Powers which possess no colonial territory are not the only claim
ants, but certain Powers which possess colonies as well. {In] the case 
of. . • [Belgium, for example), it must not be inxagined that because 
Belgium has a colony - and a colony which is not without importance 
-she is satisjied with the present regime. She is by no means satisfied; 
she would like a regime marked - and not only in the colonial terri
tories, but in the whole world - by more liberalism, by a broader 
conception of equality. Only on this condition will peace reign in 
the world; at least it is one of the essential conditions of a generalized 
state of peace'·"' 

According to a speaker at one of the meetings of the Conference : 

If we attempt to reach solutions on the exigencies of a particular moment 
, . or a particular area, we shall never get anywhere, because the special interests 

of our countries will bias our scientific objectivity . . . [It has been] said 
that Peaceful Change means the changes necessary to preserve peace. This 
strikes me as somewhat doubtful. I should be inclined to say, rather, that 
Peaceful Change means changes in the stattu fill' necessary for justice. It 
is to' be hoped that we shall get peace as a by-product of justice, but if we 
arc going to make changes in the slattu fill' only because otherwise somebody 
threatens to make war if we do not, we arc likely to be confronted by more 
serious demands in the future. We cannot buy peace as an inxmediate 
political proposition at the price of injustice; our discussions must not 
proceed on the basis of what we have to do to buy off Powers that arc 
threatening war, but on what is necessary for justice."' 

Such views were not contested. Indeed, it was fully admitted 
that • the problem of peaceful change is not limited to eventualities 
which involve the risks of war • : 

• See below, pp. !9'4•· 
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It is much broader, and covers all the transformations which it may be 
necessary to make in the sttlltu qutJ for whatever reason. It concerns the 
general problem of dynamism, of movement in the legal realm, and this 
problem arises independently of any wish and of any possibility of aggres
sion..t•• 

On the other hand, it was argued that, although ' the grievances which 
are likely to receive attention are those of such dissatisfied Powers as 
are well armed ', yet ' what seems cynical to anyone approaching the 
problem with any idea of justice in mind seems mere common sense 
when we consider the actual practice of nations '.••• • The case in 
favour of a restriction of the Conference's enquiry to grievances asso
ciated with the contingency of war was summarised as _follows : 

From an objective point of view, it is probably a mistake to suppose 
that every legitimate grievance must be redressed if stable Peace is to result. 
This assumes too readily that continuing injustice is necessarily fatal to 
peace. Though sentimentalists are wont to make some such assumption, 
it is probably as ill-founded as it would be in reference to social situations 
at home. For unredressed grievances to imperil social stability they must 
be not merely deep, or even legitimate: more depends on the strategic position 
and numerical importance of the persons aggrieved . . • In the interest, 
then, of peace, though not of course of righteousness, attention may be 
fixed on the grievances of those States which, because of the present or , 
potential strength of themselves or their fr.iends, are so situated ~ to be 
possessed of "nuisance-value". By the same token it is not necessary 
that grievances be particularly well-founded, if only they be keenly enough 
felt. . . If our reflections should lead us to conclude that sometimes peace 
can be safeguarded only, so to say, at the ~ense of justice, it behoves us 
candidly to record our finding, leaving it t9 the statesmen and the peoples 
to say whether the main-c!c of peace is in all contexts an absolutely 
desirable object of diplomatic solicitude.' b 

• 'Por instance ', wrote a Canadian expert, ' Japanese ue much better treated in Canada 
than Chinese although ethically the latter have just as good a claim to courteous tl:eat
meot • (101). · 

•' To imply, in the manner of some, that peac:efW change is necessarily change for the 
better, change in the inleleata of justice, and change accepted fzeely, is, I submit, to obscure 
rather than to clarify the question. If candid in our thinking we must awely contede that 
a change might he delinitely unjust, asaeoted to under protest, and intrinsically a change for 
the worse, yet, because not the outcome of actUal hostilities, technically entitl.ed to rank u 
peac:efW change. Note that I am not eapiOSS!y advocating this kind of change : I am 
metely classing it' (nr). 
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It was also suggested to those who seemed disposed to attach greater 
importance to justice than to peace that the claims· of small States differed 
from those of powerful countries • by reason of the way in which the 
controversy is likely to be settled' : 

Does not the weighing of the difficulties to be overcome coincide up 
to a certain point with the weighing of the opposing forces ? Does not the 
desire to settle a conflict peacefully give rise to an inclination to sacrifice 
the interests of the party which we are sure will not disturb the peace to 
the interests of the party whose means of action, or even whose tendencies 
or mood are such as to instil into the situation a sentiment of anxiety ? In 
other words, is it not to be feared that peace will be purchased at the price 
of justice? 

This was admittedly • a redoubtable question ',but its examination would 
have taken the Conference far beyond the limits of its study. For 
• what is Justice? How can it be defined, especially in international 
relations ? By what signs may one recognise it, apart from the sub
jective judgments of which it may be the object ? ''" And is it not 
true that • abstract justice may be an imperfect guide to the change that 
will exorcise the danger of war ' ? ' • It is not desirable ', concluded 
the Conference's General Rapporteur, • that the Conference should 
enter upon this ground, where the exchange of ideas, however 
interesting, would doubtless lead only to highly uncertain results'·'" 
If • the peace of the world is not imperilled ', one of the Conference's 
experts insisted again at one of the meetings in 1937, 'then the question 
does not concern this Conference •. '00 • 

* * * 
In the course of the debate which took place during the Interna

tional Studies Conference's session in 1937, a point of view put forward 
implied that " peaceful change " could not properly be discussed in 
the context of an issue between peace and war. In a discussion qn the 
transfer of colonial areas as a method of settling grievances, a speaker 

• For ......,.,. of the ume <mlcr, various other dcmognphic problems which wae 
aiJudcd to in the course of the Cooferenoe'o enquiry must be acluded from this 5111'Vey, 
e. g., the immigration into Polcotine of Jews, whose' aodus gives aome .w.f to the counuy 
of origin,~ •• Poland and Gemwty • (14; ef. below, PP·!9"6t); the case of the ltaliaoo in 
1imia, which tmdo • to cn:a"' inoematioool clifficultics • (U); eu:. 
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stated that he ' would be particularly opposed to such transfers if they 
were considered mainly because of the threat of the use of force by 
countries making the demands '.a ' If', he said, ' we live in a world 
of power politics we know exactly where we stand; we hold what we 
have and we do not give it up unless forced to do so '.au This attitude 
was rejected by another speaker. ' Is it not significant ', he suggested, 
' that interest in peaceful change has become most acute just at the time 
when there is the least possibility of making peaceful changes, and is 
not one of the reasons why conferences are being held at the moment 
the fact that there is a threat of war if changes are not made ? It is, 
therefore, precisely this threat of war which it is most necessary to avoid 
by making some sort of concessions . . . Certain problems have 
arisen at the present time just because the threat of war exists, and the 
question for the future will be how to avoid the occurrence of such 
problems '. It seemed to this speaker, therefore, ' that even though 
changes are being demanded as a price, let us say; for the avoidance of 
war, that is not necessarily a reason why they should be given no 
consideration at the present time '. m 

=-a. above, p. u, note a. 
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Chapter z 

National Needs, Grievances, Claims and Aspirations 

I. THE CLAIMANTS AND THEIR CLAIMS 

The introductory chapter of this survey has described the cir
cumstan~ which led the International Studies Conference, in 19}S, 

to undertake a two-year enquiry into the substance of certain national 
aspirations which had been expressed in specific claims for changes iri 
the international .staiJU q110, into the difficulties obstructing the achieve
ment of such changes, and into peaceful methods of overcoming those 
difficulties. As a result of the Conference's study, facts might be 
brought to light which would have a bearing on the solution of the 

· fundamental problems constituting the needs, or occasioning the 
grievances, which give rise to c1ainis and aspirations. What were 
those problems and which were the claims ? 

Now ' it must be admitted that the terms employed by the Con
ference to express its intentions leave those intentions somewhat 
obscure '·'" 8 In the light of subsequent declarations, it is clear 

, enough that the Conference contemplated an enquiry into demographic 
problems, on the one hand, and into marketing and raw materials 
problems, on the other hand; but the Conference gave no explicit 
indication either of the specific national claims and aspirations to which 
these two sets of proolems had given rise or of the particular changes in 

• The leDDS of rcfc=cc adoplccl by the Confi:leooe for its study of" pcaoofu1 ciwJge » 
ue quoted in the Foreword. p. vii. ' The unbiguity, or lack of plecision, in that fozmula 
J:<:Bected ••• a compromise bctwecn some who bad fa..,urcd a tn:atmcnt of population 
problems, u such (ooe U), and others wbo wonlcd ••• a snady of the peacd'ul ciwJge 
probk:m in generol' (177); the former propooal woo partly promplcd by the c:in:umstaoce 
that a awdy of •• stab: measures affecting international migratioo. ,. • which was originally 
placed oa the llj!eDda of the lnlCrlllltional Studies Confi:leooe in 19JI (sec fJl), bad bad to 
be postpOned. 
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the stahls fJIIIJ which were demanded. It may be presumed, however, 
that, inasmuch as ' the International Studies Conference is influenced 
in the choice of its subject by world public opinion',"' the claims 
and changes which the Conference had in mind and which it apparently 
assumed to be matters of common knowledge" were those to which 
authoritative exponents of international affairs in various countries, and 
particularly in Great Britain, where the Conference was holding its 
session. b were then directing theit attention. 

In I 9 3 s. public opinion was fastened on the grievances, real or 
alleged, of certain countries which were represented as being dis
satisfied with the position that. they occupied in a community of nations 
composed of two numerically unequal categories of Powers : ' on the 
one hand, there would be the satisfied, well-provided, satiate, bourgeois, 
possessor nations, tli1 Blsitzentlm, tli1 bifrietligtm Nationm, the sodisfatti, 
and, on the other, the unsatisfied, unprovided, hungry, proletarian 
nations, tlil Habmi&htsl, the insotlisfatti .... - or, to use a terminology 
which had become current in the English-speaking countries, a large 
number of " haves " and a few " have-nots ". These " dissatisfied " 
countries were held to have put forward various claims, the satisfaction 
of which was designed to remove the sources of theit grievances. 
According to contemporary statements of the nature of these claims 
as it wa; apprehended outside the " dissatisfied " countries themselves, 
the principal "have~not " Powers were Germany, Italy and Japan 
(with the possible addition of Poland), and the principal claim was 
a German demand for a re-consideration of the colonial re-arrangements 
which had been made in 1919. c It was· suggested, more specifically, 
that ' three types of claim - to tern irritlmfl, to outlets for emigration. 
and to industrial markets and solKces of supply - perhaps cover. 
between them, most of the concrete grievances of the discontented 
Powers '.111 

a cr. above. p. 8, note e. and the :ref'etence to the substance of the question made at 
one of the Confetmcc'a meetings in 193J in an allusion to ' claims • • • regarding raw 
materials, population, food stuff and so oo • (u). 

• The spokesmen of the Confetmcc'a member-institutions in Great Britain - the 
British Co-otdinatiog Committee for International Studies - and in the Uoiced States -
the Council oo Folcign Relatioos - bad cskeo a leading part in the disc:ussiooa of a sub
committee of the Coofermc:c which pn:paced the formula defining the scope of the " peaceful 
change" study. See .u and 11. 

•For illustrations of such statements, see. for eumple, JU, 111 and 116. Among the 
ltudies of " claims " which have been published aincc the eooclusioo of the Incematiooal 
Studies Coof=c:c's eoquil:y oo " peaceful change", the following have been utilised in 
the preparation of the preseo.t survey : ""• '''• ""• "'· 
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The proposition which flows from this interpretation of the 
Conference's intentions is that population, marketing and raw material 
problems in the " dissatisfied " countries are at the root of grievances 
giving rise to aspira,tions expressed in claims for changes in the .rtat11.r 
fJIIO and that the preservation of peace may be a function of the ·satis
faction of those claims. This proposition may be a legitimate premise 
upon which to institute an enquiry into the question of " peaceful 
change "; but, since the £rst object of an enquiry destined to culminate 
in an analysis of the difficulties which may obstruct the peaceful solution 
of problems whicli are considered to be a source of international fric
tion must be to consider the nature of those problems, it is a proposition 
which must be tested in the light of definite instances of claims and 
demands authoritatively formulated in the so-called " dissatisfied " 
countries. For, if they have not been formulated by the alleged claim
ants, they may be fictitious; and, if they have not been authoritatively 
put forwara, they may be misleading. 

The Conference itself, however, was content to postulate by 
implication that the statements of claims attributable to publicists in 
England and in other " satisfied " countries were founded upon pal
pable evidence that such claims had been authoritatively formulated 
in the " dissatisfied " countries themselves. With a view to ensuring 
an early verification of the validity of this postulate, several members 
of the Conference expressed a fear, at the outset of the enquiry into 
peaceful change, lest the subject be treated in ab.rtra&to, and they insisted 
that ' a study of concrete problems would constitute the most useful 
contl;ibution towards a better understanding of the problem of 
" peaceful change " '.a The Conference's General Rapporteur likewise 
took an early opportunity of warning the Conference against a danger 
which might vitiate its work - ' the danger of generalities and abstract 
reasoning'. It was necessary, he pointed out, 'to concentrate upon 
real issues, to deal with the proposed subject in the light of certain 
special questions, certain particular claims '. The Conference, he 
added, was not concerned with questions of population, etc. as such, 
but ' only in so far as they gave rise to claims, needs or aspirations 
which imply a modification of the .rlatll.t q11o of the existing international 
relations '. If, he said, the Conference's analysis of the problem was 
to lead to substantial results, ' it is necessary that it should rest upon 

• U.l.C. document no. K. 68. 1936, p. S. 
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cases which are borrowed from real life ... ; [the Conference] should 
not shirk current problems •.. ' ,. 

Yet, although the General Rapporteur's recommendation was 
subsequendy repeated by him" • and endorsed by .several Members of 
the Conference,b it was not carried out. A two-year plan of study was 
elaborated which gave no clue to the concrete instances of claims which 
were to be the pivot upon which the whole of the Conference's enquiry 
would tum; and, when the study of peaceful change came to an end, 
no systematic survey had been made of the claims tacidy postulated at 
the opening of the enquiry. 

A silence so long preserved is too odd not to arrest attention. 
It cannot be explained on the ground that it was super.8uous to state 
claims which might be assumed to be matters of common knowledge; 
for, although this assumption was undoubtedly made when the Con
ference opened its enquiry in I 9 H, it transpired in the course of the 
enquiry that the interpretation of international affairs which had become 
generally accepted outside the " dissatisfied " countries, and upon 
which the assumption rested, was not itself based upon any direct 
evidence of officially formulated demands advanced by those countries 
but was largely derived from the unverified hypothesis that a country 
with a grievance is, ipso ja&to, a country with a claim. This hypothesis 
proved, however, to be largely illusory. Except in the case of the 
Conference's member institutions in· Poland - a country which, as 
some thought at the time and as recent events have shown, migb,t, 
legitimately be assi.niil.ated to the catl'gory of " have-not ". Powers. 
disposed to exercise warlike pressure for 'the purpose of bringing about 

• The General Rapporteur did Dot himself specifY, either theo or at any later stage in 
the enquiry. any instances of " ~ n • " needs , or " aspirations ••. The only exception 
to the consistent reserve ezettised by the eeotnll oigan.s of the Coofc=ce in specifYing the 
concrete situations which the Membem of the Conference wete invited to investigate is a 
belated allusion to two of them made in a plan of discussion for tho 1937 session of the 
Coofc=ce whieb was propated 011 June 12, 1937, by a Prognunmo Commitoeo whieb 
m:ommeoded thst ' particular stress be laid on ••• specific csses of ove>pi>pulation (e. g., 
Italy, Poland)' (U), 

• e. g. : the Ceotro Italiano eli Alti Studi Intomazionali, whieb suggested thst oseb 
natioruol group taking part in the study should produce • a ststemeot of the Deeds and claima 
of its own country ... and also an indication of the means which that country proposed to 
adopt in older to satisfY those Deeds and claims ' ( 17), but whieb subsequeody withdrew 
from active participation in tho work of the Coofc=ce; the Ceottal Commitoeo of Polish 
Institutions of Politicsl Science (JO); the British Co-aMinating Commitoeo for Interoatioruol 
Studies ( .. ) ; ete, The need for ' a brief ststement of the ebanges in the sl4hu IJllll demanded 
by the clissatiafied Powem ' was also empbaaised in a note addressed to tho Interoatioruol 
Institute of Intellectual CCH>peration by LoJ:d LugaJ:d (see U). 
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a modification of the equilibrium of international relations - none 
of the institutions in the " unsatisfied " countries whose position was 
held to be relevant in the context of the Conference's study of peaceful 
change produced any confirmation of the view taken outside those 
countries that their Governments were prepared to stand as formal 
claimants before the forum of satisfied nations. 8 On the contrary, 
as will be suggested in a moment, such evidence as was forthcoming 
from those countries tended to show that, whatever might be the 
sense of grievance under which they laboured, it was no part of their 
policy to translate their aspirations into official demands capable of 
being weighed in the international scales either of justice or of political 
expediency,b The essential difference between an official claim and a 
presumption that a claim exists was subsequently admitted parenthe
tically, e but the implications of the vital political distinction between 
a formal statement of a claim and an attitude which contrives to convey 
the. impression that a demand has been authoritatively expressed do 

•It is proper to point out. however, that. owing to the relatively scant colbbomtioa 
which the lntcmational Studies Confe=a: obotiocd from Getmao, Italian aod Japaoesc 
aeicntific institutions, the Confemu:e found i<sdf unable to make a systematic: study of the 
problema which it had usoc:iatod with the capaosionist policiea aod aspimtioos of the dua: 
countries commonly reganiccl u the principal ., have-nots .. demanding changc:s in the ,,.hiS tptD. On the other hood, it docs not appear that this cin:wnataru:e acoouots for the 
Conference's failure to obtain evidence of the form of claim rd'etted to in the lett. 

(German institutiooa withdrew from membenhip of the Inoemational Studica Coo
fem>a: in December t9H; ainoe then individual German aebolars only have taken part in 
the work of the Conference in oomc of its aspcciS but aeveaol studies p._,ed in Germany 
oo aubjcc:ts ldevaot to the Confc=a:'o enquiry and, appol<Ddy, iospiled by the t=DS cl 
~ cl that enquiry, were placed at the dispooal of the Coofcreoce through the Intema
tional Inotitua: oflntelloc:tual Co-opetatioo. The Italian iostitutiooo•ffili•tod to the Intema
tiooal Studies Confc=a: did not participaa: ICtivcly in the study of " pcoceful chaoge " 
ez<q>t in iu earliest ouges; with one ez<q>tioo (171), oooc of the Italian atudies which 
were reportod ro be in course of preparation was made available to the Membera of the 
Coofet<DOC. No Japaoesc institutions are alliliatod to the lntcmational Studica Confetmce, 
but individual Japaoesc scholall have taken part in sessions of the Coofcreoce and Japaoesc 
atudico relevaot to the problem of " pcaeeful chaoge " were p._,ed for the Coofet.._ 
Nou .., til< I.IJ.C.). 

•a. below, pp. •9-H and !l·l•· 
• See, for eumple, 11 : -· The German demand for colorues has been dcvdopcd only 

in l.a:Dt y.aa, though in 1926 a hook by Hans Grimm, entirkd V oiA: - ~. atteaetod 
aomc aU<ntion. In Atm. K6.pf Herr Hider declared that for the National-Socialist Party 
the p""war c:ommcn:ial and colonial policy of Germany was a closed chapo:r • • • But 
there has always been a demand for equality of atatuo in the c:olonial field, and certain """""' 
onccs appear to have been given to Germany at the time cl the Locamo Tteaty that when 
Germany becatoc a toemhcr cl the ~ she would, in filet, be eligible for a maodaa: if 
at any time ooe should be aMlfemd. T"" IMI, -.. - .. liiJ>It-di< -' ft
c;...., for til< ......, of ller J- toltltWI poucsn.u, Diplomatic docnornu haft said DO 

IDOI'C lhan that the German GoftDIIDI:Ilt ( I'll I J that 01 within • l"""(l''tlble time the 
problem cl c:olonial equality of righu ••. wiU be clari6ed in tbe <XliUS< of fricodJy ""!!'>' 
tiationa u ••• • (The writer'a italics). 
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not appear to have been generally recognised. On the contrary, it 
was re-affirmed, apparently without challenge, in the course of the 
Conference's enquiry, that 'among the most disturbing factors in 
international relations to-day are the claims for revision of the .tfaftu 
tp10 put forward by certain dissatisfied • States, based on alleged over
population within those States and underpopulation in other parts of 
the world ' and that ' there is considerable apprehension that, if earnest 
attention is not given to this source of dissatisfaction, it may become a 
grave threat to world peace ' ... 

Must one conclude, therefore, that, notwithstanding the Interna
tional Studies Conference's tentative adoption in 1935 of the new 
analytical doctrine that the trend of contemporary international affairs 
can be most clearly apprehended by examining the ascertainable claims 
of Governments in the dissatisfied countries, the national aspirations 
which were intended to form part of the materials of the Conference's 
study are, not merely 'often not clearly formUlated','" • but that, 
in fact, the postulated claims cannot be traced farther back than in the 
theoretical inferences of private students of international affairs ? 
(And may it not be that ' grievances are real in proportion as they are 
felt rather than with reference to their ultimate validity • ?11•) While 
answers to these questions do not properly fall within the scope of a 
survey concerned with one aspect only of the Conference's investiga
tion, it may nevertheless be pointed out here that the Conference's 
General Rapporteur himself refrained, at the close of the enquiry into 
peaceful change, from endorsing the conclusion reached by tho Con
ference at the end of its study of collective security that international 
conflicts ' are in most cases connected with claims for the modification 
of the stalll.f fJIIO '.b .. 

a Cf. lftl : - 'It is to. be noted that. . . [Sir SSilluel Hoare, in his famous declaration 
to the Assembly of the League of Natioos in·September 1931] waa ....ruJ to limit his con
structive proposal to ... the better distribution of raw materials • as a basis of claims, and 
that be did not refer to the demographic baais, namely • presswe of populatioo and the need 
of colonies to which surplus population can migrate •. In fact, he did not evea refer to 
"claims u. Cf. also 16tJ : - 'As far as we knew, the German demand had never bee:a. 
precisely fom>ulated •• 

'Summarising the results of the Conference's study of collective security at the outset 
of its study of peaceful change, the Confe=ce's Geneml Rapporteur ezp......t the view 
in 193S that it had demonstrated that, 'on the one hand. in order to fight against war with 
any chance of success. it is necessary to concentrate upon its causes by searching for the 
means of pacific settlement of dispu,.. which lead up to war, and, on the other band, that 
these conflicts are in most cases connected with claims for the modification of the .tkiiiiJ filii 
or with aspirations which. failing to .6nd satisfaction in the uisting juridical order. tu!D. 
ogainst it and attempt to change it' (14). Tbe ICference to elain1l is omitted from the 
similar statement (see above, p. n) made by the General Rapporteur in 1937. 
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II. POPULATION, MARKETS AND RAW MATERIALS 

In the absence of evidence of claims, the task of surveying the 
results of the Conference's investigations presents an embarrassing 
difficulty. • The difficulty is not mitigated by the circumstance that, 

• The difficulties of exposition consequential upon the adoption of the '" claims ,,. 
method of stating intemational problems are illustrated in a memorandum submitted to 
the lntemational Studies Coof=ce (97), the pn:paration of which appeam to have been 
prompted by the c:onsid!"''tion that '.then: is a growing consciousness that pesa:fUl change 
is the alternative to serious trouble • (p. s 1). In the opening sentence of this memorandum. 
the object of which is to ~ provide a basis on which to judge how far the pwdy economic 
difficulties of the dissatisfied Powets could be cun:d or mitigated by the colonial adjustments 
«>which they lay claim' (p. jt), it is stated that 'the ptincipsl source of present uruest 
undoubtedly lies in the claima for change which an: bcing put forward by the thn:e so
cailed "dissatisfied" Powen-Gennany,Italy and Japan" (p.,). The basis of the claims 
is otated to be 'partly ••• poychologic:al, partly ••• economic' (p. j) and their natun: is 
indicated in the statement that 1 prominent among them is a demand for colonial expan
sion' (p. j). , The sim of the thn:e Powero in putting forward such claims is also suggested: 
'poosibly the Powero in question concentrate upon this [colonial) issue becsusc they see 
in it the gn:atcst chance of success in achieving change of any kind; possibly it is because 
they fccl that it will fulfil their chief needs - increa.scd pn:stige, strategic gain, and n:Iicf 
from their economic plight' (p. j); and it is asserted that' undoubtedly it [colonial cspan
sion) would help to satisfy the 6nt two ueeds' (p. j), the n:Iationship between colonial 
esponsion and the satisfaction of the third need bcing left to the n:adcr's judgment (p. j), 
though with the assistance, as will be indicated below. of the memorandum's conclusions. 
But the four-fold proposition that claims sn: of a specific character (' tbt claims '), that they 
have been formulated by the ., dissatisfied •• countries (claims 'put forward"). that the 
' present unrest • is attributable to the attitude or action of tluu: particular countries (' thl 
duce ... Powers"), and, finally, that' Geunany, Italy and Japan • are'., dissatisfi.ed, •
propositions upon which the whole memorandum rests- are accepted without verification. 

AI to the 6nt proposition (that specific claims sn: causing unn:st), while it is implied 
in the memorandum that they ""' not exclusively colonial, colonial demands bcing merely 
' prominent among them • (p. s), elsewhe.~e it seems to be suggested, on the contrary, that 
they sn: e:zclusively culonial : ' since colunial claims sn: bcing put forward •.• ' (p. 7). As 
to the second proposition (that colunial claims have been' put forward'), the only evidence 
given of any ouch action on the port of the claimants seems ro be derived from rbctoric:al 
dcclsrotions mode in the counc of publio spcecbes deliven:d in Germany and Italy by General 
von Epp (p. 7), Count Schwerin von Ktosigk (p. B) and Signor Musso!ini (p. 9), from a 
diatribe by the Fascist Confcdezation of Industrialists against the failun: of the allies to honour 
their tn:aty obligations to Italy (p. 9), from the suicide of rwo Japanese on the step1 of the 
American Embsssy in Tokyo on the Olli>OUilClelllt in 1924 that the United States had can· 
celled the Gentlemen's Agn:emcnt conceming migration and had bracketed the Japsncae 
with Chinese by including them in the Oriental Expulsion chapter of the Immigration 
(Restriction) Act (p. to), from a quoution in a Loodon newspaper of a statement in Ni<bi 
Nidli on the policy of Mr. Hirota's new government (p. n), from a pn:sumption (pcrbaps 
warranted in fact, but pcrbapa not warranted in fact) that a statallellt by Sir Ssmuel Hosn: 
to the u.guc Assembly on September n, I93h was' an official pronouncement' by Grat 
Britain on the subject of • the pn:vailing discontent ' (p. u), and from the thn:alming 
aclamation urten:d by Dr. Gochbcls in the counc of a public speech deliven:d in Germany 
thst ' it is dangerous for the world not to c:ooccdc such dem•nds, becsuse some day the 
bomb will explode' (p. j8). As to the third proposition (that then: sn: thn:e particular 
claimants :Germany, Italy and Japan), while the creation of a category of thn:e "clissati&-
6ed M countrieo ftowo Iogically in the memonndum from the evideoa: just quoted in ldatioo 
to the secnnd proposition, the possihility that other countries also may be 6rtingly placed 
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in the case of the most important of the alleged claims, namdy the 
German claim for a return of her former colonies, a discussion (repro
duced at the end of this chapter) which took place at one of the Con
ference's concluditig meetings• tends to show that German scientific 
opinion is disposed to repudiate, first, the suggestion implied in the 
Conference's formulation of the proolem of " peaceful change " that 
official demands invested with the formal character of a diplomatic 
tllmarrhe have been put forward, and, secondly, the Conference's hypo
thesis that Germany's expansionist policy is attributaole essentially to 
demographic, marketing or raw-material difficulties. 

To meet this difficulty, it will have to be assumed, throughout this 
survey, that the " dissatisfied " countries are, if not open claimants, 
at any rate potential claimants to a modification of the stahl.r tjtiO and 
that their claims are founded on the grievance that they are faced with 
demographic, marketing and raw-materials problems which, if not 
solved peacefully by means of international adjustments, must force 
them to pursue a policy of expansion. 

a auch a category is not considered. Finally, as to the fourth proposition (that Germany. 
Italy and Japan arc " dissatisfied .. ). the memorandum reaches the conclusions that. ' from 
the strictly economic point of view, any colooial changes must be of limited efficscy' (p. JB), 
that ' undoubtedly the dissatisfied Powen: tend, consciously or unconsciously, to over
estima"' the economic advanblgeS of colonial change' (p. JB) and that ' the cure for their 
clilliculties is world-wide mther thso colonial in scope' (p. JB). If these conclusions msy be 
aa:epted on the basis of the facts presented in the· memorandum, a question arises as to the 
evidence for the statement that the dissatisfied Powers overestimate advantages of changes 
which they ate not shown to have demanded. Moreover, the effect of these conclusions iso 
to reject the memomndum's own implied postulate. that Germsny, Italy and Japan have 
chosen to stand as petitioners before a forum of satisfied nations, since " satisfaction » is 
not the same thing as " satiety,, and it is clear that, in theory, the '' satisfied , Powers might 
also be held to stand to gain or to lose from an extension of' contraction of their colohlal 
possessions. Furthermore, is it a useful approach to the problem to postulate a psycho
logical breach between certain " satisfied ,, and "other " dissatisfied " countries in the contert 
of an enquiry which concludes that the .cure for difficulties is world-wide, since diflicultiee 
are not monopolised by the " dissatisfied " and since " satisfied " and ,. dissatisB.cd ., alike 
can avail themselves of cures of a world-wide c:hamc:ter ? 

A further hypothesis upon which the memorandum is based, that the raw--materials issue 
constitutes ' a likely startirtg-point, (p. u) for the consideration of the question of peaceful 
change, seems to support the view here submitted that the preparation of the memorandum 
was prompted by a fictitious abatraction, generated by motives as well-intentioned on the 
part of those who resort to this analytical device as they are resented in the " cliasatisfied " 
countries themselves, than by an immediate appreheosion of concrete realities. That 
this view is not without foundation seems to find further justification in the admission made 
in the memorandum that ' at the time of writing ... , the British pft:SS and numerous pam
phlets published by well-known writers are full of suggestions for possible colonial change, 
some of which ignore or under-eatima"' certain of.,, [the] important economic facts' 
(p. J 1) which the memomndum is designed to bring to light, 

• ' The discussions were •.. somewhat disorganised through the inevitably late statement 
of the Getman case' (•••>· 
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It has already been indicated that, of the various postulated claims, 
the one which held the International Studies Conference's attention 
was the German claim to a colonial empire. It was not the intention 
of the Conference, however, to carry out a special enquiry into this 
specific claim. The Conference's object was, rather, to make a general 
study of the economic basis of expansionist policres, whether these 
aimed at the acquisition or extension of colonial possessions or at an 
enlargement of metropolitan boundaries. From the economic point 
of view, the main case, in simple terms, for a policy of colonial or 
continental expansion or, in other words, the ground upon which the 
real or alleged claims associated with those policies are based, is com
monly stated to be that it is only in the acquisition of colonies or in the 
extension of territories at home that an effective remedy can be found 
for the unfavourable situations caused by pressure of population, 
on the one hand,' or by restricted export markets and inadequate access 
to sourc~s of raw materials, on the other hand. • Colonisation, pointed 
out the Conference's General Rappotteur, ' may serve to solve .•. 
the demographical difficulties resulting from overpopulation . . . [and] 
those connected with the problem of raw materials. Colonisation is 
therefore related to each of the two other topics '. '' 

Accordingly, the Conference organised separate enquiries into 
these two groups of problems. Had its study proceeded along these 
two main lines, it must have furnished an effective test of the validity 
of the argument that colonial and territorial expansionist aspirations 
are largely attributable to population pressure, on the one hand, and 
to . marketing and raw-material maladjustments, on the other. In fact, 
however, the Conference pursued another course. Instead of regarding 
territorial and colonial claims as the expression of a need for relief from 
overpopulation, for larger and freer export markets and for easier 
access to supplies of raw-materials, the Conference instituted. side by 
side with its population, marketingb and raw-material studies, a special 
study of colonial questions (though not of other territorial questions) 

• • Over and above . . . [the concrete grievances of the discontented PowctS] there 
remains a psychological demand which is assu...Uy the most insisrcnt and formidable, u 
well u the most elusive and difficult, of any. And this psychological demand is the aaving 
for equality of status with one'• pcetS ' ( IU). Colonies and wide territories may also be 
coveted for political and military .....,..., These noo-economic aspectS of the ptohlcm 
had not been spcci6ed in the Confcrcnce's terms of ~ and they wen> DOC studied 
otherwise than incidentally. 

'The enquiry into lnlri<oting problems wu subsequently overshadowed by &r mo"" 
de<ailed studico of dcmognphic and nw-material questions. 
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&om which, broadly, the consideration of demographic, marketing and 
raw-material grievances was excluded. 

· In taking this step, the Conference, passing over the objections 
of the methodically-minded• and yielding to the pressure of those who 
were obsessed by the clamour for colonies, was broadening its enquiry 
beyond irs origina1 scope; for there may be, of course, demographic, 
marketing and raw-material problems giving rise to claims for change 
which cannot find their solution in the acquisition or expansion of 
colonial possessions, just as, on the other hand, there may be colonial 
problems giving rise to " peaceful change" claims which are unrelated to 
questions of population, marketing and raw materials. At the same 
time, in consequence of the mocillied organisation of its study, the 
Conference was side-tracked into lines of investigation bearing no 
perceptible connection with the narrowly circumscribed problem of 
" peaceful change " which had preoccupied it at the close of irs study 
of " collective security ". b Its doors were flung open to an abundance 
of memoranda and reports, not a few of which, whatever their intrinsic 
interest, are not relevant to either of the two main divisions of the 
enquiry, while, in the resulting competition for notice, several important 
aspects of the problem were either overlooked or inadequatdy investig
ated. One of the purposes of the present survey is' to attempt, within 
the limits of its subject-matter, to establ,ish some balance between the 

• At a meeting of the Progmmme Committee wbich drafted the tetms of refetence 
..for the Confe.rence•s study of " peacefUl change n. one of the memben of the Committee 
had protested with some success against a proposal to place territorial questions on the ~ 
logical plane as population questions and raw-material questions (.!&). but the Committee 
ultimately accepted a compromise formula eq,cum.beted with the ambiguous inclusion of 
the terms ''territorial n and "colonisation n (seC:: above, p. 19, note a). The point was 
mised again during a Pn:paratoey Study Con!Cn:nee 011 Peaceful Change held at Madrid in 
the summer of 1936, one of the participants pointing out that • neither logically nor chtono
logically • did the problems present themselves in that otdet ( 47), while another speaket 
ezprcssing a preference for the original division of the subject~ argued that. in the context 
of peaceful change, the only televant problems of colonisation wete mainly telated either 
to the availability of areas suitable for migration or to sources of raw materials or markets 
for manufactun:d goods ( 16); if, he aftetwatds conceded, thete wete othet aspects of coloni&
ation falling within tbe scope of an enquiry into peaeefu.l change. tbey might be consideted 
separately (ibid.). These objections, however~ wen: over-ruled, but it may be observed 
that the use of the tenn " colonisation " which had been given in the original terms of 
rdetence was discontinued then:sfter and that it was replaced by the broadet eapn:ssion : 
" colonial questions ". 

• Cf. IJ : - ' Some of the theses proposed [by Membets of the Con!Cn:nce in n:sp011se 
tO a request (see 10) by the Genetal Rappntteur] seem to have only a n:mote bearing on tbe 
immediate problem •; and u : - ' The subjects of study as proposed [for the Confen:na:~s 
enquity into demogtapbic problems], though inten:sting, seem to be little televant to 
"peaceful change n •. 
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material assembled by the Conference and the requirements of a 
consecutive argument. 

* * * 
The subject to be treated in these pages, then, concerns the demo

. graphic basis of claims assumed to have been made by the " dissatis
fied " countries for colonial or territorial expansion. The basis of the 
allegation that a need for relief from overpopulation is. one of the prin
cipal economic sources of the claims for changes in the international 
staftLr fJIIO will be· examined in the next chapter. On the basis of the 
evidence of such claims presented in chapter 3, an attempt will be made 
in chapter 4 to analyse the notion of overpopulation. The legitimacy 
of claims founded on pressure of population will be considered in 
chapter s, The remaining chapters will deal with remedies for popula
tion problems in the " dissatisfied " countries; in a supplementary 
chapter, an illustration will be given of some of the difficulties involved 
in giving effect to these remedies. 

Appendix 

EXCERPTS FROM A DISCUSSION ON GERMANY'S CLAIMS 
AT A MEETING OF THE 

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES CONFERENCE HElD IN 1937 

Dr. Farrz BBIUII!R. (Berlin}111, - I should like to raise the question o£ 
our method of approach to the" solutions involving a change of sovereignty", 
and to point out that a scientific or intellectual fallacy is involved in failing 
to distinguish between the abstract and concrete method. The abstract 
method o£ argument or the application of abstract rules is only legitimate 
if you have a long series o£ similar cases with analogous conditions to which 
similar rules can be applied. In political science it often merely results 
in putting the concrete purpose o£ the argument behind abstract formulz 
and concealing the real issues. 

Let me give proofs of this scientific fallacy. In the abstract method 
o£ argument allusion is frequently made to " certain countries " without their 
being speci6cally named. An interesting definition was given a few days 
ago of the word " honour " as meaning " to keep yow: contracts " and 
when I applied that abstract rule to the Legion cfHOQQCUI I concluded it 
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was an association of merchants which kept their contraets. That is the 
way you argue when you try to give a definition and discuss it under an 
abstract formula or when you say, for instance, that international relations 
arc governed by three rules : good faith, no State to be both judge and 
party at the same time, and the denial of right to the fait IIWJmpli. It was, as a 
matter of fact, precisely the absence of those rules which led to the creation 
of the .rtattu fl/tJ in 1919, and it is because of their absence that the .rtaltu 
f"• is still maintained. 

It may be very interesting to lay down an abstract rule such as " it 
is not legitimate to transfer native people like cattle ,; , but that was enctly 
the way in which people were transferred· in 1919, which would lead one to 
suppose that there has been a complete change of oudook since then and 
that the world has moved towards idealism. That is the deception of 
abstract formu!Je. In the consideration of concrete cases they are more apt 
to assist propaganda than to lead to the formulatio~ of scientific truths, and 
I would warn this group of such fallacious reasoning. It is a method often 
used by States when making laws for specili!' cases, in order to show that 
the rule is a general one applying to all conditions when in reality it applies 
only to a single case. 

For the question we are now discussing - " Transfer of territory : 
Solutions involving a change of sovereignty " - the method of formulating 
abstract rules is entirely inappropriate, since we are not faced with a situation 
in which solutions involving a change of sovereignty are necessary for an 
indefinite number of cases, and it is only in such a situation that abstract, 
rules could have any meaning. Such a situation, for instance, would have 
arisen in 1919 had an effort been made to apply 'Wilson's Fourteen Points 
in the colonial field : i.e. a general readjustment of colonial claims, which 
would have obliged the Peace Conference to consider whether England, . 
France, Belgium and Portugal sltould give part of their colonies, for instance, 
to Poland, a poor country and one that was unable to obtain reparations. 
For the present situation, however, that is not the problem. 

In talking of Peaceful Change, we have in mind change without war 
- that follows, I think, from the fact that the Conference on Peaceful Change 
was preceded by one on Collective Security - and the political issues which 
imply a danger of war. But so far as transfers of territory involving danger 
of war are concerned, I do not think there is an indefinite number of possi
bilities or risks. 

Countries are classified into " haves " and " have nots "; that is a classi
fication which aplains nothing, which is absolutely false, but which never-
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theless is used in scientific research and discussion. Italy, for instance, 
is quoted as a " have not" country, while she was declared by Mussolini. 
to be no longer a " have not " country after the conquest of Abyssinia. 
In considering Peaceful Change in regard to Italy, therefore, one is led to the 
conclusion that a change unfavourable to that country is implied. 

Then there! is Geqnany, apparendy the main problem in this connection, 
since a claim for the transfer of sovereignty was made semi-officially in a 
speech by Hider on Januaty 3oth, 1937· 

May I here remind you of the old Roman law notion that " the judge 
must not go beyond what the patties claim " ? Now if we look at the Con
ference's programme, )Ve see that judgment is to be given on claims. that 
have never been made, but is not to be given on claims that have been 
made; in other words, the problems we are endeavouring to e:ramine are quite 
different from those that have actually arisen. Germany has never claimed 
that because she is a " have not " country she ought to have colonies, yet 
that is the ·sort of claim it is proposed to consider here. 

And here is what seems to be the main fallacy. You start from the point 
that nations have the right to get colonies from other Powers, or have a 
legitimate claim to them, if they can prove that they need them for their 
emigrants, theix raw materials, or if the natives will not be transferred like 
carde. Germany, however, has never made such a claim, and she, therefore, 
does not feel called upon to prove compliance with those conditions; nor 
does she feel that her case would be disproved if those oonditions were not 
fulfilled. In other words, we have a court which examines claims that have 
never been made but does not examine those which have - a situation 
that. arises simply from the method of using abstract terms for concrete 
situations. 

Now solutions involving a change of sovereignty are really matters of 
politics; they may or may not be possible according to the general political 
situation. But there are political solutions, which are not possible when 
public opinion is against them. There may be an interest in some quarters 
to prove that certain solutions are impossible; it is therefore easy to start 
with a programme that seems likdy to lead to a point at which changes 
may prove impossible •••. 

What I wanted to do was to comment on the method of approach to 
the discussion and to urge the importance of liitding a satisfactory method of 
scientific approach which avoids the practice of disguising propaganda aims 
in scientific trappings and formulating abstract rules for concrete situations, 
but follows the lines adopcd in all scientific and historical research. In 
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laying down abstract rules there is always the danger that the concrete case 
itself may be thought to have been dealt with, thus bringing that peace of 
mind to scientists which has been advocated as desirable in the course of this 
discussion, but which seems wrong so long as the world is out of order ... 

Lord LYI'l'ON."' - I wish to thank Dr. Berber for having introduced 
an element of reality into our discussions • . . In the •course of our discus
sions we have not yet been told of conditions in the colonial sphere which 
threaten the peace of the world or of the changes necessary to maintain 
peace . • . I should like to put this point to ..• [Dr. Berber] : it would help 
us very much if, some time or other during the sittings of this Con
ference •.• , he would indicate to us the procedure he would suggest as applic
able for the consideration of the issue. He has stated it as an issue of policy, 
but clearly it is not an issue which this Conference is called upon to 
determine •.. 

Prof. QUINCY WRIGHT (Chicago).'"- ..• Dr. Berber objected to what 
he called the " abstract method " in our discussion and referred to the problem 
of returning colonies to Germany as a " political '·' one. I do not know just 
what the distinction between an abstract and a political approach is, but it 
seems to me that if a conference such as this is to make any contribution 
it must make it on the basis of general considerations. If we attempt to 
reach solutions on the exigencies of a .particular moment or a particular 
area, we shall never get anywhere, because the special interests of our coun
tries will bias our scientific objectivity . . . · 

I must say in defence of Dr. Berber that he did not directly state that · 
the reason for returning colonies to Germany was that otherwise Germany 
would make war • • . He based his belief upon the cause of justice and 
referred to the fact that injustice was' done to Germany in taking her colonies 
away from her. On that point I' entirely agree with him; it was an injustice. 
I also think that when America took the Philippines and Puerto Rico from 
Spain it was an injustice . • • In fact, in the light of history the contention 
that colonies must be redistributed because of injustices committed in their 
origin would, I fear, take us a long way ••• 

Dr. BERBER."' - ••. I did not • • • state the German claims; I merely 
said they had been made unofficially. The question of honour is certainly 
not the principal one; it is more a question of right; of legal justice ••• 
Professor Quincy Wright said that this was a political problem which could 
not be studied by a Conference such as this, but I do not agree. I personally 
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could propose twenty or more topics dealing with the problem. on a 
scientilic basis . • . · 

That does not mean, however, that it is because we need raw materials 
that we want our colonies back ... 

Lord Lytton bas asked me to indicate what sort of procedure would be 
possible for the consideration of the German claims, but I am afraid he rather 
misunderstood me. I used the term " legal approach " symbolically, to 
indicate that a body such as this should try to maintain a standard of objec
tivity not lower than that of a court of law. I would not suggest that there 
is a possibility of setting up a tribunal of practical policy to adjust the German 
claims . . . I do not think that in international policy, you can build up 
an abstract system of procedure, but that these things are arranged more 
or less politically. 

We must distinguish between the material conditions of Peaceful ~ 
and the formal or procedural conditions. Can we lay down general rules 
and, if not, can we treat concrete situations and provide different justifications 
for each? Justilications can, of course, be of very various kinds; but there 
is a tendency to overstate the economic justifications and to understate 
the moral justilications, which are much more important in political life. 
For instance, if somebody bas a legal right he bas a moral justification. In 
our conception there is no such thing as a legal right against morality. There
fore, when Lord Lytton asks what the Conference can do, what sort of 
approach it should make, I would suggest the examination of the material 
conditions for the justification of Peaceful Change, and in some cases the 
fortnal conditions also. 

I said that in so far as the transfer of territory was concerned abstract 
rules· could not be laid down. I did not exclude abstract rules entirely ... 
I merely referred to one aspect of the many problems involved and said that 
I did not think an abstract formula could be found for it. What I wanted 
to imply was that while the laying down of general and abstract formula: in 
justilication for the transfer of territory along the lines proposed in the 
agenda might be very useful for claims by Poland, Lithuania, Esthonia, 
Austria and Hungary, for instance, it must not thereby be thought that the 
problem of the German claims bas been dealt with .•. 

When I referred to Peaceful Change as a change for the avoidance of 
war, I did not intend to imply that there was danger of war in the event of 
Gertnany's colonies not being restored to her, because dangers of war arise 
from many causes and situations, but not generally from questions of prin
ciple. And here I come to an important point. Professor Quincy Wright 

4 
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said that if one tried to apply the principle of justice to all colonial claims, or 
to remove injustices throughout history, one would never come to an end. 
1 quite agree, but I would remind Professor Quincy Wright that in 1763 
the British took away a French colony which the French tried to win back 
by war. What you are trying to do now is to say : " We are in a new world 
with a cllife~ent conception of intCIUational relations; we want to create a 
method of change without war, and it is no uSC making parallels from 
history." 

To coaclude, I would point out that my contribution has not been one 
on the German claims, but on the scientific approach to the question; it 
was made in order to urge the Conference to beware of the danger of basing 
its work on popular and misleading slogans, such as are current in CVCif 
country, and to try to find a really objective line of approach. 



Chapter 3 

Population Claims 

I. THE " DIS SA TISF1ED " COUNTRIES 

It is said that ' certain nations have . • • the impression that they 
have too many people in proportion to their territory and resow:ces 
and that the standard of life of their nationals is thereby prejudiced '. "' 
It is also sometimes said that certain countries which regard themselves 
as overpopulated are justified in their belief. ' It is common know
ledge •, affirms an Italian authority, 'that there are certain countries 
that are overpopulated '." In either case, the disproportions resulting 
from the unequal distribution of population in the various countries 

.. ' give rise to . • . claims among the more populous who, rightly or 
wrongly, think themselves overcrowded at home. These consider, 
more or less sincerely, that they are encircled, as if subjected to blockade, 
and claim that their existence is threatened; hence an extremely dangerous 
political tension '."' It is, therefore, essential, declares the Italian 
writer just quoted, ' that this demographic congestion should be 
relieved by distributing this excess population over underpopulated 
territories . . . The needs of the overpopulated countries •, he insisted 
in the autumn of I93h 'are becoming more and more w:gent; these 
needs cannot be satisfied other than by recourse to force • . . or by an 
organic system of permanent agreements or collaboration '. To 
obviate recourse to force, ' let the frontiers . . • be thrown open to 
men t.•• 

Thus, ' one of the types of demand put forward by the dissatisfied 
countries ' appears to be for ' opportunities for emigration to less 
densely populated countries'·'" "Overpopulation" is considered to 
be ' one of the most effective grounds on which to base claims for 
changes in the stahls qtto '." Which, then. are the overpopulated 
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countries whose demographic tension impels them to envisage the 
adoption of expansionist policies, who are claiming outlets for the 
disposal of their surplus numbers, and whose difficulties, if not eliminat
ed by processes of peaceful change, may threaten the maintenance 
of international peace ? 

It was pointed out in the previous chapter that, in the absence of 
authoritative statements of claims from the « dissatisfied " countries 
themselves, the International Studies Conference's enquiry w:aS largely 
based upon the indirect evidence 'of foreign students of international 
affairs. If one must accept the external testimony of American, British, 
French and other « neutral " observers, it would seem that the principal 
victims of population pressure are Germany, Italy and Japan, with the 
possible addition of Poland, and that the principal claimants for inter
national relief as an alternative to territorial and colonial expansion are 
Germany and Italy certainly, Japan probably and Poland possibly.• 
'Germany, Italy and Japan', writes a French authority, 'complain 
that they have not enough colonial dependencies to which they can 
send settlers '.... ' Poland, it is said, would like to join the « big 
three " but she has stopped short of taking up a delinite attitude '.111 

The first three countries, states another French authority, are those 
' where particular mention is made of overpopulation and where, on 
the plea of overpopulation, claims are formulated which are deserving 
of consideration and which, if they are not satisfied, are likely to lead 
to conflicts, perhaps very serious conflicts '.... ' In view of the political 
situation in the world ', he is reported to have declared on another, 
occasion, ' [the relative overpopulation 'of Germany, Ita!}', Japan. ~d 
Poland presents] the chief threat of trouble. These are countries 
in which the standard of living is : .. inferior to the standard of living 
prevailing in neighbouring countries. · It is this fact that gives rise to' 
the demands with which one is familiar·':" 

Apart from Germany, Ital:r,Japan and Poland, there are a number 
of other countries who have to face difficulties arising out of demo
graphic maladjustments ;b but their problems are not thought to raise 
issues of" peaceful change " 0 , The "big three" have, indeed, them-

· • See, for example, "• u, JJJ, 164, Jn. J&s, etc. In each of these studies., pteSswe 
of population at home and the need fo.r outlets for surplus population ""' ooll:d as grounds 
for grievances, aspirations or claims implying changes in the .sltlhU t- in some or aU of these 
countries. 

• See below, pp. s9-6r. 
o See above, pp. u-IJ. 
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selves seen to it that the group of " have-not " Powers shall remain 
small and compact. 'Germany, Italy and Japan have never at any 
time shown an intention to associate with their desires those of countries 
of lesser importance, probably because they think; that their individual 
claims would not thereby gain in force ... ; by separate agreemen~ 
the revisionist Powers have allied themselves in order to group their 
efforts. The common front of the dictatorial regime thus constituted 
will probably claim to formulate complaints against international 
society in a manner more and more forceful and vehement. If there 
is no way of giving saqsfaction to these complaints it is to be feared 
that their authors will continue to use illegal means to satisfy them and 
that the fualpolitik. will achieve new successes -. if, that is to say, it 
does not end by experiencing some striking setback the consequences 
of which might be no less dangerous. Before the pillars of the temple 
of civilization are any more shaken an attempt must be made, if there 
is still time, to find a compromise; practical utility demands this even 
more than absolute justice '."• This is the problem of "peaceful 
change " which the International Studies Conference sought to 
investigate. 

There are, of course, variations in the foreign interpretations of 
claims, of their justification, and of the changes which they envisage. 
Thus one authority considers that ' Germany is much better able than 
either of her two companions in discontent [Italy and Japan] to maintain 
her population within her own existing [ r 9 ~ 6] frontiers ' · and that 
' from an economic point of view .•. [the] grievance of being excluded 
from colonial markets and sources of supply is perhaps a greater 
grieVance . . . [for all three countries] than that of restrictions upon 
migration '.•aa Another, writing in 19~6, admits that 'the demand of 
Germany for colonies, and of Italy for an extension of ·her colonial 
empire, is based . . . [partly on the ground] of pressure of population 
and the need of colonies to which surplus population can emigrate '• 
but he repudiates the contention that Japan might need colonies as 
outlets for her population, though without implying, of course, that 
Japan is not faced with a population problem.'" 

Some of the views which have been cited were expressed during 
the earlier stages of the International Studies Conference's enquiry, 
but the march of events in 19,-19}7 outstripped the Conference. so 
that, towards the close of the enquiry, the " dissatisfied " countries 
were thought to have been reduoed in number or to have shifted the 
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ground of their claims. Writing not long before the conclusion of 
the enquiry, an American authority" noted that ' current discussion of 
peaceful change is centred primarily on the demand of Germany for 
the return of her colonies ', '' overpopulation " having been ' vigorously 
advanced as a basis for Germany's demands ',but that 'the claims of 
Japan and Italy for more territory in order to relieve their population 
pressures ' had become ' less pressing at the moment because already 
gratified in large part'. Japan, whose ' action • . . in causing 
Manchuria to be separated from China has been most often justified 
on ... [the] ground [of overcrowding] ..• is already stressing her need 
for access to raw materials and markets ', while Italy, whose ' Ethiopian 
adventure ' had also been justified on this ground, ' admits that she is 
a " satiated " State for the time being, while digesting her new African 
Empire '. On the other hand, Poland now seemed ' to be preparing 
to come forth with demands for changes in the .rtalll.r quo as a means of 
relieving her population pressure '. • 

Finally, there are those who seem unimpressed by any of these 
views, b while others seem to think 1;hat the acuity of the problem has 
been unduly magnified. If it is true, as one observer believes it is, 
that, ' outside territorial Russia, Italy to-day . . . [is] the only country 
[in Europe] in which there ..• [is] any rapid increase of population .•• , 
it ... [means] that one of the most tremendous. pressures in the 
world . . . [is] relaxing '; this, he suggests, is ' a vital factor in the 
question of revision '."' 

Taken as a whole, the testimony of the experts outside the " dis
satisfied" countries appears conflicting !Uld perplexing. There is 
disagreement on the reality of a problem of overpopulation; some say 
that certain countries are overpopulated, others that they merely thinli 
themselves overpopulated. There is .disagreement on the reality of 
claims for relief; some consider .that ~ countries have put forward 
claims, others that they have been withdra~. And there is disagree
ment on the remedies; some look to emigration, others to internal 
measures. Thus the external evidence does not seem very impressive; 
it hardly bears out the premise on which the International Studies 

• Cf. 118 : - ' Tin Timu correspondent reports that Poland ••• has even gone so far 
as to name the territories to which she claims rights. Czcchoolovakia and Yugoslavia will 
doubtless soon follow '. 

• In a diSCUllsion by members of the Royal Institute of lnt=~ational Alfaiis in London 
which followed an address on " claims ", only one allusion was made to overpopulation u 
a basis for demands for "pcaocful change"; sec 186. 
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Conference opened its enquiry, namely, that demographic congestion 
is one of the principal economic sources of national grievances giving 
rise to expansionist aspirations expressed in demands for changes in the 
.rlafN.r fJIIO; it seems to corroborate the suggestion made in the preceding 
chapter that, in the absence of authoritatively formulated claims involving 
~emographic re-adjustments, the " claims " approach to the study of 
international problems is not illuminating. Yet is has behind it a 
weight of authority which commands respect. It is necessary, therefore, 
to consider the facts somewhat more closely. 

II. ITALY 

Of the three principal " dissatisfied " Powers, Italy is commonly 
regarded as the one which suffers most acutely from overcrowding. 
Not only do Italians themselves insist that ' Italy is • • • an over
populated country and [that] there is no possibility of this surplus 
population finding room within the country ', u but foreign authorities 
also hold the view that in Italy, where ' the population is fairly dense 
while the proportion ot the inhaoitants engaged in agriculture is very 
high . . ., the evidence goes to show that ... [the country is] certainly ... 
overcrowded . . . Italy was already showing_ signs of congestion 
in rural areas in 1900... After the War signs of congestion became 
more evident . . • Germany and Italy have nearly the same density 
of population, a relatively high density . • • But in Italy nearly half 
the population is engaged in agriculture as against little more than a 
quarter in Germany; also less of the total area is ••. [land other than 
arable land, permanent grass and pasture, and wood and forest] in 
Germany than in Italy. Clearly more labour is applied to a given amount 
of land in the latter than in the former country; and this is no doubt 
due to the fact that the power and raw materials required for industrial 
development arc much scarcer in Italy than in Germany, thus creating 
relatively few opportunites for industrial employment •... Moreover, 
in Italy 'the standard of life is distinctly lower than in Germany '.111 

Furthermore, the overaowding in Italy ' is not of the kind that can be 
relieved immediately by a resumption of world economic activity as 
is the case with such western European countries as may for a time 
in one sense be overpopulated. For, owing to paucity of the facilities 
at present essential i:o industrial development. no considerable expansion 
of industrial employment is possible; so long as industry rests upon its 
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present foundations, it is a delusion to suppose that . . . [Italy} can 
imitate the example of England and find an outlet for an increasing 
population in industry '. 01 For these reasons emigration is, as has 
already been indicated, often held to be the only effective solution for 
Italy's demographic problem. 

When the International Studies Conference began its enquiry, it 
was generally assumed outside Italy that ' Italy considers itself as 
overpopulated and ascribes the relatively low standard of living to this 
fact '.w. Italy, it was said, is a country whence 'there come loud 
complaints of congestion '," and the Italian author of a paper prepared 
for the Conference sought to explain that ' there are two possible 
remedies . . . : industrial development and colonial expansion. Since, 
however, industrial development is bound up with that of raw materials, 
the two solutions are complementary'·" Subsequently, outside opinions 
differed as to whether ' new outlets for surplus population are wanted 'm 

by Italy or whether Italy, 'having conquered Ethiopia, had satis.lied 
her appetite for territory '.tu Although, prior to the establishment of 
the Italian Empire, Italy had ' on many occasions . . . tried to call 
attention before the- League of Nations and the International Labour 
Organisation to the contrasts existing between the " overpopulated " 
and the " underpopulated " nations ',•u now, ' for the time being, 
nothing further is heard of the aims which she seemed to be directing 
towards the Balkans and the Near East. -To use a common expression 
that is not quite clear in itself, she is clainUng chiefly a redistribution of 
raw materials '.tu 

ill. JAPAN 

Unlike Italy, Japan, ' the great "dissatisfied " nation in the Pacific 
area ';10 is not so generally considered either by foreign observers 
or by the Japanese themselves to have a need for emigration outlets. 
' Contrary to the widely held opinion that Japan is overpopulated; 
and that internal pressure is likely to force the Japanese to emigrate 
ori a scale that may constitute a danger to international peace .•. , 
it is the unprecedented industrial development of the country that 
has stimulated the growth of the population, and ••. there is no reason, 
either psychological or economic, for expecting Jmy great increase 
in the near future in the number of emigrants from Japan'·'" 
Moreover, it has been argued that, even if Japan: could be shown to 
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have a need for emigration, her claims, ' though frequently bracketed 
with those of Italy and Germany .•. , are not analogous. She has large 
undeveloped territory in Formosa, to which emigration has been 
negligible, and in Manchuria '·'" 

According to one foreign student of Japanese affairs, the reality 
of a demographic problem in Japan ls not open to doubt. After 
recalling that 'the Japanese population hardly grew at all during the 
long period of autarky following the failure of Hideyoshi's Korean 
expedition in the early 1']th century', he notes that, 'when Japan was 
drawn into the orbit of Western industrialism in the middle of the 
nineteenth century, the limits of population growth were lifted and a 
cumulative process of increase began as the increasing number of 
children passed into the reproductive age-groups '; but he does not 
envisage emigration as a method of relieving ' the pressure of population 
upon limited resources in such a case '; he considers it ' obvious 
that . . . [it] can only be relieved by industrial development, which 
involves' access to raw materials and markets for manufactures'·'" 

Whether Japan is or is not suffering from overcrowding and 
whether she needs or does not need relief through emigration, from 
the point of view of· the International Studies Conference's enquiry 
it is relevant to point out that, according to a 1:eview of the work of 
the Institute of Pacific Relations in which authoritative Japanese 
opinion is given expression, ' we do not find Japan making sweeping 
demands for territory to which her people may migrate, or for access 
to sources of raw materials or to markets ';"' 8 on the other hand, 
' it was a foregone conclusion that had such demands been made they 
wquld have been denied for it lay within the sovereign right of other 
nations to accord or deny them ',•• while abstention from the present
ation of claims has not been tallied by abstention (rom making sweeping 
acquisitions of territory. But it would seem that, if Japan has any 
claims, they are of a di1ferent order: ' they refer to outlets for her exports, 
which she would like to be as large as possible and which become more 
and more closed to her, because the danger that Japanese competition 
represents for national productions becomes evident almost every
where '.111 

• A Japoncse plea for an oudet for population and Japoncse dissatisfaction with the 
lmmigtation laws of the EngtisiHpcaking CQURtries wcte discussed, however, by the 
Iostiru~e of Pocilic Relations in Ill'! (oce Ul). 
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IV. POLAND. 

While the International Studies Conference's enquiry was in 
progress, a colonial campaign, emulating Germany's colonial campaign, 
was launched in Poland. In the summer of 193 h when the Con
ference was opening its study of" peaceful change ", none but the closest 
foreign observers of Polish affairs was aware that a movement was 
afoot to .tnake Poland "colonial-minded". In 191.8, there had been 
constituted an Association of Colonial Pioneers which, two years later, 
had coalesced with the Matitime and River League to form a Maritime 
and Colonial League .... '" The new League ' statted an active 
campaign of propaganda on behalf of Polish overseas expansion',. .. 
and ' tried to inculcate the colonial idea into the masses, relying on 
atguments of prestige : Poland will not be a Great Power of world-wide 
influence until her flag flies in other continents. But the masses 
remained refractory and the Government was for a long time 
reserved','" though, in 1953, the atgument was submitted to the Diet 
that, ' by an application of the principle governing the succession rights 
of states, the new claim was legally linked to the claim of Germany '.au 

It was not, however, until1936 and 1937 'that more frequent and 
vigorous expression was given to new considerations ' and that the 
Polish government associated itself with the colonial propaganda. • 
'Poland's claims with regatd to raw materials and to colonies were 
formulated •.. before the Seym and the Senate, and more patticulatly 
at Geneva during the discussions which gave rise to the study of the 
problem of access to raw materials and the problem of human migra
tions'·'" On August 19, 1936, speaking before the Seym, Colonel 
Beck 'alleged that his country, Poland, was in the same position as 
Germany from the point of vi~w of th~ rapid rate of demographic 
increase and paucity of raw materials, in pm:ticulat colonial raw materials, 
and that if colonies were restored to the Reich she would have the right 
to claim, since she had inherited former German territory, a share in 
proportion to the atea of these old provinces relative to the territory 
of the pre-war Reich (i. e. about x l %).b Moreover, by the devastation 

• The Polish Ministty of Foreign Af£ain has compiled a ' I<CUCil de documents ftlatifs 
l Ia politique eolooiale • (see IBB). 

• The argument that ' Poland, being a countty which comprises part of foaner GemwJ 
tetritoty po, ~ss:s aa u inherited right" to part of the fonner colonial tetritory of the Reich 
and can lay claim "'lt' (lis), has been uaed in w-.. recently .. October 19!8. 
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which she suffered during the War and by the sacrifice of sons who put 
a stop to Bolshevism in 1920, Poland could be said to have acquired a 
moral right to satisfaction in the colonial field • .... a 'From the national 
plane the question passed rapidly to the international plane. On 
October 5, 1936, in the Economic Committee of the League of Nations 
and on the following day in the Mandates Commission, the repre
sentatives of the Government of Warsaw made a colonial claim which 
they justified by the two facts that the purchase of raw materials 
represents half the imports of Poland and that the movement of 
emigration from the country. • • [was) completely stopped. . . At 
home a coloniaf week was inaugurated in November 1936 in order to 
propagate the colonial idea and collect funds for colonial activity'·"' 

The Polish claims were now being noticed by foreign journalistsb 
and foreign students of international affairs. c ' They were referred 
to quite recendy again at Warsaw on January 10, 1938 ..• in the 
Foreign Affairs Commission of the Diet • .... 

' Aithough the Polish claim was advanced at the same time as 
the German claim, it presents certain features which distinguish it 
clearly from the latter. In the first place, the Polish claim cannot be 
as definite as Germany's since it refers to no pre-determined terri
tory ... d Secondly, the Polish claim is ... bound up in Poland itself 
with preoccupations of a more general chatacter. The overseas 
expansion of Poland is regarded not only as an imperative economic 
" necessity ", not only as a political act - an act of internal as well as 
of external policy - but also as an effort calculated to give a whole 
nation a kind of moral training '. '" 

' It would seem that, first of all, the Polish Government expected 
that Poland's overseas expansion would provide a partial but direct 
solution of the emigration problem. Emigration from Poland is 
to-day practically at a standstill. The extent to which it was practised 

1 The argument that colonies an: a rcwa<d for military -...lour is double-cdged. ' The 
argument put forward in French circles acoording to which Fraoce could not restore to 
Gennany colonies which ahc conquered at the price of bloody sacrifices gives rise to pmtats 
in Gennan circles. The -- z,;,_, maintains that this thesis is dangerous hccsuac 
France replies to the Gennan claim to justice by an argumcot based on violeoce. If taken 
oeriously this argumcot means that France "'jccts the method of JIC80tiatiOO and abo,.. 
Gennany the way to violeDoc. But Gennany has c1<clarcd that a>looics ""' not a oubject 
for war' (Ur). 

'Sec abo~ p. Jl, note L 
• a. abo~ pp. ao and s6 • 
• a •• however, the atstm>CDt by Coloocl Beck quoted above, p. 41. 
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for many years is well known. In 1913, it was estimated that there 
were more than 4oo,ooo seasonal emigrants who left Poland regularly 
for other countries, particularly Germany. About 15o,ooo persons 
are said to have emigrated each year to overseas countries.• In 1910, 
n6,ooo Poles are stated to have left their country. The number of 
emigrants rose in the years following, reaching u7,ooo in 19:u, and 
100,000 in 1914. The figure fell in 191 s owing to various circumstances, 
particularly the immigration restrictions applied in the United States, 
but this fall was only temporary and, in 1919, the number of Polish 
emigrants rose to over z4o,ooo. The restrictions imposed· as from 
that date by • . . [various countries] on Polish immigration acted as a 
rather sudden brake on the number of emigrants. In 1931, as against 
Bo,ooo emigrants, 90,000 Poles are thought to have returned to their 
country; in 193h there were s3,ooo emigrants as 'compared with 
s 5.400 who returned home. Now the natural increase in the population 
of Poland is held to be about 4oci,ooo per annum. The general desire 
to find employment abroad for the surplus population has led to an 
examination of the extent to which colonial lands at present undeveloped 
could receive Polish workers '. ' 11 

' This general desire, however, is accompanied by a more specific 
aim'·'" In-his address to the Seym of August 1936, Colonel Beck had 
' added that it was to Poland before any other Power that the mandate 
over Palestine should have been entrusted, in order to give an oudet 
for its Jewish population ', and, in October of the same year, Polish 
delegates to meetings of the League of Nations had called attention to 
the fact that, owing to the cessation of emigration abroad, ' the problem 
resulting from Jewish proliferation became daily more serious'·"' 
'The Polish Government seems to be determined to encourage the 
emigration of at least a portion of "the Jewish population of Poland. 
For a number of years following the wu, the movement of Jewish 
emigrants was directed towards Palestine • . • Without confining 
their action to directing Jewish emigration towards Palestine, the 
Polish authorities felt that steps should be taken to find other oudets. 
There is, in fact, nothing to justify the hope that the Jewish problem 

• a. B4 : - ' Up to 1914 some 6oo,ooo Poles had moved &om that part of Polancl 
which was formerly included in Gemwly, to settle in parts of Gemwly which wue not ethno
graphically Polish, and over a million Poles had left what was formerly Ruasian Poland to 
settle in other parts of Russia. Thete was in addition a strong aeasonal movement of 
agticultuml workers int<> Gemwly propet which ftOched a tobll of 5oo,ooo in aome yean •. 
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will become less acute in the future. • On the contrary, it must be 
expected that the material and moral eondition of the Jewish minority 
will grow worse in the course of the next few years. Any improvement 
in the standard of living of the peasant classes encourages an increasing 
number of young Poles belonging to agricultural families to take up 
some commercial occupation. As fu Hungary, moreover, the disfavour 
with which i:he nobility and middle classes formerly looked upon these 
same business occupations is dying out. Access to these occupations, 
which to-day are almost completely filled by the Jews, is beginning to 
arouse such rivalry that. the outcome cannot but be to the detriment 
of the Jewish sections of the population. It should be added - and 
this would seem to be an essential point - that the efforts that are being 
made by the Government with a vie-ov to centralizing, co-ordinating 
and even directing the economic activity of the country, the setting 
up, in particular, of new financial institutions - for the assistance of 
farmers and artisans - controlled by the State or by the local authorities, 
the introduction of new systems of production or exchange, e. g. co
operative societies, the change thus brought about in the role of 
middlemen in the Polish population - all these factors result, at least 
indirectly, in depriving the Jews of their traditional. occupations and 
jeopardize the livelihood of the young Jewish generations.'" b 

The view has been expressed that Polish colonial claims ' do not 
8.eserve to hold one's attention', and that Poland 'gives too obviously 
the impression, by the lack of seriousness in her colonial claims, that 
they are for her simply an eventual means of bargaining in international 
conferences '. It is suggested that ' Poland would be better advised 
to begin by colonising her own territory which is one of the largest 
in· Europe, which includes immense non-cultivated areas, and the 
equipment of which still remains largely to be created'·"' So far as 

• a. ,. : - . In moot countries the Jewi&b birth-rale is ..:lat<d to the birth-rale of 
the people among whom they are living; it is, genetally speaking, high in eastern Europe 
and low in western Europe. But it is an almost invariable rule that the Jewish birth-rate 
ia lower than the awrounding birth·m"'- (Tbe author of U] • • • has collcct<d statistics 
for sixteen different countries and five large cities : in every case. with the exception of 
New York, the birth-rate: of the Jews is lower, and in most cases much lower, than that of 
the non-Jewa. Thus ••• (be] gives the birth-mll: for Jews in Poland in •9•9 as >o.o per 
1,000, and for non-Jews u 51.1 prr 1,000... If ••. (his] 6gwa are c:otreet. the extinction 
of the Jewa is in sight... But then: are not matuials for making the calculation ••• [of] 
apecilic fertility """ for Jcwa in Poland •••• ' 

• ' The Poliah Govcmment, moreover, e.pecta that the adoprioa of a colonial policy 
will bring about ao improvement in the p.....,. aituarion ruling on the foteign eu:haoge 
market' (UI). 
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the International Studies Conference is concerned, the threatening 
language used by the author of a Polish memorandum may account 
for his failure to arouse any general interest in Poland's demographic 
situation : 

Poland - he declared ~ is faced with [demographic] problems that 
cannot be solved by applying the methods used hitherto under the libefal 
economic system. For a nation that has the will to live, however, no problem 
is insoluble. Italy is solving her population problems by the conquest of 
Abyssinia. Poland is not thinking of conquests, but she can adopt a system 
of planned economics of a strictly autarkic character by completely aban
doning the gold standard . . . The essential condition for the success of 
such a system of planned economy lies in the total emancipation of the 
country's monetary and credit policy from foreign money markets.''" 

The difficulties which such a policy would entail, he added, cannot 
' deter a nation which has a surplus of labour and wb,ich is suffering from 
a shortage of gold and opportunities for productive capital outlay ' : 

It was the countries rich in gold and sparsely populated - and first 
of all the United States - that began to close their doors to immigration 
from countries which are overpopulated and poor in liquid capital. To
day, sparsely populated countries are alresdy obliged to restrict their agri
cultural production since they are no longer able to find a market for it 
in the overpopulated countii.es. The gradual disappearance of international 
exchanges will become more and more marked, until the wealthy and sparsely 
populated countries or the countries having a lQw rate of population ini:rease 
realise that there can be no free international movement of goods witho~ 
the co-existence of a free migration of labour from specially poor countries 
towards those wdl supplied with capitai, and of a movement not only of 
credits but also of productive capital from countries that are highly industrial
ised towards those which, industrially, are ihsufficicndy developed.•'"• 

It would be more exact, perhaps, to speak of Polish " aspirations " 
than of Polish " claims ", b but, in view of the ambiguities and contra-

• A still moJ:e menacing passage in another Polish memol"lllclum submitted to the 
Confemu:e may also be held to relate to P"'""""' of population in Poland : - ' Jf no fitting 
solution is found, so much the worse for the "haves'11 (141). 

• Cf. the title of 118. 
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dictions characterising the statements of claims held to have been 
formulated by, or put forward on behalf of, the other " dissatisfied " 
Powers, on the one hand, and of the recent tangible evidence afforded 
in Cieszyn (Teschen) of the Polish government's readiness to modify 
the territorial statsu fJIIO, on the other hand, it seems proper to assimilate 

. P~land in this survey to the category of the " big three " and to enquire 
in some detail into her demographic situation. 

V. GERMANY 

Reference has already been made to the difficulties springing from 
the circumstance that the discussion of Germany's " claims " is not 
based upon claims formulated by the German government, but mainly 
upon an arbitrary assumption abroad that such claims have been put 
forward. It may be objected that, from the point of view of the 
maintenapce of peace, the circumstance that " dissatisfied " countries 
may not have made any formal declarations of population claims is not 
in itself reassuring and that account must also be taken of any informal 
demands made by their political leaders and publicists. In the case 
of those countries, in particular, where the discussion of public affiUrs 
is controlled by the state and where, as in Germany, the system of 
internal censorhip is so severe that even acceptable foreign news, for 
example, may be withheld from public communication for as much as 
twenty-four hours, 8 it might not unreasonably be inferred that every 

• In Nol'mlbcr 19J8, Dr. Goebbels. the G-..rman Propaganda Ministu, said rbat 'it 
~ oot the business of .•• the Pn:ss ODd the btoadcasting sysll:m ••• to purvq' the latest 
P<WS 10 cvay bn:akfast table but to lU1til on important !Uoctioo in the lilC of the Stare ••• : 
" During the Fow-PoWtt Cooteta>a: in Municb the public sat at their wiidcss sets W2iting 
-.ely for the lat<St """"' of the progress oi the coovasati01l8 • • • In tbcoc critical bows, 
I could IOkc but little IIIX<IUDt oi inocr oocds, because in the great dccisioo wbicb ,... to 
be mode at Municb the cs:isteoce oi the oatioo was at stoke • • • For the lcadcts of the State 
it was oi the utmost imponancc during the wbolc period of tbc crisis rbat so-called situatioo 
repotta broadcast by the Getman sutions sbou1d DOt give foi'Cigo citclcs the sligbt<St possi
bility of seeing through tbc tactics oi the Getman pumcr 10 tbc ocgotiations and. pcd>aps, 
cowucring tbcm. So in Municb we attained our objective » • • • [RefcaingJ 10 the fact 
rbat P=Kicnt Rooacvclt"s tdegram was publisbcd in tbc Getman aewspapcn Z4 bows 
later than abroad. be said : - •· On tbc dsy oi the great clcmoosaatioo in tbc Sponpolast ••• 
tbc message was givco out to all tbc great Ameticsn aewspapcn fot publicstioo ODd also 
for broadcast. Tbc Getman Pn:ss ODd radio infotmed their rcadcts ODd 1islcncts ooc dsy 
later - ODd sgsin fot good ....oos. lo the for<groomd oi Getman policy SlOod .. -
time the speech oi the Fiihret in the Sponpalast. ODd ootbing cbc. Tbc att~:mpt oi tbe 
foi'Cigo PICSS 10 deprive us oi tbc initiative by ino:rvcaing vitb the Rooacvclt message bad 
to be repcllcd by us. Nothing is more dangerous than to b."" the olfcosm: to tbc ~ p •rs 
iD time of crisis ... (117). 
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" unofficial " statement or expression of opinion on foreign relations 
is necessarily either a refieetion of official sentiment or an officially 
inspired hal/on d'e.r.rai. 'Is it becoming too subtle', enquired' a speaker 
during the discussions of the General Study Conference on Peaceful 
Change in I 9 37, ' to suggest, in talking of " aspirations ", which are at 
t)J.e root of the problem of peaceful change, that we should consider 
whether in particular cases we mean the aspirations of the people, the 
aspirations of their leaders, or the so-ailed aspirations of the State 
itself? There is ', he suggested, ' such a thing as manufactured 
" aspiration " with a merely conventional existence - cultivated, as 
an instrument of policy '. The cogency of this objection is, doubtless, 
a matter of political judgment and of individual opinion. To the 
speaker just quoted, it seemed ' that the " attitudes " of States are less 
a function of collective aspirations than of calculated official policy ', 
though policy, he admitted, ' no doubt will incidentally take account o 

such popular aspirations as exist • .1•• a 
Yet, even if the objection were held to be logically unassailable as 

a general principle, it is possible that, in view of the character of " un
official " German statements of claims, it would not be relevant to the 
question of German population grievances; for, although lt is true that 
abundant evidence can be found in Germany's propaganda at home and 
abroad of a real or simulated belief that the G= people are living 
under an intolerable burden of numbers, yet it is significant that these 
statements, unlike those which are made on the subject of raw materials, 
have never been developed into coherent arguments. Out of the pro
fusion of polemical utterances, the folloY?ing may be quoted : . 

We are a country which has too great a population in too narrow· a 
space, and this fact weighs upon us .li)j:e a nightmarc.111 
German living space (Libm.rrfJNIII). is too ~w for the 70, So or 9" mil
lion inhabitants that we expect to· have.1•• . 

• a. 8BB : - ' One of the essential and one of the most genetally m:ognised featweo 
of Gennany's colnniol claims is tbst, within the Reich, only a minority of social groupo is 
intetested.. This characteristic does not seem to have changed very much since the peace 
tteatiea. The inllueoce individually esercised by these groups and the weight of their activ
ity, however, have not remained the same in the cowse of years. Extemal and intunal 
cittumstanccs have given the minority which to-day is din<I{J ;, f.,.,. of the adoption by 
the Reich of a calnniol policy, a foJ:CO which it hitherto lacked; hence the colnniol ~ 
which originally were the outcome o£ the demands of a minority. have now assumed the 
.character of a common affinnation in Gennany '. 
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Our living room is too small and must without question be supple
mented by colonies ...... 
We demand land and territory [colonies] for the nourishment of our 
people and for settling our superfluous population. 8 

The demand for colonies for our densely populated country will again and 
again be raised as a matter of course."" 
We shall voice our demand for living room in colonies more and more 
loudly till the world cannot but recognise our claim.ou 

Peace in Europe and, therefore, in the rest of the world, depends on 
whether or not the crowded masses of Central Europe will obtain a possi-
bility of life."' · 

Similarly, in a study of Germany's revisionist policy, a German 
author refers to ' the revision need of overpopulated Germany ' and 
to ' the need of the German people for wider living and working space ' 
which' arose immediately after the Dikfaltn ofi9x8-I9I9, which reduced 
German liVing and working space ' and which was accentuated, among 
other things, ' by the expulsion and elimination of Germans from a 
number of countries, causing a mass return to the overcrowded home
land '. '" These needs, he suggests, would be met by a return to 
Germany of her former colonies,b but he makes no reference to any 
officially formulated German demands. • He points out, moreover, 
that German demands for colonies are not made solely on the ground of 
overpopulation at home but also for various other reasons. d 

In his well-known statement of the economic arguments in sup
port of Germany's claims to colonies published in the United States at 
the .beginning of 1937, ... Germany's foremost exponent abroad of his 
country's economic requirements, Dr. Hjalmar Schacht, carefully 

• Thin! Point of the Twenty Five Point Programme issued by the Natiooal Soc:ia1ist 
Party on February ''• t920 (quoted in 111 and in Ill). 

• • •.. the Gennan demaod for additiooal space fot work and life - such as the former 
German colonica in Mrica can offer . .. • (UO); ' ... the demand Cor revis.ioo. o£ over
populated Gennany, looking to the rerum of her c.olooies, which wen: stolen &om her by 
me&DI of illegal letS of various kinds •.. ' (liD). 

• a. the &tataneot in Ill that ' the Gennan Govemmeot has not, up to the preseot 
{May 19J8), put forward officially and publicly any pn:cisely fonnulated ~ to the 
Coloniol Powera <OD<eming i<S colonial aspilatioos '. 

•' ••• Gennany's demaod fot colooial revisioo. which is based 011 the vital ....,...;tieo 
of the Gennan peuple - overpopulatioo. lack of raw materials, ezclusion &om forei&n 
markeiO through tarili barriers, lack of forei&n achange - and on a complox of kgal aod 
ethical argumenta .... (110). 

5 
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refrains from endorsing the notion so widely held in other coun¢es 
that Germany's claims are seriously put forward as springing in part . 
from a problem of population. After recalling the reference in the 
Fourteen Points to 'the equitable claims of Governments ·whose #de · 
'[to colonies] is to be determined ',• Dr. Schacht reproduces a state
ment alleged to have been made by Colonel Housel> that one of ' the 
" equitable " claims put forth by Germany ' is ' that she needs a field 
for the expansion of her population '. Elsewhere in the same a¢clei 
Dr. Schacht suggests that the feeling of moral responsibility laid Q.tl the' 
shoulders of the American people by President Wilson still exiSts, 
'as is shown by the following statement by Colonel House .•. who 
recently wrote ... as follows : " Every statesman will admit in private 
conversation that Germany, Italy and Japan need reservoirs into w:liicp 
to pour their man power and from which to draw those necessities and 
raw materials which nature denied them .•. " '"' Since these two . 
quotations are introduced into the article without comment, it is not . 
clear whether their reproduction is to be taken as signifying Dr. Schacht's' 
approval of their economic implications or whether his object was purely· 
propagandist. Apart from these quotations, the only references which 
Dr. Schacht makes in this article to demographic questions are in t:Pc 
statements that, before the war, ' emigration and immigration, between 
the young countries and the old, was open and looked on with favour', 
whereas now ' strict regulations govern immigration into almost all 
the countries where formerly immigrants were w~come ... ' and that 
' as against these great national economic domains [Great Britain,. 
France, United States of America, U. S. S. R.] stand the countries . 
with large populations but limited territories '. '" Are these the most 
cogent demographic arguments which the head of Germany's Einand&l 
system can submit to American students of international affairs in a. 
purposeful attempt to convince them 0f the legitimacy of German 
colonial claims ?c 

• The Fifth Point in President Wilson's message of January t8t 1918, was as follows : 
'A f=, open-minded 'and absolutely impartial adjustment of all colonial claims, based 
upon a strict observance of the principle that in detennining a.ll such questions of soVCieignty 
the interests of the populations concem.ed. must have equal weight with the equitable claims 
of the Government whose title is to be determined '. 

11 On the curious origins of this statement, see the editorial comment on 164 (pp. 224~s). 
• According to J 1 i, 'the starting point of the argument which Dr. Schacht expounded, 

in ·192.6 [see 116] as in 19361 is the·overpopulation of Germany. He does not, however, 
dwell on the German problem of emigration. It is on the soil of Germany herself that 
this surplus population must live. Hence, the aim, in the first place, of providing Germans 
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• . It is true that the absence of a demographic argument does not prove 
much by itself, but the negative information derived from Dr. Schacht's 
presentation in January 1937 of the economic case in favour of a retro
cession ~o Germany of her formet colonies is not without significance 
in the light of the insistence a few months later by another exponent of 
Germany's views on the colonial question that it was not because, as 
Dr. Schacht had explained, Germany needed raw materials that she 

. Wllnted her colonies back, nor even principally on the grounds of 
hon?ur, .but more as a matter of right and of legal justice.• It is, in 

. fact, increasingly obvious, not only that the" population pressure " argu
ment in favour of colonial revision 'has been falling somewhat into the 
background',"' but that all the "scientific" arguments whiclt have 
pd:n developed in Germany are put forward or withdrawn in accordance 
with the requirements of political expediency. 

'Thus the scientific discussion of Germany's population " claims " 
has to be based, not upon objective evidence of the reality of such 
claims, but upon subjective estimates of ' what the Germans " might 
l?e assumed to want " '"' derived from inconclusive political declara
tions, unverified popular beliefs, and shifting " scientific " arguments 
which, though doubtless bearing some of the marks of official inspiration 
or approval, furnish no more than presumptive evidence of the reality 
of the demands which they put forward, for they remain essentially 
individual statements which, notwithstanding their intrinsic interest, 
may be of no significant relevance in the effective determination and 
application of a policy of international relations. Moreover, as has 
already been suggested and as the following statement seems to indicate, 
Ger;man diffidence in formulating demographic claims is, perhaps not 
inconsistently, accompanied by some reluctance to have her demo
graphic situation examined : 

The research programme of the international study conference on peace
ful change laid special emphasis, out of the wide raoge of questions relating 
to revision needs, to the problem of overpopulation. The choice of this 
question was prompted by a certain vexatious semblance, i.e. as if over-

with on adc:quau: supply of foodstulfs, and, scconclly, and especially, of developing the 
industrioli .. tion of the Reich.' a. the J<femloc in ., to on article in VilhrlMol-' v-ofkw.. 
rw/Jt in which Professor Dr. von Freytogh-Loringboven • .. ys that though the question 
of nw materials and of room for emigration are important the "'";., issue is that a ft:Sti... 
tution of German Colorues is • qucstioa of Ri.fbl and of H- '. 

• See above, p. sa. 
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population could be regarded as an outstanding instance of a vitally important 
want of a nation in which a "legitimate need" could be demonstrated 
objectively by the application of simple and purely sociological methods. 
For this theory rests evidently on this assumption - that an international 
objective enquiry which is tantamount to an objective international recog
nition transforms ~a national need for revision into an international one. 
Now where is the basis for this seemingly sound (both morally and theot·e
tically) assumption which the whole of political experience reveals as pure 
fiction? 

Instead of an answer we put this positive question - a question which 
must be taken into full account in any scientific examination of the problem 
of revision or of peaceful change : JJ~hi&h 111'1 till &ontlition.r 1111tkr JJ~hi&h a p.oplh 
""'for rwinon (nlllionJ rwinon n11J) b•&Omu t111 objttt of intmttJtionJ inhnJt -
till infmlationJ probkm tailing for a rwiJioniJt JD/tdion ? This opens up for 
research a broad field which needs to be mapped out and examined from 
various angles. 

In a genuine society the suffering of one member is regarded as the 
suffering of the whole society • . • It is for science to determine how much 
political weight. . • ethico-legal views possess. History, especially the 
legal history of the problem of intervention on humanitarian grounds, 
shows that the policy of States undoubtedly does take these ethico-legal 
considerations into account to a certain enent but that their action is not 
motivated by them.'" 

The difficulty in answering the question : what does Germany. 
really want? has recently been explained to m English audience as 
follows : 

Stodents of Anglo-German relations· ·since 187I will agree that the 
difficulty with which Great Britain has continuslly been faced is that of obtaining 
from the German Government any clear statement of their real requirements. 
Our repeated demands for some such statement hsve always been regarded 
by the Wilhelmstrasse as either insulting or fraudulent. And the reason 
for this reiterant misconception is, I firmly believe, due to the fact that the 
German conception of policy is fundamentally different from our own .•. 
The British conception both of policy and of negotiation is essentially a 
shopkeeper's conception, a mercantile conception. We believe that when 
powerful interests come into conflict it should always be possible to reach 
some compromise under which each side sactifices something to the other 
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side, and by which both will remain content. And we assume that once 
some such contract has been concluded it will form the basis of stable col
laboration in the future and offer reasonable hope of satisfaction and finality. 
The German's conception, on the other hand, is the heroic or the warrior 
conception. He regards negotiation as a ttiai of strength, implying in its 
results that one side is victorious and the other defeated. Nor is this all. 
He is apt to envisage diplomacy as a form of warfare, and to employ such 
military methods and devices as the feint, the surprise attack, the out-Banking 
movement, camouflage, the Krtrjtprobe or trench-raid and the limited objective. 
His tendency is to regard any concession as a local retreat and to set him
self immediately to·consolidate the position thus evacuated with a view to 
some further advance. Thus whereas to us a negotiation is little more 
than a bargain between two men of business, the German is apt to regard 
any such settlement as unheroic or as a Klih-IHmtk/, and to assume that any 
concessions which they may be asked to make are insulting humiliations 
and any concessions which we may be ready to make are proofs of weakness 
on our part. In other words, the objective of German policy is something 
abstract, namely triumph or power ; and the concrete concessions which 
may be made to them are viewed, not as objects desirable in themselves, but 
as symbols of this abstract conception. It is this fundamental difference 
of approach which has always rendered so difficult any permanent agreement 
between Germany and Great Britain .... 

The tentative conclusion suggests itself, therefore, that the demo
graphic situation in Germany, which is alleged to give rise to claims 
and demands, is itself hypothetical and that such population problems 
as may exist in that country are of no ascertainable relevant interest in 
a study of " peaceful change ". • 

Prior to 193S, 'the starting point of Herr Hitler's argument was 
the notion of the overpopulation of Germany. He was then seeking 
a solution of Germany's demographic problem ••• in a movement for 
colonisation outside the Reich. It is common knowledge that Het:r 
Hitler was thinking at that time of territories in Eastern Europe. 'm 
This is shown in the following passages taken from Mn11 &mpf: b 

We must again devote ourselves to representing the highest points of 
view of every foreign policy, that is to say bringing the land into its proper 
proportion to the numben of the population ••• (p. 73l)-

•11>e conclusioos which flow &om this infelaxc an: -mirwl in cbapou J· 
• Quot<d in ,, • 
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As our forefathers did not receive the land on which ·we live to-day as 
a gift from heaven but had to conquer it by staking their lives, so in the 
future no act of grace by any people can assign to us the land, and so life 
for our people, but only the force of a victorious sword. However much 
we may all recognise the necessity for a reckoning with France this would 
yet remain ineffective if it were to become the only goal of foreign policy. 
It can only have sense if it acts as a cover for an enlsrgement of the living 
room of our people in Europe ... (p. 740). 
We finally part with the colonial and trade policy of the period before the 
War and pass over to the land policy of the future ... (p. 74~). 
I freely acknowledge that even in the period before the War I should 
have held it to have been better if Germany, renouncing her inane colonial 
policy, her commercial fleet and Navy, had set herself against Russia in 
alliance • with England and so gone over from a weak world policy to a 
determined European policy of acquiring continental territory ... (p. 7l3)· 
Take every care that the strength of our people has its foundations not in 
colonies but in the land of its ho~e in Europe. Do not look upon the 
Reich as secure if it cannot give for centuries to come its own piece of land 
and soil to every branch of our people. Never forget that the holiest right 
on this catth is the right to land for one's owri cultivation and that the holiest 
sacrifice is the blood that one spills for this land (p. 7l4)·" 

Again, 

The duty of the foreign policy of a .;..tiona! State is to ensure the 
existence of the race included in that State by keeping a natural and healthy 
proportion between the numbers and the increase of the nation alld the 
size and quality of the land in which they dwell. Nothing but sufficient sp~ 
on the eatth ensures freedom of existence to a nation . . . The National
Socialist movement. • . must attempt· to remove the disproportion between 
our population and our area. b 

It is not to colonial acquisition that we must look for a solution of 
this question (i.e. extension of Germany's living room) but exclusively to 
the acquisition of territory for settlement which will increase the area of the 
motherland."' 

• f No doubt, the intetp.retation of these texts was subsequcody controverted in Ger
many. It W8l contestod that Herr Hitler, in ... [the fourth of these passages], mould have 
fom>ally and 6nally condemned Germany's colonial aspimtions' (I H). 

• From a pasaage In on Ametican edition of M•m IVtmpf (M7 &till, Boston, 1931, 
PP• •7!-•77) quotod in 16 and pwporting to be a statement of • Germany's claims for tmri
torial zev.ision to relieve hc.r population plaSum •. 
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' If further evidence of this fundamental German policy of ac
quiring territory in Europe ... (is 1 needed, it . . . (is 1 but necessary to 
study with care the treaties of Brest-Litovsk and Bucharest ... ''" 

Thus, although 'there is nothing new in Germany's colonial 
claims . . . they . . . retained for many years a character of secondary 
importance. ''" ' But expansion eastwards was ... itself but an inter
mediate step. The extra power acquired by Germany as a result of 
such expansion was to give her the means of claiming, in various parts 
of the world, habitable territories suitable for the settlement of Euro.
peans. One recognises here the demographic argument so often ad
vanced by the partisans of colonial expansion; we thus find once more 
the idea of extra-European colonization by Germany. '•11 

' At the time of the advent of the Third Reich, the colonial policy ', 
however, ' encountered the indifference and even the hostility of the 
National-Socialist Party itself;.... 'It is only recently ... (that Ger
many's colonial claims] have been able to acquire their present force ... 
A twofold·movement ... would seem to explain the present vigour of 
the claims. Firstly, in industrial, financial and commercial circles, which 
are concerned, above all, with the condition of various branches of 
national economic life, the colonial policy is teceiving very notable 
support. Secondly, in the opinion of certain circles responsible for the 
foreign policy of the Third Reich ... it seems that the time has come to 
expect a more favourable attitude to a colonial settlement on the part 
of the Empires, more particularly the British Empire; they believe that 
the new circumstances in international politics would render useful 
for Germany the affirmation of a firm requirement'·'" 

'Generally, it would seem that the present claims of the Reich 
shoUld be linked up not so much with the efforts of the past ... as 
with the work which Germany has now accomplished with the aim 
of transforming the economic structure of the nation and the conditions 
of its political power '. '" 

' At the moment when she is claiming her former colonies, Germany 
asks that the conditions governing her supplies of raw materials should 
be improved. She asserts that the two claims are inseparable. The 
effect of this attempt to link up the economic problem with the colonial 
problem - an attempt that coincides with the patient and tenacious 
development of the " Gleichberechtigung " policy - is to carry the 
claim into a far vaster field and to give Germany's colonial ambitions 
a scope and an ultimate aim to which she has not hitherto been able to 
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aspire. The interest of Germany's present colonial claims seems 
to lie less in the argument itself than in the scope which is ·given to 
it and in the purpose which it serves '. '" 

' Germany's claims have a certain suppleness, and therein lies their 
strength. The acquisition of colonies is doubtless desirable but not 
indispensable for the Reich; the claims could be accentuated or with
drawn, according to circumstances, or at least attenuated; one of their 
essential features . . . [is] that they . . . [belong] to that class of claim 
which, if granted, is profitable, but the abandonment of which. at 
least in part, is not without certain advantages. Besides, what con
cession can Germany offer to make in a general or limited discussion 
- a Germany which, in contrast with the Germany under Bismarck. 
has, since the Great War, been fundamentally in the diplomatic position 
of being constantly a claimant party - what has she to offer other tiwi 
an attenuation of some previous claim? In the course of the last few 
months, whenever Germany has manifested her contingent readiness 
to cede a point, she has thereby put herself under the necessity of 
advancing a fresh claim. Truly, the philosophy of Germany to-day 
remains the philosophy of tragedy '. '" a 

Thus, 'the rallying of the [national-socialist] party leaders to the 
principle of the connection to be established between the problem of 
raw materials and the colonial question seems to be one of the essential 
aspects of the recent evolution of German policy '. But ' nothing is 

• Cf. the sm-ent made by the Freneb Minister of Colonies in January 1937 (118) :
'I do not think that the colonial question figwes amongst the limdamental c:on<"'t"S of 
Germany, or even of Hider. Germany is using it as a mesns to her political ends'and her 
claims appear or disappesr accotding to the needs of her general, and, ahove all, European 
policy ...• '. Cf. also .,, : - 'I do not believe myself that p=ent German policy cliff""' 
in any important WJpect from pre-War policy. I believe that powU is still the ultimate 
objective. and that the frame of mind is still a w.arriot frame of mind . . . There are many 
people . .. who sinc:etely imagine that Germany will be "grateful ... for a " generous gcstwe .. 
on •.. [Grest Brimm's] part. To the Germans generosity means patronage, gratitude, 
humiliation. They do not want us to be kind; thex want us to be frightened... We 
cannot fotuee the natwe of her demands . . . What Germany wants is power . . . What ... 
(Herr Hitler] desires is Grllllll llllll BoJm or, in other words, territorial and economic acquis
itions in Central and South~Eastem Europe. Such acquisitions might lead him into conB.ict 
with Russia. If he is to succeed in that conflict he must assure that he is protected in the 
rear , . • In order to sterilise France he must sterilise England. Yet what does he possess 
wherewith to purehase ••. (England's] neutrality ? He has no =I assets at all. Thele
fore he creates an artilicis.l asset, the Colonial Propaganda. He can now offer . . . the 
abandonment of his claim fur the colonies in return for a &ee hand in the East • • • The 
colonial question is essentially a side-show ... •; and 81 : - ' The Gennao. demand for 
colonies may be in part due to a desire for access to raw materials, but it is mainly due to a 
desire that her size, importance, and accomplishments, rdative to those of other countries. 
ahould be recognised '. 
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said to-day of the need for mass emigration to colonial territories ..• 
The old colonialism, easily .influenced by arguments of a " sentimental " 
order and anxious to prepare for a mass emigration of Germans to the 
tropics, makes way for a new colonialism . • • Stress is now laid only 
on Germany's desire to produce a certain number of raw materials 
within areas covered by the Reich's monetary system... For 
" racial " reasons ... , the Third Reich is to-day hostile to a doctrine 
which, for some years, had found ardent supporters in Germany •.• 
Colonisation may lead to a diminution ·in ·'the " racial " ~alue of the 
emigrated populations • . . From the " racial " and social point of 
view ... , it seems desirabie to. avoid employing Europeans in the same 
areas as natives in tropical colonies'. Moreover, a new German school 
of thought has 'shown, in what seems to be a peremptory manner, 
the difficulties that attend any important settlement of white races in 
tropical areas . . . Survival is possible only for ..• small and exclusively 
native undertakings, on the one hand, and for major capitalist concerns, 
on the other; thus, since it would already be difficult to find room in 
East Mrica for ten times more colonists than there are there to-day, 
a fortiori the idea of a mass emigration of millions of colonists must be 
put aside . . • The German studies published on this subject now con
fine their observations to the advantages which a portion of the youth 
of Germany - active young men eager to find employment - would 
derive from colonial services . • . According to the new arguments 
put forward, German emigration to the colonies would be no more 
than the emigration of radrt.r • • • Generally speaking, the idea of mass 
emigration to colonial territories now seems to have been abandoned 
in Germany . . • The argument based on the need for opening 
up' emigration areas for Germany in her former colonies thus no 
longer plays more than a secondary role in the claims advanced by 
Germany '.11' 

VI. HYPOTHETICAL DEMOGRAPHIC CLAIMS 

The foregoing review of some of the evidence commonly adduced 
in support of the argument that the " dissatisfied " countries are 
claimants for relief from population pressure goes to show that it is 
partly contradictory, partly hypothetical and largely inconclusive; it 
seems to indicate that ' the population question . . . [is] not as serious 
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as many nations would like to assert '. • The grievances, real or alleged, 
arising out of demographic conditions have not found expression in 
any official claims and demands and some of the informal claims with 
which those grievances are associated are not always consistent with 
the known policies of the countries concemed.b Moreover, while 
the nature of the changes in the staltls q11o envisaged in the " claimS " 
is in some cases explicitly stated, in others it is either not indicated 
or expressed in elliptical terms which cannot be accurately interpreted. 

If it be held, · on the other hand, that it is legitimate to assume, 
with the Conference, that the claims which it postulated at the outset 
of its study of " peaceful change " are related to reality and that their 
impact on the trend of international affairs is a significant factor in the 
formation of policy, c then the various opinions recorded in the evidence 
brought to the notice of the International Studies Conference tend to 
show that two principal remedies are contemplated by (or on behalf 
of) the countries which are suffering, or believed to suffer, from over
crowding and which, therefore, may need outlets for their surplus 
population. The first is the direct solution by emigration; the second 
remedy is sought after ' vicariously by the opening up of export 
markets ',•H on the one hand, and by ensuring a readier access to cheap 
sources of raw materials, on the other. Both these types of solution 
are sometimes expressed in claims, real or alleged, for territorial changes 
and for a re-distribution of colonies, but it is clear that such claims 
may also spring from aspirations which are not founded on grievances 

• See the discussion on 176. Cf. 114 : -' Declarations :regarding tho aims of Germany's 
daims as:e numerous, but they are lacking in pteci.sion;'they are. moreover, contradictory. 
The majority of these statements merely contain a demand for " colonies , on behalf of 
Germany and do not go into details. The colonial claim thus appea111 to he the present
day expression of an old and more general claim :_the claim to the elbow-room - the .&
- needed by Gennany. Thus the speech .. dealing with colonial claims reproduce the 
comparisons acd illustrations which have· long accompanied the assertion of Germany's 
need for external expansion. Sometimes Gennany it cqmpared with a seething caldron the 
explosion of which must be prevented; at other times.Germans are compared with caged 
birds clamouring for fi:Oedom. More gene..Uy, the demand for a redistribution of the lsnds 
and wealth of the world to the advantage of Gennany - the demand, in other words, for 
a revision of the present intemational.rlahlr fJ111J - corresponds with the general conception 
of the " nonooSatisfaction ",the "future destiny•• and the rhythm of death and te-birth which 
an: familiar features of the Getman LI/Mnspbil=phim '. 

• But cf. below, pp. IJ 1 .tfJtl. 
• Since the meetings of the International Studies Conference, the Economic Com

mittee of the League of Nations bas also aecepn:d the hypothesis that overpopulation is at 
the basis of claims : - • Demographic p.ressure is ... the main argument adduced in support 
of a policy of autarky, of the claim for colonies, and even of certain anncd expeditions,. 
See 111. 
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relating to· pressure of population. Moreover, territorial and colonial 
changes, though they may be regarded as short-cuts to the true remedies 
for overpopulation, are not themselves solutions to population pressure. 
Suggested remedies for demographic congestion will be considered 
in later chapters; meanwhile, the nature of the ailment from which the 
" dissatisfied " countries are said to be suffering must be examined. 

Appendix 

SOME MINOR ASPIRATIONS 

The " big three " - Germany, Italy and Japan - together with Poland 
are not the only countries which are dissatisfied with their demographic 
situation, but, with the exception of one or two countries whose claims 
cannot be backed up with the political weight which is needed to secure 
the notice · of the rest of the world, other overcrowded countries tend to 
keep their sense of discontent to themselves. ·'I have the privilege', 
declared a Swiss expert at a meeting of the International Studies Conference, 
' of belonging to a State as big as a pocket-handkerchief and divided into 
small squares. We are a very, very tiny country. For us, the problem 
of overpopulation exists; but in Switzerland, this problem does not concern 
peaceful change; you cannot imagine Switzerland mobilizing its ships and 
its army to conquer new territories. But when the question concerns 
Germany, or Italy, or certain other countries, that is a different matter, because 
technical instruments come into play oth~r than those which my country 
possesses '. 1" 

·Austria, Czechoslovakia,"' Denmark, Norway,• Hungary, Ireland,b 
Switzerland 0 - all these countries and others besides have at various times 
'been associated with population grievances and aspirations. Brief references 
may be mad~ here to one or two of them. 

The demographic situation in Hungary is the subject of a memorandum 
subm.itred to the International Studies Conference by the Hungarian Co
ordinating Committee for International Studies. ' A rcally effi:ctive solution 

a For Danish and Norwegian declarations. ace IJI. 
•' The best hope for the furure of Iriob overscu emigration is that her aona can take 

their due plaa: in an ordered and notional plan of European espansion wbieb will at the same 
time suarantee the supremacy in Europe of justice and peocc ' ( Ul). 

• For Swiss declararions, see JJ4; see also IU. 
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of the demographic problem of prcsent"day HWJgary ... ', it claiins, ' must 
be sought in a broadening of living and working space '. The " broadening 
of living and working space " apparently signifies '. to restore to the plain 
known as present-day Hungary its "place in the Sun.", to give it the possi
bility of living in accordan~ with its character and mission, and the role 
which it has filled for a thousand years, as the natural centre of tl:ie Hun
garian basin '. This, in turn, does not appear to mean • " reviSion " in the 
legal sense of the term ', but ' something which signilies less but which 
will lead to more : the impartial, equitable and radical adjustment of an 
unsound, artificial and trouble-breeding situation '. As to the nature of the 
demographic problem, the memorandum states that ' Hungary cannot be 
regarded as being overpopulated, not even relatively so, although a certain 
f'eeling of overpopulation (in respect of quantity rather than of quality) is 
general ', and that the type of demographic problem ' approximates most 
closely to that of agrarian overpopulation. ''" 

While this memorandum may be thought to give expression, if not to 
a demographic claim, at any rate to a demographic 'grievance and, though 
less clearly, to an aspiration, it does not deal with conditions which, if left 
unremedied, would lead to a situationfallingwithin the province of the Interna
tional Studies Conference's enquiry. 

The status of Austria having been transformed since the conclusion of 
the International Studies Conference's enquiry, the following summary of 
a memorandum submitted to the ConferenCe by the Austrian Co-ordinating 
Committee for International Studies is of acsdemic interest only : 

' The prospects for a small State of acquiring colonies - all the more 
so for a small State without sea-coast - are certainly very slight, in vjew of 
the difficulties with which Germany has to contend when seeking mere 
sympathy for her colonial claims, and ia view of the dangerous opposition 
that Italy had to overcome when extending her colonial empire. Moreover, 
the internal national impulse in Austria was only slight; the country had to 
struggle with great business and financial troubles after the war. So for 
almost an entire decade colonisation remained unmentioned in Austria '. 8 

Then, ' with the benevolent support of far-sighted Federal Otancellor 
Dr. Dollfuss, the Austrian Colonial Society was founded' in 1933. The 
first aim of the Society was ' the acquisition of a non-European colonial or 
concession territory for Austria ', which would provide ' the most sweeping 

a See 80, quoting from the constitution of the Austrian Colonial Society. 
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and radical solution of, . . [her] ·unemployment problem ' by ' settling ... 
surplus population in an overseas settlement region '. The Society issued 
a statement to the Austrian public in which it demanded ' from the great 
Powers and from the League of Nations the granting to Austria of colonial 
land suitable economically and from the health point of view '. •• 

It was stated at a meeting 0f the Conference in 1937 that the Austrian 
Colonial Society ' is supported by the Government ', and that ' conversations 
took place in 1933 with the French Government concerning Madagascar, 
and more recently with the Italian Government concerning Ethiopia, with 
a view to relieving Austrian overpopulation '.,.. 



PART TWO 

THE PROBLEM EXAMINED 



Chapter 4 

The Notion of Overpopulation 

I. WHAT IS OVERPOPULATION? 

' Justice and the interest of humanity require one to tend towards 
an equalisation of the conditions of life in the various countries, just 
as they require one to do so in respect of the individuals composing 
each nation'·"' Hence 'claims persistently and emphatically stated 
in terms familiar to the man in the street - be it " justice for the have
nets " or " room for our children " - are sure to find an echo in demo
cratic countries where the rule of law rests on the assumption of justice 
for all, and where public policy must be shaped in public discussion '. u• 
The echo will be all the quicker in the case of claims for relief from 

. population pressure, for ' overcrowding is a notion that is easily grasped 
by the man in the street and is apt to meet with a sympathetic response 
from him '·" Provided that his vital interests are not too patently 
threatened, he may even be disposed to condone disturbances in the 
equilibrium of international relations if they appear to him to have been 
prompted in despair by unbearable pressure of population. The 
dread spectre of overpopulation unites the nations in a solidarity of 
alarm. A public conscience, haunted by the fear of congestion, is not 
utterly shocked when the burden of dense numbers tempts one people 
to covet another's sparsely inhabited territories. 

But while sympathy is an am.iable virtue and, as the Japanese 
proverb says, will come back to the giver like an echo, it is not a remedy 
for overpopulation. As an attitude taken up by the" satiated" democratic 
countries towards the difficulties of the " dissatisfied " nations, it might 
have the emollient effect of removing some of the asperities of interna
tional life but it will not solve a problem. If the claims of the " dis
satisfied " countries are to be sympathetically considered, it is not 

6 
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enough that they should be grasped by the man in the street; it is 
indispensable that the problems which have given rise to them should 
be stated so precisely as to leave no room for doubt as to their nature. 

The various statements of grievances giving rise to aspirations 
and demands which were reviewed in the preceding chapter show that 
' the term " overpopulation " plays an important part in public dis
cussions. In everyday life, however, we use terms which, when they 
are clearly examined, are not quite so clear as they seemed to be at first 
sight and which, precisely for this reason, exert a strong influence on 
the mind and actions of men'·"' Such terms are "overpopulation" 
and its multiple variants - " overcrowding ", " pressure of popula
tion", "lack ·of space", "demographic congestion", "surplus 
numbers ", etc. - all of which are used indiscriminately in the dis
cussion of claims in contexts which are sometimes so obscure and 
am bigous as to give the impression of masking the real intentions of 
the claimants. Yet, unless a clear meaning . can be attached to the 
notion of "overpopulation ",• it will not be possible to answer the 
pertinent questions which were raised at the outset of the lntetnational 
Studies Conference's enquiry into "peaceful change ", namely : - ' At 
which point . . . does the growth of population of a . . . State. give 
the appearance of a legitimate need for expansion ? What exactly does 
this need consist of? '" 

' Overpopulation ' is a term which 'is used in current literature 
with very different meanings '."' b ·It is ' one of the most unstable. 
daring, dangerous and difficult demographic or, rather, economicq; 
demographic concepts'·"' 'If we refer to the definitions given by. 
demographic science, we lind . . . a great variety of conceptions of the 
essential character of overpopulation '.'" But ' a clear definition ' of 
the meaning of overpopulation is . . . necessary because it is use~ 
in political arguments whose .purpose of influencing the accumulation 
of power and tetritory affects the world very deeply '.'" 

A study of the concept of overpopulation occupied an important 

• It was pointed out several years before the Conference began its enquiry that ' " over· 
population " and " undcrpopulation " are fundamental tenns, which it is import:aDt to 
define with precision . . . Through lack of such precision, much discussion, even between 
the most distinguished persons [- 'the controversy between Sir William Beveridge and 
Mr. Keynes ... in Eto110mk ]OIINIIll, December 1923, and fu110111W, February 1924' -] 
is apt to be clouded by igw~mlio 1/whi • (.U3). 

•' Even in scientific works .•• [such as] the Statistics! Year-Book of the Lesgue of 
Nations ••. , [support is given to a] false idea [of overpopulatioo]' (lBI). 
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place in the International Studies Conference's enquiry into population 
problems. Some of the results of the study will be surveyed in the 
present chapter; there are, however, three preliminary observations to 
be made. 

In the first place, it is clear that overpopulation, in whatever sense 
the term may be used, is meaningless save in relation to particular areas 
and particular points of time."' The Conference was not concerned 
with overpopulation, whether present or future, in the world as a 
whole, a but with the question in its relation to particular countries -
the countries with claims for changes in the sta/U.I quo - at the moment 
of its enquiry. 

Secondly, a distinction must be made between the maximum 
population that can be supported in a given area and the size of the 
population which can attain maximum welfare in that area,b The 
condition of overpopulation which is relevant to the Conference's 
study is related to " maximum welfare " and not to " maximum popu
lation". ., One cannot speak of a population exceeding the maximum; 
this would be a manifest absurdity '.u• • It must be noted, however, 
that, whereas "maximum welfare" is usually identified in scientific 
discussions of overpopulation with "maximum economic welfare", 
such identification in the context of claims for ~peaceful change is a 
fruitful source of confusion. It is true that overpopulation is ' generally 
considered as an economic problem ', but ' political considerations 
are a factor in it, such, for instance, as the problem of security and the 
policies of States tending towards an enlargement of the population 
and an increase in the birthrate ..... d Overpopulation must be con
sidered, therefore, not only in its palpable economic and social aspects, 

• ' The earth •. according to one authority. • can under no circumstances carry something 
like tB,ooo.ooo,ooo people • (i.e. ten times ita present estimated population); but those who 
fear that the world lo meoaoed with OvetpOpulatioo may find =oowance in his further 
statement that even to attain, say, 11,ooo,ooo,ooo would involve (quoting Sir G. Knibbs) 
• a peri'ecting of human knowledge. of human organisation, and of human clw:aceer, which 
transcends all our ordinary conceptions of real possibilities ... ; as matters stand •, be con
cludes, ' there is no real danger of a gcncml overpopulation •; in fact, ' it is hard to see how 
the earth could possibly double its pteOeDt population ' ( JJ J). For a n:c:mt discussion of 
estimates of the wodd"s mu.imum demographic opacity, see 1411. 

'See fiJ and, in particular, theobsetvationo on the ambiguityofthet=n" supported", 
•' In this connection •, adds the author of this rmtark, • 1 would point out that a popu

lation can be said to hove n:acbed its muimum when its density is ouch that the resulting 
conditions of life cause the death nue to rise to the level of the birth tate - of a birth tale, 
it need hardly be added, which hss not been attilicially restricted. It should also be pointed 
out that this muimum is subject to ftuctUatioo. • (U.J) . 

• cr. below, chap. ,, § v. 
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but also in its imponderable political and moral aspects, in so far as 
they may be amenable to objective analysis. On the other hand, the 
Conference was concerned essentially with quantitative overpopulation 
and not with various forms of qualitative overpopulation; thus, however 
important a bearing ethnic disequilibrium, for example, may have on a 
country's external. relations, it will not be possible to take into account 
here ' overpopulation in relation to the various elements of a country's 
population '." a 

Thirdly, ' demographic experts distinguish between absolute 
overpopulation and relative overpopulation. By the first is meant the 
condition of a territory in . which the inhabitants, under the existing 
systems of production and distribution, and .in the existing state of 
technical progress, are unable, by any kind of economic activity, to 
secure the minimum. conditions which are indispensable to physical 
life. b According to these experts, absolute overpopulation exists 
in only a few parts of the world (China, India). For ·the world as a 
whole, there does not appear to be any conceivable possibility of 
absolute overpopulation • . . On the other hand, relative overpopula
tion has always existed in certain regions, including parts of Europe. 
The characteristic feature of relative overpopulation is the inability 
or great difficulty for the inhabitants of certain regions to reach the 
average standard of living found elsewhere '. "'' 

' In the last analysis, absolute overpopulation seems to be an 
impalpable notion, a phantom· that ClUlnot be enclosed within a hard 
and fast definition. It is only the notion of relative overpopulatio~ 
that can be justified to a certain extent, jn theory and in practi~=C, even 
in cases where the condition of overpopulation detected at a given 
moment assumes a permanent character or, at any rate - since it is 
impossible to see the future course .of events - seems to take on such 
a character '·"' As a speaker pointed put at one of the Conference's 
meetings in 1937, ' overpopulation coqsidered as an excess over the 
optimum is not a condition that we should examine. What we have 

• For example - it was explained to the ConfeteO.ce - ' antisemitism in Rumania ... 
is a demogmpbic problem which bas arisen because of the uoequal distribution of Jewa 
and Rumanians in the diffetent bmncbes of the economic activity of that country' (U). 

b Cf. us:-' We must distinguish between two senses of the word'' overpopulation '"• 
speaking of .b.ro/1111 overpopulation whca we mean that. in the world as a whole. or in ao 
isolated community, -the point of maximum return has been passed. and of rJ.Jiw ove.ro
popullltioo when we mean that, in a particular part of the world's swface, work bas to tske 
place under less favoumhle conditiona than elsewhete, so that, other things being· equal, 
a uoit of labour is less productive than it would be in 1111other place '. 
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to consider is overpopulation understood in another sense, namely, 
the overpopulation of a country as compared with another country • .... • 
• And a country being overpopulated when compared with another, 
the latter, in tum, will be overpopulated as compared with a third 
country '."' ' If, as a result of its demographic situation, by reason 
of its density of population, the general conditions of life for the inha
bitants of a country are too low as compared with those ruling in other 
countries, then that country will be tempted to protest, to complain 
and put forward certain demands that are likely to lead to international 
conflicts which we are anxious to avoid '.100 'If present tendencies of 
net survival rates 'continue, the distribution [of labour] will become 
more and more anomaious. The low reproduction-rate areas, which, 
broadly speaking, are more richly endowed with natural and artificial 
resources, will become less populated. The high reproduction-rate 
areas will become even more overcrowded. Indeed, taking a long 
view, it is fairly certain that such a situation could not per~st. Sooner 
or later die more fertile peoples, or at least the more vigorous among 
them, would burst the barriers which hemmed them in and enter into 
what they regarded as their rightful domain ... '•" 

' Moreover, even relative overpopulation is a notion resting on 
a questionable ba5is; this is proved by the very great variety of the 
definitions which have been given and which sometimes reach the limits 
of absolute overpopulation. A distinction is made, for example, 
between objective and subjective overpopulation; between a state and 
a feeling of overpopulation; between quantitative and qualitative 
overpopulation; ever greater extension is given to the territory on which 
overpopulation can be detected as well as to the notion of overpopulation 
itself by making a distinction, in the first instance, between local, regional, 
national, multinational, continental and world overpopulation, and, in 
the other instance, between agrarian, industrial and mixed overpopu
lation; and, finally, proceeding by demographic stages, between over
population in relation to certain ethnical groups or communities and 
overpopulation affecting a whole nation or race; or, again, on another 

• The • very important view that an overpopulation in our day cannot be regarded 
absolutely for an isolated country. but must be considered in !dation to the conditions in 
other countries. so that when parallds are drawn between different countries, a fo1m of 
ovapopulation appeus in a country when the slandard of Jiving which an be attained 
through a oen:ain unount of work in ooe country is lower tbao that which might have been 
achieved in the other country by doing the same amount of work ' (lU) was expressed in 
r9.a9 in '''· 
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plane, between national overpopulation and overpopulation in a universal 
sense '.t" 

' The problem of overpopulation takes on a vaguer aspect when a 
study of causes and motives is undertaken. We know that the form, 
scope and solution of the problem vary according to whether it has 
arisen as the result of natural phenomena, of political circumstances, 
of a re-shaping of frontiers, of demological movements, of economic 
events, of a redistribution of all types of culture, of changes in the 
standard of living and mode of life ... , etc. It is no less important 
to consider the changes that affect the composition of the population, 
the distribution of the population according to professionS and occu
pations, the transformation of the labour market, the greater difficulty 
of finding employment; the withdrawal of a territory from the habitual 
and broader framework of the past, with the resulting diminution of 
living and working space, and other specific phenomena, such as the 
barriers suddently erected in the path of seasonal and alternating 
movements, of the mobility of the working masses and, most important 
of all, of the emigration through which a portion of the population 
seeks to settle in a new country; the changes also that have taken place 
in production, markets ... and consumption - so many causes likely 
to generate overpopulation. There still remain, for consideration, 
the different forms of relative overpopulation when we tum our attention 
to the over-crowding of certain professions ... , the trend of the dis
tribution of the population according to age -particularly in connection 
with the accumulation of persons of working age- and the pathological 
distortion of the ratio of workers to s11pported persons '·'" . 

' The fact that, from the dynamic· standpoint, it is possible to 
introduce totally distinct forms of overpopulation further emphasiZes 
the relative character of this notion. The position is different if, fo~ 
example, overpopulation occurs in the.course of the development of 
the population or if it reflects stagnation ip. a period of time or, and above 
all, if it marks the beginning of a period of decadence. Its charac
teristic features stand out clearly according to the case; and. similarly, 
the links and inter-relationship with the progress of demographic 
processes, or with the maintenance or weakening of these processes, 
vary very considerably from one case to another '·"' 

' But it is not only from the theoretical standpoint that the notion 
of overpopulation is relative and vague. Defining the degrees of popu
lation, and laying down practical criteria for territories that are sparsely, 
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normally or over-populated rests on a still more insecure basis and 
encounters more numerous obstacles. In point of fact, what destroys 
the absolute character of the notion and sentiment of optimum popu
lation, of the feeding capacity of a territory, of demographic pressure 
and overpopulation, is no doubt the great number and uncertainty of 
the pratical methods and possibilities of gauging these factors '·'" 

II. POPULATION DENSITY 

' The most popular method of indicating population pressure is 
to cite statistics of simple density, such as the· number of people per 
square mile of territory, or the number per square mile of arable land'·" 
Accurate figures of the former are available, but ' science has long 
since demonstrated the vagueness of this concept ''" of simple or 
arithmetic density, i. e. the ratio of the number of persons living on a 
unit of a country's area to the total area of the country. Yet the notion 
' still frequently serves as a.'l argument not only in the political dis
cussions of our time, 8 but even in the works of specialists, to charac
terise absolute " overpopulation " or " underpopulation " '."' Thus, 
among the ' picturesque, though somewhat crude, slogans (presumably 
coined chiefly for internal circulation) • . . [used) in German colonial 
propaganda '"' as one of the modes of presenting the economic argu
ments for restoration of the colonies, the following examples illustrate 
the misleading use of simple density figures : 

Germany has a density of u 3 inhabitants to the square kilometre, while her 
former colonial territory had a density of 4 inhabitants to the square 
kilo111etre; on this space of I square kilometre, Belgium maintains z J7 persons 
and her colonies maintain 6; in France there are 71 inhabitants to the square 
kilometre as against 1 in French colonies; Great Britain has 41 million 
inhabitants, while Canada, which is thirty times as large, has only 8 millions; 
Portugal has 61 inhabitants to the square kilometre and its colonies have + 
Must the evolution of Europe continue in such a way that this disproportion 
is maintained? The question supplies its own answer."' 

• cr. &If : - , Demographic questions give rise to unceasing disputes. which at any 
moment may assume an acrimonious form and thus endanger intema(ional good feeling. 
Tbe adversaries in such disputes almost invariably make arbitrary and absolute statements. 
based u often as not on a few striking figures illustrating the ratio " man-land ., , which are 
p1ae11ted u incontrovertible arguments and ue aca:pted u such by the public. Tbeoo 
figures become powerful means of ogioation without ever being subjected to a critical 
IC:rutiny •. 
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Again, 
' 
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In ·Germany there are 136 inhabitants to each square kilometre. In 
England there are 137, but England has for its IH inhabitants per square 
mile 8 one-third of the whole world as a colony.ou 

Yet, 'according to the lntef'114tionaJ Year Book of Agrit'll/ftlra/ Statistiu, 
1936-37, the density of population per square kilometre (in 1935 or 
nearest date) was : 141.1 in Germany; 169 in England and Wales; 
191.6 in the United Kingdom'.'" 

It is clear that ' the figure representing the size of the population 
means nothing in itself. Thus, ten men will find it more difficult to 
live on 10 square kilometres of desert than a hundred men on too hec
tares of fertile land. A figure that is unaccompanied by a commentary 
of some sort, and next to which no indication is given of such factors 
as technical organization, standard of civilization and economic con
ditions, cannot be compared with another figqre which leaves us just 
as much in the dark concerning the concrete realities behind it '."• 

' Arithmetical density offers only a superficial general view of thC' 
demographic condition of the different countri~; it can be considered 
characteristic neither of their economic situation nor of their social 
level, nor, therefore, of their politlcal and military power '.111 b 

Various methods are used by demographers i:o .correct the defects 
ot the crude index of arithmetic. density. · One of the methods is to 
express densities in terms of estimated habitable areas by excluding from 
the ratio of population to area barren surfaces such as ice-bound or ' 
desert land and water areas. A further 'tefinement in the comparison · 
of the populations of different countries is to relate densities in regions 
of equal rainfall. The usefulness of this method is, however, limited. 
' For various reasons it is easy to iDfer too much from such calculations;· 
it is, for fustance, not only the total rainfall but also the distribution of 
rainfall over the year which is importanf '." 

But, whatever be the method employed, ' it must be recognised ... 
that surface area is only one, and a decreasingly important, aspect of 
the natural physical environment which conditions population density. 
Climate, topography, location, the physical constituents of the soil, 

•.ti~. 
11 ' At most, this density may serve as an indication of ovetpOpulation for nomad peoples 

or for Indians living in reservations (the Navajos, etc.)' (16'6). 
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sub-surfaces, supplies of minerals and fuels and a number of other 
natural physical factors are equally as important as land area. Moreover, 
such an index entirely neglects the artificial, physical environment, 
as well as technological, economic and sOcial conditions of paramount 
importance in conditioning population growth. To impute under
or over-population by relating the residents of a region to one of many 
portions of one of many aspects of the total environment would seem 
on a priori grounds to De not, o~Lm'::cientific but misleading ' .... 

As an alternative method of · · ting the errors implicit in 
comparisons of simple population densities, ' the figure representing 
the density of population should be followed by another factor which 
makes it possible to distinguish the demographic clliferences to be 
observed in the world. The figure indicating the geographical area 
should be supplemented by an indication of the economic value of that 
area. In this way, by taking the ratio of population to a unit of arable 
land, not merely to a unit of area, it will be possible to draw more 
practical conclusions '.''" • Yet, even if comparisons are made, not 
between areas of cultivable land, but between the extent of cultivated 
land in the various countries, the resulting figures ' unaccompanied 
by any detailed commentary might give a false idea of the demographic 
and agricultural situation of the countries considered'·''" In the first 
place, ' is it justifiable to include in the denominator of the fraction 
[population/cultivated hod] . . . areas of land, whose fertility cllifers 
exceedingly on account of the clliference of soil and climate ?b Must 
not, at least, the difference in quantity and quality of crops ... be taken 
into consideration' ?11• Secondly, great technical difficulties arise in 
the. interpretation of the national statistics relating to cultivable land, c 

and, even if suitable allowance could be made, ' the agricultural density, 
i.e. the number of active workers to the unit of cultivable surface, can 
therefore serve only as a mttl4 intkx of relative overpopulation, even in 
certain countries where the agricultural population still forms a large 
proportion of the total population . . . It is only in certain regions 
of the world which are still almost completely isolated, such as Northern 
China, that the agricultural density taken alone can really show the 
intensity of overpopulation '.... · 

• For a table of'" physiological dcos.ities .,, see Ul or J.SI; the figures 'are co be 
occept<d with g.<at reservation • (us). 

• a. lU : - 'It is not f:OOU8h to calculate ond com~ physiological clcmities; it 
is likewioe neassary to oal:e into oa:ount the climate, the quality of the soil, ond the intmsity 
o( labour·. 

• A atatcmeD.t of these ditkulties is giveD in 1 as. 
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Density comparisons are also made on the basis of the percentage 
of the total population engaged in agriculture in the different countries,• 
' but it is not easy to say who is engaged in agriculture, because many 
people are engaged part time in agriculture and part time in ancillary 
occupations such as forestry, in industry, or in domestic work at home; 
also ·different countries draw the line between agricultural and other 
occupations in different places '. Again, in making comparisons of 
' the various uses to which land is put [e. g. arable land, permanent grass 
and pasture, wood and forest, and other land], it must be remembered 
that temporary pasture is included under arable, though, when laid 
down for long periods, it occupies as few people as good permanent 
pasture. Then it is difficult to distinguish between " permanent grass 
and pasture" and" other land", that is to say, rough hill grazing shades 
olf by imperceptible stages into barren land • ... b 

' It is, of course, only when environmental conditions are dissimilar 
that comparisons based on surface density are misleading '; but, since, 
in practice, no two regions can be found where precisely similar environ
mental conditions prevail, the point is of academic interest only. ' Yet 
despite the total inadequacy and obviously misleading nature of surface 
density :ligures for the comparison of populations with entirely dis
similar physical, social and economic environments, they still hold an 
important place in the approved technique of protagonists of colonial 
expansion by European Powers and of the critics of immigration res
triction by the United States and the British Dominions. Their 
continued use by honest-minded students of population makes one , 
wonder whether there is not more than a little justi:lication for Aldous 
Huxley's cynical dictum that :to,ooo repetitions make one truth '.101 

The greatest defect of the population-area ratio is that it is a ' vety 
Untrustworthy help, if not altogether useless.. . . [when applied] to 
non-agrarian territories, where the soil fui£Is another economical func
tion than in the rural districts. Everywhere where the population 
in its activities is not connected with the soil, i. e. everywhere where 
the population does not seek its means of livelihood in the cultivation 
of the land, fores,try, horticulture or the breeding of cattle, in such 

• Cf. the table of density of population and agricultwal employment in Europe in "· 
• ' The importance of this latter point can be seen when we contrast Scotland with 

Eogland and Wales; both countries are recotded aa baving about the same pen:eotage of 
permanent graaa and paature [62.6% and H·•% of the total area, respectivelyj, but we 
know that in Scotland this is largely sheep grszings on mountain sides, wbereaa in Eogland 
mucb of it is the finest pasture in the world' (Bf), 
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cases the density of population influences prosperity vety little. This 
is most clearly seen in towns ' .... 

In a word, ' agricultural density alone no longer suffices to charac
terise the alimentary and other conditions of the agricultural population 
in countries which are even a little more advanced from the industrial 
standpoint ';'" and it is ' obvious that besides the figure representing 
the factor of agriculture, other economic data must be brought into play, 
to furnish the means of comparing the demographic and economic 
positions of the different countries '.110 ' To evaluate the general 
economic density of a country, it is . . . necessary to consider first, in 
addition to the agricultural density, the Wrious natural resources, 
independent of that density, namely, the riches and sources of energy 
in the soil, the sea," and the inland waters. Next, it is necessary to take 
into account the actual exploitation of this natural wealth • . . Fur
thermore, even primary production depends on the proportional use 
of the other factors of production. such as capital, on the quantity and 
the quality of the labour supply •.. , (as well as industrialisation]"' 
and the degree of technical development '.111 Moreover, 'a new 
coefficient indicating the industrial equipment of the country must 
be taken into consideration ' .... b 

Nevertheless, ' calculations of density, b?~ed on the existing 
relations between two factors only of production (population and 
resources) are not adequate to determine the demographic position 
of a country from the economic or social viewpoint, and cannot serve 

• ' A. is well known, the Japanese cat a great deal of fish and relatively little meat. 
But few tslisc how important a part of the food supply sea-products fotm. The 6gutca 
ahow that Japan apons hctwccn a fourth and a fifth, by weight, of her takings from the sea. 
The clilfeRnoe hctwccn the catch and the apons is the coosumption of Japan. Tbus, 
the Japanese people [whoac abate of the world's sea-prodUcts has increased from •9·4 
pc=nt in 19•1·•9 to 54·l pc=nt in 19H) in the past II:D yean have eaten approximately a 
fourth of all the fish and othct sea-products taken by all the oations from all the acas of the 
world. To get a tcally accumte pictwc of the area from which Japanese get their food, 
thctefoR. it is ncccssary to add a large section of the oocan to the dty land of the islands ' (I ••>· 

• Quoting u•, it is suggested in uo, that this coefficient ' should be composed of 
certain indica ... such. for example. as : (i) the consumption of machines per capita and io. 
dollats; (ii) the gcomcttic mean of the length of tailroads, pet capita and per too sq. km.; 
(iii) the teoth of the geometric mean of the numbca of automobiks, per capita and pet 
100 oq.lun.; (iv) the nwnbca of industrial workers pet 10 worketS in gcncttl; (v) onc-II:Dth 
of the tnruactions with fomgn counttica, pet capita and in dollats ', and that, ' olthoogh it 
is not possible to embrace the whole of a country's ccooomic activity in a single 6gutc ', 
a table of tisu= which is quoted from the same sowcc ' ncvctthclcss has its volue in that it 
- ... guide in • dilficult pmblcm •• "'hilc it is admitted that the tahle • ccttainly doca 
not aupply the cuct fotmula fot the optimum density of population ', it is considctcd that 
• it indicsta the path that leads towatds its diacovcry '. 
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for international comparisons '.•.. Indeed, the conclusions teached 
from comparisons of population densities expressed in terms of natural 
resources ' have often been as misleading as those based on simple 
surface area density figures. The inadequacy of the population-natural
resources ratio derives from several causes. First, most ligures on 
natural resources are at best mere guesses, frequently not even informed 
guesses . . . If it is difficult to secure accurate estimates of physical 
natural resources it is even more difficult to get satisfactory ... measures 
[in tenns of money]. The resulting uncertainty is increased by failure 
to distinguish between the actual and the potential. The teaching of 
geography ... has thoroughly inoculated the present generation with 
a static conception of natural resources. Modem geographers are 
attempting to correct this misconception. They are insisting that the 
resource concept is essentially dynamic. What is a resource to-day 
may be valueless to-morrow; what is valueless to-day may be a priceless 
resource a year hence. The only practical method of evaluating a 
resource is by its income-yielding capacity . . . Only to the extent that 
a natural agent can be made to yield · ... [adequate returns to the capital 
and labour employed] may it properly be said to be a natural resource 
and can it be counted upon to support population. This brings us to 
the crux of the problem. How can such increased returns be secured 
from our natural environment as to warrant its ·more complete uti
lisation ? . . • The old view was that increased population creates 
new demands sufficient to provide remunerative employment for itself 
and that the first prerequisite for the conversion of sterile " natural. 
resources " into revenue-producing and population-supporting natural 
agents is the presence of more people. 'I'hese notions must be altered 
in the light of modem research ... • Like the man-land ratio, the 
population-natural-resource ratio Is ·unscientific and misleading as !! . 
criterion of [overpopulation orJunderpopulation and conditions (other 
.than the presence of population) must be- favourable to the increased 
utilisation of ... natural resources before one may expect any growth 
of population or any effective addition to ... [a country's] economic 
capacity to absorb immigration '·"' 

•' The studiea of Dr. Jerome [see 88) and others have eonclusively demonsttated that 
business prosperity incident to the discovery of new resources, or changes in the conditions 
of demand for or in the technique of utilising known natural agents, baa preceded rather 
tba11 followed the great inB.ows of immigration in recent times . . . The causal and temporal 
~~equeitce which is found to esist in the ease of the shorter busineas cycles might logically 
be expected to characterise the longer cycles of population growth ••• '(100). 
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It would seem, therefore. that ' the economic density of a country 
cannot ... be studied in our days, generally speaking, without taking 
into consideration at least the total amount of national· income, much 
of which is obtained by international trade '. Yet, even so, indices 
purporting to show the economic prosperity of countries which are 
based on ' the total national wealth or income • . . do not suffice to 
determine either the static or the dynamic social condition of a popu
lation, even in cases where they can be accuratdy calculated ', because 
one must also ' take into account the purchasing power of incomes, 
expenditures of family budgets, etc . . . In reality, the individual 
incomes of the papulation are at present extremdy divergent. The 
average cannot, therefore, serve ..• as a bal<is nor justify conclusions 
as to the social conditions (importance of the degrees of prosperity or 
of poverty) of the different strata of the population and particularly of 
the working popultaion '."' • 

It follows that, ' it must not be assumed that, because we know 
that there must be a certain density of population which is more desirable 
tha.Q. any other in every country at any given time, we can say what it 
is from our knowledge of the prevailing conditions. We can, in fact, 
do nothing of the sort; there is no way by which we can even begin to 
make such a calculation '. And it follows from this that ' there is no 
infallible and universally applicable test ' which would make it ' possible 
to say whether any country, as it is now, is under- or over-populated '." 
This conclusion, however, anticipates the results of the. International 
Studies Conference's study of other methods of testing the presence 
of conditions of over- or under-population; it suffices here to draw the 
inference that comparisons of densities are valudess in judging the 
legitimacy of claims for changes in the status fJ.IIIJ, for ' the truth is that 
density of population in particular areas is a response to the economic 
advantages which these areas have afforded in the past'·"' b 

Calculations of population pressure based upon an index of density, 
whether crude or relined, are a hangover from the earliest scientific 
efforts to analyse demographic conditions which ' limited themsdves 

• a. "'· where it is considered that }'clr cwpit. income is not • satisfactory measure in 
the calculation of clcmognpbic conditions; it is nthet a question of OU'BO· But soc below, 
5 Ill, the discussion on atanduds of living . 

• a. ,., : - . Tbe !Uritorial clisaiburioo of tbc world'• sutface <=rtS • very •trooB 
iDBucna: on the iotegmrion of the population in economic activiry. Tbe divisioo of tbc 
economic azca of the globe into tcgiOill is. lint of all, a oarural -.iry, and -.oodly, the 
outcame of a 1oog historical-political evolution '. 
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to ... making clear in a more or less summary way the population of 
a country or of the world, on the one hand, and the possibilities for 
subsistence on the other '."• This concept of a simple ratio of two 
quantities purporting to indicate a country's carrying capacity was 
soon found to be ' quite inapplicable as a scientific measure of com
parative population density '.'" • This was so ' for two obvious 
reasons : first, . . . [in many cases] farming is essentially a commercial 
enterprise producing . . . foodstuffs for export ; and second, food 
represents a relatively small proportion of the normal living costs ... 
Because of the first of these circumstances, it is not the amount of food 
that can be or is being produced that counts but the amount that can 
be sold and the price it brings. b Because of the second, it is not the 
quantity of food available that is of vital importance but the quantity 
of the other products and services which constitute the major part of 
the family living. Per t:apita foodstuff' production is not a suitable 
measure of the desirable population density for any region engaging 
largely in the export trade, 0 and potential carrying capacity, whether 
reckoned in foodstuffs or products of any other kind, is not an 
acceptable limit of population for countries whose people are accus
tomed to a standard of living substantially above subsistence '.••• 

ill. STANDARD OF IJVING 

The foregoing discussion on denSities has shown that ' real diffi
culties arose as soon as an attempt was made to go deeper into ... 
[the] notion of the possibilities of subsistes~ce. The numerous estimates 

a Even the later notion of an optimum population (to which refetence is made beloW. 
§ IV) sometimes shows traces of the earlier concept of subsistence, as is shown in the 
following definition of the optimum : - ' We Sly thete is optimum population in a country 
when the capacity of production balances the ~ption of its inhabitants at a reasonably 
high sW1cLud of living. If the population can he fed without productivity being carried 
to its full capacity, the country is underpopulated~ in the reverse case, tbete is over-
population. · Optimum population is therefore a state of equilibrium . . . In o.rder that an 
increase in the capacity for production should become a real inaease in production, iuequires 
a corresponding growth of the deosity of population relative to that deosity which was re
quired to obtain an optimum balance in previous conditions • (401). 

'Thus ' it would be absurd to conclude that because there are two cattle and .300 sheep 
for each of the 2 Yz inhabitants per square mile in the Falkland Islands, that that little comer 
of the world is underpopulated. The JW tttpi/4 foreign trade of the island amounts to 
$6oo a year' (IOR). • 

1 Cf. 119 : - 'The fundamental reason ... why figures based on area and resources 
pe% million inhabitants are apt to be misleading is that the industry of any country can 
utilize foreign taw materials and specialize in occupations such as manufacturing, which 
require but little space , . 
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of the present and future food resources of a country or of the world 
proved to be not only very different but also, and above all, notoriously 
insufficient for the purposes of comparison.• The objection was 
soon raised that it is impossible to fix a direct relationship between 
population and food resources. It was, therefore, all the more necessary 
to agree upon a term of comparison. A scientific examination of the 
problem showed that there is no magnitude expressible in exact figures 
that is in constant ratio to the relatively exact figure of the population 
of a given region; students of the problem were accordingly obliged 
to go still deeper into the ever-increasing complexity of the questions 
at issue. First of all, it was sought to solve the problem by making a 
distinction between absolute overpopulation and relative overpopu
lation, and by resorting to the auxiliary notions of " temporary over
population" and "partial overpopulation". The main object of the 
investigations, however, was still to discover a sure measure which 
would make it possible to say clearly what overpopulation really meant. 
The notion of the possibility of subsistence was replaced by that of 
the standard of living.b In other words, the question was put whether 
a growing number of human beings would, while maintaining their 
level of life, continue to find the means of subsistence in a given 
region'·'" 

It is clear, however, that, if the standard of living is to be used 
as a " sure measure " of the quantitative state of the population, it 
must itself be capable of measurement. It is also clear that, if the 
standard of living is to be measured, it is necessary to adopt some 
definite scale of measurement. Furthermore, the scale of measurement 
adopted must be such as to make it possible to compare the standard 
o( living of one country with that of another for the purpose of 
determining the relative demographic situations of those countries. 
In the consideration of demands for changes in the status q110, such a 

• • Aa:o!ding to •.. (UD, p. 216] overpopulation begins when tlit &.i/J:.nmg ._ 
Nobrongupitlr-. l'gtllllbtr 't" !.""' ill (the population is too dense in proportion to the 
potential food production) ', " N~upiJ,_. " being de6ned (p. 344) ' as tlit 't'f lilw 
IH.JiiMIIIItll Ztit w"'-4"" F•ighitlillu /Hgmrttnt GJJittu, mtu Latlu otkr adJ Jn- l'Z'f!'<• 
Enh, l><i tiMr ~ ~htng ,;, i><ttiM•t• Vol4r.{obl ~· '"""'-' (the capacity, a2 
a given period, of a given territory. of a country or even of the whole world to feed a give:a: 
population aeeotding to a given standatd of living) • • • [The author)says (p. •6s), howevu, 
that this conception is very difficult to lay down iD statistics • ( l 19) . 

. a .. c. g .• JIO : - Overpopulation exists f whenever there are mote people than call 
he supponed by a gi•en society without lowering the average staodatd of living of the 
miLS$C'S • • 
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<:omparison would be of considerable utility, because ' what makes 
people feel population pressure, apparently, is not a low standard of 
living in itself but the degree to which they are aware that under changed 
<:onditions this low standard could be alleviated '." • In other words, 
' overpopulation may be said to exist, not so much in actual figures 
as in the consciousness of the country concerned. Some countries, 
such as Belgium or the Netherlands, where the arithmetical, physio
logical and agricultural densities are exceptionally high, have no feeling 
of being overpopulated, while others with far lower densities experience 
·such a feeling strongly. This is largely due to differences in the standard 
of living, which are likely to become a factor of discord and a cause of 
envy that may prove a menace to world peace'·"' 

As to a scale of measurement, ' it is sometimes said that death rates 
are an accurate indication of standards of living and hence of population 
pressure - the higher the death rate the greater the pressure ... 
But clearly these death rates are not directly reflected in felt population 
pressure, leading to demands. for changes in the slaht.r pm ' ... b 

Moreo'17er, 'the length of life is not always a direct function of the 
standard of living. In fact, that standard would be less favourable if 
the average length of life would be extended to 90 years, for the possi
bility of earning a living would still cease at the age of 6o to 6s ... 
A high standard of living does not • . . exclude a. low average length 
of life due to epidemics, wars, etc.' 111 

Alternatively, ' in order to judge the situation of the working classes 
in the industrial countries, more and more use is being made, with 
increasingly satisfactory results, of various social statistics and especially ' 
of statistics of family budgets'·'" But, '.owing to the multiplfclty of 
factors involved and the present inadequacy of the statistical data ','" 
it is difficult ' to make comparisoqs , . . between the data furnished by 
statistics on family budgets and by other social surveys carried out in 
a country at different times. it is a still more delicate task to make 
international comparisons in this field, even in the case of countries 
lying in the same zone of civilisation. Family budgets, in particular, 
have been collected by methods and in settings which differ too widely, 

• 'Cf ... (69], pp. 57<>-I; ••• I••J, pp. 14-lj, 68-69. (66). 
•' Among the theorists of the optimum population, R. Muketjcc: (ISS) is the most 

fervent «pmocntativc of the thesis according to which the " optimum dcns.ity of population 
is that where we have the highest expectation of life". Wolfe [IBI] conJioes himself to the 
atatement that " the true optimum must be consistent with the lowest attainable death
rate n. (164). 
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and the cost of living, the degree of culture, customs and social institu
tions likewise cllifer in large measure '."' • 

Thus, while it may be true that ' an intimate and comparable 
knowledge of the respective situations of nations can further their 
social progress and the cause of peace and, at least, prevent false prophets 
from hampering a peaceful development ',"' yet it does not seem to 
be possible, on the basis of information at present available, to make 
any scientific comparison of standards of living such as would permit 
an objective analysis of demographic situations giving rise to claims for 
change. To say, therefore, that ' overpopulation ... may be defined 
as that state in a society when the population is too large ... to permit 
the society to maintain its maximum standard of living '"' or that 
' overpopulation is beginning in a countty when any further increase 
of population, proceeding at the actual rate of increase in that country, 
would inevitably lead to a ~onsiderabk reduction in the standard of living, 
[and that] overpopulation exists where this has already happened',"' 
does not explain how, in practice, the standard of living can be used as 
a test of overpopulation. 

When demographers perceived the inadequacy of the standard 
of living test as a measure of' the demographic capacity of a given area 
as a unit of measure ', they were led ' to introduce, besides the standard 
of living already reached, all the economic and techD.ical data concerning 

, production and, finally, the form taken by the whole of the economic 
life of a country. In so far as quantitative comparisons are still 
attempted, in the majority of cases it is now the estimated income and 
wealth of the people that is brought into relation with the population 
figure '.111 Yet, even this method, which has· already been touched 
upon,b and to which reference will be made again later, e has proved 
unsatisfactory. In any case, according to one ·authority, a population 
optimum test based on ptr ~apita income of ultimate consumers' goods 
is useless for three reasons : first, in many cases it is impossible to foresee 
the trend of the standard of living; secondly, in some countries the 

a It is. reported to have been stared at one of the Confctt:nce's meetings that.~ in oompu
lng family budgets io the diffi:n:ot countries ' for a srudy on popular food coosumptioo which 
bad beco undertaken by the International Labour Organisation, ' it became evident that. 
they were based upon very ditferc:nt elements • and that ' the calculation of tbe rcspcx:tive 
atan<Wds of living of two dilfcrent countries is further complicated by the question of the 
ptevailing mode of life aod the ptefetmoe of the iohabieaots' (u). 

• See above, pp. '16-77· 
• Sec below. p. 8J. 
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standard of living is so high that there is no need to increase it; and, 
thirdly, the average standard of living may increase in a society in which 
the wealthy get richer and the masses poorer. He concludes, therefore, 
that the standard of living test must be supplemented by others.,.; 

In the course of the Internationai Studies Conference's enquiry, 
it was urged that ' an effort should be made to investigate the matter of 
standards of living by scientific methods ',11 particularly in view of the 
fact that ' the expression " standard of living " )Vas still rather vague '." 
It was admitted, however, that it might not ' be possible to arrive at 
more than an approximation of a definition· '11 - an anticipation of the 
results of the Conference's work which proved to be justified. 

IV. OPTIMUM POPULATION 

The discussion in the last two sections seems to show that defi
nitions of overpopulation based either on densities of population or on 
standards of living which do not appear to be self-explanatory without 
an ~ysis of the concepts of population densities and of standards of 
living themselves are not greatly clarified when those concepts in tum 
are examined. To get round this difficulty, recourse is now generally 
had to the auxiliary notion of an optimum populat;ion : ' overpopulation 
exists when the population exceeds the optimum '. But ' to define 
overpopulation by inttoducing this . notion of optimum calls for a 
definition of the optimum itself' .no 

'In any countty under any given set of conditions there may be. 
too sparse a population in the sense thi.t, if the population w more 
dense, on the average everyone would be better off. . • On the other 
hand there may be too many p~ople in the sense that, if there were 
fewer, every one would be better off . . . It follows that in any count:lj 
under any given set of conditions there 'must be a densiry of population 
which it is best to have '. This density ·whiCh it is best to have is ' the 
so-called optimum population '." In the first case, there is a condition 
of underpopulation and, in the second, of overpopUlation. Thus, 
it is the dividing line between underpopulation and overpopulation 
which marks the point of optimum population.... In other words, 
' overpopulation exists when numbers exceed the optimum, and under
population when they fall below it •... How, then, is the optimum size 
of the population to be determined ? 
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' The statement that, with reference to any given area, the optimum 
population is that population which produces maximum economic 
welfare is unexceptionable. Maximum economic welfare is not neces
sarily the same as maximum real income per head;• but for practical 
purposes they may be taken as equivalent. Overpopulation exists 
when numbers exceed the optimum, and underpopulation when they 
fall below it : in either case real income per head is less than it would be 
if the optimum prevailed '." b 

It follows that, if it is possible to determine the maximum real 
income per head in a given country at a given moment, the maximum 
economic welfare of which it is, in practice, the measure can also be 
determined in that country; and it follows that, if the maximum economic 
welfare can be determined, the optimum size of the population can be 
determined; and it follows again that, if the optimum population can 
be determined, it will be possible to determine whether the country 
at that moment is overpopulated, underpopulated or demographically 
equilibratea. But it does not follow that, if the .real income falls below 
the maximum, the country is overpopulated; it may be either over
populated or underpopulated. Morevover, there is no means of 
determining the " maximum real income per head " of a population. e 
·The concept of optimum alone does not help, therefore, to determine 
which of the two demographic conditions - overpopulation or under-

.. population - is present in a country at a given moment, for, although 
'the agencies which govern the optimum' may be taken to be' (i) the 
natural resources of the area, (ii) the constitution, natural endowment, 
and acquired skill, knowledge, and habits of the inhabitants, and 
(iii) ~he opportunities, internal and external, for economic activity •.. , 
a given kind of change, e. g., increase in skill, does not always shift 
the optimum in the same direction '." 

. a. J.st : - f The optimum population is that which gives the muimum income per 
bead·. 

• Cf. us : - 'Ove1p0pulation implies 111 income per bead smaller than would have 
been realised if oumben bad been less '. 

• Cf. lit:-' In ... )the] opinion of [Mombett (IJO) ••• , pp. z66-z67] •.• , the gauge 
of the prosperity of a population (the buyi"8 power of the inoomes) is the best indicator of 
overpopulation, if it were oot that the cbaoges oo the economical conjuoctUre, the ao-calkd 
"koojunkturelleo WaodiUD800 ", inllueooed the degree of prosperity independellt of the 
ratio of the population to the area. This last reservation is indeed right : be who attributca 
the decrease of prosperity since 19•9 principally to a npidly devdoping overpopulatioo, 
aboWI litde uodentanding of the economic strucNn: of ow aociety '. 
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The impossibility of expressing in quantitative terms•· the optimum 
population as defined above is not the only difficulty which limits the 
usefulness of this concept in the context of " peaceful change " when 
the question arises of determining whether a country is overpopulated. 

In the first place, the view that ' of the various tests for the existence 
of overpopulation which have been proposed one only deserves careful 
consideration, namely, movements in real income'" may be "unex
ceptionable " from the economic standpoint, but it takes no account of 
the implications in such broader conceptions as the following : 

According to a materialist conception, a population reaches its opti
mum when the number of inhabitants of a given country makes it possible 
to obtain, in certain conditions, from natural resources, from instrumental 
capital and from technique, the maximum advantages. 

This conception, which is inspired exclusively by the idea of maximum 
profit, does not take into account interests of the community, cultural and 
moral interests, or future interests; it has, therefore, steadily lost ground, 
all the more so since it is impossible to determine exactly the criterion by 
which this optimum is to be gauged (actual wages, consw:D.ption of luxuty 
articles, unemployment, death rate, average span of life, etc.). There is, 
in reality, no external sign that can serve as a basis for defining an optimum 
situation, if conceived from the material standpoint. What then if an endeav
our were made to take into account the interests of the nation or of a 
group of nations, and also of cultural interests, considered not only from 
the present but also from the future standpoint ? 

These difficulties do not exclude the C?ristence of optimum co'!ditions ;' 
optimum population is midway between underpopulation and overpopulation, 
a situation that will vary according as one wishes to subordinate more· or 
less the purely material conditions of ~e present to the cultural conditions 
and conditions of the future, and according as one takes into consideration' 
not only national interests but also inter'!ational and world interests."' 

The standard of living is not everything; an optimum population &om 
the point of view of the development of character and of spiritual values 
might mean keeping the population beyond the point of economic 
welfare.•"· 'We hear far too much about raising the standard of living; 

• Cf. 1B8 : - 'We consider Mombert (uo, p. 242] is right when be says the social 
sciences ""' not yet suilicicody developed to fix such a clear demarcatioo between under
and over-population '. 
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what we need is to raise the standard of good citizenship '.•.. Indeed, 
' for the majority of the authors [of the studies prepared for the Interna
tional Studies Conference's enquiry into " peaceful change "], the notion 
of optimum population implies more than the simple maximum econo
mic welfare of the individual '; they held that ' a variety of factors, 
many of them of a subjective nature, come into play, so that the ultimate 
definition of optimum population depends largely upon the point of 
view of the individual author - upon the desiderata on which he lays 
most stress '.1' 0 

Secondly, although it was generally agreed in the International 
Studies Conference· ' that it is impossible to calculate statistically the 
optimum population for any given country -and, consequently,. to 
measure the degree of absolute over- or under-population', it was held 
' nevertheless, desirable, in considering the problem of peaceful change, 
to have some idea of what is meant by the notion of optimum population. 
For it is a goal towards which all enlightened nations will strive by 
international as well as internal action. The better the nature of this 
goal is understood and the closer it is reached by the individual peoples, 
the greater will be the prospects of harmony and co-operation among 
the nations '.110 Yet, if it is true that the peace of the world is a function 
of its apprehension of the concept of optimum population, then the 
impalpability of this concept must be as disconcetting ' to scientific 
investigators endeavouring to find the right method in the treatment 
of the problem of overpopulation ' as the ' uncertainty ' surrounding 
the notion of population densities was ' discouraging ' to one of the 
<;onfercnce's experts.'10 Moreover, may it not be said that 'no prac
tical purpose would be served by finding a definition for optimum 
population, which is something purely theoretical ', because ' it would 
be beyond our possibility of control to bring the population of a 
country up [or down] to a certain level and to keep it there ' ?11 · 

In the third place, is the optimum to be considered from the 
point of view of" the masses ", the " working population " as a whole, 
or from the separate points of view of the " different strata of the popu
lation " or, again, from the point of view of the State which, it has been 
suggested," although representing the aggregate of the individuals 
under its control, is also responsible, not only for the individuals, but 
for posterity ? ... 

• a. the rckzence to poo..nty io the possoge quot<d above, p. 1.4. 
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Fourthly, the concept of optimum when applied to the analysis 
of the demographic situation in a particular country is not useful in 
any absolute sense but rather in relation to the demographic conclitions 
prevailing elsewhere. Each country when considering its optimum must 
also take into account the demographic position of other countries.'" 

' The starting-point of any fruitful cliscussion of population 
problems to-day is that the population problem for every country is 
a problem of the distribution of the population of the world as a 
whole '.'10 

These clifficulties all spring from the fact that, as was mentioned 
above, a from the point of view of human welfare, ' lixing the optimum 
becomes as essentially subjective and therefore arbitrary operation ... 
A balance has to be struck between two considerations, that . of the 
quantum of life and that of the standard of well-being. When the 
population of a given territory increases, it is possible that, as a result 
of this increase, there will be, for a time, an, increase in well-being. 
But, other things remaining equal and assuming; in particular, that there 
is no progress in the technique of production, the curve of well-being 
must, at a certain point, begin to fall. Is it then better to have more 
life or more welfare ? The point that has to be strongly emphasized 
is that we must concentrate neither on the quantum of life nor on the 
standard of well-being. To sacrifice well-being completely would be 
inhuman; to sacrifice life completely would be absurd. As to the point 
at which the optimum population is to be fixed, that is a matter which 
each one will decide for himself '.ua b The optimum size of the popu~ 
lation of a given country at a given moment is not capable, therefore, 
of being determined scientifically; 'the· optimum is •.. an intuitive 
concept, incapable of being calculated ',u• Hence, the notion · bf 
optimum population cannot furnish an objective test of population, 
pressure in the " dissatisfied " countries; ' the optimum theory of 
population is • . . a speculative construction of little importance for 
judging actual situations • .... 

' By a synthetic study of all the quantitative and qualitative 

'P· 8j. 
b • It is of interest to note •, adds the author of these remarks, ' that the countries whete. 

from the point of view which I have indicated. the optimum is 6xcd at the lowest figure. 
are those which have the highest standard of welfate. One of the wealthiest countries in 
the world is undoubtedly the United States; and here, when it is a mattm" of determining 
the optimum population, the pn:vailing t=dency is to set this optimum much lower than 
would he done in Fmnce • (JU). 
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" optima ", estimated by the authors who have concerned themselves 
with this question','"' concluded an expert who had been invited by 
the International Studies Conference ' to analyse in detail and evaluate 
the· different considerations relevant to the establishment of an inte
grated and balanced notion of optimum population ','" • he ' arrived 
at the idea of a realist proportionate optimum which is not an absolute 
figure, a figure that can be calculated for each country, but one that 
approximates to the figures desired by the country itself and, taking 
into account the necessary demographic adjustments, a figure which 
next makes it possible to determine a relativist optimum - the. 
best condition - · as compared with the other countries . . . The 
synthetic optimum of population is closely bound up with certain 
main objectives of each modern State; its securityb and prestige, and the 
social well-being of its population. These two objectives are, moreover, 
interdependent. From this standpoint, the attitude hitherto adopted 
by economists in concerning themselves exclusively with the factors 
and economic structure of the world, on which the optimum population 
-the yield per ~apita- partly·depends, was not inspired by any concern 
for realities; the demands of social well-being and national security 
must also be taken into consideration . . . Politically, it is not sufficient, 
as some suggest, to attach importance solely to. the optimum social 
situation, to the standard of a country as compared with that of other 
countries, because each country has a strong tendency to realize its 
idea of the optimum by taking into account these different factors in 
a measure which it considers desirable . . . At present, the world 
optimum cannot be anything but a total of the national relativist optima, 
that is to say, an optimNm optimor~~m '·'" 0 

'Thus, the concept of optimum, like those of population densities 
and of standards of living, did not help the International Studies 

• See 141. 
• An Italian authority considen that. from the point of view of the State, the optimum 

population varies wi~ the neamess or lelllotencss of the contingency of war. To a small 
country. it ia of no importance whether its population grows or not, but it is a matter of 
great importance. for military reasons, to a big Power. • The population density requhed 
lD enable a people to expand its aptitudes to the full is highest when ex<emal dilliculties are 
g1001at, when geographical climatic conditions are the least favoumble, ond whcte public 
order ia moat difficult to enfon:e and culture the slowest in developing '. A country with 
high initiative can reach a high civilisation with a meagre population (e. g. the Scandinaviaa 
countries); anothct may n=l the stimulus of density (e. g. lwy); while anothet again may 
....Wn torpid and, therefore, suffer from density (e. g. puts of O>ina). Sec 11•. 

• For a deesiled scstcmcnt of proposals for the establishment of • " synthetic optimum •, 
- the special study prepued for the lnlelDiltional Studies Confcm>a: : "'· 
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Conference to formulate any definition of overpopulation in the con
crete terms which would have been relevant to its study of " peaceful 
change ". It does not provide a uniform scale for the measurement 
of demographic situations in different countries since the situations 
themselves are not comparable. The optimum population is a variable 
function of the environment of a people and of the policy of its govern
ment. There are other kinds of optima than that of maximum economic 
welfare; for example, under a regime of self-sufficiency, the optimum 
population is that number which can live off a territory; in a rural 
community, the optimum population is that number which can live 
more or less under rural conditions, etc. It must be concluded, in fact, 
that, in examining the concept of optimum population, the Conference 
was pursuing a will-o'-the-wisp, if it is true, .as one of its experts 
suggested, that ' the auxiliary concept of " optimum population ", 
so often introduced, has developed in connection with the numerous 
attempts that have been made to :lind a quantitative expression fixing 
the elusive moment at which overpopulation "ocCw:s '.w 

V. UNEMPLOYMENT 

Some other methods of testing demographic pressure in the 
dissatisfied countries were· suggested in the course of the International 
Studies Conference's enquiries. Am9ng the tests proposed, unem
ployment may be considered first, since it is commonly held to be an 
infallible symptom of over-crowding. Overpopulation, it is said; 
manifests itself in, inltr alia, an increase." of unemployment. • · · 

' The question [of the relation between the population situatipn 
and unemployment] was the subject of an elaborate discussion at the 
World Population Congress at GeiteW. in 1927. Opinion was divided.· 
On the qne hand, it was maintained .• : that obviously there must be 
some relation and that the great swelling of the ranks of the unemployed 
was to a certain extent related [in Sweden, for example]b to the cessation 
of emigration. On the other hand, it was asserted •.. that in Italy 
there had been no such effect of the cessation of emigration.~ Obviously, 
there is nothing to prevent . . . [both opinions having] been right; 
what the effects of the cessation of emigration are to be depends entirely 

• a .. e. g., •• :-' The criterion of overpopulation is peat poverty and unemployment·
'II See 181, 
o See Ill, 
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upon the economic conditions of the different countries at .different 
times.• At the Population Congress in London in 1931• it was 
maintained . • • that the cessation of emigration had had an important 
bearing upon unemployment in England in recent years 'b as well as 
in several other European countries• which were described as 
overpopulated."' 

' The existence of unemployment does not, of itself, prove that the 
economic absorption of population is impossible. It merely proves 
that a certain type or class of population has failed to find employment 
under exceptionally difficult conditions which may, or may not 
persist '.101 

So far as industrialised countries are concerned, ' unemployment 
is not necessarily, and in fact is not usually, a consequence of over
population . . . If anyone believes that unemployment is a sign of 
overpopulation, let him consider two facts. Unemployment has 
come .• , [in Great Britain, for example] in waves; between the waves 
if was mah·power and not work that was lacking. If we gtaph the 
unemployment percentage we get a sharply fluctuating curve, whereas 
the growth of population is represented by a steadily ascending line, 
and there is no sign of any relation between them. Any one who 
thinks that the intermittent unemployment cris~:s [in Great Britain] 
have been due to excessive numbers must hold that ... [that] country 
has beerl overpopulated every few years, while in the interval population 
has been in adjustment'·" 

' In the United States there has recently been relatively more 
unemployment than in. , . [Great Britain]; but in the United States, 
which are favoured above all other countries by richness in natural 
resources, geographical location, and an enterprising population, 
there are less than so persons per square mile as against about 700 

in ..• [Great Britain]. There cannot be any overpopulation in the 
United States, and yet unemployment has been more severe there than 
here'·" 

' It is evident in fact that there may be overpopulation without 
unemployment, and unemployment without overpopulation. The 
United States are an example of the latter, while certain Asiatic coun
tries .•. , [where] men work from before dawn until dark for a 

• See below, chap. 7, § V. 
•See JU, 
• Sc:e JJI. 
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pittance ... , are an example of the former '." • ' It is even conceivable 
that an appreciable increase in the size of the population, if of the right 
lcind, would mlw1 unemployment in a particular country rather than 
add to it '.11 

' Unemployment reveals itself where it occurs as a very variable 
phenomenon and we observe or understand that it may be due to a 
great variety of causes : loss of external markets for national production, 
jamming of the general economic, political and social machinery, 
which, by raising wages above the marginal productivity of labour, 
prevents the complete employment of the latter '. uo 

It is difficult, if not impossible, ' to show how great a part of the 
unemployment that has prevailed in recent years is a result of the 
downward trend of affairs and how large a share is attributable to the 
structural changes that have taken place in agriculture as well as in 
iridustry '; it is thought probable that, ' owing to the strong rationalisa
tion ..• , part at least of the unemployment and. of the lowering of the 
standard of living that has taken place in some groups of the population 
in recent years, is due to structural changes in the community'.'" 

Hence, ' when fixing a scale of comparison between overpopulated 
co~ntries ... , attention must not be confined to the more or less 
extensive unemployment prevailing '. uo In any case, ' it would seem ••. 
to be a matter of secondary importance whether at a given point of time 
the designation " overpopulation " can be attached to the population 
situation of a country or not ', because • the term itself conveys so little 
unless combined with a concrete examination of the actual situation'·'" 
As a test of overpopulation in industl;ial countries, therefof!:, un
employment has to be rejected. 

Nevertheless, the view that unemployment cannot be regarded 
as an effect of overpopulation be~use ' there is no fixed amount of 
work to be done in a country . • . [so that;], whilst some people increase 
employment, others are in a position to \e.ssen it ',b was questioned in 
one of the memoranda submitted to the International Studies Con-

• ' The natute of unemployment in genem1 may be illusaated by an analogy with a 
steam-engine in which the steam introduced is the man-power.. If the engine is working: 
badly a lot of steam will escape and mnain unproductive; this is unemployment. If we 
reduce the amount of steam entering the engine without improving the mechanism,. we 
may very slightly teduce the amount which escapes; but, however little is introduced, a 
large proportion will continue to escape. In other woids, if we reduce the population 
without zemoviug the causes of friction in the industrial machine. we shall still have un
employment, though perhapo not quit<: os much' (81). 

'zu, quoting Professor Carr-Saunders. 
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ference. 'It is undoubtedly a fact', it says, 'that the economic life 
of a country in point of time represents a dynamic development, where 
the volume of work to be accomplished can never be said to be constant. 
But if we consider the different communities at' certain times under 
given states of affairs, it will usually be found that there are relatively 
narrow limits for the expansion taking place. And if a time with down
ward tendency in particular be considered, the possibilities of expansion 
will to a great extent prove to be small, precisely becaUse of the pre

. vailing economic conditions, at least when the conditions are left entirely 
to themselves. A relatively long time will therefore elapse before the 
unemployed are able to find place in the process of production once 
more. In such a period of depression, there will be a nucleus of truth 
in the popular view that there are too many people in proportion to 
the amount of work available'·'" 

' It is certain ', maintained the author of another memorandum, 
' that a sparsely populated country with a fertile soil and rich in raw 
materials will be able to settle its economic troubles otherwise and more 
easily than a poor, densely populated or even overpopulated country '. 
There is, it was maintained by one of the Conference's experts, a ' close 
relationship ... between unemployment and the size of the population. 
AD. increase of population does not cause unemployment, but, given 
a certain social structure and a certain density of population, economic 
disturbances due to catastrophic events, as was the case in the world 
economic crisis, result in unemployment that may. assume disastrous 
proportions ',m 

With the abandonment of the pre-War liberal principle of free 
movement of goods, capital and labour and with its replacement by a 
neo~mercantilism and national autarky, ' these new directives of econo
mic policy inevitably affected the bases of the stability of the population 
in the industrial and agrarian-industrial countries, whether these countries 
were overpopulated or more or less half-way along the road to over
population ',m For, according to one view, 'it is impossible to 
restrict at one and the same time the export of goods and the export 
of men ',11' and 'there is only one road across the vast desert of un
employment : a return to the freedom of emigration and immigration of 
pre-War days, a return to free trade, even if the latter must fail to attain 
the volume of pre-War years ',•u On the other hand, ' for • • . a 
determination of the conception of overpopulation • implied in the 
view ' that a country cannot be said to be overpopulated as long as it 
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has unexploited potentialities, which can provide a livelihood for 
the population .•. , it is vitally important whether the potentialities 
offered lend themselves to exploitation, or whether their utilisation is 
rendered impossible by political, economi~: or other ·conditions • .... 

VI, OVERPOPULATION TESTS 

Tests of overpopulation are evidently ' hard to come by ', but, 
' when dealing with countries the population of which is wholly or 
mainly engaged in agriculture, we may hope to detect serious mal
adjustment. Thus if we find that farms are very small, that the amount 
of labour applied to an acre is large, that living is poor and less than 
that won in other countries where skill is no higher but farms are 
larger, we may suspect overpopulation. Moreover, since agricultural 
technique, except in certain countries in very recent times, changes very 
slowly, we may assume that, if overpopulation exists, it has come about 
through excessive growth of population and noi: through any change 
in the surrounding conditions '. •• 

* * * 
An interesting method ot calculating population pressure ' in 

agrarian territories inclined to be self-supporting ' was described in 
one of the papers submitted to the International Studies Conference. 
Although this method ' is applicable only to virtually self-contained 
backward regions having an agricultural e!=onomy and where the .l!.ving 
requirements of the population are absolutely minimum ''" and may 
not be relevant, therefore, to the situations giving rise to claims fot 
change with which the Conference. w.as immediately concerned, it will 
be useful to describe it here as a negative; illustration of the difficulties 
of measuring demographic pressure in !lgricultural countries which 
are not self-supporting and, a fortiori, in industrial countries having an 
economic structure based upon a system of international trade. 

Overpopulation is defined in this paper as ' such a density of the 
population that under the existing stage of development in scientific 
means of production and the present distribution of the means of 
produ.ction, the population is unable to provide itself with the neces
sities of life ' (i. e. ' the quantities of food, clothing and housing abso
lutely required to maintain the necessary energy of the population '). 
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Thus defined, ' overpopulation can only occur if the general standard 
of prosperity renders the maintenance of the energy of the population 
impossible ... ; [and] the intensity of population pressure increases 
proportionally as the population recedes from the attainment of ... 
[this] minimum of subsistence'. Applying these_ principles to certain 
rural districts of China, the author of the paper examined ' the food 
value of the products yielded per head of the agrarian population ' 
for the purpose of fixing ' the ratio between the yield of cultivated 
grounds and the requirements of their population, which ratio is one 
of the principal factors that affects a possible overpopulation of China's 
agricultural provinces '. After calculating the ' food requirement 
per head of the agrarian population ', the agricultural area per head of 
the agrarian population and the ' average yield of hectare ', he obtains 
figures which enable a comparison to be made of ' the available and 
requisite quantity of cereals ' and to deduce therefrom indications of 
not only ' where overpopulation exists, but also the intensity of the 
overpopulation in the various provinces ' (i. e. ' the ratio between the 
annual grain harvest per head of the agrarian population and the 
above-stated minimum requirement per agrarian inhabitant '). The 
results of the investigation refer, of course, to overpopulation 'in the 
existing stage of scientific production and under t.he present system of 
distributing the means of production ' and does not take into account 
' future changes in science and society, since these cannot be predicted '; 
overpopulation, moreover, is considered in relation only to ' the 
economical and social circumstances of the inhabitants of the tertitory 
in question '.110 

While it may be questionable whether this method of defining 
overpopulation and calculating population pressure, which is ' based 
on the minimum standard of living necessaty to maintain the vital 
energy of the population, would be acceptable in countries having a 
high standard of living and a low population density','" the possibility 
of using this method may be increased, as its author suggests, owing 
to ' the now much-favoured self-supporting system, causing a great 
reduction in the international exchange of goods '.•• 

* * * 
' When we come to industrialised countries, it is impossible to 

lind even rough tests ' of the kind suitable in the case of agricultural 
countries. The difficulty here ' arises from the great complexity of the 
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sittiation '. Opportunities for external ttade, for example, ' may be 
suddenly expanded and even more suddenly restricted . . . Changes 
of this nature . . . may cause overpopulation, at least for a time ', but 
• such overpopulation is due not to excessive growth of population, 
but to a recession of conditions leaving the population stranded •. , ; 
this would mean a lowering of the standard of living at least for the 
time, and might result in unemployment if workers preferred to stand 
idle rather than accept the lower standard '." To declare, therefore, 
that ' overpopulation may occur as the result of a deterioration of 
economic conditions due to natural causes (disasters) or other cir
cumstances (loss of foreign markets, f9r example) ','"' is to use the term 
" overpopulation " in a more restricted sense than that which is con
templated in the statements of claims for relief from population pressure 
with which the International Studies Conference was concerned. • 

On, the other hand, a speaker at one of the Conference's meetings 
expressed the view that growth of population, not only resulted, in 
many cases, in overpopulation, but provided a measurable test of 
demographic pressure. His argument ran as follows : 

[In most cases], overpop.llation is the consequence of an increase in the 
density of population to a point above its optimum. If this density subse
quendy remained constant, the removal of a state pf overpopulation by 
economic means would be an easier problem to solve. Normally, however, 
the density of population increases continuously with the natural upward 
trend, and if the economic development of the country is unable to keep 
pace with it, overpopulation becomes permanent. In these cases, it is the' 
rapidity with which the density of population increases that invariably 'makes 
it impossible to reach economic stability. Since this rate of increase depends 
on the natural increase of populatiQn,. the latter must be regarded as the 
essential cause of overpopulation in these ~es, the result being demographic · 
pressure . 

. Obviously, in order to estimate the inB~ence of this rate of increase on 
demographic pressure, it is not its relative value per I,ooo inhabitants that 
must be taken into consideration, but the absolute figure representing the 
annual surplus of births per unit of area . . • This demographic coefficient 
is proportional to the average density of population and to the rate of natural 

• Cf. 861 : - 'It is Impossible to ssy whether a highly industrialised countly like 
Great Britain is overpopulated in the strict economic sense . . . What can be asserted of 
Gtat Britain ia thAt it is congested, which mesns tbllt on sociological grounds there ate 
enough, if not too many1 inhabitants '. 
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increase per r,ooo inhabitants. A geographical distribution of the territories 
characterized by different values of the demographic coefficient makes it 
possible to indicate those where the absolute surplus of births is greatest 
and which, therefore, constitute the centres of maximum ' production ' 
of human beings . . . Naturally, the relative values of the demographic 
coefficient will be comparable one with the other if they are calculated for 
political territorial units incorporating, in the case of colonial Powers, not 
only the home-country but also the colonies and other possessions dependent 
on the home-country ... 

In 19 3 5, a calculation was made of the excess of births - exact or 
approximate - per·square kilometre for every country of the world, and it 
was found that there were four countries whose demographic coefficient 
exceeds one and whose overpopulation was not sufficiently neutralized by 
the inBuence of territories dependent upon them. The countries are : 
China, Japan, Italy and Poland. Next in order came Germany, with a 
demographic coefficient of 0.99· These countries are kno.wn to be over
populated. · It seems certain, therefore, that demographic pressure does 
not exist when there is no great natural increase of population per unit of 
area.10' 

From the point of view of " peaceful change "-, the interest of this 
argument lies in the support which it gives to claims for colonial 
expansion based upon demographic needs and, as such, it will be 
examined again later. • Meanwhile, it may be remarked that, in so 
far as it makes use of the criterion of density to test the -presence of 
demographic pressure, it raises the difficulties which were considered 
earlier in this chapter.b 

* * * 

In the course of the Conference's study, various other phenomena 
were indicated as sources of overpopulation, but, since the problem 
under discussion is overpopulation itself, it would be begging the 
question to seek a delinition of overpopulation by examining it as an 
effect of certain causes. 

A See below. chap. a. 
' S.:e above, § II. 
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VII. OBSCURUM PER OBSCURIUS 

Does the Conference's failure to discover any positive signs which 
·may be accepted as irrefutable proof of the reality of the notion of 
overpopulation and of the existence of overpopulation in any particular 
instance suggest that ' overpopulation •.. , properly speaking, has no 
very definite meaning ' ?n• ' The social investigator ', wrote one of 
the Conference's experts, ' has to carry on his work without possessing 
a clear conception of what overpopulation means'·'" 'Overpopu
lation ', stated another, ' is an improper term, whose incorporation 
alone in gee-human terminology constitutes a danger. Overpopulation 
is, in the last analysis, the sentiment of a class, of the educated and 
.governing class, in a few of the densely-populated countries '. On 
the other hand, while showing that ' the earth is still thinly populated ', 
he admits tha~ ' mankind is unequally distribut,ed over the face of the 
.globe', but he utters a warning against allowing the idea to gain credit 
that ' overpopulation is a fact, whereas the situation is still no more 
than one of tension'. Notwithstanding the high densities of popu
lation in certain regions of the world, ' nowhere has saturation been 
.teached, in so far as the economic system remains international. But, 
in order that international economic relations may ·~ unload?' population 
.densities, there must first of all be international peace. Yet, to-day 
the tendency is to reverse these terms '."' 

To a speaker at one of the Conference's meetings in 1937, the . 
. question of overpopulation appeared '.as one of the most 9pscure 
questions of the modern social sciences'. 'How', he enquired, 
' can we discriminate, in the problem of overpopulation, between the 
reality and the partisan interpretation? May not a State, at a given 
moment, in its thirst for prestige, call. upon the argument of over
population to justify ambitions which may, or may not be avowable ? ••• 
1 wish someone would point out to us the criteria by which it is possible 
·to recognize on the one hand the objective realities, and on the other 
hand the intensity and the significance of the psychological factor '. '" 

' On the basis of the results achieved so far by science ', stated 
another authority, ' we are led to believe that no quantitative expression 
can be assigned to the phenomenon of overpopulation'. But, he adds, 
it does not follow from this ' that the problem as such is non-existent ..• 
'The idea that, in economic life, there is, on the one hand, a certain 
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number of men and, on the other, a certain quantity of goods, is merely 
a most imperfect theoretical expedient. .In reality, we have, on the 
one hl!fid, a population divided into various superimposed social strata 
and, on the other, a complex of economic data whose structure is also 
extremely varied in character. They are bound up one with the other 
in a variety of respects. It i&, therefore, the integration of the popu
lation in the economic life of a country that should be taken as the 
starting-point for any enquiry proposing to pierce through to the 
decisive problem which the term " overpopulation " does not 
adequately define ' .... 

' Overpopulation means that there are too many people in relation 
to a whole set of facts; '" the essence of the difficulty in giving precise 
meaning to the concept of overpopulation is that it is ' relative to eco
nomic and social conditions which may change very quickly. '101 For 
example, ' the immigrant to whom Canada offers opportunities which 
his native land denies him cannot think of Canada as overpopulated. 
The Canadian who, perhaps because he possesses special abilities for 
which no outlet can be found in Canada, migrates to the United States 
does so because he believes that, for his purposes, Canada is over
populated. If migration is not limited by law, men and women move 
to those districts in which they expect to find the greatest opportunities. 
For them overpopulation and underpopulation are comparative ques
tions. They do not think of the " highest per tapita income " but of 
their own immediate advantage. ' '" 

In the discussion of demographic problems, there would appear, 
moreover, to be ' a continual oscillation between a fear of population 
increase and anxiety lest it diminish. These deep contradictions are 
to be explained by the fact that an essentially qualitative problem is 
considered from a quantitative standpoint. '"' The vital question for 
any society is not how to adjust the mere number of the population but 
how to find measures of making quantitative adjustments conducive 
to qualitative improvements."' From this point of view there is no 
contradiction in, for example, the policy of the German government to 
stimulate the birth-rate, • on the one hand, and to welcome the departure 
of a section of the population of the Reich,on the other hand. ' Malthus 
himself had already called attention to .•• [the] cardinal error of reason
ing [in the quantitative examination of a qualitative problem] - the 
caus<:_ of much confusion in the analysis of the problem. ''" 

* * * 
8 
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' Demography and political economy are the two branches of the 
social sciences which have as their object the study of the correlations 
that exist between men and economic life. The fact that, in reality, 
they both deal with the same phenomenon was only gradually per
ceived • . . Population and economic life are, indeed, two phenomena 
that cannot be dissociated; in reality, they are one. This conclusion 
was first given expression in the idea th.at somehow there must be a 
constant balance between the population and the economic life of a 
country. For the purpose of designating the disturbance of this equi
librium, the expressions " overpopulation " and " underpopulation " 
were introduced. The concept of equilibrium, borrowed from the 
natural sciences, was henceforward linked up -in the social sciences -
with certain theories on the desirable and proper relationship between 
population and economic life '111 

' The integration of population in the economic life of the various 
parts of the world takes ..• the form of an ever-recurring struggle with 
the natural and political factors of territorial organisation. It is these 
constant efforts made by mankind to ensure its existence within a given 
area that should first command attention when it is sought to give the 
word " overpopulation" its full meaning. It is then immediately 
realised that it is impossible to reduce the number of problems to be 
solved simply by bringing the figure of the population of a given region 
into relation with some other numerical fact. It is far more a question 
of considering the manner in which men apply themselves to the provision 
of their needs m the various units of area. It is these essentially quali-. 
tative problems that really give rise to the question of the surplus or 
deficit of a given population - a question that is posed in too simple 
terms because it is considered from a purely quantitative standpoint. 
In order to understand these various situations, which are usually. 
characterised in public debates. by the word " overpopulation, " other 
considerations must be made to intervene;. There is, indeed, another 
reason why it is impossible to express, as is frequently attempted by 
doctrinal methods, the relationship between population and economy 
by a simple ratio of quantitative magnitudes. The fallacy of such a 
method is immediately revealed when we remember that population and 
economy are not separate masses of men and property but that both 
form a single whole composed of elements of social life that are inter
mingled and closely bound up one with the other ''" 

' Overpopulation cannot be defined quantitatively. The funda-
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mental problems that arise cannot be understood so long as we try to 
c;stablish a constant ratio between population and some particular 
magnitude... The questions are of an essentially qualitative character. 
The auxiliary concept of equilibrium between population and economy, 
and that of the perturbations which occur in this field in the form of 
over- or under-population - concepts borrowed from the natural 
~cien~s - must be replaced by categories proper to the social sciences. 
In reality, the economico-social situations to which the term "over
population " is usually applied are the outcome of the manner in which 
the population is integrated in the economic life of a country and of the 
continuous and varied conflict with the natural and political factors of 
territorial organisation. ' "' 

' The phenomenon of overpopulation is, ultimately, nothing but 
a question of the conflict that goes on between mankind and the natural 
and political conditions of territorial organisation ... ; a great variety 
of solutions can be suggested for the problems that arise here. It will 
never be p6ssible, however, to carry out such complicated tasks purely 
and simply by restricting or increasing population. In view of the 
very important part which the notion of the State plays in the division 
of the world into different regions, it is comprehensible that the term 
" overpopulation " often expresses nothing more than the will to domi
nate manifested by a political group. In that case, there would be no 
point in enquiring whether, from the scienillic point of view, there is 
actually disequilibrium between population and economic life. But, 
in the long run, the will to dominate on the part of the State cannot 
ignore these two fundamental economic and social tendencies which, 
in all delimited regions of the globe, operate in opposition one to the 
other • • . It is, in fact, a question of a tendency on the part of all 
regional units, on the one hand, to guarantee their own economic. 
existence, and, on the other, to enter into economic relations with more 
and more extensive territories. Neither of these two extreme objectives 
is ever attained and it is for that reason that any unitaleral orientation 
of State economic policy, either towards ·the ideal of an international 
division of labour, or towards that of complete autarky, must be regard
ed as the mere speculation of Utopian theorists • • . The demo
graphic structure should never be correlated with the unattainable 
ideal of a " closed " or " open " economic system • • • It is indispen
sable that science should succeed in eliminating any notion of value 
from the concept of overpopulation and base it solely on practical facts. 
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It will then realise that the notion of overpopulation. . . gives rise 
above all to three problems : that of the economic framework; that of 
the de'9'elopment of the various public economies, and, lastly, that of 
the conflict between men and the natural and political factors of ter
ritorial organisation. '"' 

In a word, ' in the majority of cases ... the figures for population 
- even when their accuracy is not vitiated by imperfect statistics or 
bias - cannot be used as a basis for practical conclusions unless various 
other factors are taken into account, failing which they possess no real 
significance. Accordingly, if public opinion were more alive to the 
very uncertain and arbitrary character of the criteria on which the argu
ments produced in different quarters are based, it might be more 
inclined to reject radical and specious solutions and devote its attention 
to possibilities less striking in themselves, but more in keeping with 
complex realities and to solutions which, by making due allowance for 
the various factors concerned, might provide. effective remedies for 
certain very diffic;ult situations. ''" · 

VIII. CONTEMPORARY DEMOGRAPillC MOVEMENTS 

The elusive character of the concept of overpopulation implies 
that, if the sympathetic reaction of the man-in-the-street to claims for 
relief from over-crowding were to be translated into an immediate 
international policy of action, the result might be merely to confuse 
the issue. Until the true nature of the problems is understood, the 
sensible attitude will be to say to the countries lacking in space: 'Form; 
ulate your claims but do not threaten us'with war', and to the coUntries 
which are more favoured : ' Do not be too stubbom; do not confine 
yourselves to absolute refusals. 'ua 

Although it is unlikely, for r~ons put forward in an earlier chap-= 
ter, • that the " dissatisfied " countries· would accept this invitation, 
.it is possible that they are, in fact, facing problems of population whi~ 
if left unremedied, may be the source of international conflicts. Stated 
in terms of overpopulation, the present demographic situation in those 
countries may not tally with popular misconceptions of the nature of 
overcrowding; stated in terms of the actual direction of present popu
lation movements, the real position may be revealed. 

* * * 
• See above. p. 2.3. 
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' Up to the period immediately following the war •.. , the lack of 
adjustment . . . [between] world economic and social policy, more or 
less controlled to meet the requirements as regards the welfare of the 
great popular masses •.. [and] the factors of disequilibrium which have 
their origin in the demographic field ... , was . . . characterised chiefly 
by the overpopulation of certain countries, whereas the situation 
to-day is mainly characterised by the dangers of underpopulation, due 
to the falling birth rate in the majority of the countries of European 
civilisation '.1

" 

'The Western countries no longer face a steadily increasing menace 
of overpopulation, -merely retarded, from time to time, by an excessive 
mortality; on the contrary, voluntary limitation of births is raising in 
these countries the spectre of undetpopulation '.'" 

Thus the most striking feature of the present trend of demographic 
development is not that numbers are still rapidly increasing, but that 
the rate of population increase is declining almost everywhere, so that, 
if present movements are maintained, the central problem of demographic 
policy - ' the chief problem of our age '"' - will be, not to prevent 
overpopulation, but to check depopulation. 

A brief description of the population histories and prospects of 
the " dissatisfied " countries will bear out these sbtements. 

GERMANY 

Between 1816 and 1936, Germany trebled her population. From 
about u million inhabitants a century and a quarter ago, the population 
expanded to over 67 millions. • ' Germany maintains two inhabitants 

•'The following table, based on 111, shows tbe 'continuous inaease in the number 
of the inhabitanto from 1816 10 1918 within the limito of the telri10ry of the 1871 Empite, 
and, aince 1919, within the new frontien fixed by the Treaty of Versailles, that is to say11 

escluding Alsace and Lortaine and the Province of Poaeo since 1919, aod subttacting also 
Memel, Danzig and the districts ceded 10 Belgium, 10 Deomad: and 10 Polaod since 19zo 
and 19u' (178): 

y...,., PopJ./itNt lohabil4lfts A-..-'iJrraoseitJ%•1 
pw "'· '-· - popJ./itNt iltrint- fHrioJ 

p.,;.u % 
J8t6 u .989,000 ( i') j 

1816-1854 J.IJ 
1834 •7.<>64.000 ( i') I .s, )0.802,000 ! 18-40 Jz,6zt,ooo 18J4·18j2 o.BB 
1850 JJ,JU..ooo I 
II, a JJ,8%ooo I 186o ,,611,000 tBsz-IB7• 0.72 
1870 40.8oJ,OOO 

l-
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on the area on which France maintains only one to one and a half .•. 
This devdopment of the population appears even more striking if the 
evolution of the excess of births over deaths is examined ... • Already 
rapid before the. war of t87o-71, the increase in the population was 
stimulated by the victory, by the foundation of the German Empire 
and by the long years of prosperity which followed. None the less, 
after reaching a maximum in 1906, the birth rate fdl in Germany as in 

1871 40,997,000 i t88o 4J,09J,ooo I 18!10 49.241,000 
1900 s6,046,ooo I 
xgxo 64,s6s,ooo IZ4.Z I 
1913 66,g78,ooo 

l 1914 67.790,000 
1919 6z,Bg7,ooo 
1920 61,797·000 
1921 6J,I77,000 134·• 

( 
1930 6s,o84,ooo 
1931 6s,4zg,ooo 
19!• 6s,7x6,ooo 
1933 66,027,000 140·3 
19J4 66,409,000 
193! 67,870,000 
19!6 671 IOJ,OOO 142..0 

• The £ollowing table, based on III, shows the natural increase of the population of 
Gennany between 1811 and 1931 : · 

Exur1 of Pw 
Pmou /We birlhs t,ooO Rmor.b 

.,., tlulb.t iniMIJi141111 
" 18jl-r86o i) sz6,tso 9·0 i)From 18jl to 19>!· aonual 

t86r-r87o 401.3!! IO.J ·-1871-18n 443.914 10.6 
1876-1880 HI,IJ4 IJ.I 
18h-188j !19,444 II.J 

ii) From 1890, aonual 6gu= 1890 ii) s6o,247 . 11.4 
189! 7•!.7!10 13·9 
1900 7!9.7!7 .,.6 
190! 79&,839 IJ.Z 
1!106 9101Z7J ill) 14-9 iii)Muimum 
1910 879·"' 13.6 
1913 a,,aoo U.4 
1911 -67,874 iv) -1.0 iv) Minimum (war) 
1920 666,,8 to. a 
192! J47,808 8.8 
1930 42J,J44 6., 
1931 313,6to 4.8 
1932 281,484 4-5 
193J •33,297 v) ,., v) Minimum (peace) 
1934 472,074 vi) 7-1 vi) Revival due to Natiooai-Soeial-
193! 469.361 7·0 ist poliey 
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all European countries as the result of the changes which took place in 
economic and social conditions. In Germany particularly, owing to 
industrialisation and the great amount of migration to the towns 
( V mtiidtmmg), the birth rate fell to th~ level of that in less prolific 
nations . . . The number of births, which was still r,6oo,ooo in 1920, 

had fallen to 937,000 in 1933 '·'" 
In the presence of this decline, a speaker at the World Population 

Conference in 1927 could declare that 'in Germany it is no longer a 
problem of surplus population that we have to deal with, but a problem 
of disappearing population'·"' The figures certainly seem to indicate 
that ' Germany has reached a state of virtual depopulation, pending 
effective depopulation which cannot be far off. Here is a country, 
therefore, that is sliding down the slope leading towards the extinction 
of its population. . . In 1933', Germany's "reproduction" rate 
showed a marked deficit, that it to say, the combined action of the two 
factors in the natural movement of the population - fertility and 
mortality . - were far from ensuring the replacement of the 
generations '.11• 

It has been thought, therefore, that ' the German population ... 
is likely to decline at about the .same rate as that of Great Britain','" 
the " net reproduction rate "• in the two countries being about the 

• ~ A clear conception of how a population is growing can be obtained by the use 
of two indices. The first is called the gi'OIS reproduction rate. To get this, we tabulate 
the number of births per 1,000 women of a given age for every year of the childbearing 
period. If we add all theae together, we get the number of children which would be hom 
to 1,000 women during the whole of the child-hearing period if fertility remained unchanged. 
By multiplying this by the proportion of females among all children hom and dividing by 
t,ooo we get the number of girls which would be bom per woman if fertility remained at 
ia existing level during their lives. Oearly, if this number, dJI ,gro.t.t rtjJTOt/IKtiott rt111, is less 
thui unity, a population is bound to dwind.!c away unless something happens to raise it. 
This is true however much may be done to diminish the risk of death to mother and child. 
The other inda of population growth ' - the "" njmt/wlitm "'" - ' is obtained by multi
plying the birth-ntea for each maiemal age by the number of survivors of that age given in 
the life eable. On adding the proclucu and multiplying the result by the proportion of 
females in all births and dividing by 1,000 we get the avenge number of girls who will 
themselves au"ive to become mothers bom per woman in the population • (U7), • H ... 
(the net reproduction) nte is one, it means that the present generation of females will, at 
their death, have been fully replaced by the girls they have borne, and the population will 
mnain constant. H the n~ is above one. the population will increase. H the nte is below 
one, the population will deaeaae. II the raie mnains below one, the population will 
eventually die out • (.JU). 1 A net rate of . .. [one] is just sufficient to maintain the popu
lation figure in the long run' (&If). 

For more detailed information oo reproduction rates, see : 110, the authon of which 
1 6nt made quite clear the influence ... of variations in the ~ distributioo of the popu
lation . .. upon the virtual evolution of the populations' (uo}; Jtl, the author of which 
• has extended the application of this method of dentognphic forecasting to 1 large number 
of Europcao countries • {I .SO); and ,JU, 
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same. ' It is true that the German birth-rate, under the influence of 
improved business conditions and various official measures, • rose by 
a little more than one-£fth from 1933 to 1934· But this does not mean 
that a corresponding increase of the net reproduction rate has taken 
place, an unusual number of the children being the first-hom of new 
marriages. A concentration of marriages in certain years naturally 
results in a number of such births, but this does not signify a corres
ponding increase in fertility. It is therefore certain that the German 
net reproduction rate is still far below ... [o.9], probably under ... [o.B]. 
Pending a change in this respect, the " overpopulation " problem is 
not likely to arise during the next two decades in Germany, any more 
than in France, Great Britain or Scandinavia '."" On certain assump
tions which are ' not by any means improbable ', the future population 
of Germany (i937 frontiers), exclusive of the Saar, will reach a maxim\lDl 
of seventy millions in 1960, as against sixty-five and a half millions at 
the end of I 9 3 ,;b ' nobody in his senses can teally inxagine that an 
increase of five million people over a period of !lome twenty-five years 
is such an acute intensification of the problem that vast territorial 
revisions are made necessary by it, assuming that such revisions are not 
already desirable on some entirely different ground. It is quite clear 
that the growth of. demand, owing to an expanding national income, 
which is due to technological changes, is quite sufficient to take care of 
a population-increase of this order of magnitude '·'" 

In these circumstances, notwithstanding the assertion by a Polish 
speaker at a meeting of the International Studies Conference in 1937 . 
that Germany was one of the ' notorioqsly overpopulated ' co;qntries 
presenting ' the highest demographic pressure ',.., ' it is difficult to 

• Cf. below, pp. ISZ·ISS· · • 
b According to an estimate in 8 9, on the assumptions (i) that there will be a n. 7 per cent 

fall in the number of children hom per married couple by 1910 and then stability of fertility, 
(ii) that there will be a 70 per cent fall in infant mormlity and a zo per oent fall in mormlity 

• for older persons, and (iii) that there will be no migration, the population of Germany 
[which, excluding the Saar territory, stood at the 1igwe of 6Hl millions on ))o. 
cember 31, 1933] will reach its maximum size of 6s.s millions in~. I93S-1940 and will thea 
fall to under 10 millions by 1971. 

According to estimates in as, on the assumptions (i) that the annual number of births 
remains constant at the level of 1927. (ii) that mortality remains as in 1924-26_. and (iii) that 
there will be no migration. the population will reach its muimum of 69. no millions in 1. 

1960 and will then fall to 69.486 millions by 1970 and to 66.746 millions by 2000; on the 
assumptions (i) that there will be a •l per cent fall in fertility between 1927 and 19l l and 
then stability. (ii) that mortality remains as in 1924-26. and (iii) that there will be no migra
tion, itwillreac:h its maximum of67.so6 millions in I'. 1950 and will then fall to 62.337 milli001 
by 1970 and to 46.891 millions by 2000. 
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speak of overpopulation in any real sense in Germany'·'" What will 
probably happen to the German population ' is that during a certain 
number of years ... , [it] will remain at about its present levd and 
thereafter decline '."' 

ITALY 

' The Italian people is one of the most prolific in Europe and it 
does not cease to increase '. "' It seems destined, towards the middle 
of the century, to have doubled itself in a hundred years. • 

• The devdopment of the population is at present nearly equal to 
that of Germany in absolute figures, which means that it is proportionally 
very much greater, since the number of inhabitants of the two countries 

• The table given below, based on 196, gives ' an idea of the movement of increase of 
the population. For the year t86t, the statistics cover the population of various Italian 
States, to which have been added those of Venetia, and the Mantuan and Roman districts, 
in order to have figures compamble with those of the whole kingdom after I 871. Starting 
from 1921, the population statistics refer to individuals living within the new frontiers • (&94) 

y,.,., 
r86t 
1871 
187! 
t88o 
1881 
188! 
1890 
189! 
1900 
1901 
190! 
1910 
1911 

1914 
1919 
1921 i) 
19.U ii) 
192J 
1930 
1931 
1931 
19!! 
19j4 
19JS iii) 

i) Old fronticn. 

2J,0171000 
z6,8oi,ooo 
27,46:J,OOO 
z8,Z94o000 
a8,4:J9,000 
29,)00,000 
JO,JS r,ooo 
JI,4o.z,ooo 
JZ,4JZ,OOO 

Itthabilatlls p.r SIJ. hw. 

J2,47J 1000 UJ.J 
33.249,000 
H.S47,ooo 
,.,671,000 12.1.0 
J6,t.zo,ooo 
}6,147.000 
J6,J6t,ooo n6.9 
H.9n.ooo u2.J 
39,2:96,000 
••-~.ooo 
···•76,000 1)2:.8 
41,8Q9,000 
4.1,114,000 
41,6zs.ooo 
4J.009,000 lj6.9 

ii) New fronticn. iii) Provisio<W figu= 
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is in the ratio of I to I l '. '" • ' As soon as Italian unity was achieved, 
in I 87I, the population of the peninsula increased rapidly until about 
19oo,

1
and then remained stationary for a time, recommencing its upward 

movement from I9o6 until I 9I s, the date of Italy's entry into the war. 
After the war it gathered force again, and, leaving the year I93 z aside, 
the annual increase of births bas varied between four hundred and 
five hundred thousand souls '. "' 

Italian 'fertility is far above the level of ... [unity]. The net 
reproduction rate in I931 was ... [1.21]. A decline in fertility began 
immediately after the war, continuing in recent years at a more rapid 
pace; it is therefore probable that the 1936 rate is much below that of 
1931, but still well above ... [unity]. The outlook for Italy is that the 
population will increase rapidly during the next decade, even though 
the actual annual increase may be falling ';"' the population ' may 
be expected to increase by at least an eighth in the next twenty-five 
years, that is from 40 to 4 l millions '." b Y ~t, ' judged by . . . [the] 

a The following table, based on ass, shows the natural increase of the population of 
ltaly between 187z and 193l : 

Plriods 
Extus •f 
liN birliu 
tiiiW Ju/Ds 

Ptr 
1,000 

inhabiliiiiJ.r 

187N87l (annual avenge) 170,1l! 6.3 
xB76-xB8o .. " t.oS,s6s 7·S 
xsst-xsss " 3o7,4zo xo.7 
t886-t890 " 3o6.74S 10.3 
zs9x-:r:Bgs '" s~s.sos to.6 
t8g6-rgoo Ju,on n.t 
1901·190S 3-JI,oh 10.7 
xgo6-rgto J&8,8J7 u.s 
19II-19IS " 4IJ,J3l 11.7 
Igt6-1920 " -J01143 -1.4 
tgzi-I92J 476,oss 12.4 
tg.z&-xgJo 436,zu xo.g 
1930 IIJ,9•7 u.6 
1931 416,792 10.1 
193• J80,349 9·1 
1933 421,866 10.0 
I934· 429,627 10.1 
1931 40Z,74J 9•4 

• Accotding to estimates in ar, on the assumption that fertility and mortality leiiUiin 
at the 19z8 levels and that thete will be a loss by emigtation of 400,000 in each decade after 
1921-31, the population of Italy [which stood at the ligun: of 4'·"7 millioos on De
cember 31, 1933] will rise to 6o.J89 millions by 1961; on the assumptions (i) that the decline 
infertility shown in rgu-z8 continues until 1948, (ii) that there will be no decline in mortality, 
":"d (iii) that then: will be the same loss by emigration, the population will rise to 47·337 mil
lions by 1961. · According to 11, 'it must be reckoned that in so years" time as from 19JI, 
the populatioo of Italy will have risen. by •7 million '. 
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standard [of the growth in numbers of the population], Italy cannot 
be said to suffer from overpopulation more seriously than a great number 
of other European countries that have no overseas territory in temperate 
climes at their disposal'·'" 

jAPAN 

' Nobody can dispute the fact that the demographic situation of 
Japan proper" is extremely serious . . . When the evolution of 
Japanese population for two centuries is examined, one is struck by 
the contrast between the stagnation of the Tokugawa period and the 
extremely rapid rhythm of increase since the Meiji period ... b The 
population, which remains stationary at about twenty-six million 
inhabitants in the 18th and 19th centuries until the arrival of Commodore 

• That is to say, the four large islands of Honshu, Hokkaido, Shikoku, and Kyushu. 
• The following table, based on 397 and u:,, shows the growth of the population of 

Japan bctwc!cn 1721 and 1931 : 

YMT Poptdalit>n Inhabi141tu AmMal innwst i) 
Family pw Absolua: % 

registers Census 'f· hit. number 

1711 a6,o6s,ooo 
17Jl &6,9ZX,OOO 
17f0 lJ;917,000 
1768 z6,zsz,ooo 
178o .z6,oto,ooo 
179& %4.891,000 
1804 ZJ,JI?,OOO 
rh8 Z?,ZOI,OOO 
1846 z6,2o7,000 
187t 3J,Ito,ooo 
187p ,,768,000 96.z 
t8h )6,7oo,ooo 98.0 
1884 57o4JO,OOO 100,7 

1894 41,8tJ,OOO UZ-4 
1904 47.219,000 127,0 

1907 48,819,000 1.36 
1910 10,9114.000 730,373 1-41 
1914 J4o14Z,OOO 139·1 8SJ,80J 1-46 
1919 SJ,UJ,OOO 147-1 166,191 0·99 
1920 J7,gt8,ooo 11.963,000 149-2 684,700 1-19 

19lJ 6Z,Q4J,OOO 19.736,000 t6z.J 962,JOO 1.17 
1930 66,8gz,ooo 4410,000 174·9 1,000,700 I.JI 
19)1 67,837,000 ln-4 941.$00· •·4' 
1932 68,86J,OOO 18o.t 1,028,100 t.J I 
1913 69,881,000 th.7 t,ot6,ooo •·47 
1934 70. 78.z,ooo t8J.l too.6oo 1·43 
1931 69.2$4,000 

i) On the basis of the nwnbcz of inhabitants, according to the family zegisa:rs. 
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Perry, suddenly begins to increase in a very rapid manner; there are 
now every year a million more mouths to feed, two hundred and fifty 
thousand more workers for whom an occupation must be found '."• 

So far as the population position '!f Japan in general is concerned, 
this country ' is to be classed with those c:ountries in eastern Europe 
where the birth-rate has recently begun to 'decline" and where medical 

• According to 187, the annual births in Japan during the last forty yeatS have been u 
follows· 

y....,. Avtrogt Births 
I89S-t899 1,323,000 
1900-1904 1,472,000 
ISJOJ-ISJOSJ I,J63,000 
ISJIJ-ISJISJ I,7SJ6,ooo 
ISJ.Zo-1924 .Z,OOJ,OOO 
ISJ2J-ISJ2.SJ 2,0SJ2,000 
ISJ3o-ISJ34 .2,107,000 

'The decade 19zo-so is the period in which child=t bom between t89o-1900had enleled the 
child-bearing age-group. The decade t890ot900 was ••• just the period in which the anQual 
births increased rapidly. Therefore, between 1920 and 1930, the number of women of 
child-bearing age was increasing rapidly. If young men and WGmen married at the same age 
as in the foregoing decades and had aa many children aa before, the annual births of this 
decade ought to have shown a marked inaease, but actually, the births stood at about two 
million. Marriages did not inereaae in spite of the growth of adult population . • . The 
numbet of bitths to a family waa also falling. Thus, the growth of the child-bearing age
group and the decrease in fertility just offset each other. However, it is not a new fact that 
the Japanese population bave grown less fertile. The refined birth-mte, i.e. the births pn
~apilll of women in the child-bearing age-group, changes as follows : 

Births p.r <qila Births pn- <apihJ 
Y,. of 1110mm belwml of 1110/lltlf IHhi!Hn 

J6... 16·19 

(i) (ii) 
1898 o.146 o.aso 
ISJ03 O,I,Z O.ZS4 
1908 o.16o 0.278 
1913 0.1,9 o.28J 
1918 o.I,z o.26s 
1920 0.169 0.294 
192$ o.i6s • 0.277 
1930 0,1 n 0.262 

Here, we see the rate (i) had reached a peak already in 1908 and waa dropping in the two 
successive five-year periods. but jumped to another pCak in 1920 and dropped again~ This 
irregularity waa probably due to the extrao!dinaty boom duting the Great War, and it i• 
shown even more emphasised owing to the inBue:nza epidemic in 1918 and abnormal increase 
in the number of registrations of the hitherto unrecorded births in the Jirst census~ But, 
on the whole, we ean safdy conclude that the fertility of the nation bas enleled into a stage 
of decline. It may be said that the etonomic depression in the recent yeam is keeping the 
number of marriages abno.anally low and we might expect to see another rise in fertility 
when the depression is over. But, it will be unreasonable to imagine a further rise so large 
as that which followed the tremendous war boom. Contrary to the assumption of some 
foreign students. the ancient family system of the Japanese nation, although it is JOOted in 
the peopte•s life, does not seem to prevent the birth rate from falling. The Japanese have 
begun to matty less &.quently and to bave smaller families in the same mannet as Western 
peoples did. Hc.re, again, we find a reproduction of the population movement in Europe 
ia former times ' (ibkl.). 
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and sanitary progress is now reducing the death-rate . . . There are 
certain factors which will make for an increase of population [in the 
future). The death-rate is declining and will continue to do so, but it 
is not very high ... [so that) there is no opportunity for a prolonged or 
dramatic fall.• It is also the case that the pre-reproductive age-group 
is unusually large ... , a situation which favours a high birth-rate. 
On the other hand, women are marrying later and, more important 
still, are limiting their families when they marry.b There is little doubt 
that the latter factors will prove more important than the former ... 
[It has been estimated that about I 9 5o] the reproductive group will 
cease to increase relatively to other age-groups, whereas fertility will 
probably continue to decline. e Under these circumstances, the annual 
nwnber of births will fall well below 2. millions, and the population 
will cease to grow before it reaches I oo millions and may perhaps never 
approach this figure '." d 

• In <e~t years, ' the annual number of deaths absolut.,!y declined [in Japan], wbile 
the total population was increasing at the rate of one million every year. The death-rate, 
which stood around u per thousand twenty years ago fell to 17 per thousand by 193S. 
But this statistical result does not mean that men and women of the country live longer now 
than fifteen yean ago, so that life premium may be reduced for that reason. The death
rate for the adult population declined only slightly. The marked drop in the general death
rate is almost entirely due to the improvement in infantile mortality. The life table show• 
that the mortality among children, and particulariy among those under five years of age. is 
remarkably high in this country even now. The death rate for infants under one year is 16%; 
for those between one and two years 4.8% and for those between two and three years z.6%. 
Of all the babies hom, nearly one~fourth are lost before they arc five years old. Thus, the 
proportion occupied by child mortality in the total death roD is vety large . • . The<efore. 
even a small improvement in infantile mortality would make a notable decline in the general 
dcath~rate. As it happened in fact such improvement was marked in recent years, although 
the rate is still much above the Western level. Here also the Japanese population move
ment is following the example of some other countries' (187). 

, .• On the whole, we may conclude that the nation is now rearing less children in better 
conditions than in the past. Lower death rates among children arc to some extent making 
good the decline in natural growth due to the decline of the birth~rate. The future growth 
of the total population is to be decided between the expanding numbers of the child·beating 
18"-group on the one hand and the decline of the birth rate counterbalanced to a certain 
extent by the improvement in child mortality on the other hand • (181). 

o 'The Japanese reproduction rate in 192f and 1930, as calculated by ... [the author 
of 117), was as follows:- Gross Reproduction Rate : 2.19 in 192f and 2.J7 in 1930; Net 
Reproduction Rate: 1.64, in 192f and 1.S7 in 1930. Compared with the rates for Europcao 
countries, the Japanese rate is exceptionally high, although it is probably falling'. 

• a. 171, in whieh a forecast is made for Japan similar to that for Italy (see above, 
p. 1o6). 'Four years ago, when the <esult of the third natioual census wu published, 
an estimote of the future Japanese population was made by ••• [the author of 117]. As 
is unavoidable in all such attempts, or estimates. seven.l assumptions had to be allowed a a • 

(He] aasumed that the expansion of the ehild-bearing age-group and faU in their li:rtility will 
offset each other and, as a result, the annual births will nmain at 1, too,ooo for the nest 
rweoty yean. • • [He] also assumed that the death eate for each of the 6..,.year age-groupa, 
including thoae for ehild<en, remain unchao&ed throughout rbe period. Tbe third 
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'While it cannot be decisivdy proved by figures that Japanis 
overpopulated, there are various facts rdating to the labour expended 
on the land and to the yidds received which strongly suggest that this 
is so. It is not possible, in fact, to resist the conclusion that there is 
congestion of numbers in Japan, and that the further increase, w¥ch 
is to be anticipated, though less than sometimes supposed, is a 
formidable menace '." 

PoLAND 

While 'we may take it that a heavy decline [in the birth rate] 
bas been in progress '11 in Poland 'the net reproduction rate in 1927 
was still as high as I. 3 '" • ' At this rate, the population is increasing 
every generation by 30 per cent ',•• and 'we may anticipate that ... 
the population will increase by a quarter at least in the next twenty
live years, that is from H to close upon 4 s millions '." ' In order to 
prevent Poland's existing population pressure from increasing, it would 

assumption was that there would be no flow of migration, either outward or inward. The 
estimate obtained under these assumptions was as follows [in thousands] ..• : 

Y..,. Total · Inmu1 Rill< of hlmNur 
19%0 jJ,963 
192J l9o736 3.775 o.o674 
1'950 64,067 4.HI 0,0725 

'951 68,107 4.040 o.o63o 
'940 71,8fO 3.743 O.Oj49 
'94l 7j,&67 3.4'7 0.047} 

'9!0 78,364 3.097 O.Q411 

'9" 8I,ISJ e,Soo o.o3l7 
I96o 83.!94 %',439 O.OJOO 

I96l 8!,794 z,zoo o.oa63 
'970 87,7!3 '·9l9 o.ou8 

The estimate of course proved wrong as a Prophecy. The actual total population in I9,5S1 • 

accordiog to the result of the latest census, rose to 6g,ooo,ooo, i. e. about one million above 
the estimate. The annual births remained so far as an average of z,xoo,ooo per year, as 
wu as&umed. But the number of deaths made a larger drop than that which had been 
assumed • . . There was a considerable improvement in infantile mortality and , .. there 
were more immigrants from Korea . , ., while some emigration to Manchuria took plac:e 
during the five-year period. However, the most important part of the estimate in question 
is not the calculation of the total population, but that zelating to the growth of the age-group 
between IJ and 6o, who may be called the u productive" or u working u population. 
This group [which] 'WliS ••• [~0,949,000] in I92o, increased to ••• [H,UJ,OOO] in 192!, 
and to . •• bJ.827,ooo] in 1930, i. e. increased by five millions during the decade,. 192~Jo. 
or by jOO,ooo per year on an average. & calculated in the estimate, the group la to 
100cb ••• [4M66,oooJ in I9lO· This means ten millions in the twenty years, I9!0 to I9jO. 
The ttemendous number of tm millions is to be added to the anny of workers, mole aod 
female ••• ' 

• Quoting from 61, 
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be necessary for 30 per cent of her population to migrate each generation. 
It is possible that places could be found in other countries for this 
number of Polish emigrants for some time to come, but it is highly 
doubtful that emigration on such a scale-could be kept up inddinitely. 
Apparently the only permanent solution of a population problem of 
this kind is a further considerable decline in the birth rate. But it 
cannot be hoped that the situation will be substantially relieved in this 
manner for years to come • ... 

* * * 
The inference a> be drawn from these observations on the popu

lation situation in the " dissatisfied " countries will be clearer when 
their present demographic movements are set in the wide background 
of the population trends in the world as a whole. 

NORTH AND WEST EUROPE 

' In n~rth and west Europe ... , a where the [net reproduction J 
rate is below unity, b the population will presently begin to decline 
unless there is an immediate and considerable rise in fertility ', but 
' the prospect is that fertility will decline steadily for some time to come '; 
hence, ' there is no sign that .•. [the net reproduction rate] is approaching 
stabilisation '. It may be anticipated that ' there will be no further 
increase of population of any importance, and that before 19,0 the 
population will be on the decline in most countries in this region '. 
It is true that ' in no case will the decline be large twenty years from now. 
For, assuming fertility to decline still farther, the drop in numbers will 
only .become rapid about 1960 '·" 

SoUTH AND ~T EuROPE 

' In the south and east of Europe the prospects are different '." 
The net reproduction rate is still above unity, c and, 'if fertility is 
stabilised at its present level ... , the population will continue to increase'. 
There is, however, no sign of stabilisation, and, ' in view of the unity 
of European civilisation and of the evidence that, in respect to size of 

• Also in Austria ond in Hungary (u). 
• Also in Austria, c..choolonkia, Hungary. Finland, Esrooia one! Latvia, but DOl in 

HollaDd one! the Irisb F..., Sua: (Ill). 
• i. c., iD Iwy, Sp.iD, f'ortu8al, Polood, Lithumia onc1 the Bolbn s.. ... {lu). 
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family as in other matters, the rest of Europe is imitating the wes4 ~e 
may expect that the trend of fertility in the south and east will follow 
that in the west ... ; it will fall in time to about the same low [replace
ment] level. Further, since, where fertility has begun to fall latest, 
it has fallen fastest, we may expect that the time taken to reach this low 
level will be less in the south and east than in the west '. In south 
Europe, ' it is probable that the net reproduction rate will fall to unity ... 
within two decades ... , [though], even if this happens, the population 
will continue to increase for some time to come '. In east Europe, 
'the fall of the rate to unity will be still longer delayed in all probability, 
since it is higher than in south Europe ', but since, as has already been 
mentioned, ' experience seems to show that, where fertility has begun 
to fall latest, it has fallen most quickly, we may expect that the decline 
of fertility in south and east Europe will be rapid '. Thus, as in west 
and north Europe, the countries of south and east Europe ' are approach
ing year by year a time when their populations will no longer replace 
themselves .... a 

EUROPE OVERsliAS 

Similar demographic movements are at work ' in those countties 
which collectively constitute Europe overseas ', that is, 'those oversea 
estates, which Europeans have not only acquired but where they do 
all the work in the fields and in the factories themselves ', namely, 
Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the United States. 'In the 
United States the population ... was only just replacing itself in 1931; · 
while Australia and New Zealand weye already below repllu:ement· 
rate in 193z. b It is therefore certain that, if present conditions .are 
stabilised, additions to the poJ?ulation of these countties through 
natural increase will presendy ceise. The same is almost certainly 
true of the non-French part of Canada • • • It is . • . probable that, 
although in the absence of immigratio~ population will continue to 

a Russia. however, ' is in a d.iJretent position. The net reproduction rate £01' the whole 
countty is very high, though then: ""' ~<~~Sons for thinking that it has fallen recently •.• 
It is almost certain that fcrtiliry will fall very heavily in Russia, and it may fall with a very 
great rapidity. But it is still so high that the populatioo of Russia may well douhie itself 
befon: it stabilises ' ( 84). If it 'contioues to grow as, according to the official ligun:s, 
it has grown from 19"4 till 1934. it would by the year 2000 amount to about 6JO mil
lions • (311). 

•' At pn:sent [1931] the [net reproduetioo] rate is below one in ••• the United 
Stlltcs, Australia and New Zealand' (UB). 
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grow in the United States, Australia, New Zealand and non-French 
Canada for two decades or more, the maximum population will not be 
more than I o to Is per cent larger than the present population. There
after decline will set in assuming that fertility does not rise '.,. • 

CENnt.u. AND SoUTH AMEluCA AND SoUTH AFRicA 

In Central and South America and in South Africa, where, unlike 
the other countries of Europe overseas, there is a smaller proportion 
of European to non-European inhabitants, the population ' has been 
increasing rapidly, though it is still sparse '. As to the white population 
of South Mrica, ' the outstanding facts are that the birth-rate and 
natural increase are high; they have fallen, but not to the same extent 
as in the other countries [of Europe overseas mentioned above] ... 
The net reproduction rate must be well above unity; neverthdess, 
the indications are that it will slowly fall to unity '. As to Central and 
South America, ' the position in regard to vital statistics is not unlike 
that in South Mrica. The birth-rate is high, higher than in South 
Africa for evety country for which it is recorded with the exception of 
Uruguay. But it is everywhere falling. In comparison with South 
Africa, the death-rates are still higher, and in consequence natural 
increase in most Central and South American countries is not much 
~hove that found in South Mrica • . . The prospect is that the popu
lation of this continent will grow by natural increase for a long time 
to come' ... 

* * * 
Thus, throughout the western world (including economically 

westernised Japan), the rate of population increase is diminishing, and, 

• a. 101:-. It would seem that ••• lthe]ligun: of to to I! per.,..., .. the maximum 
proboble inaasc in the aoo-Ftaleh populatioo of the Unitr:d Srao:s and the British Domin
;.,.,. is likely to pro.., an undercstimst1: u &r as Canada is OC>I><:atiCd. A projection of 
Canada's population on the buis of speci6c birth no:s of '9lo-lt and the life tables of the 
oensua year 1931 indicao:s an inaasc of •o per oent in the Anglo-Suoo populatioo by 
the year t97t, ofn per oent in the populatioa which is neither Frmch nor Anglo-Su:oo, 
and of •'4 per oent in tbe Ftaleh population, on a self-contained basis. This calculatioo 
assumes that tbeJe will be oo decline in birth ratl:a below the low le..:ls of the bose yoan 
aod no decrease in monality rates. Neither assumption of course is in accordance with 
eapcctotioo. It is anticipatr:d in particular rbat non-Anglo-Su:<>n birth rat1:a will continue 
to decline materially fastl:r tban death rat<S. Yet. wbile ••• (tbe] upper 6gun: ••• lof 

. tJ per a:nt] may not prove far out for tbe population of Eoslisb-spca.king origin. it is 
ditlicult to oceopt for otber immigrantsaxb and ••• (it was] adrnittr:dly ••• not ••• [intmd<d) 

' to apply ••. to the populatioo of Canada a a wbole ..• ' 
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over the greater part of these areas, there would appear tO<,pe a clear 
prospect of a decline in population within the predictable future. 

It has been conjectured that ' only twenty-five years ago ... ·• 
the reaction of public opinion to the prospect of a population decrease 
in the near future ' would have been one of ' the greatest alarm '; 
for, 'up to the World War practically all Governments and the great 
majority of the people viewed a large and increasing population as an 
economic as.set '. But' since the World War many Governments and 
the majority of the people have taken an opposite standpoint. A large 
and increasing population is no longer considered an economic asset 
but an economic burden '.110 This is so because, although ' the social, 
economic, and financial implications from a growing to an at first 
stationary, and lat~ decreasing, population are manifold .•. , few 
people so far realise the seriousness of the situation ';•10 if public 
opinion were aware of the deleterious consequences of declining 
munbers, the fact that ' the rather remarkable recent trend of population 
statistics forecasting a definite decline in the population has apparendy 
not yet penetrated the minds of the public '" would inhibit public 
consternation. For, although ' to-day the decline in the rate of increase 
is apparent to all; there are few who realise that the net reproduction 
rate has fallen or is falling below unity; and most people who arc 
troubled about the declining rate of natural increase comfort themselves 
with the anticipation that, when better times return, the birth-rate will 
go up '. Yet, ' a close study of the situation does not reveal any sub
stantial ground for this hope ', inasmuch as ' the course of populatiot;~. 
has its roots in the previous generatiot) [and] if fertility contjnues to. 
fall it will be too late to prevent a rapid drop in population if action is 
delayed until . . . [the drop in numbers becomes rapid] '." 

In the meantime, from the po.int of view of " peaceful change ", 
the prospect of an early decline in sc;>me countries is of immediate 
importance : as soon as it becomes ' c;c;>mmon knowledge to all the 
world ... , [it] will (whether for the better or the worse) affect the view 
taken of these countries, where it is anticipated, by other nations ';•• 
and, since the " dissatisfied " nations are among those which are affected 
by the prospective decline in numbers, public opinion in the " satisfied " 
countries would no longer lend a sympathetic ear to claims for changes 
in the stalttr gt~o advanced on grounds of overpopulation. 

But whether public opinion is aware or not of the true course 
of contemporary demographic movements and whether the " dis-
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satisfied 1'' countries are genuinely apprehensive of overpopulation or 
not, the fact that it may not be possible to show objectively that they 
are either actually suffering from, or threatened with, demographic 
congestion does not dispose of the problem. It is true that, in countries 
where the net reproduction rate is below unity, 'the problem of " over
population " does not exist ' and that 'instead has come the question 
of the economic effects of a decline of population ' ; it is also true that 
'the number of-persons of a working age' only ' continues to increase 
for ten or more years after the net reproduction rate has fallen below ... 
(unity]'. On the other hand, 'in countries like Italy, Japan, Russia 
and certain of the 'Balkan States ', where the net reproduction rate is 
still above unity, the number of persons of working age 'is at present 
growing so rapidly as to constitute a serious problem from the point 
of view of employment ';"' while, even those other countries, such as 
Germany, where the population increase is below replacement rate, 
still have before them a period of population expansion. Though the 
concept of' overpopulation must be rejected in the examination of claims, 
can demands for changes in the stahl.! fJIIO be based, then, upon demo
graphic pressure due to a growth of population, and does the fact that 
numbers are still rising in all the " dissatisfied " countries explain and 
justify their expansionist policies and aspirations ? 



Chapter 5 

The Basis of Population Claims 

I. EXPANSIONISM 

H it may be correctly inferred from the results of the International 
Studies Conference's examination of the notion of overpopulation 
that no convincing tests of the reality of overcrowding in the " dis
satisfied " countries are discoverable and, furthetmore, that the concept 
of overpopulation is itself an expedient of questionable utility in the 
analysis of demographic conditions prevailing in tho:;e countries, 
and that ' even if overpopulation exists ... , it is, in the modem world, 
essentially a short-term problem""", does it follow that the aspirations 
and demands which are the subject of this survey are determined, 
in fact, not by pressure of population, but by ' considerations of another 
order (ambition, prestige, historical ·memories, etc.). . . which are 
disguised by the pretext of overpopulation' ?<' • 

That there is ' the tendency towards expansion and claims .which, 
formulated on the plea of overpopulation, have really nothing in 
common with demographic pressure ,.., may be true.' It is possible •, 
for example, 'for. . . [expansionist] sentiments to arise when the 
population situation is not in view. Thus colonies may be wanted 
merely because of the prestige which they confer ot because of the 
access to raw materials which they provide'·" Some evidence of cases 
of this kind will be considered later. There may even be instances 
where good faith is lacking in some of the claims for relief from 
demographic congestion and where the real motives for the demands 

•' The antecedent queation whether States which have broken tn:aty pledges have not 
thereby forfeited their right to formulate •.• claims' (176) mises issues of a wider chatacter 
than can be considered in a survey which embmcea only one aspect of the geneml problem 
of peacefol change. 
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are notavowable. ' When, for example, an endeavour is made to recover 
colonies or to acquire new colonial territories, it is not always for the 
sole purpose of finding room for a surplus of population or because the 
country concerned fiatters itself that it will derive extra wealth from 
them; the reason- and possibly the principal reason- may be political 
and military, the object being to secure naval bases, ports of call on the 
main lines of world communication, or again for reasons of prestige'·"' 
Again, it is said that ' one motive ... behind the ... demand for colonies, 
and ..• a very sinister one ... , [is] the desire for military power by 
the use of coloured armies '.111 • Undoubtedly,' there are demagogues 
in all countries using the false teachings of population pressure, with the 
result that we have an intensification of animosities in the world '. ,., 

' But it is none the less true that a problem of population pressure 
really exists ';us it is manifestly not the whole truth that this problem 
is not at the basis of some of the demands for relief from overcrowding. 
'The opinion most commonly hdd is ', rather, 'that differences in the 
pressure of population have always been a major source of serious 
international conflicts '.'" b It is reported that, at the meetings of the 
International Studies Conference, ' there was general agreement among 
the experts on ... [their] fundamental premise, namdy, that there are 
serious demographic maladjustments in the world to-day. On the 
one hand ... , [there are] countries which are unquestionably over
populated, and, on the other hand, there are regions of the world 
which are not exploited to the limit of their potentialities and which 
could, with profit, support a larger population. It was recognised 
generally by the experts that these demographic maladjustments do 
constitute a source of trouble and friction in international rdations and 
that; consequently, the means for remedying such a situation, very 
properly, constitute one of the objects of discussion at a Conference 
on Peaceful Change'·"' 

These opinions may be illustrated as follows : 

DiHcm>t rates of inacase of population (apart from emigration) lead to 

diJre.tent rates of growth of dilfcm>t peoples and to changes in their relative 

• On January 50, 1919, the Council of Ten of the Pcaa: Confen:nce 'discussed an 
imponont aspect of the mandaJ<S sys1m1. From this meeting oowards. the delcgaJ<S 
ondcavour<el 10 ddine u explicitly as possible the right of the manda101y Power to =it 
t111ttoe troop1 in mandat<d tletrirorics. M. 0'"" ctux•u, Mt. Uoyd Gcwge ond P=idcnt 
Wilson ognxd tbat it -legitima1e 10 tai .. troop1 for the dcfma: of the tletriiOry' (JII). 

'' a.,fur example. ..• (HI, Ill, 141, HI) ••• ; (the author of H7l is probably alooe 
ill upholding the argument tbat it is difficult 10 6nd ill the bistoly of the world aD undeniable 
aac of aggtasiOD knowingly caused by populatioo pi<OSU!<:' (114). 
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numerical importance. This in tum produces a different pressure in the 
economic sphere allotted to them. The recent past provides us with 
examples of relatives changes in the size of the population as a result of 
different rates of growth. At the time of the Napoleonic Wars, the popu
lation of France formed half of the population of Europe outside Russia; 
now it forms scarcely a tenth of the population of the same region. In 
ow: time the Germanic races have lost ground heavily to the Slavonic races ... 
The proportion of the Germanic peoples to the total population of Ew:ope 
fell between I9Io and 1930 from 34% to 30%, while the proportion of the 
Slavonic peoples rose from 41% to 46 %· 8 These are changes affecting every 
aspect of historical development, not merely extemal facts, and the struggle 
for power, but all other fields of human action - especially cultural. Along
side these changes, the different rates of growth usually produce differences 
in economic pressure. Countries whose population is growing fast are 
as a rule unable to keep their excess population within their own frontiers 
and are obliged to transfer them elsewhere. Eve!' when they go to other 
regions within the same country, this gives rise to political clifficulties which 
present a danger for internal peace . . . The consequences are no less 
dangerous when the pressure of population leads to movements across 
frontiers . . . [In connection with) the demand for colonies on the part 
of countries with a rapidly increasing population ... , [it is to be noted that] 
a large number of important authorities are ·agreed that the limits of subsists 
ence would only be reached with a world population three or fow: time
as great as it is to-day, and that these limits may. be extended still further as a 
result of economic and technical progre~s. Whether or not this possihilitr, 
will soon, or indeed ever, be reached, it is of.inte~t to observe the v.~pts 
of the powerful nations to procure for themselves as much fruitful land and 
sources of raw materials as they can in order to make economic provision 
for the futw:e growth of their people. lt is an unpleasant paradox when this 
growth does not take place and the regions obtained with a view to the. 
expected growth are taken from other colllltries which owing to their rapid 
growth stand much more in need of them. This provides a fw:ther subject 
for disputes which may distw:b the peace.n 

If it be held, therefore, that • as a rule population considerations 
play a part in the origin of ••• [expansionist] sentiments'," it would 
be but an irresponsible evasion of the problem to dismiss claims based 

• Quoted from F. Burgd6d'er. 
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on the grievance of overpopulation on the ground that, since overpopu
lation is an artificial notion which does not express any real demographic 
situation, they cannot be substantiated. Setting aside the postulate 
of overpopulation, the problem becomes one of discovering the real 
nature of the " population considerations " which give rise to expan
sionist aspirations and to claims for changes in the stat/IS q110. Analysis 
seems to reveal that such considerations may be grouped under six 
different headings. There is, first, the circumstance noted in the pre
ceding chapter that numbers are still rising in all the " dissatisfied " 
countries. This situation may give rise to a belief that a condition of 
overpopulation is present or threatened and that territorial expansion 
would relieve or prevent the congestion.• Secondly, a consciousness 
of growing numbers, aided by the doctrine of manifest destiny, may 
generate a conviction that an expanding population entitles a people 
to embark on an imperialist policy.b Thirdly, a country's apprehension 
that the acceleration in its rate of demographic growth is declining may 
provoke a ·fear of depopulation and hence give rise to a desire to 
neutralise its detrimental consequences by augmenting the area under 
the country's sovereign control. • Fourthly, there is the deliberate 
attempt to encourage the growth of population in order to justify or 
to facilitate imperialist action.d The fifth consideration is that wide 
territories are needed in order to provide a country with greater scope 
for the self-expression of certain sections of its population. • Finally, 
there is the law of communicating vessels; this physical principle may 
be drafted into the service of sociology in order to explain why the 
spectacle of thinly populated areas elsewhere may cause a country 
overweighted with numbers to give way to the ancient predatory urge 
to pour down into lower levels of self-protection.! Each of these 
six grou~s of population considerations will now be considered in tum. 

11. THE SPECTRE OF OVERPOPULATION 

The first consideration is that of an increasing population. It 
is said that • rapid growth of population is especially likely to generate 
[expansionist sentiments] '·" It may appear at first sight to be self
evident that, to the extent to which demographic factors are involved, 

• See below, § n. 
'See below, §§ V-Vl. 

• See below, § m . 
• See below. s vm. 

• See below, S IV . 
' See below, § IX. 
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it is an expanding population which gives rise to expansionist aspirations, 
but a proposition of this kind, even if it can be shown to be true so far 
as it goes, explains nothing. The question which has to be considered 
is why expansionist sentiments should develop in countries of growing 
populations. 

As the preceding chapter has shown, although numbers are still 
rising in all the " dissatisfied " countries associated with claims for relief 
from population pressure, it does not follow that they are in fact suffering 
from congestion. ' Growth of population may or may not lead to 
overpopulation '." But, whether growth of population is likely or 
not to lead to overcrowding, it is not from this angle that the question 
under consideration can best be approached. In the first place, as 
has already been stated,• overpopulation, if it exists at all, is a short-term 
problem; secondly, in view of the present trend of demographic 
movements in the countries in question, th~ prospect is that their 
popUlations are likely to decline within the predictable future ;b thirdly, 
overpopulation, as has been shown, does not appear to be a notion to 
which any precise meaning can be attached, c while, even if this were not 
so -even if, that is to say, the concept of overpopulation were held 
to be related to an objectively measurable reality - the demographic 
phenomenon at present under 'consideration is, in any case, not " over
population " but " growth of population". 

It would appear that the explanation of the generation of 
expansionist sentiments in terms of growth of population must be 
sought, in the lirst place, in the circumstance that countries in which 
there are visible signs of expanding ni!Jllbers are apt to beli~ye that: 
conditions of overpopulation are either present or liable to develop in 
the near or distant future. It is not the problem of an objecti"ely 
perceptible condition of demographic pressure, a~al or threatened, 
which nations would tty to solve through a policy of 'territoriai . 
expansion; ' indeed, a serious degree. ,of overpopulation is hardly 
compatible with expansionist sentiment, for it implies internal weakness 
in the presence of which a people can scarcely picture itself as destined 
to extend its frontiers '.11 It is their subjective belief- springing from 
a recognition of the symptoms of an expanding population - in the 
existence of a state of actual overpopulation, and, in particular, the 

• See above, p. tt6, 
II a. above. chap. 4, § Vlll. 
• See above, chap. 4. § VII. 
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apprehension of prospective overpopulation provoked by increasing 
numbers, which cause them to seek in expansion a psychological remedy 
for their fears. ' The idea that their country is overpopulated becomes 
identified immediately in the mind of the masses with the idea of a 
natural right to expansion in less densely populated areas ',n• In 
relation, therefore, to expansionist aspirations and to the claims for 
changes in the s/aftl.r fJIID to which they may give rise, overpopulation 
is essentially a state of mind - a condition of 'felt population pres
sure '.•• If the problem is regarded in this light, it becomes irrelevant 
to enquire whether overpopulation is an objectively perceived reality 
in the " dissatisfied " countries, ' for the basis of the trouble is 
psychological'·" It is 'the sense of claustrophobia which lives in the 
slogan Volk, ohne Raum '•u that may explain expansionist aspirations. 

This distinction between the subjective belief in overpopulation 
and overpopulation as an objectively ascertainable fact might seem to 
raise the question whether, in the countries concerned, the belief must 
be entertained by the government or by independent demographic 
experts or by public opinion in general• in order to explain expansionist 
policies or aspirations. There does not appear, however, to be any 
valid reason for lingering over the subtle analytical difficulties which 
such a question implies, since the regimentaticm of public opinion 
in the claimant countries tends to bring about an identification of 
public sentiment, in so far as expression may be given to it, with the 
policy of the state, while, by a process of reasoning upon which no 
comment will be offered here, the expert view in the " dissatisfied " 
countries appears to be that subjective and objective overpopulation 
are one and the same thing. ' The question arises ', states a German 
autD.or, ' how far the subjective need of revision of a people (national 
need of revision), to which concepts like that of " nation without 
space"," nation without work", nation without assured food supply, 
nation without raw materials, nation without security refer, exists only 
in the mind of its own government, of its politicians, of its public 
opinion; or how far it can be said to exist also as an objective fact 
-as a vita! lack of a nation or state. We [Germans) understand the 
concept of " overpopulation " in the sense of a vital lack implying 
the co-existence of subjective and objective needs '.•~ 

It is easy to conceive how a dread of overpopulation caused by the 

a 0. the passage from JJI1 quob:d above, p. 48. 
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knowledge of an expanding population may be allayed by a policy of 
territorial expansion, for, if ' the one unescapable consequence of 
overpopulation is poverty - greater poverty than there need be in 
view of the resources of the country and the skill available for exploiting 
them '," there will be a tendency to presume that the acquisition of 
territory may provide a way of escape from the lowering of the standard 
of life which is caused by overpopulation. Now, while it may be true 
that absolute overpopulation lowers the standard of living, there can 
be no such relationship of cause and effect between the impoverishment 
of a country and its mere belief in actual or prospective overpopulation. 
It does not follow, however, that nations whose rate of growth of 
population is regarded by them as an indication that they are suffering 
from, or threatened with, overpopulation are mistaken in thinking that, 
' unless further room for expansion is made available, their rate of 
improvement of living standards will slow down'." On the contrary, 
there can be no doubt that the case does arise when a country with a 
rapidly expanding population may experience difficulties in providing 
work for all without lowering the standard of life. In Russia, for 
example, ' the annual growth of the population is about 3 millions. 
This can hardly fail to create a serious situation in a country which is 
primarily agricultural. An. extremely rapid accumulation of capital 
will be necessary to ensure a development of the Russian manufacturing 
industries which will prevent the overcrowding of agriculture with 
its inevitable corollary, lower standard of living notwithstanding 
technical progress. Even the enormous industrial development of, 
the past ten years - based on the " forQ:d saving " of a large part of 
the national income - has only provided employment for a small 
proportion of the annual increase in population'·'" Similarly, 'in 
countries like Japan and Italy ... further expansion of primary industries, . 
i. e. output of raw materials and vegetable foodstuffs, would seem to be 
difficult. The annual net increase of the. Japanese population is about 
one million. that of the Italian population, 4oo,ooo. In these cases, it 
is still more evident that the solution of the employment problem is 
absolutely dependent upon the rapid progress of the manufacturing 
industries '·'" · 

Thus, owing to a misapprehension of the true nature of their 
demographic situation. rapidly expanding populations believing that 
they are menaced with overpopulation ascribe to overpopulation an 
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economic effect of growth of population. This confusion of thought 
has an important bearing on the question of claims for changes in the 
stafii.S quo, for the question arises whether a policy of expansion under
taken in order to solve a hypothetical problem of overpopulation is 
of any relevance to the true problem of increasing numbers. 

The question can be examined by considering how far the suc
cessful pursuit of an expansionist policy involving the acquisition or 
extension of colonial possessions or an enlargement of metropolitan 
boundaries does in fact alford relief in cases of real demographic 
congestion and, hence, obviate the economic disadvantages which are 
thought to be associated with overcrowding. This point will be 
examined in a later chapter, • but the result of that examination may be 
anticipated here by stating that, in the case of colonial expansion, 
' on the basis of past experience ... , there is little to support the 
assumption that surplus population flows readilY, to overseas possessions 
or colonies '·" On the contrary, the evidence seems to show that, 
whatever the value of colonial possessions may be, it is not derived 
from the relief which they alford for demographic congestion at home. 
' In the last fifty years the population of Europe increased about 
I 75 millions; there was a ntf emigration of I 9 millions, but only j oo;ooo 
of them settled permanently in the colonies. People preferred to go 
to America, especially the United States'·'" Nor, it is suggested,b 
does continental expansion appear to offer the remedy which is sometimes 
claimed. 

If, then, the ground for supposing that territorial expansion can 
provide a solution for absolute overpopulation is so precarious, a 
fortiori it is not an indispensable solution for the less acutely difficult 
demographic condition of growing population. It would appear, in 
fact, ' that rapid growth of the population-· during a period of technical 
progress and of large capital accumulation - need not constitute an 
obstacle to an increase in the standard of living ', that ' the solution of 
this problem lies in the industrialisation of the countries with increasing 
population and in the exportation of manufactured goods in order to 

pay for primary products ', and that ' political control of colonies is 
not an important, still less an indispensable factor '.• .. 

Yet, while the adoption of a policy of expansion does not seem 

• See below t chap. I. 
• a. below, pp. a61"' 
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to be an appropriate method of meeting the economic difficulties which 
rapidly increasing numbers may bring, about, there is one possible 
argument in support of a transfei: of colonial tetritories to countries 
claiming relief from population pressure. Since expanding countries 
are mistaken when they think themselves to be overpopulated, ' failure 
to find room for settlement in such colonies as they might claim would 
do no harm'. On the other hand, 'the mere possession of colonies 
would provide a cure for the psychological troubles which do arise 
from the population situation '. •• The argument is strengthened 
when it is asked why, 'if possession of colonies in general and [for 
example] the restoration of the former German colonies to their original 
owner in particular have so little economic import ... , the present 
mandate-holding nations [should) try to be wiser than Germany and 
retain them, when Germany insists upon their return.' ?••• This 
retort has been used by Herr Hitler; if it is true, he said, that colonies 
have no value, ' this valuelessness would also apply to the other 
nations, and there is no reason why they should wish to keep them 
from us'·"' The argument is still further reinforced when the view 
is taken that, in the case of the former German colonies, ' although 
most of the territory in question... [is] not suitable for white popu
lation, the Germans ... [are] very energetic in intensive development; 
they ... [are] very good at that sort of thing and. might develop these 
territories in a way which would lead to very much greater production 
than that yet achieved by other PowCJ!s '. "' 

These,however,are mere conjectures. When, for eJtample, Governor, 
Schnee himself ' stresses"' Germany's ~esire for the return . of her 
colonies, his arguments are based on what Germany hopu to do rather 
than on what she has accomplished in the past or on what is being 
done now'·'" Furthermore, agains.t, these arguments, 'it may be said 
that it is impossible to contemplate co!ltinual juggling with colonial' 
possessions '•• - a consideration which .~eriously impairs the cogency 
of the argument. ' It is unfortunate ', says an English student of the 
problem, ' that not only the Germans, but also a large number of people 
in Great Britain, regard the colonies as a series of material objects 
which can, by a mere stroke of the pen, be transferred from the owner
ship of one person into the ownership of another. We know that 
this is untrue. Colonies are not static pieces of territory; they are 
living organisms in process of rapid development. To surrender them 
would not entail merely the signature of some deed of gift; it would 
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entail a major surgical operation'·"' The same consideration has 
caused Mr. Winston Churchill, for example, to condemn, in' picturesque 
language ... , what he stigmatises as " the repulsive talk of handing 
over millions of human souls irrespective of their wishes like cattle or 
slaves to new sovereignties"',"' and a former Prime Minister of France 
to declare that ' the cession or sale of one of its colonies would be a 
particularly odious act on the part of any European colonial Power ... 
To exchange a colony for some political advantage, that is, to hand over 
a number of human beings as if they were cattle or foodstuffs is nothing 
less than slave-trading .. ~ Germany is constantly talking about her 
honour; though England, Belgium and France speak less often of 
theirs, they none the less have it at heart ' . .., As the Deputy Secretary
General of the Confederation Gc!nerale du Travail remarked in a recent 
interview, ' to regard colonies as currency exchangeable between the 
different capitalist countries is positively repulsive '"' - a sentiment 
which was echoed in a text adopted by the Acadernie des Sciences 
Coloniales. d 

' The objections to the transfer of colonial territory are indeed 
as weighty as they are obvious. For one thing, would anybody think 
it possible to tell the Asiatic peoples who, for centuries, or even for 
fifty years, have been under the guidance of Europeans, and in this 
manner have developed representative, and in some cases even parlia
.mentary government institutions, that they will be " transferred " 
to some other sovereignty, perhaps of a State where no parliamentary 
principles are recognised ? In some Mrican colonies the same objection 
would arise, but even where government is still of the patriarchal 
type, a transfer of this kind could hardly be considered. The fact 
that a people is " backward " does not mean that it has nothing to lose 
by coming under the sway of a dictatorial government. Without 
parliamentary control and criticism in the home country there is little 
hope of redress of grievances against colonial administrators when they 
arc covered by the governor. Transfer of such a kind would be tanta
mount to treason, at least in the minds of those whose consent is 
necessary, the members of parliament in the countries now governing 
these territories. To say this is not to offer strictures on the dictatorial 
form of government, which may suit a given people in a given period. 

• ' It bas been right!!' said that the tnonsfer of a colony in rerum for politieal advaomaes 
would he a revolti"8 aetioo, like trading in negroes ••• • (JU). 
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But it so happens that most of the European colonial Powers go'Vem 
themselves by parliamentary institutions, and that the dissatisfied Powers 
are dictatorships; nowhere can a parliamentary vote be expected for 
transfer under these conditions. Even the most ·backward ttibe, 
voiceless and unable to make up its mind on the issue, could not be 
handed over like so many head of cattle '.m 

'In the case of Germany, especially the National-Socialist race· 
doctrine, with its implications for the treatment of coloured peoples, 
must be taken ·into consideration '.111 'Ar.e not the conceptions ... 
of the new German State as regards the racial problem in conflict with 
the ideas commonly held on colonisation' ?"11 ' It would be a cause 
of grave disappointment to many Africans were they transferred from 
the rule of a country which is successfully carrying out the principle 
of trusteeship, to a country the main and avowed intention of which 
is exploitation '.an 

One of the leaders of the German colonial movement has, however, 
recently given an explanation'" of Germany's new racial doctrines 
which, according to him, cannot ' fail to give the Powers the assurances 
they need. Every race has its individual biological characteristics : 
a hierarchy of races should be affirmed but the consciousness of this 
" racial hierarchy " must not lead to the toleration of the destruction 
of the inferior races. National-Socialism will endeavour to further the 
development of the specific characteristics of the native races by permitting 
the tribes to live in their traditional' environment according to their 
ancestral customs; racialism rejects only the concept of assimilation, 
but rejects it vigorously '.118 

Declarations of this kind, though they cannot well be brought 
under the heading of " repulsive talk ", may or may not be convindng 
outside the countries practising a· policy of racial discrimination. But 
which are these other countries ? Has not Signor Gayda recently 
coupled 'Great Britain with France and-the United States as a country 
that is displaying strong racial tendencies .•. , [citing] in support of 
this statement . • • British emigration policy, which, he maintains, 
favours the Anglo-Saxon and keeps the other races out of an empty 
Empire ' ?111 Without pausing to answer" this question, it may be 
suggested, at any rate, that, as the following discussion which recently 
took place in Great Britain shows, a moral condemnation of another 
country's colonial system can be an inconveniently. emotional method 
of disposing of colonilll claims : 



THB SPECTRE OP OVERPOPULATION 

Miss MARGI!RY PERHAM said that the amount of attention given ·to
·~tive interests during the discussions of colonial claims showed that it might 
_be in danger of being neglected in any final settlement; yet, however small 
i~ might be in the areas and people involved, it was of the utmost mwortance 
from the point of view of principle. It was strange that in a country such 

. >~,s Great Britain this point should have been negelcted . . . Sympathy with 
the German claim for the colonies had so increased of late that we were 
busy clearing Germany's colonial character from the criticisms of Ver
sailles ... 8 The restitution of the former colonial possessions to Germany· 
would not be in the interests of the subjects races. It was impossible to 
compare the thirty years of German occupation with the twenty years of 
British rule which had followed . . • British administration in Tanganyika, 
as in Togoland and the Cameroons, was the result of centuries of experience 
in the government of native peoples . . . Even under the most ideal con
ditions of transfer could any other Power be expected to carry on a system 
such as this ? . • . Probably one of the greatest factors for softening the 
hard grip of Europe upon native and primitive peoples had been Christianity .. 
Another most potent check was that of free institutions, the greatest amount 
of publicity, parliamentary discussion, Royal Commissions and all the rest 
of the British apparatus of public enquiry and reform. In both cases the 
speaker left th~ audience to draw the antithesis in _the case of Germany. 
Thirdly, Great Britain had learned how easy it was to e>qiect too much of· 

. Mrica, to over-exploit, to over-produce. German scientists would be quite 
capable of dealing with techuical matters such as soil erosion, but what 
about that more dangerous erosion, that of native society crumbling under 
the pressure of the twentieth-century European industrial exploitation ? .•• 
Dr. Goebbcls had said that if the British did not produce very much at present 
in those colonies Germany would show us how to produce more • . • Great 
Britain was committed to • • . [the Mandatory system] not only by her 
promises under the Covenant but by her own institutions . . . Germany 
had rejected the Mandates system in advance. Hitler had ridiculed our 
" weak conception" of teaching subject peoples how to do without us. 
Let us for once face the fact that we were going to do evil that good might 
come and at best reduce the evil to the smallest possible proportions. 141 

Lord ARNOLD said that he was glad that the moral issue had been 
mentioned • • • [1\fiss Perham] had indulged in such an assumption of moral 
rectitude and almost omnipotence on the part of the British that it had made 

•0. below. p. t 1.81 note a. 
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him gasp. She did not seem to be aware of the fact that there were critics, 
even in Great Britain, of British government of native races. Sir Edward 
Grigg had said that the claim that Germany was not lit to govern colonial 
territory bad never been justified and should be removed ~ . . A Lecturer 
of Manchester University bad said that . . .. Teutonic rule in East Africa 
bad been at least as enlightened as French rule in Equatorial Mrica, as 
Belgian rule in the Congo area, as British government in the East African 
Protectorate now known as Kenya, and as the government in any of the 
Portuguese colonies ruled from Lisbon. Then there was for Great Britain 
the question of the colour bar in South Mrica, the confiscation of the political 
rights of the Cape natives during the last two or three years, the forced labour 
which was still a part of British policy in certain Mclean ·territories, and also 
the loss of the best territory in Kenya by the natives so that the white settlers 
should be supplied with the best land. The British assumption of moral recti
tude must be intolerable to Germany •.• ,.. • 

• In order to balance Lotd Arnold's catalogue of the lnisc:leeds of British colonial 
administmtion, it may be permissible to nil a gap in Miss Perham's argument by reproducing 
hete a French writct's tecapitulation of the ~ brutality with which Pmssim methods were 
applied by the German colooial administration' (87<). AB in his case, 'this disaoet and 
catefu.l reminder of unpleasant facts - which gave rise to just condemnation. even in 
Germany- is not inspim::l by any evil desire to revive old quarrels which, on the contrary, 
one would like to foQ!Ct. It is the impudence of a:rtsio German polemical writcn, such 
as the violent General von Epp, whose sword is still stained with the blood of the Herreros, 
which has made necessary this :reminder of historical events whiCh are not very glorious • 
(ibid.) : 

' The bsstiosdo was an official institution and aa long aa no barm to the health of the 
victim was involved, there was no provision against the a:ezcise of the right of punishment 
of the blacks. For the lightest crimes : imprisonment; for repeated theft : the peoalty of 
death by haoging. When to this uoheatd-of severity there is added a complete ignorance 
of the customs and traditions of the natives and a barbarous exploitation of individuals in 
the plantations aod industrial undertakings, the real reason for the perpetual "'bellioos which 
took place in the former German colonies are found. If the excesses of the founder of 
East Africa Carl Peters were auch that their author had to be deprived of his duties, and 
dismissed from the service of the state, the fearful atrocities of General von Trotba at the 
time of the repression of the rebellion of the Herreros (1904-19"6) were COJ>sidered to be the 
accomplishment of a divine judgment. Tweoty·slx thousand natives were· massacted. 
Thirty thousand natives, men, women and children, were driven into the desert and there 
died of hunger. Professor Schilling baa estimated the total number of victims at 11o,ooo. 
At the same time, the revoh of the Matumhi in German East Africa, waa auppressed with 
equal savagery. The annals of the Reichstag are full of criticisms of the had treatment 
inflicted on the natives, of the system of forced labour - that modem form of alavety -
aod of the brutal methods of guvemment of military leaders like General von Liebert aod 
General Leutweio. Speeches in the debates did not come only from socialist deputies like 
Bebel, Leclebur or Noske; the voices of leaders of the ceotte like ErzbeQ!Cr were often 
heard. Perhaps worse than all this savagery was the moral iofe:riority in which the natives 
were confined : they were not allowed to receive higher education, they were forbidden to 
travel in Ewope, their evidence was refused in affairs in which whites were conc:erncd. 
That is the civilisation which the Wilhelmiao German colonisation brought to the colonial 
peoples ; that is how the Reich undeJ:Stood its mission of education and assistancz • (ibill. ; 
bssed on Evans Lewin : Gmwa RM!t m A.fri«J (London), 1918). 
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It must be admitted, perhaps, that, as the German speaker quoted 
above• suggested to the International Studies Conference in 1937, 
those who lay down the rule that it is not legitimate to transfer native 
people like cattle often reason in the abstract. Apparently forgetting 
that 'that was exactly the way in which people were transferred in 
I 9 I 9 ', their argument is politically worthless unless it is true ' that 
there has been a complete change of outlook since then and that the 
world has moved towards idealism '. b 

Nevertheless, it is difficult to conceive how any rational system of 
international relations can be constructed on the principle that territorial 
revision is the cor~;.ect cure for a psychological ailment. In any case, 
does not the demographic argument in favour of meeting claims for 
colonies break down entirely when it is held that ' to imagine that ', 
for example, ' Germans and Italians are blind to the weakness of their 
case if based merely on inability to obtain . . . room for settlement 
would ••. be to underrate their intelligence in view .of pre-war statistics 
of immigration • . . in their colonies ' ?n• 

III. THE DOCTRINE OF MANIFEST DESTINY 

A country's belief that it is suffering from actual demographic 
congestion or its apprehension of prospective overpopulation in the 
future arc not the only psychological reactions to a perception of growth 
in numbers expressing itself in expansionist aspirations and policies 
and in demands for changes in the status fJIID. There may be a causal 
relation between the numerical growth of a society and its progress 
and between the decline of a population and its deterioration."' It is, 
perhaps, a view of this kind- that ' depopulation means decadence '"'
which accounts for ' the nationalist thesis of the essential and trans
cendent superiority over all foreign peoples . . . [according to which] 
increase of population is a sign of health, [while] stagnation or decrease 
marks degeneration ••• ; as the future belongs to the healthy, morally 
and physically, it is the duty of other peoples to make room for ... 
(them] . • • Obviously, reasoning of this kind has little chance of being 
accepted by the nations it stigmatises as inferior because they are not 
so prolific as others',"' but the stigmatisers are not likely to heed the 
remonstrances of the stigmatised. 

• See above, p. ,o, 
• ibM .. 
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Furthermore, ' nations which are growing rapidly usually expect 
the process to continue inddinitely and tend to picture themselves as 
requiring an increasingly important place in world affairs '.11 'A people 
conscious of rapid growth thinks of itself as unusually vigorous, and 
believes that it is destined, if not to inherit the earth, at least to inherit 
the territory of its less dynamic neighbours. Colonies confer pres
tige • . . and countries with growing populations desire that their 
increasing wealth and importance should be recognised in this fashion '." 
For example, ' during the period preceding that in which Germany 
became industrialised, the population of the country was growing 
slowly; nevertheless, there were signs of overpopulation, for there 
was congestion in the rural areas and heavy emigration. But of 
expansionist sentiment there was no trace. As industrialisation became 
more rapid the rate of population growth increased; signs of congestion 
vanished, and Germany became a country of immigration. Expan
sionist sentiment, however, made its appearance and became very 
prominent;• it would be possible to give numerous quotations from 
German authors in the earlier years of the century who were demanding 
outlets for Germany's growing millions and who implied, if they did 
not say, that Germany was overpopulated • ... 

That German expansionist sentiment has been no less pronounced 
since the war, and particularly since the rise tp power of national 
socialism is a matter of common knowledge and recent illustration, 
but one or two quotations may serve to indicate how an expanding 
population will lead a country to aspire to territorial expansion, not s~ 
much as a supposititious solution to a P.toblem of population p~essure 
at home, but rather as the natural right of a people endowed with 
superabundant energies : 

It is an impossible thought for . ~rmans that some day, generations 
hence, there may be a new kind of Africa iii which •.• a million white immi
grants have transformed everything, without the German people having 
made their moral and material contribution ••. b 

• By 1883,' the dream of a Colonial Empire had taken deep hold oo the Getman imagin
ation ... : we MII.JI have real colonies. whexe Getman emigraa:cs can settle and spread the 
national ideals of the Fatherland... To the question. u W'Ju ••stl.,, the ready answer is 
:• a healthy and powerful State like Germany, with its 6o,ooo,ooo inhabitants, must expancl, 
at cannot stand still, it must have territories to which its ove.dlowing population am emigrate 
'Without giving up its nationality, • (149). 

'KOIIIis~Jn Zlilllll& June 17, 1937. quoted in 141. 
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[One of the measures by which Getmany could be] restored to her old 
position as a payer of international obligations ... would be to place at the 
disposal of the "people without space " new areas in which this energetic 
race could settle colonies and carry out great works of peace.'" • 

Views of this kind find support in a "biological" theory of the 
evolution of nations which enquires whether' the countries of Northern, 
Central and Western Europe [will] throw their doors open in due time 
to the immigration of the less senescent'> populations which surround 
them, and thus share in their demographic evolution', or whether 
' the disparity in the pressure of population [will] go on increasing until 
it gives rise to a new and yet more tremendous cyclone which will 
drive the peoples of Eastern and Southern Europe into countries where 
the pressure of population is less intense '. "' If this theory is to be 
taken seriously, the peoples of western and northern Europe may be 
entitled to retort that ' a nation's lack of demographic foresight must 
not be described as a divine mission' and that 'it does not confer upon 
it the right to multiply and to invade the whole earth'·'" But a theory' 
which seems to find in zoology an analogy for the conduct of human 
societies is not one, perhaps, which need unduly abash those against 
whom it is directed. Even if it were true, for example, that Germany 
is overpopulated, ' it cannot be admitted that Germany should make a 
virtue of her faults ' for, although one may understand, as a French 
writer has suggested, ' that she should envy the equilibrium which 
France has been able to achieve for herself during the nineteenth cenrury 
and which brought her so much criticism and sarcasm (country of 
petil.r bo~~rgeoi.r, country of only sons, a shrunken country, condemned to 
death by a falling birth-rate) ' yet France, 'pay.r de Ia mt.rlif"l • •• , will 
never admit that she should be charged with a fault which, from a purely 
objective point of view, may rather be considered as a merit'·"' 

•' From the context of the proposal, it would appeor that in speaking of "new 
areas",.~. [its author] bad in mind certain pans of Soviet Russia' (.J4B). 

• According to a protagonist of this theory, 'it sec:ms as if the birth-rate diminishes, 
lint under the inlluence of ex~mal circumstances outweighing the volitiooal fon:es. Theo 
• pbysiologial factor oppean. from which it may be supposed that the facility with which 
considerations leading to the limitatioo of birth are odop~ is only one manifestatioo of 
the weakening of genetic instincts. which, in irs turn, produces a weakening of the repro-
ducth"C capacity' (:U:l). 
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IV. THE PROSPECT OF DEPOPULATION 

If an expanding population giving rise to a belief in the presence 
of conditions of overpopulation or to a fear of future overpopulation, 
on the one hand, or to a sense of natural superiority, on the other hand, 
is at the root of certain demands for changes in the stal'll.r fjiiQ, it is no 
less certain that the prospect of contracting population giving rise to 
a fear of ultimate depopulation is an equally powerful motive for the 
development of expansionist policies. For example, 'between x88o 
and 1900 France pursued a more deliberate and more vigorous 
expansionist policy than had been followed by any other country in 
the last hundred years. In West Africa, the Nile Valley, and the Far 
East, she sought colonies, and successive French ministries continued 
to encourage the making of claims by explorers and officials on behalf 
of France . . . French policy may be traced primarily to the desire 
for rehabilitation after the Franco-German w:u;. But the population 
situation was not without its influence. The French were acutely • aware of the fact that, while the population of Germany was increasing 
rapidly, the population of France was almost stationary, and on this 
account, were rendered more anxious than they would otherwise have 
been to enhance their position in the world'. Similarly, ' since the 
war, and especially in recent years, opinion in Germany has become 
seriously perturbed about the prospec:J: of a decline in the population 
of the country, and the German government is now taking energetic 
measures to avert the decline by stimulating the birth-rate. • Though' 
Germans fear depopulation and not ovc;rpopulation, they arc! again 
making expansionist claims and are demanding colonies; the presept 
position of Germany is similar to that of France sixty years ago ','• 
though with this difference that tlie German government, if it invokes 
the bogy of encirclement, canriot plausibly do so on the grounds that 
Germany is being enclosed in mounting walls of more rapidly expanding 
populations. 

These illustrations serve to show that' in the majority of European 
countries, the demographic problem may be compared . . . with the 
head of Janus. It presents one aspect if the concept of overpopulation 
is regarded not as something chimerical - in spite of the absence of 
any sound theoretical basis - but as a real eventuality that can and 
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should be reckoned with. It presents quite a different aspect if the 
ideal aimed at is a population as large as possible - with quality on a 
par with quantity - and not ever increasing prosperity (even at the 
cost of a limitation of development and of births), the former apparently 
ensuring, in the long run, a better position in the international com
petition. From the point of view of prosperity, there is a temptation 
to regard the situation as dangerous when, notwithstanding a falling 
birth rate, the population or the density of population increases fairly 
rapidly - especially the population of working age ... On the other 
hand, the second view of the question implies the conclusion, inspired 
by the idea of the right to life and regeneration and therefore by a 
conception more national than human, that anxiety should be felt rather 
about a declining birth rate and the ever more unfavourable character 
of the net trend of the population movement '. 127 

' Without going fully into the economic and social implications of 
a considerable fall in population, it is obvious that such an event may 
create serious problems '. 2£3 Indeed, in Great Britain, for example, 
'the long-run budgetary outlook opened out by the fall in the birth
rate is extremely formidable, comprising a huge and undiminished 
national debt, a diminishing national income, and mounting charges for 
Old Age Pensions '. 294 

In the first place, since a declining population means an ageing 
population, a society which is contracting will suffer from a ' high 
degree of invalidity and the burden of state health insurance will be 
greater. So, too, will be the relative cost of old age benefit. On the 
other hand, this large section of aged and therefore unemployed people 
will have to be supported by a relatively much smaller proportion of 
able-bodied persons' ;2£3 and' it makes no fundamental difference whether 
these elderly dependents are maintained by wage-earning relatives, by 
the State, or by investment incomes of their own. In any case, their 
maintenance will be a charge on the productive resources of the rest of 
the country '. 29 ' As a result, ' proportionately, the amount of taxation 
per head will rise, while the ability to bear it will fall '. '"' The following 
illustration of' a series of problems which should be studied with regard 
to the financial consequences of the present population trend ' may be 
quoted : 

To what extent v.ill the decrease in the proportion of children increase 

the adults' capacity to pay taxes ? To what extent will it reduce public expenses 

(for schools, welfare institutions, etc.)? To what extent will the increase in 
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the proportion of old people .unable to earn a living increase public expenses 
(for old-age pensions, etc.) ? To what extent will additional public expenses 
be caused by the fact that with the decrease of fertility old people unable 
to earn a living will, in fewer cases than in the past, have cbildren to support 
them ? To what extent will the changes in the demand for various goods 
(fewer " cradles ", more " coffins ") affect tax receipts ? To what extent 
will the reduction of house building activity and the slackening of specul
ation in urban real estate affect tax receipts ? To what extent will the capacity 
to meet obligations contracted in the past be affected (civil and military 
pensions, long-term loans)? To what extent has the present population 
trend to be taken into account when issuing new long-term loans and fixing 
the terms of amortization ?•10 

Secondly, 'the position of industry is likely to be more difficult. 
In the last century, the industrial system recovered fairly easily from the 
depressions through which it passed, and one of the major factors in 
this ease of recovery was, undoubtedly, the growth of population 
An increase in the numbers of people meant an increase in the demand 
for the products of industry, and with it the slump period of the trade 
cycle was shortened '.'" For 'every individual is a consumer as well 
as a possible producer. If there were only half as many people 
in ', for example, ' Great Britain as there actuallY. are, the demand for 
bread, for clothes, for boots, and shoes, for cinemas and the like" would 
only be about half what it is; so that although there would be fewer 
people needing jobs there might be proportionately fewer jobs to go 
round '.1" ' 

Thirdly, ' we, too, as consumers, ·may find our standard.' of life' 
lowered remarkably. The. commodities we buy to-day are cheap, 
largely because they are made by ~pass-production methods, and such 
methods are profitable to producers only because large numbers of 
people demand the goods they make. · If our numbers fall, and with 
them, the extent of the market, the whole costs structure of industry 
maybe changed radically, because it may no longer pay to manufacture 
goods in such quantities. This in turn may lead to the abandonment 
of the more efficient large-scale methods of production, with the result 
that the prices of most goods will rise '."' 

• Some branches of the chocolate and confectionery trade which catct' especially for 
the young people in England are complaining that they are • beginning to fed the eJJcu:a 
of the diminishing birth rate' (U7). 
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Fourthly, although ' there is . ; . no more widespread impression 
than that a decline in numbers will diminish unemployment ... , this ... 
·is an illusion' and 'it is a fallacy to suppose that a decline in numbers 
will make the unemployment problem easier •.... On the contrary, 
it has been argued that ' if one set out to increase unemployment in a 
given country for the next fifteen years, one could find no more efficient 
means than birth-restriction on a very large scale '. '" • This would be 
so because ' every individual is a consumer for many years, some fourteen 
at least, before he enters the labour market. A reduction in the number 
of babies born, say, this year could not possibly make any difference to 
the number of people seeking work until many years later. In the 
meantime it might possibly reduce to some extent the demands for goods 
and services. From a common-sense standpoint, therefore, the most 
reasonable assumption would seem to be that a fall in the birth-rate 
would make unemployment worse for a considerable period, whatever 
might be its subsequent influence '·"' 

But, ' in order to form a useful idea of the effect which a decline 
in numbers is likely to have on unemployment ••. , the different rypes 
of unemployment and the causes that give rise to them ' must be 
considered. ' It is a mistake to suppose that unemployment is due to 
a chronic and general insufficiency in the deman4 either for goods and 

· • The argument is as follows : ' Let us assume ... that no child would be bom ... 
during the next fifteen yea<S. What would be the effect upon the labour market ? Certaialy 
not a single man would find work more easily. . . As a matter of fact the number of pctsons 
looking for a job would increase in the next fifteen years as in the past, because there would 
be mote boys and girls teSChing the bresd-winniog age than meo aod womeo leaving their 
jobl on account of old ~ death, etc. The number of job~hunters might incteaSC even 
more than before. because many young women who, if they had children, would not work 
miglit be looking for work if they had no childten. What is still worse. the number of 
people thrown out of employment would increase at a terrific speed. The industries 
catering for the needs of the youngest child ten would be the first to be ruined. They would 
be followed by those supplying the wants of the older childten, and so on. Teachers would 
lose employment. and ao forth. It may seem at first sight u if the lack of childten could 
not possibly teduoc the national income and that. if the total purchasing power remained the 
ume. industry u 1 whole would not be worse of. But with the increasing number of 
unemployed, wages and salaries would neocssarily drop so that the national income aod the 
demand for goods would dccn:ase after all. Conditions might change again wheo, in 
fifteen fea1S from now, labour would become IIOlrQ: because there would not be any young 
people to 611 the positions theo becoming vacant by teaon of disability or old age ••• 
Or ••• le• us usume ••. that ncx1 year the population of .•. ]a country] decreases by 10 per 
cent . . . The heaviest items of public upc:nsc - debt...servic:ct defence., etc. - would 
not be lightened at all and would thctefote involve a heavier JHr "'~'it. burden. One-o:nth 
of the dwellings now oa:upied would become vacant. aod teal estate would fall in value. 
The building trades aod all industries producing building material would be paralysed. 
Other trades supplying the bate DCClCSSities of life would sutTer likewise. While un
cmploymeo• doubtless would dcaasc: in certain trades it would inacase in others' (Jlf). 
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services or for labour. We all make work for one another. The more 
we produce the more we are able to consume. There is no fundamental 
reason, therefore, why the demand for goods and services should 
not be strong enough to provide employment for everyone, if labour 
itself were perfectly adaptable, however many people there were to 
be employed. In practice, moreover, in the periods of active trade 
which alternate with periods of depression, demand is usually strong 
enough in the aggregate for this purpose . . . It is not, therefore, to 
a chronic insufficiency of demand that unemployment is to be attributed, 
but rather to ~hange.r in demand together with change in productive 
method. The changes in demand that may give rise to unemployment 
are of many different kinds. In some industries the demand for labour 
varies from season to season, and in a few, such as the docks, from week 
to .week, and even from day to day. As a result, a considerable 
number ofworkpeople are temporarily unemployed . . . This, however, 
is of no great consequence. A far more serious matter is that the 
demand for labour is apt to shift its direction more or less permanendy. 
Some industries may decline while others grow. If this happens, 
it is clearly necessary, if unemployment is to be avoided, that work
people should move from the declining to the expanding industries. 
But this may prove a slow and painful process. Many of the work
people who lose their jobs in the declining industries will be elderly and 
rather unadaptable men or women who cannot easily be absorbed 
in unfamiliar employments. Thus a· surplus of unemployed labour 
may remain attached to the industries where employment has declined,, 
even though there may be an unsatisfied demand for labour in other 
industries . . . Unemployment of this character is sometimes called 
" structural " unemployment. It repre:;ents the heart of the Uri
employment problem in periods· of active trade. The other really. 
serious type of unemployment is, of cour-se, that which results from the 
periodic occurrence of general trade depteSsions. The course of trade 
is never that of a steady continuous expansion. It moves in rhythmical 
series of phases, known as the " trade cycle " from depression to boom 
and from boom to depression. These fluctuations give rise to heavy 
unemployment from time fo time which it is. convenient to call 
" cyclical " unemployment '. "' 

• The way in which the change in population trends will affect 
unemployment is likely to tum mainly,· therefore, on the influence it 
exerts on these two important types of unemployment, structural 
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unemployment and cyclical unemployment. There is reason to fear 
that it will tend to increase unemployment under both these headings. 
The fundamental reason is the same in both cases : an obstinate condition 
of redundant productive capacity in an important group of industries 
is far more likely to develop when numbers are stationary or declining 
than when they are growing rapidly. But though the reason can be 
expressed in a single sentence, it needs a somewhat lengthy argument to 
make its meaning plain ' : 

When numbers are growing rapidly there is a strong and fairly steady 
increase in the demand for almost every commodity . . . To meet this 
increasing demand, the supply of the various commodities must be correspond
ingly increased. The labour required for this purpose is, of course, readily 
available, as a consequence of the growth of numbers. But goods are 
not produced by means of labour alone, but by labour in co-operation 
with capital equipment and with natural resources. Accordingly a condition 
of rapidly growing numbers gives rise to a need for a constant expansion 
of capital equipment and natural resouces in almost every branch of pro
duction. Additional factories are required in the great majority of industries, 
additional land is required for the production of the foodstuffs and raw 
materials that are needed in increasing quantities; and additional means 
of communication and transportation are required to carry the additional 

,goods to the consumers. In short, when numbers increase rapidly, there is 
need for a steady enlargement of protlll&tivt ~~panty in almost every part 
of the economic system . . . When,however, numbers cease to ·grow, the 
need for a steady increase of productive 'C:lpacity is neither so great nor 
so general. There may still, it is true, be some increase in the demand 
for n\ost goods and services and a large increase in the demand for some. 
For as the standard of living rises, each individual will be able to consume 
more. But the increase in consumption that results from an increase in 
the purchasing-power of the individual is likely to be very unevenly spread 
over the various objects of consumption. If the population grows by, 
say, five per cent in a few years, it is fairly safe to assume that the demand for 
each particular type of commodity , . . will also increase by at least five 
per cent. But if the population remains stationary, while the purchasing
power of each individual increases by five per cent, no such assumption 
can be made in a country with a fairly high standard of living. It is far 
more likely that the demand for some commodities, particularly for basic 
necessities .•. , will increase very little if at all, while there will be a big 
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-increase in the demand for goods and services of ,_ semi-luxury character 
and for novelties. Accordingly if numbers are stationary, while technical 
-improvement is proceeding rapidly, there may be no need at all for an 
enlargement of productive capacity in many branches of production. On 
-the contrary, it is easy in such circumstances for serious problems of redundant 
-capacity to arise. It is easy, that is to say, to reach a condition in which 
.the capacity available for producing various important commodities is much 
greater than is required to meet the demand or such expansion of demand 
as can reasonably be expected in an early future. 

The greater likelihood of a prolonged condition of redundant capacity 
in particular branches of industry . . . entails two consequences which are 
-directly relevant to our present argument. First, structural unemployment 
is likely to be increased. When numbers are growing rapidly, there is such 
.a big increase in the total demand for goods and services, that there is seldom 
-either an absolute decline in the demand for any particnlar commodity or 
even an absolute decline in the demand for labour in any particnlar 
industry . . . In these circumstances there . . . [is] no need to move actual 
workpeople from one industry to another in accordance with changes in 
the direction of the demand for labour. All that . . . [is] necessary ... 
{is] that the new recruits to industry should go mainly into the more rapidly 
expanding occupations. When, however, the working population becomes 
virtually stationary, and the demand for labour continues to shift its direction, 
an absolute decline in the numbers employed in certain industries is inevit
able. Then it becomes far more likely that many work:People in those 
industries will lose their jobs and will remain permanendy unemployecj. 
unless they are sulliciendy adaptable to be. able to make good in unfamiliar. 
occupations. 

Secondly, it is probable that the same conditions will make trade more 
unstable and general depressions more severe . . . Hitherto, in effecting ••.. 
[the] tum round from depression to recovery, the strong normal increase 
in the demand for goods and services arising from growing numbers has 
played an important part. When numbers are stationary or declining it 
seems probable that a longer time may elapse, after the bottom point of a 
depression has been reached, before the need for fresh capital expenditure 
on a considerable scale asserts itself. It is true that it is only necessary that 
this need should display itself in a few important directions to set the wheels 
of recovery in motion; and sooner or later, this is likely to happen even 
when numbers are declining. But it seems reasonable to suppose that the 
interval before this need is felt will be longer when the expansive inlluence 
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·of growing numbers is removed. Thus, an increase in the obstinacy of 
trade depressions is a likely consequence of the change in population trends; 
and this will entail an increase of cyclical unemployment."' 

Thus ' it is an illusion to suppose that the existence of unemploy
ment is a sign either that a country is overpopulated, or that its numbers 
are growing too fast '. "' 

' There are other and perhaps more important 'consequences ... 
[of declining numbers]. The severe world agricultural crisis of recent 
years and the strong movement towards economic nationalism are 
largely attributable-..• to the slowing-down that has already occurred 
in the growth of Western populations ' : 

The rapid growth of numbers in countries like Great Britain in the 
'nineteenth century was the chief impulse behind the astonishing develop
ment of international trade which was characteristic of the period. It was 
really the mainspring of the old Free Trade tradition. For, as numbers 
increased, the demand for food increased correspondingly; and this increase 
in demand was greater than could be met by the ordinary progress of tech
nical improvement in agriculture. For food, as for other coll)lllodities, 
there was need accordingly for a constant eulargement of productive capaciry ... 
How . . . were the food requirements of the rapidly increasing populations 
to be supplied ? By using less fertile lands, or by cultivating more intensively ? 
Either method would be costly; either method would encounter the Law 
of Diminishing Returns . . . The solution was found in the· expansion 
of international trade . • • by developing the virgin agricultural resources 
of new continents. To make this possible, large sums of European capital 
had 'to be in vested in the building of tailways in the Unired States, in South 
America, in the British Dominions; and the investment or" capital went 
hand in hand with a migration of labour ... 

With the slowing-down in the growth of Wesrern populations, the 
whole perspective of international economic relations has been transformed. 
The growth in the demand for the more essential foodstuffs is peculiarly 
dependent on the growth of numbers, since after a moderare standard of 
living has been reached most people do not greatly increase their consump
tion of food as they become better off. A position has now been reached 
accordingly when the annual increase in the demand for many important 
agricultural commodities is perhaps less than can be taken care of by the 
ordinary progress of agricultural improvement. Thus, the need which was 
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so marked in the nineteenth century for a constant expansion of the world 
areas of agricultural production has largely disappeared; and the new, and 
as it would have seemed to thinkers of a hundred years ago, the astonishing 
phenomenon of redundant productive capacity in many important branches 
of agricultural production has made its appearance ...... 

But - again in countries like Great Britain - ' there are wide~: 
and more general consequences to be noted' : 

It was no accident . . . that the Victorian Age, when numbers were 
growing very rapidly, should have been the heyday of the philosophy of 
laiss~:fairt... For ... there was then a constant need for an expansion 
of productive capacity throughout the economic system; and expansion 
is most easily secured when the freest scope is given to the initiative and 
enterprise of adventurous individuals. But when problems of surplus 
capacity arise frequently, unrestricted competition does not work so well ••• 
and the need is felt for methods of organization which will permit the deli
berate adjustment of supply to the demand ••• "' 

It follows that • an increasing degree of State intervention and 
control will be required to deal with the ~~t problems of economic 
adjustment which are consequential on the change in population 
trends'·"' · 

'Similarly, thrift was a quality prized as a high social virtue in the 
Victorian Age • • • Large sums of capital were required to build new 
factories at home and to develop the communications of agricultural 
communities overseas; and to supply tliis capital it was essential that · 
the public should save on a substantial scale. In future, it may well 
be that • . • capital requirements 'l'ill. represent a smaller proportion of 
the national income than they did formerly . • • If " over-saving •• 
becomes a serious problem, it will be largely due to the change in 
population trends '. ,,. · · 

* * * 
Thus declining and expanding populations alike give rise to 

economic maladjustments. • In the case of contracting numbers, 

• c A slower rate of population growth. while mising various economic diflicu.ltiea ... .. 
none the less facilitates a larger and mOre rapid improvement in the standud of living .. .. 
From the standpoint of the individual family, a teduction in the number nf dependent 
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however, the economic difficulties which accompany the movement 
do not provide an explanation for the expansionist sentiments manifested 
by countries with declining populations, for, although they are 
objectively ascertainable facts, yet they are of a kind which cannot be 
readily perceived. Unlike the fear of overpopulation generated by 
visibly rising numbers and of the econoinic implications of overpopu
lation, therefore, a contracting population is not, in relation to policies 
of expansion, a subjective, psychological question. Thus it may seem, 
at first sight, to be an unaccountable psychological paradox that the 
prospect, whether real or fancied, of a contracting population should 
generate the same sentiments of expansion as does the consciousness 
of expanding numbers. But the explanation becomes quite simple 
if it is admitted that, wherever demographic movements come within 
the sphere of action of the state, governmental attempts to bring them 
under control are animated by political rather than by economic 
considerations. In one case, for example, ' it is not an exaggeration 
to say that· since the rise to power of Italian Fascism, population 
encouragement and expansionist aims have been deliberately woven 

child= means that a given family income goes further than it did... From the social 
standpoint, productive resources hitherto devoted to other ends are made available for 
raising the standard of living. When numben ""'growing mpid!y an appreciable part of 
the productive tesOw:t:eS of the community bas to be devoted to equipping the growing 
numbers with the capital equipment they require . . . When numbers cease to grow this 
oeed disappean • • . This potential gain to the standard of living is. of coune, a consider
ation of the first importance; an advantage which is well worth the price of having to wrestle 
with new problems of economic adjustment. There is,. indeed, little doubt that a slowly 
growing or a stationary population is. on balance. more f:avowable than a rapidly growing 
population to the economic welfare of society. From the economic standpoint,. therefore.. 
we have reason to wdcome the fall of the birth-rate down to the point at which it is compatible 
with a stationary population. • • But .•• (wbe~e] the birtb-mte bas fallen fat below this 
point . :. the decline will serve ... to aggravate the problems of economic adjustment •.. 
On the other band it will contribute virtually nothing. beyond what is given by a stationary 
population. to the potential improvement in the sWldard of living. Ona: tbe position of 
a stationary population has been n:ac:bed, Utd the age-composition of the community is 
adjusted to this pos.ition. no productive resoun:c:s are required to supply growing numbers 
with necessary capital equipment, and no further economy is, therefore, to be obtained 
from this soun::e. It is true that there will be fewer people to shan:: the existing stock of 
capital goods, but in ptactiao there will be little advantage in tbat and sueb advantage as 
then: may be will almost oertain.ly be outweighed by the g~e&tet costliness of ptoductioa, 
which will result in many blllDebes of industry from the consequential contesction in the 
aize of the market . . • The other advantage to the standard of living ~e~ultiog from the 
fall in the birth-rate, rwnely, that a given family income goes further when tbete ..., fewer 
child= to suppon. is likely to prove ephemeral ••• [in countries wbete) the proportion of 
persoosofworkingageaodintheprimeoflifeis ••• abnotmally high •.• Thus the broad 
conclusion as to the economic consequences of the fall in the birtb·nce is wbat commoo. 
sense would lead us to expect. Down to a oe!eain point, the fall ia to be wek:omed; the 
advantages preponderate over the disadvantages. But the further it p~ the sligbtet 
bec.Jme the advantages, the mo<e oerious the disadvantages ••• ' (U•J. 
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together to form one of the main strands of governmental action'."' 
Indeed, ' we know that philosophical and national viewpoints (prestige, 
military power, cultural supremacy, tradition, political systems) and 
other imponderables, in the last resort, have hitherto generally decided 
the attitudes of governments and of peoples in specific demographic 
situations and in connection with specific demographic changes (war 
and conquest, migrations, international trade, industrialisation, intensive 
agriculture, total autarky, etc.) '·"' 

It must also be borne in mind that, ' so long as . . . numbers are 
still on the increase ' even in those countries where the rate of increase 
is declining, the general public will tend to 'refuse to admit that there 
is any cause for worry '.a It is only ' when the population has begun 
to fall and when the rate of decline gets steeper every year ' that this 
popular view will begin to fade. Meanwhile, however, an enlightened 
government, aware of the prospect of a declining population, will 
not,_ like the man-in-the-street, ' think it ridiculous to bother about 
what may happen a generation hence '·''" 

While it may be true that ' it is to avert ... [the] kind of danger 
[implied in the economic and social consequences of contracting 
numbers] that . . . [certain] European countries . . . have for some time 
been attempting to check the fall in their birth-rates','" b it is clear 
that this danger alone does not suffice to explain why, in some of these 
countries, an apprehension of declining numbers should have given 
rise to expansionist sentiments, partii:ularly if it is true that ' in none 
of the countries . . . [in question] does the Government really undeJ;~ 
stand why there is this continuous fall in the birth-rate, or exactly how. 
the fall is making itself felt '. '" A:le · there, then, ' other and less 
justifiable reasons which have influenced a number of European 
countries and caused them to make- attempts to check the present tren~ 
of population decline ' ?"• 

Before passing on to the next sectian of this chapter, in which this 
question will be examined, it is important to note that, while an appre
hension of depopulation may give rise, as in the case of a fear of over
population, to expansionist sentiments, expansionism is not the only 
psychological reaction to the fears engendered by the prospect of 

• Cf., e. g., Mr. Neville Chambetlain's admission, when Chancellor of the Exchequer., 
that he looked ' upon the continual diminution of the birth-rate in ... [G11:8.t Britain] with 
considerable apprehension' (86) with his declaration, when Prime Minister, that he did not 
think the time had come to make an enquiry into the queation of family allowancea (.,s). 

b See below, p. rso, note a. 
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declining numbers. ' Deep in all of us is an instinctive feeling that the 
most fundamental duty of society is to reproduce itself, that not to do 
so is a betrayal of life'·"' 

Now there can be no doubt that certain nations have been more 
deeply impressed than others by the dangers to the future of the race 
which are implicit in the present trend of population movements, and 
that it is largely this keener awareness of the petils with which they 
are confronted that has prompted them to embark upon demographic 
policies designed to arrest and, if possible, to reverse, the tendency. 
To the extent that such policies are not dictated by expansionist motives~ 
they would have n~ bearing - save that of a further nail in the coffin 
of the concept of overpopulation• - on the question of claims for
changes in the stat11s quo were it not for the circumstance that it is 
precisely in two of the " dissatisfied " countries - Germany and 
"taly - that the fear of depopulation is most acute and that a policy 
,f encouraging a rise in the birth-rate has been most sedulously fostered. 
['his circumstance is sometimes seized upon as a ground for resisting 
1aims for relief from population pressure. 

Yet, even in cases where claims for relief are put forward by 
:ountries which have adopted a positive policy of stimulating a rise in 
he birth-rate, such an attitude may be difficult to defend in the long 
un. While it cannot be denied that the claim of an overpopulated 
:ountry ' is obviously weakened ' if its gover-nment hinders ' the 
pread of birth-control ' and attempts ' to arrest the fall in fertility •.. ,. 
here is perhaps something to be said for the... policy of attempting 
o stimulate the birth-rate which does not appear at first sight •.. 
There is] reason to believe that, once the voluntary small family habit 
1as gllined a foothold, the size of family is likely, of not certain, in time 
o become so small that the reproduction rate will fall below replace
nent rate, and that, when this has happened, the restoration of a replace
nent rate proves to be an exceedingly difficult and obstinate problem '.MI> 

• a. 1 u : - ' It is true - and this proves the fngility of the o-ulation argu
nmt - that there is sometimes a contradiction between tbe official statements regarding 
•veJpOpulation and the no less ollicial cn~ts given to the production of moR: 
hildR:D, man being both capitsl and a force •. 

• ' It would appear that this has not escaped the obocrfttion of Signor Mussolini. 
'Mycooviction '",he is reported to have said,"" isthatcveniftbelaws[i.e.ltalian population 
lleaSUla) ~ shown to be of no avail, it is necessary to try them just as all sorts of medicines 
.rc: tried when. and more espcclally when, the case is a desperate one . . . But I think that 
1ur population measurw:s, negative and positive. may prevent or retard the dc:cline. provided 
be oocial organism to which they aft: applied is still capable of R:action '"( u). 
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From the point of view of internal policy, the demographic policy 
·of countries complaining of congestion appeli!S, at first sight, as curious
ly paradoxical as it seemed to be from ~e point of view of their external 
relations; but the following explanation"• of the springs of policy in 
one of these countries may serve to clarify this further obscurity in a 
psychological position of great complexity : 

. . . In England, thus far, relatively little attention seems to have been 
paid to the problem of declining popUlation in Europe, which is de
monstrably threatening most seriously the Germanic races . . . The English 
discussion of the population movement in Germany as a revision problem 
shows that the attempt is made to explain this complex of facts in terms 
.of concepts and theories which were constructed to account for such cases 
as Japanese overpopulation with its concomitant danger of expansion or 
the menacing, unrestricted growth of the negroes in South Mrica. 

Quite · clilferent is the German attitude toward the problem of population 
decline and overpopulation. The German peop~e, under tJ:te yoke . of the 
dictated peace of Versailles, bas experienced a special connection between 
the problems of population decline• and of " nation without space " and 
" nation without work ". The German people reacted to the policy of V er
sailles which destroys and cripples the nation - the hunger blockade, the 
narrowing of German living space, the robbery of German national pro
perty, etc.- at first by an appalling tendency for b.irthS to be limited and even 
to decline and then through the national socialist policy of facilitating and 
increasing births. For us Germans, the increase in births is a reaction to, 
and a means of combating, the danger of national extinction and, at the samt · 
time, an inward renewal of the national will to live. To the unconscionable' 
Versailles doctrine of " ao million Germans too many ", German science .l;w 
replied by research and teaching on the danger of national extinction which 
is menacing the old civilised natio~ • ~f Europe and on the closely related . 
problem of the decline of the white race's world supremacy. 
. . . The need of the German people for wider living and working space 
arose immediately after the Dihatm of 1918-1919, which reduced German 
living and working space; it was accentuated, among other things by the 
expulsion and elimination of Germans from a number of countries, causing 
a mass return to the overcrowded homeland. b The German people rightly 

•' In Berlin. for example, the birth rate fell to less than 10 per thousand • (146). 
• Of 'German population retumed from the districts taken from Gennany, the most 

imponant movement ... (was] that of approz:imately 6oo,ooo Germans from Pom.orze and 
Posnania under pressuJ:e from Poland .• , Mte: the Russian Revolution and the end of the 
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felt this hardship to be an injustice infiicted upon them. As long as the 
German people were powerless and weary and had a weak government, 
they met the situation by limiting births, though without abandoning their 
claim to revision. With Germany's returning strength and her repudiation 
of national extinction, does the moral basis of her need totally or corres
pondingly vanish ? 

It is nevertheless undeniable that countries with still rising popu
lations do ddiberatdy set out from expansionist motives to foster the 
movement. This is a third demographic consideration which plays 
a part in the formation of expansionist policy and which must 'therefore 
be analysed in the context of claims for changes in the sfa/IIS quo. 

V. THE BATTLE FOR NUMBERS : THE HOME FRONT 

It wo)lld seem that, while ' the reasons which impd nations to 
seek changes in the statiiS quo are . . • complex ' and while ' govern
ments are of course concerned with improving the peace-time economic 
condition of their people ', yet ' there ·are other ends which . • • are 
sddoni publicly announced but which are almost universally regarded 
as more important than that of a high standard of living .•. in peace 
time • • • The first of these ends is power . . . There is a constant and 
vigorous struggle . . • to achieve some relative power advantage ... 
Power in this sense means the ability of a nation to make its will prevail 
over other nations which have conflicting interests • • • Power, which 
is in fact only a means to enable a state to attain its objectives, becomes 
itself a major objective of policy. Nations claim things as necessary 
to their vital interests which in fact are necessary only to build up their 
power to impose their will upon others. Thus it comes about that the 

War many Germans and penoos of German origin n:tumed to Germany from the Baltic 
provinces; many of the prisoners of war held in Russia. estimated at too,ooo, were repatriated 
to Germany; the German armies io the Ukmioe n:tumed •. In additioo,' Ostjudeo, of whom 
there wen:: estimated to be 4S.ooo in Gennan.y in 191~ were increased in number by the 
'o,ooo brought in during the War, and by the migtation of a further 70.000 aftu 1918, of 
whom about 47,000 were repatriated or emigrated to otber countries. leaving approximately 
n.ooo Ostjuden resident in Gcnnany out of those who entered dutiog and after the War'. 
Germany also became • the maio conoentllltion and dispersion point for Russian rcfugoes ••• 
[who! included •.. latge numben from the German colonies of the Volga. Crimea, Caucasua 
and Ultraine and other penoos of German descatt (o-tris-;,t) . . . By •9•f the 
Gcnnan I!Ovemment estimated that the number of Russian n:fugees io im territory was 
so.ooo. (Jf7). 

11 
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things which nations value most highly, and for which they are most 
readily apt to go to wai, are the things which bear upon their power 
to make war '. A large population is one of these things; a large 
tertitory is another. Hence nations with expanding populations will 
seek to increase their sense of relative power by adding territory to 
population; while nations with contracting populations will seek, 
by extending their tertitorial possessions, to offset any diminution in 
their relative power which fewer numbers may bring about. ' For 
power is relative. The strength of one nation can only be measured in 
terms of the relative weakness of competing nations . . . Hence 
foreign policy becomes directed towards the acquisition of things 
which enhance state power, and the people attach emotional values to 
these things quite apart from their effect upon the peace-time standards 
of living of the country. '11 

' Everyone is familiar with the paradox that nations which complain 
the loudest of population pressure are often the ones which work hard
est to increase the size of their populations. ... While 'it is obvious 
that the various countries which are making efforts to stimulate the 
growth of their populations are impelled largely by such motives as 
the fear of being overshadowed in numbers by other nations, and the 
desire to maintain a supply of active man-power for industrial and 
military" purposes, ,,.. the object in view may ·be . " offensive " as well 
as " defensive ". If it is offensive in the sense that ' the overpopulation 
has been voluntarily brought about . ·• . with the ultimate aim of an 
imperialist wai ', then ' it is quite clear that it would be simple-minded-, 
ness to try to find . . . remedies for it '. ,,. But it would appear 
rather that countries displaying ' a tend~cy to hurry the pro~ss [of 
rising numbers] by increasing the rate of growth of the population· ' 
are actuated by the belief, on the qne hand, ' that other nations will 
be impressed not only with the needs bu~ especially with the man-power· 
of the nation seeking expansion '" and, on the other hand, that they 
will be enabled either to carry out, or sU:bsequently to justify, a policy 
of terti to rial expansion. Thus it has been suggested that in Italy, for 
example, ' the anxiety to justify an imperialist policy ..• is an addition-

• CE. 368 : - ' [One of the arguments in favour of an increase in population], but the 
one naturally most distasteful to politicians, is that larger annies can be raised from a larger 
population. But is capacity for defence a mere function of numerical sttength ? It would 
seem that it is becoming less and less so. Mere numbers cannot resist mechanical strength 
and mechanical strength depends on the wealth of a country rather than its population '. 
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al factor ' in that country's policy of stimulating the birth-rate.•• Some 
evidence Ui support of this suggestion may be found, perhaps, in the 
following excerpt from a speech which Signor Mussolini is reported 
to have delivered in 1927: 

For five years we have continued to assert that the population of Italy 
was like a river overflowing its banks. That is not true. The Italian nation 
is not growing but diminishing in size . . . To count for something in the 
world, Italy must have a population of at least 6o millions when she reaches 
the threshold of the second half of this century . . . It is a fact that the fate 
of nations is bound \IP with their demographic power . . . Let us be frank 
with ourselves : what are 40 million Italians compared with 90 million 
Germans and zoo million Slavs ? Let us look at our western neighbours : 
what are 40 million Italians compared with the 40 millions of France and the 
90 millions in her colonies, or with the 46 millions of England and the 
4! o million inhabitants of her colonial possessions ?•" 

In the same vein is the following utterance by Dr. Goel:ibels : 

We have reversed the phrase of a French statesman.• In our opinion 
there are not too many, but too few Germans in the world. If Germany 
wishes to fulfil her great national and international tAsks, she cannot do it 
with power, living-space and technical means alone. She needs hands. 

·That is why the new regime encourages large families . • . Only peoples 
which increase in numbers are young and only young peoples will maintain 
themselves in the world .... 

How determined have been the efforts made in two of the " dis
satisfied " countries - Germany and Italy - to raise their birth-rates 
will be apparent from the following outline of the essential features of 
the measures taken with this end in view.b 

Italy has ' tried to discourage celibacy and childlessness and to 
encourage the raising of large families, by taxing bachelors and married 
couples with no or few children; by granting tax reductions and exemp
tions to State employees with at least 7 children and to. other workers 

• The reference is to Clemenccau's exclamation that theft: ue ~twenty million Gea:oans 
too many •. 

• A detailed aeeount of the tneaSW<S taken in Germany ond in Italy (u well as in Belgium 
ond Fnnoe) is given in lfl. See also u, chap. XVI (' Attempm to lWse the Birtb-ma: '), 
IDd "'· PP• 89-91· 
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and employees with at least IO children; a by granting birth premiums 
and family allowances; by giving preference to married men and women 
with relatively large families in the allocation of places in the central 
and local Government services, b and in private enterprise, and also 
in the allocation of cheap houses and flats; and by providing a wide 
range of services for the protection of mothers and children: ' 11' Italy 
has ' introduced also severe laws against birth-control propaganda and 
deliberate abortion, ' 11100 and she has ' impeded the :flow of labour from 
the country to the towns and initiated a movement in the reverse di
rection. '"' Recently, a decree designed to enforce the doctrine that 
a woman's place is in the home has drastically restricted the employment 
of women, both in Government service and in private enterprise. •• 
A newly-created institute for the improvement of the race is to deal, 
inter alia, with the best means of maintaining and increasing the birth
rate. 1' 0 

Germany has, ' in many respects, followep the example of Italy 
and, in addition, encouraged marriage and provided more employment 
for men by granting a loan when the woman to be married had been 
employed for at least nine months in the previous two years. ' 1111 d 

• The facetious have also observed that ' the Duc::e tewatds the mother for every sixth 
cbild by aending ber his portrait' (894). 

'On September 1, 1938, the Italiao Council of Miaistcts approved a decree ed.ic:tiog 
that ' there shall be no bachelors in tbe senior mnks of tbe public services. The decree lays 
down tbe grade in each group of the tbree groups Of public servants beyoud which bachelors 
may not advance. It also gives tbe age at which bachelor officials must marry if they WliDt 
to receive promotion- 30 in the case of executive posts, 26 in the other categories' (280). • 

0 ' The law of 1926 ••• punishes conttaceptive propagsnda by one year's impriaonment, 
and women who resort to abortion by four years• impd.sonment ' ( J91). 

• ' Tbe loans bad at lint a twofold object : not only to inCI<aSe the birth-tate but. to 
reduce unemplo~ent among meo by withdrawing women from industry. Consequently 
tbey wete gmnted only in cases in which the= bride had been a wage-eamer for at least oine 
months in the previous two yean, or if doing housework at home was to be ~eplaoed by a · 
domestic aervant; but since tbete is new [October 1938]a shortage of labour this condition 
has been relaxed. Tbe loaos, which are 6oanced from revenue taisecl by incomc-tu, and 
vary in amount up to a maximum of 1,000 marks, ~ given in the form of tokens that may 
be eschanged for household requisites. No interest is charged, but tbeloan must be repaid 
at the rate of 1 per cent a month, and one-quarter of the original sum lent is caacdled at the 
birth of each child. Up to the end of 1937 loans Wete gmnted to 900,000 married couples, 
and the total amount lent was 6oo,ooo.ooo m. Othet' measures were adopted. In 193 s 
lump-own gmnts from State funds were made psysble on tbe birth of a child in a needy 
family witb not fewer tban four childreo; and in 19J6 family allowaoces Wete instituted for 
persons insured under tbe social insurance system witb annual incomes not esceed.ing 
t,zoo m. The allowances, which ate Bnanced from insurance funds, were at first at the mte 
of 16m. monthly payable in respect of the liftb and each subsequent child under 16. In 
1937 similar allowances, from State funds, wete made psysble for non-insured persons 
with annual incomes not exceeding l,too m. In April. 1938, the allowance system was 
considersbly estended; the income limits wete nised, and for insured persons tbe monthly 
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Another measure has been a modification of the law of inheritance in 
favour of large families; and many towns have adopted ·a system of 
sponsorship of third and subsequent children . .,. An 'important feature 
of the German population policy is the movement to. check the 
" Bight from the land " • • • Special measures have been adopted to 
counteract the tendency to increasing urbanization. The marriage loans 
are gtanted on specially favourable terms to persons engaged in agricul
ture or forestry; under certain conditions such persons may receive 
the loan almost as a gift; and special facilities are made available for 
rural housing and the provision of small agricultural holdings, excep
tional inducements-being offered to persons with large families. ' "' • 

In view of these policies, if a ' more or less artificially overstrained 
increase is adduced as proof of an overpopulation that imposes on other 
nation~ the duty of surrendering their independence ..• or part of their 
territory ', and if it can be shown that, in any particular instance, a 

rate of 16 m. 'f&S made payable in I<S;>cct of thUd aod fuurth children, the mte fur the fifth 
and each subscqucot child being raised to 20 m. Herr Reinhardt, Staatssclm:tir in the 
Ministry of Finance, oo whose initiative the loons scheme was introduced, estimates that 
the total cspcodcd in 19'8 oo marriage loans, allowanoes, aod lump-oum gmots will be 
Jzo.ooo.ooo m. Further atensions arc contemplated, (!81). 

In September 19!7.ltaly also inatituted a marriagc-IOUlS system, wbcrtby loons of ooc 
to th= thouaand lire ""' gmoted ' to coooumgc marriag.:s and the fuuoding of &milies 
and a reba"' of 1o% of the loan is made oo the birth of each son • (J.,). 

• Further developments in the BYS"'tu of loana aod gmots for the agricultural populatioo 
wcao dcc=d in the summer of 19'8 with the object of raising working cooditiooa in the 

· • C>OUOtry to the level of those ruling in the cities. The following aplanatioos were given by 
the Scc:mary of State in the Finance Ministry : - • The Germao fuod position was such 
that it was of the highest importance that men and women who " grew up in agriculture or 
fo=t work abould remain in it". As JegOlds the marriage loons ••• agricultural workcra 
would have amortisation payments ranittal on application provided that the husba.od or 
wife had bcco employed cootiouously in agtic:u1t1= or fu=try fur at i<ast five ycora. The 
whole. debt would be 6nally ICilirted if ooc of the parties stllycd 10 yean oo the land after 
the debt was cootract<d. In the c:aac of marriagca c:ootract<d after June 'o this ycat the 
partica could claim, bc&idcs the marriage loan, a loan fur cquipmcot. This, uolike the 
marriage loan, which is paid in coupooa valid ooly fur furniture aod houscholcl goods. 
would be paid in cash. Tbe moocy could be used not only fur aetting up a houachold, hut 
fur the purchase of tools, machines, cattle, ao allotmcot, aod so oo. H both the man aod the 
wife had bcco to years cootiouously oo the land the loan would amount to Boom.; wbcJe 
ooly one of the parties fullillcd this cooditioo it would be 400 m. The loan would beat oo 
inte~at and did not nocd to be aopaid at all if the rccipicot stllycd long coough oo the 
land. At the cod of 10 years the State would reduce the debt by soo m., aod tbcaoaf1er it 
would be reduced at the rate of 100 m. a ycat uotil catinguishod. Tbco came the gmots fur 
equipment, which would atOOUOt to 400 m. or aoo m., according to wbctbcr both mao aod 
wife, or ooly ooe of them, had bcco 6ve years oo the land. Tbcrt was oo meons tat. 
Tbe grants....., there fur all who had worked the p=ctibcd periods in agriculture, fu=try. 
or u agricultural craftsmco aod inaoodcd to contioue in tbcsc occupations. At the eod 
of every further 6ve yean oo the land the wor1tcra could claim additional aubsidies ••• 
The equipment loan aod gmots did oot afficct the aubsidies fur children. which avenged 
approzimatdy 5 so m. fur needy &milies • • • [Housing c:ooditioos being a difficulty in the 
edOn to keep people oo the land), land aod fu""' o........, may write elf fur IUatioo purpoaea 
the whole coat of lahourcrs' conagcs, built in the years 19r7-1~1 • (171). 
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' rapid increase is not really the cause of the craving for expansion, 
but that, on the contrary, that increase has been recendy, wilfully and 
artificially, created as a means to enforce, if necessaty by war, claims 
which originated in considerations of national prestige ', then ' the 
question may well be asked whether the responsibility for the demo
graphic policy ... should be borne by foreigners who had no influence 
whatever in the shaping of that policy '.m For ' an artificial inflation 
of the population going beyond. . . [the] goal. . . [of maintaining] 
at least ... , by a natural reaction [against depopulation] • . . their 
present numbers ... , would lead to a general demographic armament 

race more violent and costly than ever, and which, coming in addition 
to material armaments, would produce nervous overstrain and thJJs 
lead to a new disaster '. "' • 

* * * 
• ' Since the population policies of Geanany and Itlily have attmcted much atteotion 

it is sometimes thought that action of this kind is especially associau:d with authoritarian 
regimes ' ( 84). The ' direct measurea and intmsive campaigns (to stimulate a rise in the 
birth-mte] such as'""' to be found in Getmaoy ond Itlily at the P""""'t time an: not, (howevet], 
the only ways of attscking the &lling birth-mte' (BU) ond 'th= am two other countries 
with population policies, Fmna: snd Belgium, ond they ue demoeracies. Swedish opinion 
is also profoundly disturbed by the tteDd of fetrility; messutea am under diseussioo, ond 
the adoption of a definite poliey is only a matter of time • (81). In Belgium and Francz, 
however, ' the basic mcaswe in the present populadon campaign ... -the family allowance 
- was not originally introduced for the purpose of raising the birth-rate. It was undoubt
edly desigoed to ease the burden of the married msn who was bringing up a family, but it 
did not aim at offering any real inducement to raise chilchen, and although the allowance~ 
bave undergone a outober of modificatioos in tbe last fifteen years, none of these modl
licatioos was for the specilic purpose of stimulating births' (su). Moreovet, while 'the 
messurea applied may ••. bave p1evenu:d ao even steeper dcclint from tsking place •• •I 
they offer no dependable solution because any possil>le effects bave, up to the pzq~ent, been 
imperceptible • (ibUI.). (Cf., however, U'l, where it is suggested that in France 'certain 
private initiatives have shown that the allowona:s multiply large families. I cannot forget', 
adds its author, • the hainhesser"s assistant who said to me : " I have been tcfused a premium 
of live hundu:d fmnc:a for my second child; I sball not bave a third; they can go ond whistle 
for it'"), · ~ . 

It may be added that ' auch in~ means as family allowances • ue in use, in one form 
or another, in the public services or the private undertskings not only of Getmaoy ond Itlily 
and of Fraoee and Belgiuto, ' wh01e they .,., most 6rmly esblblished ', but also of Australia, 
Austria, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Denmark. Esthonia, GieRt Britoin, Hungary, Jugoslavia, 
Latvia, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Spain. Sweden, Switzerland ond 
U. ·S. A.' (s•a) 

Poland is one of the countries having family allowance achemes in private under
tlilsings : ' family allowances ue given either through collective agteemeot clauses or 
under rules issued by the msnagement (in the case of State monopolies); allowances are 
given in coal ond other mining (collective agreements of November 1929 for Upper Silraia, 
and June 1919 for Dombrowa and Cracow Fields), certain other industries, and various 
public utilities and banks; the allowona:s .,., paid at the employers' eapeose' (s .. ). On 
the other hsnd, ' the allowances formerly gronu:d to government ofliciala and public 
Set!""IS with large families w= entirely abolished ••• a few yeaiS ago ' - a measUie 
which a Polish speaker submitu:d to the lnterostional Studies Coofeteoc:c as a proof ' that 
Poland pursues no demogmphic policy calculau:d to increase the birth-rate' (B01). 
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' To what extent ', enquired the International Studies Conference's 
General Rapporteur in the opening phase of its study of " peaceful 
change ", ' should the demographic policy of states be taken into account 
in judging the legitimacy of their needs ! ?co There could be no doubt 
about the answer. ' It is scarcely likely that ... claims for expansion 
will be heard with much sympathy so long as the ... [governments in 
question appear] to be engaged in a campaign to increase the diffi
culties which ... [they ask] that other nations should assist to solve'·" 
' The claim for room for surplus population is vitiated ', it was asserted, 
' if special measures are adopted by the State to increase it, e. g., rewards 
for large families, bonuses for weddings, etc. '." a ' We cannot expect 
a country which is complaining of overpopulation - without ever 
having defined what it means by that term - necessarily to have the 
right to send its people abroad, if at the same time it is straining every 
effort to raise the birth rate and increase its rate of population growth; 
demanding outlets for its surplus population while at the same time 
straining every effort (usually unsuccessfully, it is true)b to increase 
its population '.'14 To the extent, then 'that population pressure is 
related to power considerations, it seems to be beyond the range of 
procedures of peaceful change. Nations cannot be expected to agree 
voluntarily to a change in the Jfaltls quo which enhances the claimant 
nation~ s power and influence in world affairs at the expense of others ... 
All proposals for changes in the staill.f quo, regardless of the grounds on 

• This declantion ·(by Lord Lugard) provoked the following n:joinder from a Gemw1 
writer : - 'From the individualistic standpoint, a people's will to live. the pamlysation 
of life. the weariness of a people or its atinction, appear metdy as subjects of statistical 
mcuu.rem.ent. From the standpoint of the people as a whole, its will to live. ita weak
ness or its growth in strength. are the genuine n:alities of human life. From the individualistic 
standpoint, the national regenerative process, as it is effected by National Socialism in 
Germany. or, in another way, by Fascism in Italy, is a fact that cannot be grasped. The 
Lugud doctrine, for instance, that overpopulation loses its meaning and its moral impli
cation. when, u in National..socialist Germany, it issues, mltr tdi11, from State measures 
intended to promote an increase in the birth rate, is based on the questionable assumption 
that the increased birth rate in the Third Reich is due to governmental measures which 
on: alien to the people. To this it need only be n:plied that, among the subconscious 
pn:misca of the appan:ndy pwely sociological Lugard doctrioe, is the assumption that 
in Nation.d·Socislist Gennany then: is a separation between people and state, such as uista 
in the autocratic state; yet this is an erroneous political hypothesis or, at any rate, a biassed 
in~rpretation of the ldations between people and State • (UO). 

This argument, whether apposite or not as a n:futation of Lord Lugard'o stau:ment, 
is not, of coune. an answer to the objections against claims arising out of apansiooist 
sentiments dclibentely fostered by a policy of incn:asing the bi.rtb-raa:; on tbe other band, 
it will be noted with ina:=t in the context of tbe analysis givm above (pp. 141-141) aE 
the ina:ntal motives which hove prompted that policy. 

'CI. below, pp. ljZ"t!J. 
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which they are based, are bound to be assessed first and foremost in 
terms of their effect upon the power relationships of the nations con
cerned. Any proposed change which would noticeably alter the 
existing power ratio to the disadvantage of any state is fairly oertain 
to be resisted tenaciously, regardless of the justice of the claim or of 
its bearing upon the general welfare of the community. This point 
cannot be emphasised too strongly . . . No nation will willingly agree 
to a change which will impair its ability to defend its position in a clash 
with other states . . . Of course nations practically never seek changes 
in the .rfafu.r q~«~ openly for the purpose of increasing their war potential 
at the expense of other states. Such claims are always advanced on 
some more palatable ground. But whatever the real objective may be, 
the possible effect of the change on power relationships will be closely 
scrutinised, and if the effect is perceptible it will be stoutly resisted. 
This is merely to say that so long as the notion of self-help persists, 
the aim of maintaining the power position of the nation is paramount 
to all other considerations. Questions of abstract justice or of internal 
needs, or. demands for equality and independence cannot be expected 
to prevail over considerations of national power and security ' ... 

There is, however, yet another aspect of state action designed to 
promote, for expansionist reasons, a rise in the birth-rate which must be 
taken into account in the consideration of the legitimacy of claims 
for relief from population pressure. The view that, in cases of this 
kind, a claim may be vitiated seems to assume that the demographic 
policies in question are bound to be successful. But it would appear , 
from such evidence of the results of these. policies as is already nailable 
that this assumption rests on a very inseciue foundation. It has been 
suggested that the ,measures taken, for example, in Italy, 'since the 
advent of the Fascist regime' and in·Germany 'since that of the Hitler. 
regime ... have a positive influence on the birth rate ','" yet an analysis 
of the results which may be ascertained so far has been held to show, 
on the contrary, that ' the utmost that can be claimed for these measures 
is that, if they had not been taken, the Italian birth-rate would have 
fallen still more rapidly' than it has and that 'what has so far happened 
may not ultimately in the least affect the trend of population in 
Germany '" • where, although the birth-rate has been raised, ' it remains 

• These conclusions are partly based (sec 84) upon the description and anslysis ol 
the attempts to raise the birth-rare in Germany in ss&. The following passages will show 
the conclusions reached in this and in other studies : 

' The rise in the GlriiNIII birth-rate, if maintained, is suflicieo.t eventually to xplace 
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to be seen whether this has been achieved by raising fertility or merely 
by stimulating the appearance of a large number of first-hom children 
in a short period of time '.• 

the present population by one no smaller in size, though containing a smaller proportion 
of potentially fertile women. But this rise may have been due largely to the special cir
cumstances following the economic depression of 1930 and 1932., and i£ that is actually 
the case, there is little hope of continuing the 1934 level of births. And, in fact, there 
are already indications that the high rate of 1934 was only temporary • • • So 1"1pid a 
regression does not augur well for the future of the German population • • . [In the case 
of Iloly]. there seem to he no obvious signs of success in encouraging matriages • • • Nor 
does the effect upon the birth-rate appear more noteworthy. • • Comparing the situation 
in 1933, after more than seven years of campaigning against the decline in marriages. and 
births, with that in 1921,· it is not easy to find any visible results' (BU). 

'(Jia[y's] efforts to increase the number of births were a complete failure. When 
this policy was inaugurated in 192.6, the yearly births numbered :r ,095.ooo. They have 
been below a million in every year since 1931 . . • It is impossible to tell whether •. ~ 
[G""'•'!J'l will succeed in the long run. The. results in the first three years are doubtful. 
The increase in the number of births was mainly due to an increase of first and second 
births. If it is true~ as is claimed officially. that abortions have diminished conspicuously. 
the total nuumbc:r of births should have increased much more than it actually has. unless 
the use of other means of birth-control has e.paoded' (810). 

• The birtli and reproduction rates for Gtrm"'!Y already display the effects of the new 
population policy • . • All the same. the vital statistician F. Burgd6rfer states that they arc 
not sufficient to maintain the present population, since the relatively high birth rate is 
due only to a temporary favourable otate of tbe age-distribution and not to a true heslthy 
reproduction rate of the Germao people' (81). 

'The Gm~~an efforts ••. since 19'3 are too reunt to permit of any conclusions bearing 
upon the birth·rate over a longer period' (17o). , . 

'The measures taken by the R.litb govemment, as from 1953, may pethaps have brought 
about a notable and striking incresse in the birth rate, but they have at no time succeeded 
.in eliminating the ddicit in reproduction; and now (March 1937) the curve once again 
sbows a downward trend' (118). 

• It is to be noted that so far the efforts [made in Gmwt»{J to increase the size of the 
population] ••• do not seem to be meeting with success. Thus ••• Germaoy .•• (shows] 
a dcelining birth rate ' ( 66). 

'In Italy ••• strenuous efforts were made [from 192.6 onwards] to check the down ... 
ward trend of the birth-rate, which bad fallen from 38.o per 1,00<1 in 188t-Bs to •7·7 in 1926. 
Nevenhcless, the fall steadily continued, and in 1936 the birth-rate was 2.2..2. per t,ooo , •• 
In GerMany • •• the annual number of births per 1,000 population fell from 34·3 in 1!)01-S 
to t4.7 in 1933 ••. ; (by 1937 it bad risen again to 18.8]. Germany bas so far achieved 
considerable suc:cess in her efforts to prevent the onset of depopulation. although the annual 
number of births is still 10 per cent below tbe number required for replacement' (•81). 

It is of interest to note that. according to u, the birth and reproduction rates for 
GU'N1a~1 in 1934 • were above those of the majority of the other sections of the German 
people • in Europe. The birth- and reproduction-rate figwes were, respectively, as 
follows : Germany. 18.o and 7.1; Austria, t)·S and o.S; Czechoslovakia, 14.9 and z.1; 
Hungary, 17-1 and 4.0; Rumania, u.9 and 5·!; Carpatho-Ruthcni&o districts of Czecho
slovakia, u.t and 14.1, 

• • The family allowaoa: system cannot hliVe played liD importsot part, for it was not 
lnstiruted uoti11936 and not extended to noo-insured persons unti11937 • • • If the marriage 
loons scheme, which io by far the most importsot of the special measures, were the main 
cause of tbe rise in the birth-nte, it would have taken effect chiefly by increasing the number 
of lint births. But the statistics show that there bas been • Jarse incn:a&e in second, third, 
and fourth births, and even an increase in the fertility of marriages of over 10 years' 
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' That the Italian and German Governments themselves consider 
their population policies as inadequate is proved by the fact that they 
have recently announced emphatically the necessity of taking new 
measures. The most radical feature in the new Italian progr3.mme is 
the suppression of communes and provinces which show a particularly 
low fertility. The most radical feature in the German prograrillne is 
the promotion of illegitimate fertility. Whether these measures will 
have a numerically important effect it is impossible to foretell '. 0 ' 

Moreover, even those who claim .to detect an improvement in 
the movement of population seem to ascribe this result to moral causes 
rather than to the technical action of governments. A German 
authority'" :finds the main factors accounting for the increase in the 
number of marriages and births in Germany since 1932 • partly in the 
general social and economic policy of the National-Socialists, which 
has brought about an enormous reductiop. in unemployment and 
created a new sense of social security, but chiefly in the new outlook 
on life taken by the German people since_ the Revolution of 1933 '.'" 
Here, for example, is his analysis of the rise in the marriage-rate in 
Germany since the second quarter of 1934 at the International Popu
lation Conference held in Berlin in August 193' : 

This change is no doubt partly due to the various kinds of State action 
to encourage population growth. In particular, the granting of marriage 
loans has stimulated the marriage- and. birth-rates. Sh:ty per cent of the 
increase in births comes from marriages which were concluded with the help 
of loans. But these external measures are not the sole reason for the change.· 
The decisive factor is the new outlook brought about by the National Soci:<iist 
revolution, the fundamental transformation of the political and moral (gti
sligm) atmosphere, the improvement in the economic situation, clearly shown 
in the fall of unemployment from over six millions to one and three-quarter 

d=tion • . • A n=nt book, ( sas) ••• gives a masterly analysis of the statistical posi
tion ·•• (It] shoW11 (i) that in the three years 19H·'6 thete were 900,000 more legitimate 
births in Germany than thete would bsve beeo if the number of msrtiagc:s in 19' • and the 
specific fertility rates in 1913 bad remained constant, and (ii) that ,oo,ooo of these additiooal 
births were due to an inc..rease in the number of married. couples and the mn•ining 
6oo,ooo to the increased fertility of married couplc:s. (It) ••• shoW11 also that the additiooal 
muriages cannot all, or even foJ: the most part, be attributed to the marriage loans; since 
I9JI the number of marriages has increased in other countries. Great Britain. for eumple. 
tho';'lrh not to the same extent as in Germany. And (it) ••• points out that even if all the 
addiuonal marriages, with their 3oo,ooo additional births, were attributed to the loans, 
tbete would remain 6oo,oooadditional births that muat be attributed to other facton'(UI). 
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million; in short, the return of confidence on the part of the people in the 
political and economic government of the nation."' a 

' On the whole . . . [Germany] relies much less on State action 
than Italy, and rightly expects a striking change in the trend of fertility 
rather from the spread of new ideals and a spontaneous desire of married 
couples to have, numer9us children'·"' It is, however, 'impossible to 
subject all ... [the] statements [in the above passage] to an exact scrutiny ' 
for ' there is no means of estimating the effect of a changed political 
system upon the willingness of German men and women to marry 
and have children •.111 It is sound sense, however, that ' compulsion 
is no use. You cannot bribe or terrorize men and women into regulating 
their most intimate and private lives in a manner contrary to their 
wishes and to their sense of private duty. If people are to have more 
children, they must want more children. The State can only remove 
the obstacles to the satisfaction of that want '.111 

It wolild seem, therefore, that ' the view that the chief factor in 
the evolution of the birth-rate •.• [is] probably of a moral order '1" 

is not one that can be lightly set aside. The moral considerations which 
may play a role in this question are of two kinds : ' on the one hand, 
responsibility before God, and on the other responsibility to society '"' : 

With regard to the first of these factors, it has been statistically proved 
time and again that invariably more children are born to families whose 
religious faith calls upon them to multiply and which, moreover, condemns 
birth control ... 

A similar influence can be exerted by a sense of responsibility towards 
society. Illustrations of the part this sense of responsibility can play are 
afforded by certain societies which, at a given period in history, realised that 
a declining hirth rate was a political and national disaster and that a nation 
which wished to maintain its position must above all have a large number of 
citizens at its command. In order that such a conviction may exercise a 
real influence, the society must naturally be particularly well disciplined ..• 

• 'Note that u against ••• [theae] contentions, German foreign trade has doclined 
coaalderably and the"' is a milked shortage of certain kind& of foodstulfs, while the teduetion 
in the WICillployment 6gute ia at leut partly due to the .......re..,.,.., of unemploy<d women 
to labour amps • • • All the officials [COIID<Ct'ed with the applicatioo of the various National
Socialist meuwa for eocoungins population growth) admit explicitly that the iDaeue 
in ~ and births ainee •9H and '9!4 wu due. in a luge meuwe, to specially fa. 
Yourablc cin:umstaDc:a' (IU). 
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Japan is the most striking example in this respect . . . - the most typical 
example of the influence that can be exerted on the increase of population 
(which is very often regarded as a natural phenomenon that develops auto
matically) by a conscious desire to maintain a position of importance. The 
totalitarian States of Europe have not, so far, furnished an example of such 
discipline on the part of their nationals. Nevertheless, it is in this sense 
of responsibility towards society that we can lind one of the causes of the 
fairly strong upward trend in the development of the Italian population. 
It is this same sense of responsibility which explains the entirely unexpected 
rise in the number of births in Germany after the Hiderian revolution."' 

' On the basis of phenomena of this kind, the theory has been put 
forward that moral considerations constitute the primary factor from 
the point of view of the increase or decrease in the number of births. 
The birth rate should fall in a weak and morally decadent nation, whose 
citizens are concerned only with their own well-being. In those 
nations where, on the contrary, the people have the destiny of the 
State and the future prosperity of the country at heart, the birth rate 
must inevitably rise and nothing will check it. All considerations, 
both of economics and of biology, would thus play but an essentially 
secondary part. The decisive factors would always be moral health 
and the sense of responsibility of the citizens"·'" 

' During the past few years, this theory has been expounded chidly 
by German savants and publicists'·'" They ascribe 'the decline in 
the birth-rate ... not to any loss of the physiological capacity to produce, 
offspring but to the voluntary limitation pf offspring. The pop.~tion 
question is line Willm.rfrau. The decline in the birth-rate, it is held, 
is a symptom of a disease of the will, the decay of faith, the denial 'of 
life. [One of them]a ... holds that .it is a question not of economic. 
but of spiritual values, and that what G!:rmany has done to check the 
decline in the birth-rate holds out a . ,message of hope to other 
countries _,. u1 

'Hitherto throughout the whole history of the human race replace
ment has been automatic; indeed the danger has usually been in the 
direction of excessive reproduction. Replacement is no longer 
automatic, but of this fact there is no understanding. The most 
essential thing at. the present time is to implant in the members of a 
modern community a firm grasp of the fact that they are responsible 

• Dr. Burgd6rfer. 
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for its future in the sense that, if they do not replace themselves, the 
community will be extinguished . . . Replacement is a social duty, 
a fact which at present is entirely unfami1iar to people at large ... 
In many western communities the average size of family is now such 
that the duty is" not being performed . . • Upon attitude to marriage 
depends the end to which it is directed. No institution has been so 
degraded and vulgarized as marriage; it would almost seem as though 
all the artifices known to a sensational press and to a commercialized 
literature have been employed to emphasise every aspect of marriage 
except the duties which it imposes and the opportunities of self 
discipline which it offers . . . It is as certain as anything can be that, 
where families are voluntary, a community, in which marriage is regarded 
as it is to-day in western civilization, will die out. For it is held up 
to be no more than a mode of self gratification. Those who are 
concerned about the small family problem should address themselves 
earnestly to a reform of the outlook upon marriage. . . This is 
fundamental.. It would be a mistake of the first magnitude to suppose 
that no more is needed than to smooth the path to parenthood by 
removing the disabilities under which parents suffer . . . The trans
formation of the whole scheme of life . . . will gradually have to be 
accomplished if the inconveniences attaching to p:u:enthood are to be 
removed . . . Nothing less than a social revolution is necessary ' ... 

* * * 
Thus the argument that a claim for relief from demographic 

press;,re is vitiated if the congested country is pursuing a positive 
policy of population expansion derives rather from an automatic reaction 
of moral indignation than from any cogent relationship to the actual 
effects of the policy. It must be concluded, in fact, that, from this 
point of view, ' those countries which are overpopulated cannot be 
held to be blameworthy, since the present population situation is not 
the result of policies directly designed to influence the course of 
population '.,. 

This conclusion, however, does not close the debate; it remains 
to be seen whether Germany's demographic situation is so different 
from that of other countries, and particularly from that of the colonial 
Powers, who are considered in Germany to occupy a position of 
privilege in the solution of population problems, as to give substance 
to her colonial claims. Now, while it is true that, in comparison with 
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the colonial Powers of western Europe, • Gennany has by far the 
largest annual increase of population in absolute figures •, yet • it may 
be noted that in I9H she held the last place but one for the coefficient 
of annual increase. Doubtless her position has improved since then . 
from the latter point of view. But it is not certain that this improve
ment will continue. Finally her density of population enables her to 
take only fourth place. It should be noted that if other European· 
Powers such as Poland which undergo a demographic pressure greater 
than that in Gennany, are taken into consideration. then the position 
of Gennany will be modified to her disadvantage. The demographic 
difficulties of which the Reich complains are therefore not an anomaly 
from which it is the only country in Europe to suffer. The population 
of Russia increases by three million souls yearly and the population of 
Poland by one million. In these regions the situation becomes con
tinually more serious, whereas in Gennany it is at the worst sta
tionary '. ,. • ' It cannot be sufficiently emphasised that the position 
of Gennany is not exceptional and that, if it is to be used as a justification 
for changes in the distribution of colonies, it could equally well be 
employed by other peoples as a basis for claims of the same kind. And 
in fact variations in the birth-rate of the countries of western Europe 
could become a pretext for periodical revision of the colonial·situation. 
That is clearly a proposal which cannot be sustained '."• 

Furthermore, it is obvious that, before a country can legitimately 
ask other countries to make sacrifices in order to relieve it from demo
graphic congestion, ' it must, first of all, endeavour to remedy its 
position of inferiority unaided ... [that. is] by taking steps to ;increase. 
its production and to improve, by every possible means, the conditions 

• The following figwos (see 87'/) showil)g the proportion of children bom olive per 
thousand inhabitants in Germaoy and in the seveo European. colonial Powera furnish 
'conclusive information on this point • (UtS) : · 

Country 1911 1911 to 1131 J9.JS 193& 19&1 

Belgium ............. 22.4 18.9 17.6 16., 
France . .. . .. . .. .. .. . 19.0 18.4 17.3 16.3 16.2 
Gennany ............. 26.9 19.3 '!·' 14.7 1a.o 
Gm.t Britain ........ 24·• 17.9 ,,.a 14.9 1!·3 
Italy ••..•.•.•••....• 31.7 •6. 9 .,.a .,., ., .• 
Netherlands .......... 28.a &3·7 u.o .ao.8 20.7 
Po-gal . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3•·3 53·7 29.a 28.9 28.4 
Spain ••........•..•. 3o.4 • 9•4 .s.a •7.a •6.2 

' Germaoy bas retumed to the level of Belgium, France and GJeat Britain. On the 
other band, the Latin countries of the South have a fertility double that of the Gennanic 
countries and if figwos were produced for the Slav countries, it would be seen that they 
have three timea the fertility' (see 871). 
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in which its economic system functions. This is self-evident and 
there is no need to dwell further on the point '. Moreover, ' it is not 
sufficient that the standard of living of a given country should be lower" 
than that of another for it to declare that it is overpopulated as compared 
with that other country and for it to have the right to formulate demands. 
and claims on that ground; these claims could not be recognised as 
lldmissible - let us say admissible for the time being; the country in 
question can legitimately plead overpopulation only in so far as its. 
lower standard of living is not due to its obsolete technique of pro
duction, to the inherent indolence of its inhabitants, or again to the 
incompetence of the. government which it has chosen or which it, at 
least, tolerates. Whether these failings . . . can or cannot be corrected 
is of little importance; if they exist, they preclude all reference to 
overpopulation or, at any rate, the right to invoke it in support of 
claims •.111 

· VI. DEMOGRAPHIC IMPERIALISM 

The foregoing account of the ways in which Germany and Italy 
are exerting themselves to raise their birth-rates does not exhaust the 
methods desi~ed to ensure an abundant population. Side by side 
with the policy of directly stimulating natality within the national 
frontiers there has also been an organised effort to prevent the denation
alisation of nationals resident abroad by resisting the processes of 
ass.imilation, coupled, in the case ofltaly, with a reduction of emigration, 
and, quite recently, with a policy of repatriation. Attempts to put 
a check to permanent expatriation are now a part of the general struggle 
for population. Italy, in particular, has sought to devise a policy of 
emigration which shall ' tend to maintain as large a population as 
possible and energetically to prevent absorption by the countries of 
immigration '. • In his passport, the Italian emigrant finds ' instructions 
and advice reflecting this policy : " Do not fail to have your children 
educated and, if possible, to send them to an Italian schooL Let no 
Italian ever forsake the privilege and consciousness of being Italian. 
Let him make it a point of honour to use the products of his national 
industry, to keep his mother-tongue immutable and alive, to bring his 

• Dcclamtion made by the Italian Minister for Fomgn Alfain oo the occasioo of a 
request for a credit of 1,100,000 lin= • to be used foreombatio¥ the" deoatiooalisarioopolicy 
punued by c:enain Sta<a" (in this install<:<, Frana:) •. {117) 
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.children up in a spirit of patriotism, teaching them the language, the 
history and the geography of Italy " '.117 

In pursuance of this policy, the emigration of Italian agricultutal 
workers has been prohibited ' on account of its settled character and 
11:he facility of aSsimilation '. The emigration of women and of the 
families of emigrants has also been restricted ' as being thought con
.ducive to definitive settlement abroad. " Workers' families ", said 
the rapporteur for the Budget of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in I930, 
" must not leave the home-country, otherwise emigrants would no more 
think of returning to Italy than of remitting their earnings. Con
sequently, any worker proposing to stay for a while in a foreign country 
must sign a declaration undertaking that his family will not accompany 
.him or join him later " '. No better policy could be adopted to impede 
:assimilation. 'Women ... contribute very largely to the process of 
stabilisation and adaptation. not only because they make it possible to 
found a family, but also because their inclination for settling down and 
for the routine of life is more pronounced than in the case of men. 
·who are more enterprising and more restless. Women are more 
appreciative of the benefits of a more highly developed material 
civilisation; they become attached to their surroundings and have 
less desire to return to their native country '·"'' Experience has shown 
that, in France, in the United States110 and in other countries of 
immigration, ' the foreign population attains more stability as the 
·proportion of the feminine element increases ... • Countries of 
emigration are fully aware of the stabilising influence of women ~4 
girls who may help in the founding of.~~o home. These coun11ies holq 
the families as veritable hostages who· are used as a check to the 
denationalisation of the emigrant '·"" 

After the war, writes the author of a study on the problem of 
assimilation in France which was submitted to the International. 
-Studies Conference, ' the countries of ~gration turned their attention 
to making the best use of their human resources and to claiming the 
value of labour as against that of raw materials. Men should no 
longer be cast- without protection ancl without the means of obtaining 

• Cf. 119 -: - -f Migration, whether on a large scale or by infiltration, does not result 
in any pem::~anent alteration of the population map or in racial distribution if the feminine 
element is lacking or insufficient. Women constitute the element of preservation and 

. stabilisation ·which attaches a displaced people to its new country. . . Women', state the 
·French authors of these views, ' have been, par IXttUIIIGf. the force of assimilation and pre
. servation. It is the feminine contribution to the peopling of our country which undoubt-
• edly explains the composite, yet unified, social group which became ourselves •. 
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the price of their labour - upon the markets of the world " in the 
service of the wealth and power of others ". They sought to control 
their emigrants, to keep them in order and to use them politically. 
"Those countries", said Signor Mussolini in 1923, "which nature 
has endowed with raw materials have shown that they can energetically 
defend that privilege. Countries of emigration must do likewise : 
the value of the emigrant must be utilised" '·'" The Italian govern
ment has, indeed, been particularly active in the adoption of' measures 
which aim at keeping alive the loyalty of Italians abroad to Italy and at 
strengthening their attachment to Italian culture'·" The following 
aceount of the measures which it has taken in France may be quoted 
here, though it is perhaps to be noted that the intensity of the action 
pursued by Italy in that country is a function both of the great size of 
the Italian population in France - in 1931 there were 8o8,ooo Italians 
in France"' - and of the fact that Italians, like other Latin groups in 
France, are more ' easily frand.rabies '"' than certain other national 
groups : . 

Italy . . . created a number of important services to bring about this 
"valorisation" ... [to which Signor Mussolini referred]. The General 
Commissariat for Emigration and, later, the General Department of Italians 
Abroad were entrusted with the duty of keeping a· watch over emigrants 
" in every respect" by collaborating with the Secretariat of the Fascist organ
isations abroad and by seeking to make the activities of the various immigrant 
institutions and associations radiate from the Italian consulates. Emigration 
counsellors were attached to the Consuls and to the Embassy, since, to quote 
the Italian report 111, " diplomatic and consular action must not be confined 
to the function of representation, but must defend and protect emigrants in 
the" political, social and intellectual spheres". A National Credit Institute 
was formed to " stimulate thrift and collect the savings of immigrants ". 
Support and subsidies were given to cettain relief agencies, recreational, 
sports and cultural organisations which " help to maintain the national spirit 
among immigrants ". These organisations include associations of ex
service men, the Italian Workers' Relief Committee, the Associazione 
Nwonale ltaliana, the Patronato Emigranti Italiani, the Dante Alighieri 
Society, Fascist clubs, etc. The " Dopolavoro " institutions officially spon
sored by the consulates have as their object the employment of spare time 
" for patriotic ends ". Many of these associations join forces to form 
regional federations which, very often, have a very extensive radius of action, 
thereby ~bling members to move from one part of the country to another 

11 
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without losing the bertefits of their subscriptions. Every year, the delegates 
of the Federation of Italian Associations in France hold a general meeting. 
The majority of these organisations are under the supervision of consular 
and other official agencies."' 

Nor is this all. Pressure is also brought to bear upon the 
emigrant populations through the clergy, the school and the press. 
The work of Italian, Polish and other foreign priests and missionaries 
among their co-nationals in France deserves some attention for it seemed 
to threaten at one time to give rise to a quasi-competition on the part 
of the French clergy in which it was difficult to distinguish clearly 
between the religious and the national motives. Take, for example, 
the Italian work of national propaganda carried out in France through 
the Opera Bonomelli,• 'an Italian religious and social welfare 
organisation subsidised by the Government 'm : 

The missionaries of the Opera Bonomelli - Italian propaganda agents 
as much as preachers - were the collaborators or' the Italian Consuls and 
their activities were " the complement of the functions assigned to the 
Commissariat for Emigration in Rome" .118 Among the astonishing guiding 
principles observed by this organisation are to be noted : " energetic action 
to be taken to prevent the naturalisation ofltalian emigrants " and " resolutely 
to oppose the permanent emigration of Italian peasants ". This was 
tantamount to saying that the leaders of this organisation, in spite of the moral 
dangers which they realised better than anybody else, preferred the temporary 
emigration of bachelors or unaccompanied married men to permanent and 
family emigration.u• 

' It may be surprising to see missionaries ful£lling such a role under tlie 
cloak of welfare work.b In reality, for most of the countries of 

• ' The institution founded by Mgr. Bonomelli. and rec~gnised as a public welfare 
organisation waa dissolved in 1929 and n:placed by the Association of IWian Catholic 
Missionaries' (117). 

• ' At first sight, it does indeed seem strange thst the Chun:h, whose international 
c:lwacter hsa frequontly been proclaimed, should act, through the ageucy of its priests, 
as the champion of nationalist doctrines. The reason is that the Church, with so many 
centuries behind it, is wedded to old fom1ulas and to those old social groups among which 
it hsa developed and to which it hsa given its support. It accordiogly defends, and c:ombats 
the disintegration of, these groups : the family, the motherland and the nation. The priest 
in exile opposes everything likely to denationalise the emigrant and to make him forget 
his old habits and customs, his ways of thinkiog and feeling' (I 17). Similarly, 'in the 
United Stat<S, assimilation is di£6cult ouly in the case of Catholics, even, if they are Aoglo-
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emigration - Italy, Poland, Spain - these missionaries and priests 
are the most active agents of national policies regarding immigrants, 
and the Papacy has found it necessary to react" against these militant 
clerical nationalists '"' : 

Scattered over the country, in the towns, in workers' settlements or in 
rural districts, the 150 priests of the Polish Catholic Mission, the 130 to 
15 o Italian missionaries and priests, and the Spanish and even Flemish mis
sionaries are the most active elements in the ranks of national particularism •.. 
It would seem that foreign priests living outside their native country are 
afraid that their flocks will merge and disappear into the adverse national 
mass. And this fear is all the deeper since, from the religious and moral 
standpoint, they judge France severely, either because - like the Poles -

' they confuse " Francisation " with anti-clericalism, " Polonism" with 
Catholicism, or, like the Italian priests, they regard the French as being 
" Malthusian, lazy or atheistic ". The priests are, moreover, the only cultured 
elements in .the mass of immigrant workers, for whom they are, in a sense, 
the leaders and spiritual guides. This explains perhaps the sternness with 
which they defend an autonomy and a particularism which serve to maintain, 
among immigrants, the old customs and beliefs on which their authority is 
based 117• 

In France, however, the attempt made by foreign countries to 
bring influence to bear upon their emigrants appears to have broken 
down. ' The patriotism and nationalism of foreign priests was bound 
to come into conflict with French clerical opinion. The French.clergy 
realised that it was just as dangerous to set up no counterpart to the 
activ~ties of foreign priests as to abandon without leadership or religious 
guidance the immigrants who were accustomed to such support .•• 
(for] 7l% of the immigrants are not only Catholics but practising 

Su:ons or Germans. It is as Catholics, clustering around their clergy, that they ranain 
together in isolated communities. Catholicism is the defensive link against assim.i} .. 
ation • (UJ). A strong tendency to group solidarity running counter to the requirements 
of assimilation is also attributed to the foreign jews in France. a., for example. the view 
cited in JJ7 that Jewish immigrants in France,' keep their religion, their priests, their customs, 
have their own newspapers and schools and confide their savings to their own banks •. 

•' In 1919, the pontifical instructions issued to missionaries stated that they (i) must 
in no place whatsoever practise nationalism; they must pnctisc nothing but Catholicism and 
apootolic teaching and conc:em thcmseiV<S only with souls • • . (ii) Those working in the 
name of the Almighty must not in~ in secular atfain • • • (iii) God's servants, of wha .. 
ooeve: nationality they may be, must maintain amongst themselves unity of heart, thought 
and action' (In). . 
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Catholics ... who, if left to themsdves, would have been dangerously 
adrift. They did not wish to see France become a country of foreign 
missions and they sought to deprive foreign Governments of 'the 
argument justifying their intervention, namdy, the lack of organisation 
in the moral and rdigious life of immigrants. The work accomplished 
by the French Church among foreigners is remarkable '.m It ' bas set 
itself, without noise or fuss, quietly and persistently to care for the 
welfare of immigrants through numerous organisations specially 
created for the purp·ose, and has been very successful in its attempt 
to initiate them into French life '." 'Foreign clergy have been admitted, 
as far as possible, within the ranks of Church organisation in France 
and they have been gradually brought under the control, with more 
or less difficulty, of the French episcopate . • . It is to be noted, 
moreover, that, since 1930, under the .influence of Rome, foreign priests 
have conformed more readily fo purdy rdigious discipline and have 
slightly relaxed their nationalist activity. The Opera Bonomdli, 
which was too active politically, has been dissolved [as has already 
been stated]. The Italian missionaries will henceforward be directly 
under the authority of the Holy See and under the jurisdiction of the 
local bishop. The Rector of the Polish mission receives his powers 
from the Archbishop of Paris. The whole of the clergy in France bas 
been Inade to turn towards a less nationalist and more broadly hUinaD 
aim in rdigious propaganda. Understood in this light, the apostolate 
of these missionaries makes them the collaborators of the French clergy 
and can contribute to stability and adaptation, since, in the eyes of the . 
immigrant, a priest is not only a spiritual. guide, but also an ad'{iser in 
all the minor problems of life '.u• 

The countries of immigration irito France have also recognised 
the truth expressed in the view that, in the case of the United 
States, for example, the principal contri~utive force in the assimilation 
of immigrants and, in particular, the g~test assimilating .influence 
among children born in America or abroad is undoubtedly the school.'" 

The countries of emigration have tried ... to react ... against this strong 
.influence of education. . • Their efforts have been unsuccessful, since the 
opening of entirdy foreign schools is prohibited by French law. All they 
have been able to do is to organise a few independent schools (which 
are, moreover, subjected to the control of the French authorities), 
cr~es, social clubs, evening classes, continuation classes in foreign 
languages, lectures, libraries, etc. which affect a total for all nationalities 
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of only 8,ooo to xo,ooo persons. • Only the Poles have succeeded in 
obtaining from their employers the building of private schools, with 
Polish pupil-teachers who, for one half of the time-table, teach the 
language, history and geography of Poland. In 1933, there were 
qo Polish teachers giving instruction to about x8,ooo Polish chil
dren '·"' ' These pupil-teachers are . . . active national propaganda 
agents. The tendency is for them to act as agents of liaison and 
information for the Polish consulates, which keep in close ·touch with 
them, give them their instructions and compel them to return to Poland 
if their work proves to be unsatisfactory '·"' That other national 
groups in France have had less success than the Poles appears to be 
due partly to their greater dispersion but partly also to the fact that the 
parents themselves ' prefer to send their children to a French school. 
where they are more likely to acquire useful knowledge and to learn 
to fend for themselves later in France. Thus, private Italian schools, 
which, incidentally, had been opened in contravention of the law and 
which were closed by order of the authorities, found it easier to draw 
French pupils who wished to learn Italian ·than the children of 
immigrants '."' 

It is not easy to assess the propagandist value of the two hundred 
odd periodicals, reviews and newspapers in foreign languages published 
in France'" : it is almost as difficult to choose between condemnation 
of those which ' conduct veritable campaigns against " Frenchification " 
and " paper Frenchmen " ', of the Italian journal which gives the names 
of naturalised Frenchmen under the heading of "renegades ", and of· 
the pamphlet entitled T11 sei Italiano Jn;j restan Italiano 'in which France 
is represented as a thoroughly decadent country' ,u• on the one hand, 
and admiration for ' the tolerant attitude of the French '," on the other. 

Many other methods of preventing denationalisation have been 
tried out : 'holiday camps for children; repatriation to Italy of women 
about to become mothers; transfer of savings by special banks; repa
triation facilities and encouragement to return home; re-immersion in 
a Polish or Italian atmosphere; compulsory return for military service 
by bringing pressure to bear, if necessary, on the relatives at home; 
difficulties placed in the way of obtaining the necessary papers for the 

• Estimates of the foleign population of France vary bctwocn •% ond 4% milliona 
- the latb:t figure including naturalised persona. (A Paris com:spondcnt dryly infOttRS 
T.lo SJWt.~or (Mattb as, I93B) that the officers of a D<Wiy-constituted "Amicalc dca 
Maquilkun du Cinema Fran~s., bear the following parrooymic:s : Chakatouoy, Tour
jonslr.y, KkiD, Poltchcnslr.y, Arkdclian, Glcbov, Solionshikov). 
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marriage of immigrants in France . • . Italy has even endeavoured to 
use certain immigrants as national leaders and educators of the mass 
of workers in France and, in particular, to foster in that country a. spirit 
of Fascism '. Again, ' the official control exercised over the majority 
of [foreign] welfare works and associations by the countries of emigra
tion is manifested not only by grants and moral support, but also by the 
intervention of special diplomatic or consula.r agents - veritable 
workers' attaches similar to military or commercial attaches - whose 
function it is to protect, guide and group their nationals in France. 
Some of these consula.r agents, forgetting that the French authorities 
are alone competent to issue orders on French soil, have on numerous 
occasions usurped the latter's powers without causing the public 
authorities to protest with the necessa.ry vigour against such inadmissible 
activities. Countries of immigration have sometimes sent to France 
veritable missions of civil servants, politicians and economists to study 
on the spot the position and organisation of imn!igrants '. n• 

Yet ' all these political activities do not always lead to the desired 
results. They often aggravate dissension a.mong the immigrants, 
dividing them instead of drawing them together '. This is truer of 
the Italians than of· the Poles. ' Less divided politically, it is easier 
for them to live in common and to keep up na.tional traditions ... 
They club together more spontaneously, more naturally, and comprise 
a fa.r greater number of members in their own organisations than that 
secured by the superficially created Italian groups. Their influence 
is consequently much stronger and, more than any other nationality, 
they contribute to the maintenace of their particula.rism '. roland, . 
however, ' has less to gain than the neighbouring countries by seeking 
to create a minority in France. . . It would be an exaggeration "to 
discern, in Poland's action rega.rding her emigrants in France, nothing. 
but a nationalist policy. Up to a certain point, this action is justified 
and it is natural that the countries of emigration should take an interest 
in their emigrants '. Indeed, from the point of view of these countries, 
the very intensity of their action leads to the pa.radoxical result that it 
contributes to ' a diminution of the drawbacks of transplantation' 
and hence helps ' to tide over the period of adaptation '. Hence ' the 
results of the policy pursued by the countries of emigration a.re not .•. 
commensurable with the efforts made and the expenditure incurred '.n• 
But this must be due also to the exceptionally strong assimilative influence 
which France exerts over her immigrants and it is possible that the lessons 
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of French experience are not applicable to other countries of immi
gration. This question, however, stretches beyond the scope of the 
present discussion. Here it must suffice to suggest that ' rarely in 
history has an ideological principle created with such rapidity so much 
friction and so many international conflicts as the idea of the political 
unity, throughout the world, of persons of the same ethnical or racial 
origin (Volk.st11m), regardless of legal nationality (StaatsangehorigkJit) '·"' 

VII. MAL DU PAYS 

The struggle for population has only just begun. The encourage
ment of natality at home and the prevention of assimilation abroad 
are only the first two chapters of the battle for numbers. A new 
phase in the operation has recently been opened. 

In November 1938, the Italian Foreign Minister announced that 
he was creating a permanent committee for the repatriation to Italy 
or to Italian possessions of Italians living abroad. The text of the 
communique in which this decision was announced is as follows : 

As a consequence of meetings which, by order of the Duce, have been 
held at the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, under the chairmanship of Count 
Ciano, and which were attended by the Secretary of the Fascist Party, the 
Minister of Corporations, the Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, 
the Under-Secretary of State for Italian Mrica, as well as the Presidents of 
the various interested confederations and the holders of the most important 
consulateships abroad, it has been decided to constitute a Standing Committee 
for the Repatriation of Italians Abroad, the function of which shall be to 
co-ordinate and facilitate the numerous movements of Italians who have 
expressed their intention to return to the motherland, especially since the 
conquest of Abyssinia. The Committee will have its headquarters at the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and will take up its duties immediatelf"'. 

' The constitution of this committee is regarded as an event of 
exceptional importance. The committee may be called upon to draw 
up a veritable charter for Italians residing abroad, who, as is known, 
number several millions. • Italy will thus be able to inaugurate a _truly 

• Aceotding to Italian ligwos, theze...., not far short of 10 million Italians obrood (HI, 
lr&). This fig= is bued, however, on an enquiry made by the Italian Govemment which 
• was not RStric:tcd to penons of Italian nationality in the lcgolscnsc, but c:ovezed penono 
born in Italy, or sometimes even persons of Italian nationality in tbc ethnic sense whn weze 
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imperial policy by gradually calling home all her nationals who have 
been obliged to leave the too unproductive soil of their native land • .... 

It will be observed that the communique ' mentions simply the 
" numerous movements of Italians ", • without specifying the con
ditions which they must fulfil. Undoubtedly the standing committee 
will be obliged to consider the identity of these Italians; but it is also 
felt that this measure will furnish many of those Italians who have not 
adhered to the Fascist Party at the time of its formation with an opt>or
tunity to return home or to enter the Empire instead of being condemned 
to permanent exile when they have not engaged in any political activity 
contrary to the regime '. The creation of the committee cannot be 
regarded, however, as merely ' a measure of clemency and amnisty '; 
it is thought that it . must also be regarded ' as· the beginning of the 
colonisation of Ethiopia and of a colonial policy on a large scale '."' 
On the other hand, it is sta~ed that this body ' is not intended to 
encourage the return of emigrants who are well settled and thoroughly 
satisfied with their lot ';•• nevertheless, it would seem that ' the serious 
international crisis which developed at the end of September made the 
Italian Government realise the extremely precarious position of hundreds 
of thousands of Italians residing abroad, many of them in countries 
which might have become enemies '.ue b 

Stimulation of the birth-rate at home, prevention of foreign 
assimilation, repatriation of nationals from abroad - are there any 
other untapped sources of population increase ?• 

resident abrood, irrespective of the fact that they bad been naturalised in som~ other 
State' (l1B). Acconling to nationality, the number ofi.talians abtosd in 1950 was estimated 
at about 2% millions (ibiJ.). 

• In July 1938, it was reported, for example, that c Italians were leaving Brazil in Iarie 
numbcn ' (B76). • 

'It was reportedfromBerlininJuly 1958 th8t • owing to the difficulty of continuing to 
Jive and work [in Bmzil) under preseno conditions •..• thousands of Germans and Italiana 
were leaving the country ', and that the exodus seemed ' to be connected with the restrictions 
placed upon the activities of foreign communities by" the decree (May u) of the Vargas 
Govemment ' whicb is said to bave been prompted by National-Socialist pnliticsl 
activity (s76). a. the &rlinw T.gebl4tt's comment : 'The frequent rerum of German 
settlers and Gemtan technicians to the Homeland has given rise to surprised comment in 
the Brazilian Press, which is unable to appreciate the simple fact that no Gennan in the world 
is disposed to let himself be treated as an unwanted guest ' (ibiJ.). 

• It bas been suggested that Germany sbould • be assisted in ber attempt to get back 
Getman Aryan citizens living abroad by exchanging them against those non-Aryan subjects 
which she wants - as a matter of internal policy- to get rid of. From a t11111111W1 tiMutu 
point of view this solution presents no difficulties, since thete are many million Germanic 
Aryans living abroad • (371). According to 11B about 1930 there were some z% million 
persons of German nationality Jiving abroad. (In the case of Canada, the United Statea 
and certain other territories, the .figure rd'crs, not to nationality, but to country of birth). 
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VITI. EQUA!lTY OF OPPORTUNITY 

Finally, 'one of the most important grievances of the non-colonial 
Powers lies •.• in the opportunity afforded to the colonial Powers for 
their young men to take part in the technical and administrative services 
of the colonial areas '.111 ' We. need space ', states General von Epp, 
'where our energies will have free play. We want to send out young 
men to territories belonging to the Reich after they have received a 
training here '."' 

It is true that, from a demographic point of view, this ' may be 
a type of opportunity open to a relatively small proportion of the 
population ', but it is ' a portion which from the point of view of social 
and political stability is very important '·'" ' There are ', for example, 
• thousands of splendid young Germans to-day who pine with envy and 
even rancmir at the thought that were they English they would be 
governing vast provinces with nothing but a fly-whisk in their hands. 
It is little use explaining to them that the opportunities and delights 
of colonial service are not quite so lavish as ·all that. They are con
vinced in their souls that the present situation implie, for them an unjust 
denial of adventure •.w Nor is this conviction wholly groundless. 
Colonial territories inhabited by native races ' offer particular advantages 
for the inhabitants of the mother country. The officers .obtain promo
tion more quickly; the soldiers are glad of the change from boring 
barrack life in Europe. Young employees early feel themselves able 
to accept a responsibility which would otherwise probably not be offered 
to them. They have opportunities which ·Europe no longer gives 
them and the possibility, if they survive, of saving up capital for their 
old age. The life is on a large scale, the risks are great but so also are 
the prospects and the rewards '. "' 

Recalling ' ther emark of the British economist Senior, that the 
economic value of the Empire to Great Britain was as a form of out-door 
relief for the younger sons of good families ', one of the International 
Studies Conference's American experts expressed the view that it 
constituted ' a very real inequality that the young men of other States 
should not have similar opportunities '. Pointing out that, under the 
Mandates system, inadequate elforts had been made to extend the 
application of the principle of equality of opportunity ' in matters 
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concerning missioii2IY entetprise and aa:hzology .•.• in administtative 
responsibility or in the reauitment of experts ', and that ' it is the 
Mandatory Powers themselves who in the main provide experts and 
administrators for the mandated territories ', he suggested that ' this 
is a field where equality of opportunity ought to be further extended '.• 

The suggestion does not appear to have met with any objections 
in the Conference, though it was pointed out that the " younger son " 
doctrine rested on a delusion. 'I happen', said a French speaker, 
' to be a " younger son " myself. I should like to clear away certain 
illusions as to the number and advantages of these positions in the 
colonies. The number is very limited. I believe that for France, 
excluding Algeria• and speaking of course only of the civilian personnel. 
the number of colonial civil servants cannot exceed twenty or twenty
five thousand. Now France alone has about a million civil servants. 
You see the ratio between the two figures, and how much advantage 
the non-colonial countries might obtain from the admission of some 
of their citizens to colonial employment : a few hundred positions. 
Really, when you come right down to the facts, it is insignificant' .... 
It was pointed out, moreover, that ' the difficulties of participation in 
colonial administtation will subsist so long as the present type of 
individual sovereignty is continued ', .... because while ' there is no great 
objection to the employment of foreigners in the technical services 

• ' Speaking personally and as a F!PflCbman '; said the same speaker on another occasion. 
' I wish to say that in no esse and under no circumstances does any Frenchman admit that 
Algeria should ligwe in a list of colcx>ies. It must be clearly understood that Algeria baa 
always been uatiooal tcrritmy. Algeria is a Freoch province. Minorities, of counc, .mt 
the!e, but from tbe constitutional point of view, it.is uatiooal oerritory. So mUch so, in • 
6u:t. tbat after a given number of years' residence. a foreigner an become na.....wr.d 
F=ch without ever having set foot in Fl&llce. . . I annot question anybody's rigbt to 
include Algeria amongst tbe colonies; one ntigbt even add Cotsica, on tbe grounds that this 
territory is cut off &om the rest of Fnmo: by·the sea. Nevertheless. as Frmcbmcn_ we ~ 
not adntit tbat point of view • <•••>· 

a. ••• : - 'It is atgUshle ••• tbat 1a!ge p8rts of tbe Freoch Empil<: ••• [""') not 
sttictly eoloniol in chanctu. Algeria is under tbe .Ministry of tbe Interior, and Tunis and 
Morocco om: protectom,.. attached to tbe Ministry of Foreign Affails. Not only Algeria, 
but the older F=ch colonies of Reunion, Maninique and Guadeloupe,""' 1q>teseno:d in 
both Houses of tbe F=ch legislatwe, and Freoch India. Senegal, Guiana and Coc:hin 
Chins in tbe Cbambe! of Deputies. Tbe Conseil SupCrieu1 des Colonies contains ~q>ICSCD" 
atives from moot F=ch colonies. Yet no part of tbe F=ch Colonial Empil<: can be said 
to enjoy fully ICSponsible govemment, and, indeed. control is as far as possible eentlali>Jed 
in Patis. In 6u:t. a compatison with tbe British ligures, which aclude the vast Indian 
EmpiJ:<:. not yet completdy self-governing, is in some ICSpCdS ntiolesding •. It will be noted 
tbat, in so far as this statement ntight be thought to apiCSS a point of view in opposition 
to thst given in the preading citation, it does not meet tbe objection contained in the latter 
since tbe fmm of eenttalised control eaerc:ised from Patis over tbe " province" of Algeria 
em:nds equally to, say, Brittany. 
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of a colony - archreological excavations, geological survey, etc. -
... the same is not true of administrative functions properly so-called ' ... 
To one speaker it seemed ' a delicate matter to entrust to foreigners 
the task of representing the colonial Power before either the general 
public or the native population •,- while another, who conjured up 
the vision that ' a Brazilian governor ... would be sent to a country 
under mandate . . . aided by a secretary-general from the Republic of 
San Marino •.. [and who] would have to supervise civil servants 
belonging· to all the nations of the world ', enquired whether it was 
' possible to hope, by this exttl!ordinary method, to constitute a coherent 
organization capable of giving to the territory the general and 
permanent orientation which it must have-._ While it did seem to 
him possible ' to confide certain technical services to citizens of other 
countries without harmful results ', it appeared to him doubtful whether 
' the guardian States would ever permit f:oreign officials to assume a 
position of authority and thus to receive by delegation a part of the 
national sovereignty '.11' 

Lastly, the recent histories of colonial administration have shown 
that ' the tendency is towards increasing employment of natives in 
government and other services and that the increase in salaried posts 
for Europeans is not likely to be great '·"' 

As an alternative to the employment of foreigners in national 
colonial administrations, it has been suggested that, if colonies were 
placed under direct international control, the nationals of all nations 
would have opportunities of participating in colonial work.. This 
suggestion also is open to serious practical objections. ' If it means 
that an international body should be set up replacing the several Colonial 
Powers in the control of policy and the appointment of the local staff, 
a gigantic central office must take over the work which now occupies 
the various Colonial Ministries. By whom would the prodigious 
cost be borne, and where would it be located i'" Since it is to serve as 
a means of appeasement the totalitarian Powers will claim an equal -
perhaps a predominant - voice. The Colonial policies of the 
different Powers differ fundamentally; who will decide in a body 

• Cf. Ill, the writu o£ which, having • bad apericoce o£ workiDg oo intematiollal 
commissions t t does f D0t tee tbe oeed for any U gigantiC N oftiae Ql fl prodigious p ~ 

ODd f<ds • entitled to say quiuo clelioitdy that loyal c:o-openltiOCI benr.... memben of dif.. 
fereot nationalities in the a=tioo of a specific duty is pe1fcctly pmcticable ODd makes "'* 
atu>dioglf for aood fccling benr.... DatiODS '. 
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responsible to no one? The official appointed as Governor in each 
territory will in practice give effect to the policy of his nation, and, 
so far as the interests of the local population- European and native
are concerned, the territory might as well be ceded outright to that 
nation •. • It is clear that ' the difficulties of a local staff of mixed 
nationalities, each favouring the policy of his nation • would be 
eno1mous; and' what would be the official language and currency?,.,. 

The demand for equality of opportunity in the administration 
of colonial territories is, in fact, not a demand for the relief of sectional 
pressure of population at home. It is a ,demand for scope for " cul
tural " expansion. As such it is no new aspiration. The story of 
colonial development in the past has been partly written by men and 
women who, in the pride of their ' national cultural inheritance [have] 
felt called upon to spread the blessings of their civilisation throughout 
the world. This " sacred mission " also inspired religious circles 
wishing to lift backward peoples. Cultural ,and religious " impe
rialism" cannot be divorced from economic "Imperialism", because, 
whereas the latter offered financial allurements, the former gave a moral 
stimulus to those groups which were not bent on material gain. It 
would be a great mistake to assume that all those young enthusiasts 
who shouldered the "white man's burden", and who devoted their 
life to the conquest, the exploration, and the economic and cultural 
development of the colonies, were solely driven by material motives '.•• 

IX. UNDERPOPULATION 

The five explanations of expansionism which have been succes
Slvely examined in sections II, m, IV, V-VIT and VID of this chapter 
are · all related to a given countty;s internal demographic situation · 
and movements. A sixth demographic consideration which sometimes 
Gears on a country's adoption of a polic'y of expansion is its belief 
that certain other regions of the world are either underpopulated or, 
at any rate, capable of supporting larger populations. 
-:-' In general, it seems obvious that the possession of a rich, under
populated, undeveloped, unassimilated domain . . . by a relative! y poor 

• This contingeoc:y is, bowever,10ject<d by the author of the observations quoted : -
' The a:ssion of- Colony or prob:Ctomte- aav.= as the resalt of crushing defeat in wu -
is simply W>tbinbbJe aod woald never be aa:cpted by the [Brititb] nation • (u•). 
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and weak people . . . is a fact of concern to· all nations. The dangers 
inherent in such a situation may conceivably become a menace to world 
peace '." It is self-evident that, if the free movements of peoples into 
habitable but uninhabited or sparsely populated lands are checked by 
the political barriers of national frontiers, international friction must 
ensue. The spectacle of unoccupied, though not ownerless, land must 
be a standing provocation of imperialistic designs. The " dog in the 
manger " policy which has been prompted in many cases by_' excessive 
fear of competition by immigrants ready to work, temporarily most 
often, for low wages ... was already objectionable before the present 
economic crisis began and [it] has become exasperating since then'·"' 

' It is regrettable ', writes an Italian authority, ' to think that in 
the present day, after so much progress in scientific and mechanical 
civilisation and in lofty intellectual speculations, immense tracts of 
land, though not under inclement skies, still lie deserted or barely 
touched by primitive forms of human labour; that boundless plains 
give scanty. grazing to herds of horses and buffaloes and malarial fevers 
to their scatte):ed human inhabitants; that large masses of men do not 
find means of obtaining on their own land the indispensable necessities 
of life and are prevented from seeking them in other lands. And 
all this occurs ', he declares, 'while raw materials and products accu
mulate, while natural forces and powerfully equipped industrial buildings 
remain idle; while on the other hand vehicles and ways of communic
ation rapidly increase together with all those other means that facilitate 
in every way the life of the human community'. In these circum
stances, even ' without venturing upon hazardous prophecies regarding 
the future, in which probably man's inventive genius will turn to 
account other factors and combinations of factors to provide human 
sustenance, it is easy to foresee ', he claims, ' that before very long the 
growing density of population in some regions will necessitate a further 
investment of producers' goods and of human labour in other 
regions •.u• 

It is suggested, then, that ' there are countries living under a 
serious pressure of population which renders their labour less fruitful 
than it should be • . • and [which] are not adequately provided with 
one or both of the two other factors of production, while others, better 
endowed with raw materials or capital, are sparsely populated '. ' To 
relieve this pressure, to remove the congestion of the overpopulated 
countries by transferring their surplus population to thinly populated 
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lands, means to give to the economic potentiality of the world a power 
of expansion and of improvement, to forestall the evils inherent in 
technical transformations and in profound mechanical innovations, 
to reabsorb with comparative rapidity the serious excess of labour which 
is brought about by these innovations '; for, to direct redundant popu
lations ' to new less populated territories, would render more fruitful 
at the same time the work of the old countries and that of the new 
countries, which on their part have an abundance of land lying idle 
through want of labour. The circle would be completed by directing 
the capital resulting from saving, which is Sterne on account . of its 
excessive abundance in over-capitalised countries, towards new 
countries which are ready to exploit their energies by the admission of 
immigrants who are fulancially and industrially equipped. The larger 
possibilities of production of this new population would allow of an 
extension of its purchasing power and hence of production and of world 
trade. In the plan of this triangular co-operation. one country would 
export men and would sell its products to other countries which produce 
raw· materials, and these latter countries would pay in raw materials 
and foodstuffs exported to the first country or to another country, as, 
for example, the country which had supplied credit to the first country. 
The new countries would be developed, labour would find employment 
in those countries and in the old countries in the production of raw 
materials and of manufactured products respectively, while the ~untries 
producing capital goods would have r,LW materials and labour for their 
use. There would be a better division of labour : the old countries 
would maintain and increase their production and export goods : the 
ttew countries would be developed, wo'~d supply raw materhls and 
foodstuffs, would extend their consumption. and later they would 
themselves increase their production of finished goods. There would 
be a parallel increase of production and of world consumption and a· 
new impulse would be given to general progress. The relations between 
supply and demand, the correspondell.ce between production and 
consumption, would find in this world movement what it has irreparably 
lost in the narrow play of separate groups lacking co-ordination of 
effort. The protection of the authorities, the corrective political 
intervention. would only be a force held in reserve to facilitate the 
working of a system which would find the conditions of its equilibrium 
in the vastness of its scope. This is the natural path for the expansion 
of industrial civilisation. Spontaneous, free, unregulated expansion 
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was useful in the past, when technical progress was within everyone's 
reach. To-day the difficulties are increasing, while competition is 
becoming keener among the units which engage in it. Hence the 
necessity to regulate or to rationalise expansion. The political author
ities would strive to restore equilibrium · by enlarging the scope of 
initiative, with particular reference to countries not yet open to profitable 
economic enterprise. This method is designed to rationalise not only 
production, but everything it implies, including consumption and 
exchange, by co-ordinating the energies of separate economic units 
within the boundaries of each national economic group, and extending 
this principle to t~e world as a whole '. The adoption of this triangular 
plan would signify ' wealth, well-being and the cessation of the most 
serious causes of convulsive economic and social movements '·'" 

'In the course of the last few decades ', says another writer, 
' two States have very forcibly realised the disproportion between 
their resources in population and in territory. Both of these States 
first of a)l sought to adjust this disproportion by peaceful means, by 
developing their economic life to the maximum and by organising 
migratory movements on a large scale. But the possibilities of 
exploiting their territory, which in spite of everything was too small, 
were used to their extreme limit and emigration ceased owing to the 
measures taken in the countries of immigration. The attempts that 
have been made to overcome these difficulties collectively at the 
international conferences devoted to population and migration problems 
became lost in obscure phraseology and resulted in nothing more 
than the settlement of administrative details of third-rate importance. 
The doctrine of State sovereignty effectively countered the efforts made 
to .find a solution for ·the fundamental problems. With what conse
quences? The Manchukuo affair in 1931, and the Ethiopian affair 
in 193!-36. If, in the future, international organisation still fails to 
find an equitable and happy solution for the problems arising out of 
demographic congestion, such incidents will recur with irtesistible 
regularity. The pressure of population for which no nortnal outlet 
has been found will find that outlet by violence. Nothing can prevent 
this from happening. It is simply the coming into operation of the 
physical law of communicating vessels '·'" 

Now it may or may not be cortect that Manchuria• and Abyssinia~> 

aa. below, pp. J.71·17J· 
• CI. below, pp. •69-•JO. 
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have afforded, or will alford, relief for overcrowding in Japan and in 
Italy, but in relation to the peaceful satisfaction of the claims which 
are the subjects of the present survey, the question whiCh must be 
considered is whether there are any underpopulated areas in the world 
to-day which would be lilled up under conditions of free migration. 
' The question of the transference of working population from one 
country to another, for the purpose not only of assuring existence to 
masses of workers without employment, but more particularly of 
increasing the economic ·potentiality and the social well-being of the 
nations, cannot be separated from the .rear&h for &Otmlrie.r &apabk of rr&eiving 
this .rurplsu of lmman fon:e.r '. m This question raises, however, a highly 
complex series of issues which it would be impossible to consider 
adequately within the scope of the present volume.• 

In the case of undeveloped and underpopulated colonial territories, 
it has been suggested, that the international friction caused by 
situations of this kind might be softened by placing such territories 
under the control of some international authority. Here again, the 
question cannot be considered in detail;b but the following excerpts 
from the documentation of the International Studies Conference may 
serve to indicate the conflicting character of expert opinion on this 
proposal ·: -

• By way of illusttation of the type of problem involved, a supplemenmty chaptJ:r has 
been added to this Survey : it indicates summarily some of the elemenla of OODllcmpomty 
discussion on the population carrying capacity" of Austtalia. 

It may be noted heze that the Italian authority quoted in the """' seems himself to 
consider that ' to estimate in the countries where unemployment is serious and in those 
wh= population is dense the oumbet of workcm available for ttaosfer aod peno•oent 
settlement abroad' is a mo~e important task than'~ the oo.aelated eoquily into the landa · 
capable of <=iving these masses of workcm aod of undergoing th=by a profound economic 
transfonnation •. ' For the moment •, the 6rst enquiry, which he would confide to the 16ter
national Labour Oflice. ' ought to make it possible to detamine appromoatdy what tra»
femble eontiogeola can be counted upon· f<fr this g=t work of =struction '. It is 
also to be noted that his " triangular plan of co-o_P.emtion » was conoeived at a time when. · 
in a geographical division of the Dark Continent into two par1a-' to the east the poosessiona 
of Great Britain, to the west thoae of continental Europe'- th...."""" still two independent 
countriea in the eastem part, namely, Abyssinia aod Egypt; that he considered it might 
be necesaary to limit participation in his plan ' to the continental countries owing ID the 
Jefusal of G=t Britain to take part in it, aod, therefote, to do without British co-operation 
io Mrica '; that ' Italy aod Genoaoy are natunlly indicated for a plaa: in the front rank in 
this work. of development • because ' they are the countries which combine the conditions 
of a high denaity of population aod, therefote, of ao imperative need for espansion. with 
a by no means negligible colonial eaperieoc:e aod a high level of civilisation'; that ' the 
other colooial coun~ accpt Belgium •. which. however, bas other l'CSOWCCS, 

4 ue not 
overl>urdened with population'; aod that Italy's • rights to a natural espansioo in the 
neighbouring continent ought not to be aoy longer impeded' (118). 

Japanese: projects fot ~ettlement in Manchuria ue mentioned below, pp. 27.&-J. 
• For further Wonnatioo. &ee 111. 
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' If something has to be done about colonies ', writes the author 
of a memorandum submitted to the Conference, ' it would seem desirable 
to turn our attention to solutions that are really of an international 
character. Various formuhe have been proposed, whereby an interna
national body, the League of Nations, for example, would according 
to the most moderate formula be given a" right of access", or according 
to the more advanced formula a " right of intervention " in matters 
concerning the colonial policy of European Powers, or again, to take 
the extreme formula, it has been suggested that the administration of 
colonial possessions held by those Powers should be transferred to 
some international organisation '."' 

This suggestion was energetically repelled by the author of another 
Conference memorandum. ' Such proposals ', he declared, are ' not 
only chimerical, but unsound for other reasons. Colonial adminis
tration involving as it does delicate relations between sovereign and 
dependent governments and peoples, is complicated and difficult 
enough without having injected into it the possible intervention of 
a distant, disinterested and, in one sense, irresponsible authority. If 
within colonial Powers there can be developed only a small part of the. 
sense of responsibility of world opinion and needs that would be 
required to accept such an outside control most_ of the advantages of 
such a radical, and at present unattainable, readjustment would be 
secured. At the same time, the disadvantages of outside intervention, 
with a possible appeal to force, in the colonial affairs of any nation would 
not be incurred. In this matter, as in many others, international 
machinery will not take the place of national morality. Systematic, 
persistent efforts to build up among nations a moral sense upon this 
subject through the slow process of education (which will show that 
in the long run morality and self-interest are on the same side) seems .•. 
to offer the best hope of substituting peaceful for violent changes in 
world colonial situations that demand remedy ' ... • 

• a. 170 : - 'The present Mandates Commission [of the League of Natioas) bas 
ill hands full in the supervision of twelv.: mandates. If additiOJU! territories were placed 
under mandate, it is probable that 1. second Commission would have to be created, at COD
olderable cost. It would laclt the ezperience gained during the past fifteen yean. The 
p!eSeDt body, as guardians of the commen:ial rigbll of the Stata wbicb bold oo mandate, 
have become es:pe.rts in the technical application of the " economic equality clause ••, 
wbicb bas giV<:D rise to zq>eac.d cliscussioos. They could, however, probably uodertake 
to tec:eiv.: any petitioos Clll thia one subject, baTing ..rc- to territories DOt under 
mandate'. 

13 
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X. BIR1H-CONTROL POLITICS 

To complete this survey of the bearing of population movements 
on claims for changes in the stalti.r quo, mention must also be made of 
a demographic consequence of expansionist action which is likely to 
be taken into account in the consideration of the legitimacy of such 
claims. ' A new and prolific people, the circulation of whose men 
and products is prevented, may consider itself forced into war ', "' 
but ' an artificial overpopulation may be produced through the des
truction or waste of means of subsistence by the ravages of war or by 
the burdens of militarism ' .... 

In such a case a claim. for relief from congestion will undoubtedly 
be weakened in the eyes of the countries which are asked to provide 
the relief; ' it may be argued that this country can still resort to birth 
control '.u• It is in cases of this sort that the principle is most likely 
to be advanced that ' it is legitimate to demand ... that the government 
of an overpopulated country should not hinder the spread of birth
control and attempt to arrest the fall in fertility ' ... 

This argument, however, is sometimes vigorously rejected on 
the ground that ' the moral sense of the community as of the individual 
may rebel against the adoption of any systematic policy in this matter '.11• 

For example : 

For my part, if someone said to me " I reject these claims made by 
ovetpopulated countries; the remedy lies in their own bands; they have only 
to develop birth control and arrange matters in such a way that thl!ir birth-. 
rate falls; the economic status of individual' will then improve ", I could not 
agree with him. Similarly, in matters of social policy, if someone opp<'>sed 
the measures taken on behalf of latgo families, on the ground that " peopl~ 
have only to restrict the number. of their children; if they have large families, · 
it is their own fault and they must accept. the responsibility ", I would not 
admit that argument either. We should be grateful to those civilised countries 
where something is still done to maintain numbers and to petpetuate the 
human race.111 8 

• Cf. this vigorous a&irmatioo with the impassive statement made in the comse oE 
a discussion of fonner proposals for state intervention in favour oE a restriction of births 
that ' we do not know whether it is in our interests to accelerate the deaase of the white 
race by state intervention because from a genetal point oE view we do not know to what 
extent the tendency to decn:ase will accelerate itself of its own accord. or to what ata1t 
'We ohall need this population in older to develop the raowas of the globe' (Ut). 
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The advocates of birth control expose themsdves, moreover, to the 
retort that ' this restriction has so far been proposed to poor countries 
of emigration, apparently not disinterestedly, by the wealthier countries 
of immigration',"' and also that 'the neo-Malthusian doctrine contains 
a cleverly disguised political interest on the part of the countries with 
a declining birth-rate. Sooner or later, the nations showing a high 
birth-rate must inevitably become the victorious rivals of those whose 
birth-rate is falling, in the political, economic and cultural :fidds. This 
victory cannot dude them unless they also adopt the policy of birth 
control. It is for that reason that countries with a low birth-rate seek 
to inculcate in the others the conviction that any State which adheres 
to the idea of progress should resort to birth control. It is also for 
that reason that countries with a high birth-rate should defend them
sdves against this poison '·'" • 

' At the conferences of the Institute of Pacific Relations ', suggests 
a Polish writer, ' the high birth rate of Japan is constantly a matter of 
concern to the Anglo-Saxon countries. They very often give Japan 
" wdl-intentioned " advice with a view to persuading her to solve her 
population problem hersdf - in the restrictive sense, of course •. , 
Since, however, all nations are not inclined to raise birth control to the 
dignity of a guiding principle in their policy, the future devdopment 

• These international polemics between the ,. proletarian •• and " bourgeois •• nations 
recall the older quarrel between " labour" . and " capital u : 

f The introduction of the capitalist system is a sign that the exploitation of the laboru 
toiling for a bare subsistence wage has become one of the chief arts of life among the 
holden of tenant rights. It also produces a delusive promise of endless employment 
which blinds the proletariat to those disastrous conaequcncea of rapid multiplication which 
are obvious to the small cultivator and peasant proprietor. But indeed the more you 
degrade the workers, robbing them of all lll't:istic enjoyment, and all chance of respect 
and· admiration from their fellows, the more you throw them back. reckless, on the one 
pleasure and the one human tie left to them - the grati6catioo of their instinct for producing 
fresh supplies of men. You will applaud this instinct u divine until at last the excessive 
aupply becomes a nuisance : there comes a plague of men; and you suddenly discover that 
the instinct is diabolic, and set up a cry of" overpopulation .. • But your slaves are beyond 
caring for your aiea : they breed like rabbits; and their poverty breeda 61tb, ugliness, diS' 
honesty, disesse, obscenity, drunkenness, and murder. Io the midst of the riches which 
the.ir labor piles up for you. their misery rises up too and stiftes you. You withdraw io 
disgust to the other end of the town from them; you appoint special cartiagea on your 
railwaya and special -ts in your churchea and theati<O for them; you set your life apart 
from theira by evety class barrier you can deviae; and yet they swarm about you still: your 
faoe gets stamped with your habitual loathing and suspicion of them; your ears get so 611ed 
with the languag<! of the vilest of them that you break into it when you lose your oelf
control : they poison your life as remorselessly as you have socriliced theirs heartleasly. 
You b.gin to believe intenaely in the devil. Thea comes the terror of their revoltiog; 
the drilling and arming of bodiea of them to keep down the rest; the prison, the hospital, 
paroaysms of frantic coercion, followed by paroxyams of fnntic charity. And in the 
meantime, the populatioo continues to inaase I ' (J,.). 
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of the world's population will probably tend to increase still further 
the differences already to be noted in the birth rates of the variol1S 
countries. They will, in an ever increasing measure, constitute a 
capital problem from the international point of view. Sooner or 
later, the difference between the various population pressures must in 
some way or other find an oudet '·'" 

Whether the unflattering imputation to the Anglo-Saxon countries 
of conscious motives of sinister machiavellism is as perspicacious as 
it is ingenious may be left here as an open question• with the observation 
that the evidence tends to belie the Polish author's statement. ' The 
change in the fertility of women as a whole [in Japan] is greater than 
can be attributed to changes in age at, and amount of, marriage. We 
cannot obtain specific fertility rates for married women, but if we could 
we should no doubt find that specific fertility had declined. In fact, 
birth-control must have been at work. There is abundant evidence 
that contraception is well known in Japan, and it is reasonable to assume 
that it is widely practised '." What is this evidence ? In the first 
place, it is said" that ' all the chief contraceptives are made and sold in 
Japan'·" Secondly, 'there are no specific restrictions upon their 
manufacture or sale'·" b Thirdly, according to one writer," 'contra
ceptives are freely advertised in the papers, and ... birth-control clinics 
have been opened at Tokyo and Osaka for ~e poorer classes'·" 
Fourthly, it was implied by a Japanese speaker at a meeting of the 
International Studies ~Conference that the practice of birth control is 
not officially frowned upon; on the contrary, its development is 
expected. ' It is no easy matter ', he stated, ' to change the customs o£ . . 

• a. B60 : -'Immigration into the United Stat<s (and to many other o~ coun
tries) was really slowed down by the thmlt of a fall in the stan<Wd of living of the working 
population and of impe!fec:t assimilatioa. Buc, in onler to give these interests a theoretical 
basis. feCOWSe was had to pessimistic notions of n~Malthnsianism. Acute unemploy.: 
meot encouraged these thoories in all the Anglo-Suon couotries, which fear an absolute 
and geoem1 overpopulation of the world in the near future. A grest part of the public 
opinion of these countries demands that the countries of emigration should as far as pos
sible follow their ODIDple by restricting births in onler thst they may be able to keep and 
maintain at home their excess population. The European continental countries. on the 
other band, faced wih a decliniog birth rate, altady in their opinion eu:essive, and aa a 
result of their traditional rivalry, practise a policy of encouraging births'. In March 19•6, 
' a congress of oeo-Malthusiaos held in New York advocated the nomination by the League 
of Nations of a Committee " for the study of the problem of birth CO!ltrol and for the 
aubmistion to the Stat<s members of proposals with this eod in view ", (ibiJ.). 

• 'It woulcl seem thst the sale of CO!ltmceptivea and of books about contraception. 
can be brought withii> the provisi0111 of the Pesce Preservation Act, and thst oecasionally 
the Japanese police have initiated prosecutions. This has given rise to an errooeoua ides 
thst the sale of contraceptives is furbiddeo' (u). 
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a country from one day to the next . . . Although contraceptive 
practices cannot spread in Japan to the same extent as in Western coun
tries, owing to the ideas held on family life" and also on account of the 
manner in which dwelling-houses are constructed, the falling birth-rate 
must nevertheless be largely attributed to these practices, which are 
steadily gaining ground • • . owing to the development of education 
and the changes that are being made in domestic architecture '·"" 
It would seem, in fact, that ' the attitude of the Government has changed 
from time to time, but opposition to birth-control has gradually 
weakened. In 19 3 1 a minister declared that [it was a personal matter 
and that the government would neither oppose nor encourage it '." 
It is true that the view that changes in the Japanese birth rate are 
attributable to the practice of birth control is not accepted by all 
observers;b but this does not infirm the effect of the evidence cited. 

' It should not be difficult to understand the failure of the attempts 
to raise the birth rate. All that has been done by those attempts is 
to deal with a single aspect of a very involved problem and then only 
in a very inadequate manner. That fanilly allowances • . . have been 
ineffective is no proof that fanilly allowances have no part to play in 
the reconstruction that must take place. But there is another and very 
important reason for the failure of these schemes. They have been 
accompanied by attempts to make birth-control illegal. This is bad 
tactics. If anything is certain it is that people will resist being driven 
back under the tyranny of the unlimited fanilly; therefore all measures 
are suspect which are associated with an anti-birth-control movement 
But it is much more than bad tactics. It implies a complete misunder
standing of the only possible solution of the small fanilly problem. 
The solution must begin by welcoming the voluntary small family 
system, and that means welcoming birth-control. For birth-control 
is not merely a practice which must be tolerated; it has positive functions 
of great importance to perform, such as, for example, making possible 

• ' Tbe tlllditional attitude that a large family is a sign of uprightness in the p&Ja~ts 
&till subsists ...• and this ia unfavourable to the spra.d of a movement to popularise birth 
control ' ( •••>· 

• ' Th<sc mcasur<S could not be dfcctive unless they de~opcd oo a large ocale as a 
=ult of a changt in opinioo and of vignrous gnvemmeotll action which would I<CII!I 
the iron fist of the Shoguns. But that is not the case. For the moment, therefore, there 
la nothing to be expeco:d. (UI). a . ... : - . With the data at our disposal we caJUIOt 
estimah: either the demographic evolutioo or the economic development of the Asiatic 
nces, but it appears probable that, even with the espansioo of the cspitslist sysh:m the 
~umary resttictioo of births wiU spread very slowly amoog thc:oe peoples (see IU mel 
Ill), while their desth-rah: wiU rapidly fall. ' 
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the propet spacing of the family. Let it be said clearly that the escape 
from the unlimited family makes a very great step forward in human 
history. The problem is to adjust outlook to the responsibility involved 
by the transition to the voluntary family system'·" a 

This argument is doubtless valid in all countries on the ground 
that " proper spacing of the family " diminishes maternal mortality and 
perhaps also on the psychological ground that birth control enables 
man to conquer nature by an act of volition and to determine, if not the 
quality, at any rate the quantity of his offspring. b On economic grounds, 
however, the argument loses force when applied to the situation in 
those countries where the State tends to take the place of parents in 
assuming economic responsibility for children. It has been suggested, 
moreover, that there is a flaw in the argument of those who apprehend 
that the declining birth rate may culminate in extinction. ' The 
human race is stronger than human beings',"' and 'under the appro
priate selective pressure, it would doubtless change its outlook until 
current methods of birth control came to be regarded with the same 
distaste as is felt towards infanticide by civilized peoples'·"' Have 
not the prophets of doom who pore so anxiously over vital statistics, 
and who see in what is undoubtedly the ' simple and beautiful method '" 
of probing into the future which the use of the " net reproduction rate " 
device affords a new instrument of intelligent ccmtrol of human way
wardness, neglected ' the essential fact that the conditions which pro
duce the waning birth-rate ensure the consequent production of more 

• Cf. a&6 : - 'The uncontrolled family has gone, never to tetum. VoluntarY 
parenthood has taken its plaa:. But this does ne>t mean cutting down the !Uze of the . 
family. Control doea not mean reduc:tioo. It meana adjustment to the needs of the 
situation, and at pteSe.Dt the need is for larger, but still controlled, families •. . 

bIt is usual to assume, though perhaps impossible to prove &ally, that the :llgellCf 
immediately responsible for steeply dec:linirlg '!'lies of population increase in many eounttieo 
is the modem method of birth control. This assumption was not discusoed by the Intel" 
national Studies Conference, but it is perhaps to he noted here thst, as the following dis· 
Iogue may suggest, it commonly rests partly on a misapprehension : 

'The very strong probability ... is that the bihh-mte will not go hack to anything 
like the early nineteenth-centuty level'. 

' You mean because contraceptive devices cannot be un-inveu.ted 1 . .. 
' If you put it like thst . . • In the past there were always a considerable number of 

unwanred childteo. The c<lhttaceptive is eliminating the unwanted child '. 
' A fool-proof conttaceptive might ••. , but the present hit-o'"miss gadgets don't. 

They stop some. births, but on the other hand othet people, who might otherwise have let 
it alone. put their trust in them with disastrous teSulta •. 

' Yes, that's true ••• , but on the whole unwanted births are deaeased. The gadgets 
work more often than not •. 

' Work more often than not I. • • That~s not much of a recommendation to a man 
jumping overboard with a pamcbute • (108), 
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fertile generations' ? Have they not been too prone to treat ' the 
members of a population like the molecules of a gas, considering them 
unchanged in nature by successive expansion and contraction, press_ure, 
and rarefaction of the whole they compose ' ?... An affirmative answer 
to these questions, based on the principle that ' the characteristic of 
living creatures is that they change in response to change of their 
environmental conditions ',has recently been stated as follows in regard 
to the position in England : 

Associated with changes in the birth-rate, there have been two great 
environmental changes in the past So years which have profoundly modified 
the women of Eng1and, and will change them much more in the next half
century. . . From our earliest ancestry until so years ago women were 
married for the most part irrespective of ... [their] own preference ... 
Heredity does not commonly maintain a character which has ceased to have 
survival value . . • It is not surprising, therefore, that a considerable pro
portion of ... [their] daughters- shall we guess one-third?- neither liked 
a husband nor to have children ... ' [Since] the revolution of increasing 
possibilities for women of all classes to earn their living ... , the economic 
change of woman's power to earn money has largely eliminated the 
compulsion to be a wife; birth-control has largely eliminated the compulsion 
for a wife to 1>e a mother. We are approaching therefore, for the first time 
in the history of the world, an environment in which no woman has a child 
who does not wish to have a child. The desire for offspring is a heritable 
quality ... • Men throughout the ages who have not desired women have 
been eliminated from the race, each new generation has been bred from the 
men who sought their mates. Now, for the first time, new generations will 
be. bred also almost entirely from women who desire to have children. It 
therefore follows with certainty that in every successive generation the pro
portion of women who desire to have children will increase, and the 
proportion of women who desire to have many children will increase. Now 
and henceforward there is natural selection of the willing mother ... 

Are the gloomy forebodings of those who anticipate a catastrophic 
fall in reproduction rates to prove as shallow as the earlier predictions 

• ' There can be DO doubt, in tbe light of tbe evidcace of recorded pedigrees, that ••• 
[it! ia right to make tbe bold claim ••• , bold,,., not beeausc the evidcace oo which it 
ia hued il weak. but because the prejudices it encounters arc mons .... that the •• desire 
for offspring ia a heritable quality", •• • (U4), 
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that mankind was becoming an ant-heap ? H so, will not the future 
historian look back upon the population "policies " which have been 
m~oned in this chapter as among the most singularly inept mani
festations of state intervention in the private life of the individual ? 
The answer to these questions seems to depend upon the view taken 
of the objection to the argument reproduced above that 'the speed with 
which . . . [the postulated environmental] changes are taking place .•• 
(may not be] sufficient to affect the accuracy of the more sober estimates 
of the future population of. . . [the British Isles] '.... To the author 
of the passage quoted above, evolution does not appear to be ' neces
sarily slow; it may be cataclasmic and even instantaneous when some 
flood, fire, pestilence, poison, or enemy destroys from a species all the 
possessors of some dominant character . . . In the population problem 
the destroying agent is the restriction of births, exercised in an increasing 
degree for 70 years, but only recendy approaching the position of 
being universal. The character eliminated is aversion to parenthood. 
H it be dominant it will disappear completely wherever the practice 
is universal; if (as perhaps seems more probable) it is recessive, it will 
recur in each generation in diminishing proportion. Where universal 
regulation of families is suddenly attained, unwilling parents commit 
race-suicide; so the new generation inherits from parents who desired 
offspring and were not prevented by physical accident from attaining 
their wish . . . However great or small be the inheritance of fertility, 
itS numerical leverage is high not only because of the extinction of the 
childless family but because, in the remainiog families of one child and 
upwards, the majority of all the children necessarily come from the 
more fertile half of the parents. Consequendy possession of the future · 
by this fertile half is assured '. ••• · . 

Finally, those who would look askance at the high rate of increase 
of the populations of certain countries might find that, if rapid demo-. 

• 'A smalll1Uldom sample of 6o post-War mamag<s by Cambridge l<Siclent gaoduata 
shows an average of • 1/4 chilchm per marrioge (higher than in some other professiooal 
c:ilcles). Of all the llllltti2ges •7 per c:mt. have one child or none, and ""' zep=ented by 
only 6 per c:mt. of the chilchm; 30 per c:mt. of the lllllttioges, with two chilchm each, 
posse&2 •7 per cent. of the chilchm; hut 67 per C<llt. of all the chilchm are in the families 
of thzee, four, 1111d live, and belong to only 43 per c:mt. of the lllllttioges. Therefote, if 
love of chilchm and lack of mpentition as to the advanmges to them of allluenc:c he alike 
inherited, we should eopect something like three-fourths or fouMifths of the grand
chilchm to he desc:mded from the more fertile two-lifths of the pn:sent generation. These 
ligures suggest that birth-rste will he noticeably higher in 10 yesn' time, when a number 
of these chilchm ""' married, 1111d aubsblntially so in 40 yesn, when their children aze 
married' (U7). 
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graphic expansion is to be stigmatised as improvident and anti-social, 
some of their own countries would not have escaped from this charge 
in the past. In Japan, for example, where, after remaining 'stationary 
for at least a century ... , [it] began to expand after the inauguration 
of the New Regime in 1 868 under certain influences, fermented by the 
events usually called the Industrial Revolution ... , [the population} 
doubled in sixty years ... [and] is still growing at a remarkable pace. 
The latest national census revealed an increase of 4.8 millions in the five 
years, 1930-35, or about a million every year'."' 'This increase is 
regarded as extraordinary by European countries ', '" because, for exam
ple,' England's population in 1933 was only 84,000 larger than in 1932. 
and that of Germany increased by z33,ooo in 1934, [while] the United 
States, with its total population double as large as that of Japan, made a 
natural increase annually of 1,1oo,ooo to t,z.oo,ooo in the latest years'·'" 
' But it may be pointed out that England was in the same position 
during the first half of the 19th century, while the situation in Germany 
was similar at the end of the 19th and beginning of the zoth century'·"' 
' Germany showed during the first decade of this century an annual 
increase of 8oo-9oo thousands, although her total population at that 
time was much smaller than that of Japan at present'."' 'It is an in
evitable consequence of industrialization. The sole difference between 
Japan and Western Europe is that, in the case of Europe, the population 
increased at a time when emigration and foreign commerce were free, 
likewise colonisation, whereas Japan no longer benefits by such condi
tions'·"' 'We do not believe', states a Japanese authority, 'that 
the causes of the phenomenal growth of the European population during 
the nineteenth century have ever been sufficiently explained with scien
tifio; accuracy. So it is not yet possible to clarify the causes and effects 
of every change that took place in the Japanese population in • • • [the 
period since 1868]. But nobody doubts that the economic development 
had a fundamental influence on the people's fertility. The Japanese of 
the Tokugawa Period probably were as fecund in a physiological sense 
as they are to-day. Their number, which had been liinited both by 
natural calamities and by social habits, found a way for expansion owing 
to the economic changes due to the coming of the new technique of 
production and transportation. On the other hand, the Japanese.have 
not shown, as a race, any abnormal fertility. As the Japanese popu
lation doubled in sixty years, that of England and Wales jumped from 
9 millions in 1800 to p. millions in 1900 and to 36 millions in 1914. 
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:and that of Germany from z 3 millions in I Boo to s 6 millions in 1900 and 
to 67 millions in 1914. Thirty to forty years ago, these countries 
~hewed a very high birth-rate of H-37 per thousand, which is just the 
highest record in... Uapan].. . The public opinion of this country, 
just as that of Germany in those days, generally rejoices at each report 
oflarger increase in the. number of the fellow countrymen, but, at the 
same time, feels somewhat uneasy for the future of the people's live
lihood . . . On the other hand, an enormous change in people's 
occupations .and mode of living has been taking place for two genera
tions and is still going on in a more decisive way. The nation, which 
originally consisted mainly of peasant families, is being turned into 
.an industrial state '.••• 

XI. PEACEFUL CHANGE UMITATIONS 

These, then, are the demographic factors and considerations which 
~eem to play a part in the formation of expansionist aspirations and 
policies. No one will deny that, in so far as the aspirations of the 
«.dissatisfied " nations may give rise to demands for colonies, ' the 
arguments put foward to substantiate the claims ... to the " posses
sion " of colonies which they consider as suitable places of settlement 
for their surplus population . . . deserve the most careful considera
tion, especially from colonial Powers. It is tru~ that the matter will 
not be ultimately settled by such consideration or by logical reasoning 
generally; there is too much irrational, avowedly and wilfully irrational, 
sentiment in the claims to admit of cool discussion on the basis of 
facts and figures, profit and loss. Once"a nation is led firmly to believe" 
that the honour of the country or its " place in the sun " is at stake, 
they will not listen to any argumc;n~ to the conttary, if they are so much 
as allowed to hear it. But this' does not relieve other peoples of the 

' duty to consider whether they could riot in justice be called upon to 
make some contribution to ease the tension caused by the claims, and 
so to mitigate the danger of conflicts arising from them '.= 

H the examination of expansionist aspirations, policies and claims 
made in this survey has revealed anything, it has shown that, in the 
field of population movelnents (as, doubdess, in the case of other pro
blems which form the substance of claims for changes in the staiNs fji/Q)• 
there is ' a great · confusion of values and of attitudes '; that ' things 
which are valued highly in terms of the national good have often very 
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little to do with the existence and welfare of the people in time of peace '; 
and that 'frequently those who determine government policy are not 
at all clear in their own minds as to why they seek a particular alteration 
in the staltu fJIIO, whether it is necessary for the peace-time welfare of 
the people or whether it is for the purpose of building up the war-time 
strength of the nation '." That there should be such confusion is 
not altoget~er surprising : 

The factors at work in the development of population are undoubtedly 
highly complex, so much so that it is difficult to reduce them to J common 
denominator. There is, however, one point on which there seems to be no 
doubt and that is that the laws governing the development of population 
cannot be expressed by a single immutable mathematical or philosophical 
formula. The most that can be said is that, under similar natural, economic~ 
technical and moral conditions, dilferent societies behave in similar ways. 
It is, moreover, impossible to speak of anything more than similar conditions 
- and not identical conditions - since, in reality, an aggregate of circum
stances never has its exact counterpart . . . It is difficult to say which factors 
play a decisive part and which factors have but a secondary influence. The 
role of each incontestably depends upon the co-existence of the others .. . 
The inter-play of these various factors is . . . of infinite complexity .. . 
But ... it is only their combined action that can hav~ any effect on the develop
ment of the population of a given society. They are like the fellow actors 
lilling the principal roles of a play which cannot be produced unless they 
all co-operate.'" 

' This situation inevitably limits the possibilities open to proce
dures of peaceful change. Where power considerations enter in, it 
becomes difficult if not impossible to consider claims for changes on 
their merits. If a claim has a palpable merit aside from the power 
question, then it is apt to receive due consideration only under four 
conditions : (i) if it is presented by a strong Power against a weak Power; 
(ii) if it is presented by a weak Power activdy supported by one or more 
strong Powers; (ill) if it is presented against a Great Power by an alignment 
of Powers representing an ovcrwhdming force; (iv) if guarantees can 
be worked out which in effect nullify the power consideration. Other
wise the only possibility is to find some other means of satisfying 
the needs of the claimant state than by granting the change demanded .•. 
But in the meantime it must be cxpcetcd that • . • proposals for alter-
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ations in the .rtahl.r fJ111J ••• which are designed to give a nation a power 
advantage over others, or which, although conceived in terms of peace
time needs, would nevertheless upset the existing power relationships, 
will be strongly resisted '... 'Nations should not be. called upon to 
give in to their neighbours under conditions which cause them to lose 
face. The question of prestige ..• is fully as important as the material 
interests of a nation'.'" 'Much time and disappointment can be saved 
by eHminating from consideration the types of situation in which na
tions are not going to be persuaded, except by the actual use of force ..• ; 
this would include all situations which involved a drastic alteration 
in the po~er relationships of nations. The reason why these situations 
are beyond the reach of mechanisms of persuasion is that self-help is 
still the ultimate means of making the national will prevail in inter
national matters, and nations will not voluntarily yield up what power 
they may have either to defend themselves or to exert their will over 
other nations ' ... 



PART THREE 

fHE PROBLEM SOLVED ? 



Chapter 6 

Demographic Remedies for Overpopulation 

It was suggested in an earlier chapter that there appears to be
little substance in the hypothesis adopted by the International Studie$ 
Conference at the be ginning of its enquiry into " peaceful change ",. 
namely, that the "dissatisfied" countries are the authors of claims 
for relief from overpopulation. On the contrary, statements of claims. 
for relief ·from population pressure frequendy seem to raise fictitious 
issues; as often as not, they appear to have no firmer basis than the 
artificial inferences of publicists drawn from the popularly accepted 
but scientifically unverified premise that certain discontented countries 
with rapidly expanding numbers are given to formulating demands. 
for changes in the stafiiJ fJND which would ease their demographic
tension. 

It has also been suggested in this Survey that, even on the assumption 
that genuine claims have been made, they invoke a concept of over
population to which it seems difficult to attach any precise meaning; 
and that it can hardly be possible, in the present state of knowledge 
of demographic movements and of their real bearing on the course of 
political action, to determine judiciously whether a claim is legitimate 
either in the abstract or in relation to the interests of otlter countries .. 

It is true that these general conclusions are nowhere explicidy 
stated in the records of an organisation which is precluded by its rules 
from formulating positive findings ;• but it must be left to the reader 
to decide whether the view is an irresistible one that such conclusions 
must How from any attempt to present a synthetic picture of the Inter-

• a .. however, the view expressed by • speaker who bad been invited to give a au,m.. 

mary and criticism of the Confera>ce"a discussioo of demogtaphic questions (sec •••> thAt 
' it may ... be that in the troubled times in which 1Ve are now living it .ia impossible to 
find oolutions' (101). 
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national Studies Conference's enquiry and that they emerge as the domin
ant feature of its study of population problems. 

If this view is accepted, then it must be admitted that, in this 
respect, the results of the Conference's work are significant in a negative 
rather than in a positive sense. It would not be justifiable, however, 
to presume from this circumstance, either that the Conference failed 
to attain its object or that the problem which it sought to examine 
does not exist outside the imagination of those who drew up the Con
ference's terms of reference. Although none of the " dissatisfied " 
countries can be convincingly shown to be suffering from a pressure 
of population on its means of subsistence, they are nevertheless facing 
·the difficulties arising out of expanding numbers. ' There are un
doubtedly instances of felt population pressure legitimately based on 
conditions of over-crowding. The patent disparity among the nations 
in the amount of lands and resources in relation to population is a 
-continuing source of unrest, and is bound to lead to agitation for 
.alterations in the staltls fJ1IO '.11 A problem of this kind is not to be shelved 
on the facile pretext that its real character is a matter of opinion. It 
will not be wholly irrelevant, therefore, to review the variety of solutions 
to the problems arising out of demographic congestion which were 
suggested in the course of the International Studies Conference's 
enquiry; nor will it be a wholly idle speculation to enquire whether 
these remedies are germane to the c;Iemographic situations in Germany, 
.Italy, Japan and Poland. 

* * * . . 
It is obvious that, in theory, an overpopulated country's need for 

relief from demographic pressure could be satisfied either (I) directly 
by reducing 1Jle size of its population, or, at any rate, by checking i~ 
·further expansion, or (z) in<lliectly by increasing the resources available . 
to the population. It will be conve11.ient, therefore, to distinguish 
between direct, or demographic, remedies for the problem of over
population, on the one hand, and indirect, or economic, remedies, on 
the other hand. 

In practice, with one exception, none of the direct demographic 
:methods of relieving population pressure is available. ' Theoretically, 
·there exist four means for checking the population growth in an indi
vidual country : reduction of births, increase of deaths, promotion of 
.emigration, and restrictions of immigration '.u• A reduction of births 
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may be effected in several ways, including celibacy, late marriage, 
abortion, " birth control " and the Malthusian checks of " moral 
restraint " and " vice "; but in practice it generally seems to mean 
artificial birth control in all countries coming under the western system 
of civilisation (with the possible exception of Ireland). • Whatever 
be the method employed for reducing births, the importance of this 
measure is, of course, wholly negative in the sense that it may help 
only to check a further increase in numbers. As a means of reducing 
existing numbers, it is clearly of no avail. It is, moreover, often 
rejected on other grounds, as was shown in the preceding chapter 
where it was su$.ciently discussed for the purpose of this Survey.b 

As for the second direct method of remedying overpopulation 
~ increase of mortality - ' ethical considerations prevent people from 
advocating [it]'.11• Moreover, while it may be the case that, in 
countries where population is pressing upon the means of subsistence 
in the manner ' which Malthus assumed to be more or less universal 
in time and space ... , congestion may reach a point at which deaths 
will be increased '," mortality has now been brought so effectively 
under control in the countries specially considered in this Survey that 
relief is no more to be expected than it would be desired through 
this means. . 

There is, thirdly, the method of reducing the size of a population 
by restricting immigration. This method is to-day almost universally 
popular, both in countries which complain, or are said to complain, 
of congestion and in those which appear to be demographically under
developed. Recourse to this method, therefore, is not politically 
difficult. But the usefulness of immigration restriction as a method of 
combating overpopulation is, like the method of birth reduction, 
limited by its negative character. It can prevent further expansion 
from one of the sources of a country's population growth; it can do 
nothing to diminish the size of an existing population. Moreover, 
of the two sources of population growth - natality and immigration -
which the overpopulated country must inspect, this method is relevant 

• After the famine in Irw:Jand. f the birth·nte was reduced and kept at a low levc:l ... 
[by aj mechanism ... [of] few 1111d late marriogcs .•. (which implied] great sclf-I<Straint 
and much personal sacritice ••• [and which is) tbetefo"' in shHp conaast with the birth
control mechanism, which, while anaining the same end, permits the enjoyment of mar
ried cnmpanionsbip and home-life ' ( u). 

' Sec above, chap. 6, S X. 
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only to the one which, normally, is incomparably the less important 
of the two. 

Of the dire£t, demographic methods suggested for correcting 
overpopulation, emigtation alone, therefure, remains to be considered. 
It must be examined in this Survey in some detail, not only because it 
is commonly regarded as the most appropriate method of counteracting 
an excessive growth of population but because it is the only remedy for 
overpopulation to which the International Studies Conference devoted 
any considerable portion of its enquiry. 



Chapter 7 

Emigration 

I. PAST MOVEMENTS AND PRESENT TRENDS 

The interest displayed by the International Studies Conference 
in migratory problems did not spring only, or even mainly, out of the 
hypothesis that emigration is a solution to the problem of overpopu
lation. Migration was studied by the Conference, rather, as a problem 
in itself. The study was prompted by an interest ' in the difficulties 
which can arise out of migrations from the point of view of countries 
of emigration and immigration, in other words, in migrations as a 
direct factor of " peaceful change " '." ' International restrictions on 
migration ', it was held, ' have given rise to innumerable grievances 
which, in turn, are a contributory factor in the present world unrest. 
Various other difficulties and obstacles must be vanquished before 
the problem of migration can be solved for the better safeguarding of 
world peace '." 

These considerations are probably not !)pen to criticism; but 
it is clear that this direct approach to the problem of a claim for relief 
from population pressure is not the same thing as a claim for wider 
emigration outlets and that this direct approach to the problem of 
migration from the angle of " peaceful change " bears only remotely 
on the main theme discussed in the present Survey, namely, the causes 
of war associated with unsatisfied claims for relief from pressure of 
population. It is true, doubtless, that ' the situation of the migrant 
has become considerably worse ', and that ' at the same time as the 
need to emigrate becomes more pressing in a number of countries the 
obstacles to migration are multiplied and the difficulties become greater', 
but the only pressing needs which can be considered in these pages 
are those which are felt in the " dissatisfied " countries whose claims, 
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real or alleged, raise an issue of war or peace. It is not possible, there
fore, to endorse the view that ' the countries which close their door 
raise ..• an international problem whose importance it would be idle 
to conceal and which recent international events - the Abyssinian 
war and German territorial and colonial claims - have placed in the 
front rank of preoccupations ', '" unless it can be shown that these 
events are attributable to the constriction of ernigtation outlets and 
that such constriction has deprived the " dissatislied " countries of an 
indispensable relief for an intolerable pressure of numbers. To accept 
these propositions, however, would be to falsify the whole course of 
the argument which has been put forward in this Survey, for it would 
have to be recognised that the" dissatisfied "countries allegedly demand
ing changes in the international status qtiD do so on the grounds, inter 
alia, that they are overpopulated and that failure to grant them relief 
from demographic pressure would imply that they had been placed 
in the position of being compelled to resort to war. 

That the argument, of course, may have been unsound can be 
readily conceded; indeed, it seems likely that, in the last analysis, any 
one who reflects on these problems must appeal as much to such com
plementary sources of decision as political . " horse-sense " and an 
intuitive judgment of international affairs as to processes of reasoning 
when determining for himself, more or less defe~vely, the true nature 
of the problems. Nevertheless, it is manifest that the International 
Studies Conference's enquiry into the problem of migtations as such 
cannot be brought logically into the compass of this Survey and that 
attention must be confined to those aspects of the Conference's study 
which bear directly upon emigtation as a remedy for demographic. 
congestion in the " dissatisfied " countries whose position originally 
impelled the Conference to study, ~e question of" peaceful change". 
As a speaker reminded the Conference ~tone ofits meetings in 1937: 

The problem of migration, the problem of granting greater facilities 
for the movements of men from one country to another, is ..• undoubtedly 
very important, but I do not think that .•• [its] importance should be taken 
into consideration in relation to what should here be our constant, I would 
even say, our sole concern : the examination of the causes of international 
conflicts that may exist throughout the world and which we must endeavour 
to eliminate as much as possible •• , [The problem of migration is] only 
remotely connected with our objective : Peaceful Change. The main interest 
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of this question of greater facilities to be granted for migration lies else
where. If greater facilities are created for emigration, relief will be given 
to certain countries whose density of population is excessive. The indisput
ably regrettable inequalities which exist in too marked a degree between the 
conditions of life in the different countries 'of the world will be mitigated. 
Furthermore, the natural resources which, in all parts of the world, are at 
the disposal of mankind, will be more effectively exptoited .... 

Now although the International Studies Conference, as already 
stated, did not itself complete an investigation into the validity of the 
hypothesis that emigration is a remedy for overpopulation, it is, never
theless, a common belief that emigration is the classic safety-valve for 
excessively dense populations and the remedy par exttllent:e for the 
economic disequilibria arising out of the demographic maladjustments 
commonly described as " overpopulation ". The following statement 
made at a recent international conference of representatives of 
immigrat_ion and emigration countries by the delegate of one of the 
emigration countries is a typical illustration of this widespread belief : 

As in past centuries, there are still a number of overpopulated countries 
which are unable to make use of their surplus population in industry and which 
are forced to settle their economic difficulties by emig<ation. Other countries, 
inversely, require labour from abroad because they are not yet in a position 
to develop their vast territories with their available national labour. This 
state of affairs creates demographic and economic disparities which, before 
the war, were 1111/omati.-al!J elimiNZ/ed by international migration.,.. 8 

It is, therefore, proper to include in this Survey some discussion 
of emigration as a remedy for overpopulation. It will have to be borne 
in mind, however, that any discussion of this remedy, like the dis
cussion of the remedies mentioned in the previous chapter, must rest 
upon a fictitious basis, for it .will have to be assumed, contrary to the 
lindings which issue from the work of the International Studies Con
ference, that the " dissatisfied " countries are suffering from a pressure 
of numbers giving rise to clainrs for changes in the international 
Jlahts IJIIO· 

This approach will inevitably beg the question since the notion 
of overpopulation is not one to which it seems possible to attach any 

• The: writcr"s italic:a. 
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very precise meaning and since, furthermore, none of the suggested 
tests of overpopulation which were examined in another chapter
seems capable of irrefutably demonstrating, in any of the countries 
which have been associated with claims for relief from overcrowding, 
the effective operation of a pressure of population on the means of 
subsistence resembling the true Malthusian congestion from which, 
for example, Ireland has suffered in the pastb or which is perceptible to 
some observers in China or in India to-day. On the other hand, the 
discussion will serve the purpose of adding to the tests already con
sidered the further test of emigra~on, for, if it is true that overpopu
lation generates an emigratory movement, then, conversely, it may 
also be true that emigration is a sign of congestion. Nor will the 
space devoted to this question have been wholly wasted if it serves 
to con£rm the validity of the thesis running through this Survey. 

Since the scope of this chapter must ·be narrowly confined to a 
consideration of the bearing of emigration upon the particular instances 
of demographic maladjustment which have been associated in this 
Survey with certain " dissatisfied "· countries, it is not proposed to 
enquire here into the theoretical justification for the view that emigration 
remedies overpopulation. On the broad question of the nature of 
the correlation between overpopulation and emigration, it must suffice 
to point out that several of the Conference'~ experts themselves 
questioned the view that there is a causal relation between demographic 
and migratory movements or that emigration relieves overcrowding. 
'To encourage emigration at the moment', argued a speaker at one of 
the Conference's meetings, ' in order that the places of the emigrantS 
may soon be filled in the countries of origin accomplishes very little." 
for the ultimate good of these countries '"'· ' I would ask ', enquired 
another speaker, ' how many of. ~he movements of population have 
really lessened the population at ·home' ? 101 ,0 'It is well known'; 
he affirmed, ' that emigration does not lessen the difficulties of the 
countries of origin so long as the stimulus to population is on the same 
lines as before '."' ' If', wrote the author of one of the Conference's 

a See above, chap. 4· 
~ See below, p. 199, note b.· 
• ' I recall •. the same speaket went on to say,' some studies I once made of the movement 

in the population within England at the beginning of the Industrisl Revolution, and ocntrazy 
tn popular belief the population in the sheep-gtnwing .,... of Southcm and Wcotcm 
England did not 1csacn according tn the parochial registers. but continued tn increase 
while Lancaster iilled up' (SOl). 
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memoranda, ' the economic pressure which tends to reduce the birth 
rate is relieved, a desirable and indeed inevitable adjustment is post
pop.ed and the danger of overpopulation is increased'·'" Even in 
the exceptional case of Ireland, • where, after the famine, a ' combination 
of heavy emigration with a low birth-rate ' reduced the population 
from more than 8 millions to less than 4 millions, emigration being 
'so heavy that it removed more than the natural increase', it 'could 
hardly have had this result if the natural increase had not been held 
down by a falling birth-rate • ... b As the author of another memo. 
randum who himself presumed ' that migration is desirable ' (though 
not necessarily for the purpose of relieving overpopulation) declared, 
• although the co-existence of certain cases of overpopulation and 
underpopulation, accompanied by economic and political difficulties, 
is generally recognised, there is a conflict of opinion over the fundamental 
question of the necessity and desirability of international migration. 
This division of opinion ', he noted, ' has at all times manifested itself 
but ', he added (alluding to " open " and " closed " economies), 
' it has n~ver been so acute as it is to-day'·'" 

These, however, are mostly general opinions based upon special 
cases. It is possible that they are not applicable to the specific 
demographic situations in the " dissatisfied " countries. Here it seems 
desirable to consider the remedial properties of emigration empirically 
in the light of the facts relating to these particular situations. The 
questions to be con~idered are whether the demographic movements 
in Germany, Italy, Japan and Poland reveal any correlation of cause 
and effect between pressure of population and an emigratory outflow 
and, if so, whether the outflowing movement effectively relieves the 
tension by which it is generated. 

In theory, it might not be possible to answer the latter question 
conclusively without enquiring into the indirect effects of emigration, 

• hdmd, it baa been said, • is an esception to most rules • of dcmognpby ( Bf). It 
,.. pointed out to the Conkreooe by 1 speaker at its 19H eessioo lhat the • forced emigratioe 
from ltdand in the yesn that foUowed the Famine • (U') ....,. an abllonnal movement. 
A panllcl for the Irish situation ia found in the earlier migratoey movements from Norway 
by the author of "'· 

•' Before 1841 •.• the population in lrclmd as a whole eseeeded 8 miJlions and bas 
inereued with great rapidity since the later ckcodes of the eigba:cntb century. Tbe country 
was admittedly groaaly overpopulated, and the condition of the people was deplorable. 
Then came the famine. Since that time the population bas lb:adily declined • (14) until. 
to-day, it is not much above 4 millions. (According to IU, the estimated populatioa <JE 
Ireland on 51.Xll.56 was u foUowa : Ireland (Eire), i. e., the fo......, Irish Free Slaae, 
1,914.000i Northern lre.land., l,a&o.ooo). 
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since an examination of the size of the population and of the volume 
of emigration alone must obscure the important fact that ' migration 
is only one aspect of international commetce; the other aspects are 
lending and trade, for eithet they all go togethet in some measure 
or they all cease togethet. Thete cannot be movements of people 
Without !endings of capital and thete cannot be !endings of capital 
Without movements of people to the countries to which the capital is 
lent'·'" a In the particular cases undet consideration, howevet, it 
is in the highest degree improbabe that the issue will be falsified by 
restricting the scope of the present discussion to demographic· move
ments, because, if the trend of this argument may be anticipated, it 
will be shown that, taken as a whole, the emigratory movements from 
these countries have been quantirativdy so inconsiderable in rdation 
to the magnitude of population growth that the short-run rdief which 
they have afforded, both directly and indirectly, may be disregarded. b 

* * * 
It is estimated c that, · between 1846 and 19 3 z, the numbers of 

persons who emigrated overseasd from Germany, Italy and Japan 

• Cf. below, p. •!7· 
• H the objection that the long-run eoonomic el£ects of emigration may have been 

substantial can be sustained, the improbability that the argument in the text falsifies the 
issue is diminished; on the other band, the geneml ttencl of the argument in the Survey, 
uamely, that the demogtapbic facto< cannot be usefully isolated from the totality of &ctom 
in economic life. is sttea.gtheo.ed. 

• The tec:ords show that, between 1846 and· 193z, there was a total world inter-con~ 
t:inental emigration of HAJO,ooo and that, between 182.1 and 1932, there was a total world 
intercontinental immigration of s9.t87,ooo (see 84). 'There ate various reasons for SllP"' 
posing that the record of immigrants is more complete than that of emigrants;, the total 
of S9 millions may therefore he taken as a minimum. But it is cettainly an incomplete record, 
and it is likely that at least 6s million persons moved overseas in those years , (ilml.). The 
real numbem of emigrants from Gennany, Italy, Japan and Poland may bave been laiger 
than the .figures quoted in the te:J:t, since it is reasonable. though arbitrary, to add to the 
ligutes some portion of the clilfelence of·,.· millions between the =otded number of. 
H million emigrants and tbe estimated real numQer of 6s million emigrants; they may 
even have been substantially greater; but they cannot have been so much greater as to 
detract considerably from the utility of the ligwes quoted as an indication of the genem1 
order of ma.go.itude of the overseas emigratory movement from Getmany, Italy, japan 
and Poland during the 86-yeor period (u-yeor, in the case of Poland) in question. 

• ' Compared with oversea movanents the other movements of Europeans have been 
numerically of little account ' while 'the intra-continental movements of non· Europeans .. . , 
[although they] bave been on a larger scale than their in=-continentsl movements ••• , 
have been of no great significance •. As for intra~tinental movements of Getmans. 
' during the nineteenth century European continental movements we~e at first on a small 
:scale; the.re was some tendency for skilled workets to move from advanced to backwud. 
countries,. from Germany to Poland, for instance. Mter 188o we begin to notice evidence 
of a numerically more important movement of unskilled workers from backward to ad
vanced countries; thus Polish labourers began to enter Gemaany, but the movementa 
were largely seasonal • ( .. ). 
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were, in round figures, five millions, a ten millionsb and half a mil-

• Total recorded number of overseas emigrants from Germany : ~889,000 (sec &4). 
The foWowing table, reproduced from J7G, shows the couzsc of net overseas emigration 
from Germany (allowance made for returns to Germany) berween 1851 and 1935 : 

N~~mbn- Ltu.stJ pw U.r.su in 
Ytor.s of Periods thotumttl ohsoiMte 

tmigranu•n inhabilanu figuru117 

.a, •-•86o xssr-xs6o - z.s 
J86t-t870 J86t-1870 - 2.2. 

t87t-x88o 6 .. J,968 , t87t-11n -1.61 
lr876-188o - 1-7 -?00,931 

t88J-t890 I,J.of.2,42J fxsst-xsss 
t886-t890 

-4·31 
-1-4 - I,J09,J2S 

1891•1900 529.875 f'89t-I89S 
1896-1900 

-1.81 
+o-3 

-354,685 

19Ql•1910 279.641 61901•1905 +o.2j -107.386 
h9Q6-t910 -o.s 

191J·I91J 67,078 
1920 8,4j8 
19Zl 24,173 
1922 32,62.3 191 1•192.5 +JJ0,270 
1923 11SJ431 
'9'-4 ,a,,z.a 
192S 67.705 
192.6 1 
1927 61,379 
1918 Ho24l 
1919 48,734 1926-1933 -o 5 - 2.6J,961 1930 37.399 
1931 IJ,64oJ 
1931 IO,J2S 
193! u,866 
'9l4 14,232. 1934 -0.2.1 ? 
19jj u,.u6 '9H -o.t8 1 

• Total recorded number of oversea emigrants from Italy : I0,092,ooo (see 84). The 
following table, based upon figures given in U for the period 1876-1929 and in 116 for 
the period '9!<>-1935. shows the course of net emignuion from Italy : 

Ptrioi .,. Y..,. Ntt &igrotitm 
AMo.rt Pn- J.ooo 

(tbotu<llll/s) u.btJtiltmU 

1876-So !4 '·4 
188I-8J n •• 8 
1886-9o Ill 3·7 
1891-jl! 128 4·' 
1896-1900 I!J 4·9 
1901 26j ••• 
1902 286 ··7 
'90l '-41 7·6 ,_ 
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lion,• respectively. 
grants leaving ... 

1•,104 
J90J 
19<'6 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 

1911 

1912 

1913 

1920 

192.1 
1922 

1923 
1924 
1925 
tgz.6 
1927 
1928 
1929 

19)0 

1931 
1932 
1933 ,; 
1954 
1931 
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In Poland, ' before the war, the number of emi. 
each year WliS .z 7o,ooo, in addition to seasonal 

141 4·4 
458 IJ.Z 
461 15·9 
584 II.J 

37 I, I 

516 10.4 

54% to.o 
IH 4·1 
345 9·8 
477 15·1 

414 II.J 
J7 .. , 

163 4·• 
•61 6.9 
186 4·7 
90 •·3 
8! 2.1 
79 2.1 
II 1.6 
34 I. I 

lfl 5·1 
!8 •• 6 
10 1.7 
17 I. I 
19 1.1 
18 0.9 

The .figures for tgJo-I9H comprise emigrants 'who have emigrated for the second 
time (ritrpatrialt) and who have thus been enumerated twice' (J94). 

• Total recorded number of oversea emigran~ from Japan : s tB~ooo (see. 14}. Th~ 
following table, reproduced from 898 and 4DO, shQws the cowse of net emigration from 
Iapan between 1915 and 1954 : 

Rrhlming N•t 
y...,. EmigrlliiiS . nnigrtz~~l.t 6lfligrtllion 

1915 20,966 
1920 IJ,J41 10,376 - 6,831 
1923 8,82.J 10,784 + '·959 
1924 1)1098 IJ,S79 + 2,481 
192J 10,696 t),gtB + ),222 

19%6 16,184 14,J49 - t,6u 
1927 r8,041 14,731 ),3o6 
1928 tg,Bso IJ,004 - 4,846 
1929 ZJ,704 14,073 - n,6Jt 
1930 u,S.zg 11.43• - 6,397 
1931 10,)84 u,g6s + z,sh 
19)2 tg,oH 1)1 170 - J,863 
1933 2),)17 14,141 - 1Jtl76 
1954 &8,087 
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emigration','" • while during the u-year period 1920-19Jz., some 
61o,ooo persons emigrated overseas.b 

Thus, in varying degrees, all the " dissatisfied " countries have 
been centres of emigration in the past and their aggregate contribution 
to the total flow of emigration has been considerable. The figures 
quoted, however, are not significant in themselves. ' Neither the gross 
contribution from any particular country nor the percentage which 
this contribution forms of the total in any year necessarily corresponds 
at all closely with the intensity of emigration, as measured by the 
annual loss per 1,ooo inhabitants by emigration'·" In order to 
determine the ~ing of emigration upon the demographic situation 
within a particular country it is necessaty to compare the volume of 
emigration with the size of the population. 

Now the records show that, during the period in question, the 
volume of emigration from Germany was altogether dwarfed by the 
volume of natural increase of the population, c and that, in Japan, 
' the mov,ements have been of small importance '," d emigration having 
been but an insignificant dribble beside the immense tide of population 
expansion. • In Italy and Poland, on the other hand, the volume of 
emigration has been substantial both absolutely and relatively to 

population increase. In the former country, it is claimed, 'the actual 
rate of increase of the population . . . was kept· down to a low figure 

•' Up to 1914 some 6oo,ooo Poles had moved from that part of Poland which was 
formerly included in Germany, to settle in parts of Gcnnany which were not ethnographically 
Polish, and over a million Poles had left what was formerly Russian Poland to settle in 
other pats of Russia. There was in addition a strong seasooal movement of agricultural 
workers into Germany proper which teachcd a total of 300,000 in some years • {84). 

• Totlll =orded number of oversea emigrants from Poland : 64•,ooo (see 81). Tbe 
folfowing table, reproduced from U7, shows the course of net emigration from Poland 
between 1927 end 1934 : 

N-IHr N-IHr •I Nd migraliolr (-) 
y..., of ,;grrz•u nhmling ,;g,.,u or U.tt~igrrztio• (+) 
1917 89,000 n.ooo -t6,ooo 
19zl ua.ooo UJ,OOO - 9,000 
19.1.9 178,000 98,000 -80,000 
19j0 17&,000 9),000 -79,000 
19)1 64.- 8o,ooo + 16~000 
19)1 Ja,ooo )5,000 +ao,ooo 
'9ll Jl,ooo lf,OOO - ),000 

19l4 aa,ooo JI,OOO +to,ooo 

• See above, p. 101, note a. 
• • There are now [t9j6) about a millioo Japanese living outside Japon proper but 

within tbc Japanese Empire, end another aoo,_, in Maochuria' (U). 
• Sc:e above, p. 107, DOte b. 
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between I 900 and I 9 I 3 because emigration was on so large a. scale; 
in fact in I905, I9o6, I9o7 and I9I3 the net loss by emigration exceeded 
the natural increase '. •• a Yet even in those two countries, the volume 
of emigration has not been sufficient, in the long run, to keep the 
population stationary. There has been nothing comparable with the 
relatively enormous outflow from Irdand,b which, although admittedly 
exceptional, yet cannot be inexplicable. Although the total volume 
of emigration from these countries, considered in isolation as a move
ment of men across the face of the globe, may seern large because it has 
to be expressed in figures pertaining to. t,jte sensational category of 
millions, it is but a tiny fraction detached from the main body of the 
population which has remained behind. 

Since the rate and volume of emigration have never caught up 
(except in one country for a short space of time) with the natural flow 
of the population, it is difficult to read into the past histories of demo
graphic and emigratory movements in Germany, Italy, Japan and 
Poland any evidence which would bear out #le hypothesis that they 
have suffered from a chronic condition of local population pressure 
amenable to no other cure than a flight of their inhabitants into areas 
of demographic rarefaction. It would appear, indeed, that the true 
causes of emigration from these countries must be sought elsewhere. 

It would seem that migratory movements are detertnined rather 
by the conditions prevailing in the countries of itDmigration than those 
obtaining in the countries of emigration, that is to say, that emigration 
is a movement attracted from without rather than a movement pro
pdled from within. A study" of the relation between the volume of 
immigration into the United States, for. example, and the growth of 
opportunities for employment in that country has revealed • strong 
cyclical and seasonal movements in immigration '" and has shown 
that ' when immigration is not r~stricted the character of the cyclical 
variations, at least, is closdy similar· to the cyclical variations in 
employment opportunities in the Uruted States. A fairly close 
similarity is also found in the seasonal movements '. u ' When there 
was freedom to come and go, the volume of movement corresponded 
with changes in opportunities for employment in a fashion that was 
almost uncanny . . . Emigrants sometimes lefr when conditions at 
home were good and sometimes when they were bad . . . Men left 

• See above, p. xo6, note a. 
II See above, p. X$19· 
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home, not because things were bad, but because they thought that 
things would be still better in the United States '." • 

Nevettheless, before applying the conclusion which springs from 
this observation to the question under consideration, it will be well 
to turn from the past to the present trends of population and emigration 
in the " dissatisfied " countries. 

The information given in an earlier chapterb has shown that, in 
each of these countries, the population is at present expanding and that 
there are no grounds for anticipating that this movement will cease 
in the near future. It is true that, in the case of Germany, where, 
until I 9 H, the ann pal surplus of births over deaths was rapidly declining 
and where, notwithstanding the upward trend which has manifested 
itself since then, the annual surplus is still below replacement rate, 

a' How can we explain the fact that . .. (intending emigrants] were such excellent 
judges of the prospects i There was no attempt on the part of the governments concemed 
to provide information about conditions overseas; such newspapers as were read by the 
peasants and workmen of Europe were certainly not of much use to them for this pwpose. 
and in bad times as in good the shipping companies were pressing upon their attention 
the facilities which they provided for emigration. We can only explain the facts by sup-
posing that the continuous stream of letters from emigrants abroad gave an up-to-date 
and accurate picture of opportunities in the new countries for those at home who con-
templated migration' (84). . 

f This strong influence on the part of the earlier emigrants is no doubt largely due 
to their desire to make others share the advantages which thejr themselves had won. but 
they may also to a certain extent have had their own interests in view, viz. through fresh 
emigration to procure for themselves labourers at moderate wages • (134). According 
to I ~8, the circumstances most frequently mentioned as causes of emigration in letters from 
America to Norway during the second quarter of the nineteenth century ' may be 
summarized as follows : (i) that then: was cheap land, fertile land and plenty of it; (ii) that 
no distinction was made between people; (iii) that legislation was favourable to the common 
people; (iv) that there was a complete democracy and that all votes counted equally; (v) that 
then: was no diffcn:nce between people as n:gatds clothes and privileges; (vi) that then: 
was tcligiousliberty; (vii) that the taxes wete low; (viii) that all bad to work for a living. but 
that there was at the same time room for all who would work • (1JI). 'In a contemporary 
account an emign.nt gives the following circwnstances as the chief causes of the emigration : 
(i) the gloomy prospectS in Norway for the future of the rising generation. coupled with 
the hope of independence and happiness in America; (ii) the fact that for the" producing 
and working classes" Norway is too circumscribed; that there is not room enough; and 
that the time is not distant when "a slavish dependence,. will become general; (iii) general 
dissatisfaction with the administration of Norwegian law, especially with reference to 
relations between debtors and crec:Hton, where the regulations in force work the ruin of 
the former; (iv) • genenl fcc1ing that the state does too little <o promote agriculture and 
the welfare of the common people. though it dcvorcs large sums of money to other pur
pos<a; (v) dissatisfaction with Norwegian officialdom and the clergy, which form • caste 
that looks upon an ordinary citizen as an inferior; (vi) failure in Norway to realize the freedom 
and equality that the constirution of 1814 promised; (vii) the pn:sswe upon the "bonde
&tand" (the independent farmers) of pool'-n:lief buxdens; (viii) unoertainty of crops and 
sterility of the soil; (ix) the pn:sswe upon the aame c:lasa of bwdens conncc:ted witb the 
No~gian road system; (s) idealisation of America • (u•). 

' See above, chap. 4o S VIII. 
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it cannot be said that this country, any more than the other countries 
of notthem and western Europe, 'is suffering from congestion of 
population in the sense that it is experiencing troubles which can only 
be alleviated by a change in its population situation '; but it is also true 
that Germany, so far from having a stationary population, is still faced 
with several decades of demogtaphic expansion. In Italy, although 
the annual surplus is diminishing, ' additions to population will remain 
considerable for some time to come ';14 Poland is in a similar position. 
Japan also is a country with a population which has not yet reached 
its maximum. 

On the other hand, emigtation from the " dissatislied " countries 
is at present almost at a standstilL Although, apart from the British 
Isles, • Germany ' was the only . . . country which played a large part 
in the earlier phases of the period' of emigtation between 1846 and 1932, 
'after 188J the percentage from Germany markedly -diminished '.•• 
Indeed, emigtation from Germany practically ceased at the end of 
the nineteenth century,~> and 'was not resumed in any appreciable 
degree until 1933 -a year which, for that country,was one of distress 
and despair '.• Not only was emigtation discontinued, but a net 

annual average of less than 1o,ooo emigrants in 1927-1930 was trans

formed in 1931-19H into a net annual average immigtation of over 
JO,ooo.11• In Italy, the second most important o;:ountry of emigtation 
in the past, a net annual average emigration of just under 8o,ooo in 
1927-1930 was reduced in 1931-1935 .to less than 2J,ooo."" Japan, as 
has already been noted, has never been an important contributor to 
the Bow of emigtation. As already indicated, • ' there are scarcely 
more than a million Japanese outside Japan, whereas there are eonsider-· 

• It is estimaa:d that out of a total o~ cmigratioo of 6s millioo pezsoos bctw<cn 
1846 and 1952, 18 miiJiODs ....., from the British Isles (see 14). · 

• The following table. rqnoclucod from a table based on 11, shows the petteablge of· 
British, Gamaos and ltalions io the total emigmtion from Europe 10 all destinations betweeo 
18JI and l!i)IJ : ' 

Brilisb c;,.- 116/ia 
% % % 

18ji•I86e "'·' ZJ.Z 
t86J-1870 ,6., u.S 4·J 
187t-t88o Jl.l 18.6 8.2 
t88t-I890 5J•O 18.7 IJ.I. 
1891-1§)00 z6.1 7·1 24·0 
1900"-ISUO 2.).1 •·5 •9·7 
1911-191J •6·7 1.2 23.2 

o See above, p. zo3, note d. 
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ably more than a million Frenchmen beyond the frontiers of France, 
and the French . . . are not regarded as a very migrant nation '. ,.. 
A constriction of the migratory stream even more remarkable than 
that which has taken place in Italy has occurred in Poland. 'In 192.9, 
the number of persons leaving Poland for oversea countries was still 
as high as 6s,ooo, but by 1936 the figure had fallen to 2.4,000. Moreover, 
as the volume of returning emigrants rose considerably, the actual 
balance of emigration was reduced to nothing and sometimes even 
showed a deficit '.... A net annual average emigration of not much 
less than 1oo,ooo in 192.7-1930 vanished entirely in 1931-1935·'" 'Thus, 
not only has the outflowing volume of emigration from each of the 
" dissatisfied " countries been greatly diminished, but, in several of 
them, the movement has been reversed. A counter-migratory move
ment is now pumping so strong a stream of migrants back into the 
alleged countries of emigration that, if it is maintained, the net out
flowing current must shortly be reduced to an impotent trickle.• 

• The following table, based upon figures given in J BB, shows in absolute numbers abe 
annual average emigration and immigration in Gennany, ltaly, Japan and Poland between 
1927 and 19J! : -

Popu
lation (in ~ 

tbolutlllds) 

Exut.s : 
- tmigralion 
+ immigmtion 

19!1-!5 

ex) 1937 frontien, including the Saar. Pl Not including continentol cmigmtion 
of fottignen. y) lnt=:ontinentol immigration of nationals; continentol for 
fottignen. 8) lnte~<:ontinentol : nationals. c) Approzimaa: figure. t) Nationals 
only. >j) Av"'"8C, 1928-jo. 8) Av- 1931·54· 

For further infonnation on the eountcz..migratory movement, see Ill. 'By the 
expression •• counter-mign.ti.on », we mean a mass migration which takes place iD the 
opposia: ditection to that of normal migrations (traditional migration) and a:nda to a<=<! 
thcae normal migrations. Counter-migration, therefore. has a special characteristic: at 
the moment when it takes place; this was. for instance. the case for the period sino: 1930. 
It ia ncocssary to distinguish from counl<l'llligl1ltion the volunwy emigration of fottignen, 
their repatriation (particularly when they are without means of support), their enforced 
deportation as the rault of illegal immigration, the e><tradirion of dclinqueniS and the 
sending baclr. of fottignera even befon: they ba..: crossed the frontien of the country of 
immigration' (ibii.). 
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This comparison of the present movements of population and 
of emigration in Germany, Italy, Japan and Poland seems to point, 
therefore, either to the absence of any correlation of cause and effect 
between pressure of population and emigration or to the absence of 
pressure of population in the " dissatisfied " countries. The presump
tion is that the second hypothesis is valid since it tallies with the con
clusions which emerged from the discussion in an earlier chapter on 
the tests of overpopulation in these countries. In that case, it would 
be futile to enquire further into the utility of a remedy for a difficulty 
which does not exist. But, before closing the discussion, it may be 
useful to inspect the alternative hypothesis a little more closely. The 
fact that, notwithstanding the expansion of population in the " dis
satisfied" countries, the volume of emigration which is at present 
flowing out of them is no more than a tiny leak out of the vast 
reservoirs of existing population does not necessarily indicate that those 
reservoirs are not dangerously £illed near to the brim or that a more 
abundant outflow would not be opportune; for it may be that the out
ward movement is being obstructed by extraneous impediments or 
that recourse is being had to alternative remedies. In the latter case, 
the question would fall outside the scope of this chapter, but in the 
former case it would be useful to enquire into the nature of the obstruc
tions, the reasons which have caused them to be raised and the possi
bilities of removing them or of overcoming their eirects on the emigratory 
movement; for it may be that, if the migratory flow were freed from 
its shackles, it would swell again into an abundant tide. 

Now the history of migration throughout the nineteenth centuty 
period fails to reveal that any bartieci. interfered with the free flow 
of emigration. On the contrary, broadly, emigration was everywhere 
free and spontaneous. Yet, in. st>ite of this freedom, there was no 
palpable relation between the expansion of the population and the. 
volume of emigration. Thus the evidence of the past history of demo
graphic and migratory movements seems to indicate that there is no 
substance in the conjecture that the absence of any visible correlation 
of cause and effect between population pressure and emigration may be 
attributable to the intervention of extraneous obstacles. It is possible, 
however, that the lessons of the past have no bearing upon the present 
situaJ:i.on and that the mechanics of emigration are now of a wholly 
.different order; and, since freedom of emigration has now, in fact, 
been replaced by a comprehensive system of limitation, regulation and 
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i:ontrol, it may be argued that it is the operation of this system which 
prevents the generation of an emigratory movement. · 

Turning aside, then, from the main trend of the present argument, 
a brief description may now be given of the present obstacles to emigra
tion. No attempt can be made, however, to enquire into the complex 
economic, technical and administrative aspects of the present imped· 
iments to emigration and of the methods of overcoming them which 
have been contemplated both in the International Studies Conferenre 
and elsewhere. To do so would be merdy to summarise the incom· 
parable wealth of information already available in the publications of the 
International Labour Office, to which some reference has already been 
made in these pages, and to draw directly from the unique store of 
experience and expertise which is pooled in the Office's Migration 
Section; it would carry the present text, moreover, into a realm of the 
Conference's enquiry w)lich, as has already been explained,• mends 
beyond the central problem considered in the present Survey. On the 
other hand, a brief statement can be made of the geographical extent 
of, and of some of the principal reasons for, the present hindrances 
with a view to considering the bearing of these data on the position 
in the " dissatisfied " countries. 

II. THE REGULATION OF MIGRATION 
'•' 

The obstacles to emigration are many and diverse. In describing 
their geographical extent, it will be convenient, therefore, to adopt 
some conventional system of classification. In the first place, a dis
tinction must be made between (a) the artificial restrictions on emigration 
which are attributable to the policies of governments and (b) obstacles 
arising out of other circumstances. Secondly, some of the governmental 
measures designed to impede emigration are imposed by (I) the countries 
of immigration; others are imposed by (z.) the countries of emigration 
themselves. The former are geographically far more extensive than 
the latter and will be considered first. Finally, it is convenient to 
distinguish between (i) the restriction of the immigration of European 
peoples and (ii) the restriction of the immigration of Asiatics; Germans, 
Italians and Poles may be considered together, but the Japanese are 
subject to disabilities of a special character which modify the nature 

• Sec obo~ pp. 191 'W· 
15 
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of the problem. So far as the restrictions on the immigration of 
Europeans are concerned, the description will relate exclusively to 
immigration into the territories of " Europe overseas ". Immigration 
into " colonies " will be considered in the next chapter. Nothing need 
be said of the restrictions imposed by European countries upon the entry 
of aliens, since, notwithstanding the magnitude of such movements 
in the recent past" they are far smaller than those which have been 
directed overseas; and it is unlikely that a stream of emigration on 
a scale relevant to a condition of acute overcrowding could be turned 
towards any region in Europe!>; moreover, it is principally upon the 
alleged possession by the overseas countries of considerable areas of 
potential settlement that the discussion of emigration binges in relation 
to the proble!n of" peaceful change". European Russia may possibly 
be an exception to the penultimate statement, but it is more convenient 
to assimilate this region to the U. S. S. R. as a whole, which must be 
mentioned separately on the grounds that the Ukraine, on which, it 
is said, a potential ernigratory stream is being focussed, raises issues 
which may be comprised more properly in the next chapter, and that 

• The following table, reproduced from U (quoting from the summaries of govemment 
mtistics provided by the lntematioaal Labour Office), shows the volume of continenllli 
emigration from Illliy and Poland between 19zz and 1933 : 

y,.,. llll{y Pokmd 

192% 170,1-n 31,373 
1923 zzg.ss4 7z,os8 
1924 2.71,o8g z6,136 
1921 178,zo8 42,769 
192.6 141,314 117,616 
1927 91,918 . B!JA%7 
192.8 79,173 122,049 
192.9 88,0J4 178,132. 
1930 .uo,g8J 171,8}3 
1931 .1%1,079 6.!.•31 
1932 s8.J4J n,nz 
1933 6o,7z6. 18,293 

It should be notl:d thst 'theJe are serious dilliadties inhem>t in any attanpt to =otd 
continental movements; it is less easy to keep reco!ds of passage across lmd &onticzs than 
of a flow through po.tts. Also thete is no unifomJ system of delining mig1:811ts and recotding 
their movements; therefore national statistics are not strictly comparable • (84). 

> ' rrhe countries in the Fu Notth of Europe - Fuoe Islands, Iceland, Spit:zbeigea, 
Norwegian coast] untouched by nineteenth centwy civilisation ••• , I<lll8ined m a long 
time at a fairly low standud of life . . • But the twentieth century brought them modem 
civilisation .•• , which mised them in twenty yeus to a standud of life equal 10 if not higheJ 
thsn thst of any other poople • • • These countries of the Fill: Nnirh appeal vety rich and 
pethsps they have alresdy atttacted the attention of countties eaeer fOJ c:o1oniol 
eapansion ' ( J71). 
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the main areas of potential settlement in the Union lie in the Asiatic 
continent.• 

* * * 

(a) GOVERNMENT RESTRICTIONS 

( 1) Immigration restrktions 

(i) REsTRICTIONS ON EUROPEANS 

United States. - ' The history of immigration to the United 
States may be divided into four periods : the colonial period, from the 
time of the first settlement to 178 3 ... , [when] the thirteen colonies 
became an independent nation ... ; the period of " free immigration ", 
from 1783 to 1830 ••. , [at about which] time a change in the public 
artirude toward immigration became noticeable ... ; the period of state 
regulation, from 1783 to 1882; and the period of federal control, 
after 1882 .•. , [when] the Federal Government ... enacted its first 
important immigration law. During the first three immigration periods 
and the first decade of the fourth period, that is, until about 1890, the 
vast majority of the immigrants came from the ~countries in northern 
and western Europe.h This immigration is referred to as the " old 
immigration". From 1890 to about 1923, the sources of immigration 
shifred to southern and eastern Europe. • This is called the " new 
immigration". Since 1923, immigration from northern and western 
Europe has once more exceeded that from other parts of Europe. 
European immigration, however, has not constiruted so large a pro
portion of immigration since the World War as in earlier years, and 
immigration from countries in the Western Hemisphere has become 
increasingly important ' ... d 

• See below. p.. .au, note L 

''Northern and westem Europe comprises : Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, 
Iceland, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Norway, Swedeo, Swiaerlmd, aod Englaod, hdaod, 
Scotlaod, Wales and " United Kingdom Dot specified ". Sou them and easoem Ewope 
comprises the other countries on that continent • (?1). 

•' Since t8h,ltaly baa aeot the United S~atea the largest oumbet of immigtants' (U). 
• Tbe following table, reproduoed from 11, • tbows the oumbet coming from the moat 

important immigtant-e>:portiog countries during the period >881·•9!0. iDclusive • : -
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During the colonhl period, the largest volume of immigrants 
next to the, ScotCh-Irish was the German immigration, ' chiefly from the 
Palatinate and from Switzerland • . . Desire for religious freedom 
was a cause of emigration, although civil and economic disabilities 
contributed. Mennonites, Moravians, and Dunkers formed important 
groups in the immigration from Germany. It is estimated that the 
total number of Germans in the colonies in 1750 was about 1oo,ooo, 
and that 7o,ooo of them were in Pennsylvania'. It has been variously 
estimated that, in 1790, Germans represented 3.6% and 7·4% of the 
white population of the United States." 

During the period of unrestricted immigration, extending from 
1783 to about 183~. 'there were not wanting utterances by the Founding 
Fathers indicating misgivings . about the influx of foreigners and their 
participation in the government ', but labour shortage led to a demand 
for skilled workers which exceeded the ~upply. • As in colonial times, 
English, Scotch, Irish and Germans constituted the bulk of the immi
gration in these years. Persecution on religio~s grounds and the desire 
(or religious freedom were no longer s.o important as · motives for 
emigration; economic causes were now predominant. With the 
exception of the Irish, the newcomers for the most patt avoided the 
citie~ in the Atlantic States and went· West . . . [Thus] they did not 
come so sharply into contact with a strictly American milieu. During 
this period, during the last decade especially, ·there was increasing 
dissatisfaction because of the lack of regulation of immigration. Certain 
European countries continued to &hip criminals and paupers to the 
United States. Likewise, owing to the hardships of the voyage, and 
the exploitation to which immigrants "were subjected at all gtages of 
their journey, many arrived in poverty and ill health and beCIIII)e a 
burden on the American cotnp:?.unity. The states most concerned 
therefore enacted legislation to pui: a stop to certain of these evils ' .... 

CDtmlry 1881-1890 1&91-1900 IOOl-l/110 1911-1910 1181-1110 T.W 
Italy ••..••...•••• )07,30§1 . 6j1,893 a,Q4J,Sn I,IO§I,J~ 4lJ.31! 4.!69.918 
Austria-Hungary • 3!3o719 S92,707 z,14,,a66 896,J4Z 63o148 4,0JI,Sb 
Russia .......... ZIJ,2.8& JOJ,2§10 lo!9Mo6 §121,201 61,741 ,,Z98,8J.l 
Gemwly ........ 1,4JZ,9"f0 JOJ,IS.t 341,498 143.94! 412,202 a,8ss,76j 
Canada .......... 393.304 ),JII 179,u6 742,18! 9'4o!'! a,142,S4l 
:mland 00 ........ 6!!.48• 388,416 339,06! 146,181 220,J91 1,749.7!! 
England ......... 664,68o .1.16,726 )88,017 149.944 117,4JO t,6s6,7s1 
Sweden ......... 391,776 aa6,a66 '49oB4 9!o074 97.'49 I,OS9,89S 
Mexico .......... 1,913 971 49.642 219,004 4!9 ... 7 7J0,8tj 
Norway ......... 176,,86 9,,ots 1§101SOJ 66,J9! 68,!51 !97,031 
Scotland ......... 149,869 44,188 120.469 78o3!7 1!9.781 , .. ~ 
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In the next period, I8JO·I882, 'since the national government 
failed to regulate immigration, the state.s _with important seaports took 
over that function '. •• They enacted various laws restricting the entry 
of foreign convicts, paupers, mental defectives, undesirables and other 
persons likely to become a burden on the community, and they sought 
to protect the community from ill-health and the immigrants from 
exploitation and fraud." 'During the period I8JI·I88o, the number 
of German immigrants entering the country was J,044,J97... After 
the political upheavals in Germany, emigrating from that country· 
included many intellectuals, who ,formed a desirable addition to the 
country's population'. In I81o,' of the 1,144,601 foreign-hom persons 
in the country ... , 16 per cent ... were natives . . . of Germany .•. 
At the end of this period, in I 88o, the natives of Germany formed the 
largest group (19.4 per cent). in the foreign-born population, which 
by then had increased to 6,679,943 . . . Natives of Central and South 
European countries were just beginning to atrive in any numbers; 
immigrants . . . from Italy . . . formed . . . o. 7 per cent . . . of the 
foreign-hom total. During this period the states encouraged the entry 
of immigrant labourers and farmers, but fear of the consequences of 
immigration was already increasing. Immigrants were feared because 
of their potential economic competition. The growth of foreign 
colonies and the participation of the foreign-hom in politics_ also 
aroused apprehension •.u The Civil War, however, and consequent 
shortage of man power put a stop to most of the anti-alien propaganda 
and some action was taken to stimulate immigration ... 

But ' state regulation of immigration soon proved unsatisfactory ' 
and a period of Federal control over immigration began. ' The first 
general immigration act adopted by Congress after it assumed control 
of immigration was approved August 3, ISh . . . It established the 
selection-by-rejection principle whicli has since prevailed in United 
States immigration legislation. It provided for the rejection of certain 
classes at the lowest rung of the social ladder rather than for the selection 
of the most skilled and fit in capacity or occupation for meeting the 
economic or social needs of the country '. This act was followed by 
numerous other restrictive measures, culminating in the so-called 
" q11ota acts " whicli regulate immigraticin not only qualitatively but 
also quantitatively. 'There have been three sets of quotas in force 
since first the quota method of regulating and restricting immigration 
to the United States went into effect • • • The first quota act, passed 
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as an emergency measure to stem the threatened exodus to the United 
States from war-tom Europe, was in force from June 3, 19.n, to 
June 30, 1924 '·" It 'limited the number ofimmigtants of any national
ity who might be admitted in any year to 3 per cent. of the number 
of foreign-hom persons of that nationality resident in the United 
States in 1910. . . The act was resttictive since the total admissions 
from quotl! countries could not be more than 357,8os; it was also 
discriminatory because the proportion of the total allotted to southern 
and eastern European countties was less than the proportion of the 
total infiow which they were contributing before the Act came into 
force'·" This act • was superseded by the act of May z6, 1924. an act 
which at the present time, together with the basic immigration law of 
February 5, 1917,• conttols and regulates immigration to the United 
States '... ' This latter Act ... substituted z per cent for 3 per cent 
and 189o for 1910. The r~ult was more restriction and more 
discrimination; for it reduced the total permitted infiow from quota 
countries ... to 164,667, and allowed only a negligible quota to countries 
such as Italy whose foreign-hom representatives were few in I 890 ' ... 
Finally, in 1924, the application of a calculation of the quotas based on 
national originsb resulted in • slighdy more restriction, and a considerable 
change in the relative sizes of the quotas of certain countries '.,. The 
numbers of immigrants permitted under these. three quotas to enter 
the United States from the " dissatisfied " countries in Europe which 
are under consideration are as follows : - 1921 act : 67,607 from 
Germany, 4z,on from Italy, and 30,977 fiom Poland; 1924 act : 5 1,zn 
from Germany, 3,845 from Italy, and 5.982. from Poland; 1929 '.' nationa,l 
origins" quota : z5,9S7 from Germany, 5,8oz from Italy, and 6,524 
from Poland.u" As the figures for Italy and Poland indicate, ~the 
chief changes occurred when the z per cent provisions of the 1924 
Act replaced the I 9ZI Act; they res tilted in drastic reductions in the 
quotas for southern and eastern Europ.ean countries. Thus the Italian 
quota was reduced from 4z,o57 to the derisory figure of 3,84s.• In 

• A clause of Section 3 of this Act' prohibits the entty of any immigrant who is " likely 
to become a public charge 11 

• { 88). 
• ' The formula of the National Origins plan is as follows : - Tin <ZII1Uitll f"Dio of 11111 

Mliona/ity for lin fo<tll ,1141' sbtt/1 IH • ,_btr 111/JidJ IH•rs lin '""'' Nlio lo 160,000 <U lin -btr 
of inlkzbil4nts in Conlinlllkll Ullittd St.tu in 1.,0 &z.ing t1Jot N•liona/Origio IHors to lin """'btr 
of in!J<Ibil4nts in Conliomt.t Ullittd Statu in 19BO, lmt lin 111ini111- f"Dio of 111!1 nolio,.liiJ sbtz/1 
IH 100 • (see ••). 

• 'Italian immigmtion into the U. S. A. during the decode 1901 to 1910 averaged over 
ZQO,OOQ pe!: I.Dnum. I (84), 
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fact the permitted immigration from southern and eastern Europe was 
reduced to negligible proportions '·" 

• After 1929, because of the depression and widespread unemploy
ment, it was quite generally conceded that immigration should be 
curtailed as much as possible until economic conditions improved. 
& it did not seem advisable to take legislative action, the drastic 
enforcement of the clause . . . [of the I 9 I 7 act already mentioned]• 
was resorted to in reducing the volume of immigration . . . As a 
result, the number of immigrants admitted per year since I93 1 has been 
lower than at any other time during the past century '." 

Briti.rb DominionJ. - In Canada, legislation empowers the govern~ 
ment to ' lay down whom it will admit, and under what conditions. 
A list has been prepared of" preferred"," non-preferred", and" other 
countries"'. Germany is included among the "preferred", whose 
' nationals are admitted on much the same terms as British citizens, 
the chief' requirement being that they are proceeding to assured 
employment or that they have sufficient funds to maintain themselves 
until they find employment'. Poland is included among the "non
preferred", whose 'nationals may enter only if they are agriculturists 
or domestic servants '. The present policy of immigration restriction 
was initiated in August 1930 following upon the stoppage of Canadian 
emigration to the United States by American legislation. It limits 
immigration to certain categories of British subject and American 
citizen, to certain dependents of residents and to ' an agriculturalist 
having sufficient means to farm in Canada '." 

The result of legislation in Amtra/itl> and NnP Zealand is also 
restrictive and discriminatory." In So11tb Afrira, the Quota Act of 
1930 'limits the immigration from non-scheduled countries to 50 a 
year '; Germany and Italy IU"C among the scheduled countries, Poland 
among the non-scheduled." 

Cmtral anti SOIIIb Amtrira. - ' It appears that no country in Central 
or South America has put legislation into force which either limits the 
total volume of European immigration or discriminates against parti
cular European nationalities '." But, in Brazil, one of the greatest 

• See abo~ p. 1.14. note L 
' • Tbe government of lwy has ag=d to =trict the issue of posspons [for Ausualia) 

to Italians wbo possess at least & 40 ' ( U). 
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recent obstacles to immigration is constituted by the ~Ia de ehamflllaB, 
' which, if it has not completely paralysed immigration, has at least, 
unquestionably contributed very largely to the diminution in the number 
of immigrants • • . Another equally serious obstacle which has made 
immigration difficult, if not impossible, lies in the application of para
graph 6 of Article u I of the Federal Constitution '. According to 
this provision : 

The admittance of immigrants to the national territory shall be subject 
to the restrictions necessary to guarantee their ethnical assimilability and 
physical fitness and their civil status, provided always that the number of 
immigrants per year shall not exceed "% of the total number of nationals 
of the respective countries who have been domiciled in Bra&il during the last 
fifty years." 

'During 1936, the provisional number of immigrants admitted' under 
this provision was fixed at .z,p8 for Germany, 27,47' for naiy and 
1,03' for Poland. a b • 

(ii) RllSTRicnONS ON JAPANESE 

The outstanding feature of the restriction~ on the migration of 
Japanese is that they have been virtually excluded from nearly all the 
countries ruled by the white peoples in the Pacific area. ' Japanese 
began to arrive in the United States shortly before 1900, and anti
Japanese feeling soon manifested itself'." 0 In 189o, there were oniy 
1,039 Japanese in the United States, but by 1900 they had increased to 
14.316; by 191o they numbered 7z,xn; by 1920, nx,oxo; and by I93o, 
138,834." They 'have concentraFed on the Pacific coast; in 1930, 
86 per cent of them were there; • • • As result, numerous discriminatory. 
measures have been enacted against them, the most serious of them being 
probably the California laws prohibitilig them from owning land or 

• ' The "'"' til "'-""" ••• , which involva prolonged and complic:ated aclmini_ti.., 
fotmolities, is ~<:gulatecl by Deaee No. •4>•J8 of May t6th, 1934 • (81). 

• For the l<aSODS which impelled Bm>il to apply a quota, ' in spite of the fact that the 
country ls undelpopulatecl' (198), sec below, pp. •37-•38· 

• • It is acknowledgecl in Colifomia that the Japanese..., unusually low abiding, but ••• 
fit bas been] said [see U] of them : "Their good taste, penistent industry, their aoellent 
qualities and their virtues ""'dot their presence among us • pitiful danget ... (18). a. the 
statement that ' the basis of Chinese <&elusion [fmm the United States] is their virtues, not 
their vices • (09). 
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leasing land and prohibiting the acquisition of land by second generation 
Japanese (American citizens) under the guardianship of their parents '." • 
'Until 1924. immigration of Japanese was not regulated by law, although 
in response to agitation in California, many bills proposing their 
exclusion were introduced in Congress. Largely through the influence 
of President Theodore Roosevelt, none of them was enacted. Instead, 
in 1907, a "gendemen's agreement" was entered into between the 
United States and Japan, under which Japan bound itself not to issue 
passports for the United States to Japanese labourers. How carefully 
the agreement was observed and to what extent it accomplished its 
purpose are matters of dispute. California and other West Coast 
states did not lind the results satisfactory and kept agitating for more 
drastic exclusion '." That ' local feeling was not satisfied [was) 
pardy ... [due to] the entry of" picture brides", that is of Japanese 
women who came to marry Japanese already in the United States - a 
form of immigration not contrary to the Agreement ' ... b Complete 
exclusion· was eventually brought about, ' over the protests of the 
Secretary of State, the Japanese Ambassador and others, [by] a 
section ... [of] the immigration act of May 26, 1924, prohibiting the 
entry of aliens who are ineligible to American citizenship ', .. the Japanese 
being so ineligible. 

In Canatla, 'Japanese began to arrive about 1905, and this led to 
the conclusion of a Gendeman's Agreement in 1908 on the lines of the 
American arrangement; the agreement remains in force'·" 'The 
maximum number of Japanese allowed to settle in the Country has 
been set at one hundred and fifty per annum '. '" In Amtralia, ' an 
arrangement has been made with Japan whereby passports are not 
granted to Japanese who intend to settle'. In New Zealand, 'under 
an Act of 192.0 every person, not of British birth or parentage, is required 
to obtain a permit to land. This requirement is used to keep ... 
Japanese out of New Zealand'·" 

• ' In zeceot yean the " eecond generation " has c:oostituted • rapidly inc:n:asing pro
portion of the Japonese population group. The sa ratio omong Japonese in the UDil<d 
Sta ... ia far mono favourable than that among the OUnese; in 1910, then: wete 14H malea 
pet 100 femalea, the neuat to notmal distribution of any of the Asistic groupo. Due 
10 thio fact, their note of incn:ue, in opite of the falling off of immigtation, is higbct than 
for any othct population group. For the deade t9><>-1910, the Japonese ••. n.te of incn:ue 
,... ap (per thousmd] u compan:d with 16.1 ••• (per thousond) for the whole population 
of this country aod IH ••• (per thousmd] for the native white population' (U). 

• Cf. ur : • a.m., an intenoive emigration country, oolonises pn.cticolly nowhete, 
beauec no <l1ioese women eo'Xl"'P'"Y the emigtmts •. 
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The countries of Central and South America ' have not all adopted 
this policy [of exclusion] ; in geoeral the less advanced among them 
have .beeo the most exclusive . • . Costa Rica and Guatemala are 
among the countries which exclude Asiatics; but it would seem that 
Argeotina, Chile, or Brazil have not discriminated against n~n
Eutopeans, and the last-meotioned country has in fact encouraged the 
settlemeot of Japanese •." a 

( z) Emigrati011 Rl.rtriction.r 

' In the countries of emigration, the individual is being deprived 
mote and more of the right to emigrate of his own free will. Personal 
liberty in the matter of leaving the country • • • no longer exists '.'" 
The passport system is now universal, and ' inability to comply with 
the immigration laws of the countries to which it is desired to go '" 
is a frequeot reason for refusing a passport to inteoding emigrants. 
' This restriction is in force in most European countries and operates 
powerfully to keep down the volume of emigration. It is imposed 
in order to avoid the trouble and expense consequeot upon the refusal 
by countries of .impligration to permit persons to eater; for such persons 
may have to be brought home by the country wheoce they came '·" 
This, together with other minor restrictions imposed by the countries 
of emigration on their nationals by reason of • the supposed interest 
of the would-be immigrants or th~ demands of social justice •b but 

• Under the new quota regulations, the permitted number of Japanese immigtants 
into Brazil was provisionnaly find for 1936 81 3,480 (see 83 and cf. above. pp. 2IJ-6)., 

• That the potential emigrant must still be protected ·by the State from the unscrupulous 
exploitation which. in the nineteenth century~ was an important source of revenue for, ship
ping companies, is shown in the following warning issued reccody by the French Ministry 
of the Interior : - ' The public is warqcd against the propaganda conducted by certain 
groups which acck to recruit emigrants by promising them advsntagcs which they are not in 
a position to obtain for them. With. a view to sparing our fd.low--countrymeo the regret"' 
table disappointments which they might thus suf£cr, we advise them to act with the utmost 
caution when so approached. They should enter' into no engagement without previously 
consulting our diplomatic or consular agents .resident in the countries to which ao attempt 
is made to attract them, (.eu). 

' One of the main objects of the regulation of the activities of emigration agencies 
with regard to the supply of information is to prevent the dissemination of false information 
conccrning possibilities and conditions of emigration.. It not infrequendy happens that. 
on the strength of false or mislesding ststements, would-be emigrants make cosdy preplll" 
ations for their departure and cvco scll up their homes, and only when it is too late learo 
thai emigrstion permits are no longer delivered for their particular country of destinstion or 
thst they themselves do not fulfil the conditions of admission. Most post·war legislation 
therefore forbids the supply of informstion to emigrants for profit and there is an incressing 
tendency on the part of emigrstion countries to prohibit all propaganda. The information 
which, on the other hand, private agencies may fumish to migrants is subject to strict 
control' (aot). 
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' the cumulative effect of ••. [which] while not negligible, is probably 
not numerically considerable '," illustrates the tendency for governments 
to place artificial obstacles in the way of any spontaneous adjustment 
of demographic disequilibria through emigration. 

'In addition to the obstacles •.. [set up against emigration] by 
administrative formalities and the revival of the passport system •.. 
the State subjects the departure of emigrants to a whole series of control 
measures which may, in some cases, go to the extent of definite refusal. 
In any case, the State is to-day exerting every effort not to lose such of 
its nationals whose temporary absence it is obliged to sanction for 
reasons of necessity. It consents to ltnd them but not to give them to a 
foreign country. It intends to keep an intellectual, moral, political and 
cultural hold over them . . . It opposes any attempt aiming at the 
systematic denationalisation of its nationals living abroad and claims, 
on their behalf, all the amenities of a national life : schools, associations, 
trade unions, theatres, newspapers, the free use of the national language, 
ministers· of religion, etc. This, for example, is the spirit actuating the 
Italian Government, which has, in a way, banished the word "emi
gration " from its official vocabulary and replaced the Emigration 
Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs by the Department for 
Italian Citizens Abroad. This has always been more or less the policy 
of Germany : the maintenance of German nationality for her nationals 
naturalised abroad. Poland has frequendy formulated a similar 
opinion ' :m • 

Emigration is a necessity . . . But the countries of emigration, after 
having submitted to the dire obligation of having to authorise it ... , now 
cobsider it their duty - dicrated by their moral and material responsibility -
to develop the maximum energy and efforts to mitigate the evils and essential 
risks of emigration . . • In particular, if absolute loyalty to and moral assimi
lation in the social life of the country of immigration constitute duties for 
the emigrant, there can be nothing in common between this and the direct 
or indirect pressure brought to bear on emigrants with the idea of depriving 
them as rapidly as possible of their national characteristics or religious 
beliefs • • . Recognition of the right of large groups of foreign workers to 

• This anirude is not. of course. coruined to the " dissatisfied " countries : • It would 
be o bad day for our British people •, stat<S the late Anglian Bishop in Argentino, • if the 
110tiooalism which , •• !is) running riot throughout the world ever prohibited the [English) 
schoola [in Latin America! from being cooduct<:d in the English languogc' ("7), 
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have their own infirmaries, schools and cultural institutions, compatible with 
their character and national traits, is a postulate that should be freely 
accepted and loyally applied by the countries of immigration.'" 

' Organised emigration is a veritable drain on the life-blood and 
economy of a nation. l.ti principle, it should be the ultimate remedy 
for the evils of overpopulation, at least in countries whose emigrants ..• 
have no national colonies to go to and who, for the most part, are 
obliged to expatriate themselves. Economic, national and racial 
considerations demand that the overflow bf the ·population should be 
afforded opportunities to go on living in the country even up to, or 
beyond, the point when practical possibilities are exhausted ',110 

It is, however, ' only in Italy and Russia• that really serious obstacles 
to emigration ·exist '." Some of the measures taken by the Italian 
government have already been mentioned.b 'In 191.7 regulations 
were imposed in Italy which laid down that Italian subjects could not 
leave with the intention of settling abroad unless they were going to 
join a near relative or possessed a contract of employment. This did 
not apply to certain classes of professional workers, but it meant that 
the permanent emigration of unskilled workers was rendered very 
difficult; the effect of these measures is shown in the drop in Italian 
emigration in 191.7, 191.8 and 191.9 '·" • Furthermore, as was stated 
in an earlier chapter, d ' the emigration of families and women was 
restricted . . . while the emigration of agricultural workers was 
prohibited '·"' 

(b) PSYCHOLOGICAL OBSTAcW 

The foregoing sketch of ~oine of the principal obstacles to 
emigration may be summarised in a few words. In the traditional 
countries of immigration the front doors are closed to Japanese emigrants 
and European emigrants find that they are so slightly ajar that only the 

• ' It would appear that the eonclitioos under which passports are gmoted in Russia 
are so strict tluu. mere is what amounts to a prohibition upon leaving that country. at leut 
for the ordinary worker' (84). 

• See above, ebap. s, § VI. 
o' In 1930, however, the regulations were relu.ed and the number of emigmnta lOSC 

slwply' (84). 
• Sec above, p. 16o. 
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• 
thinnest stream can get by, • while the side doors can be reached only 
by a circuitous route which none but the desperate or the pertinacious 
would care to enter and through which only a few of these can hope to 
penetrate. Italy, moreover, has barred its own exit by erecting a new 
principle of politics that expatriation and denationalisation are virtually 
treasonable. Furthermore, whereas emigration was formerly left to 
individual initiative, it is now controlled and limited by the state. 

These, however, are only the more obvious impediments to the 
emigratory flow. Apart from the artificial obstacles due to the inter
vention of governmental measures, a serious difficulty arises out of the 
attitude of the potential emigrant himself. It is broadly true to say 
that, before 1914;large numbers of persons in many countries were 
willing candidates for expatriation. Some were driven by an urge to 
live under conditions of greater political or religious fteedom; others, 
by grinding povertyb; others, again, by the spirit of enterprise. They 
were not held back by the prospect of discomfort, uncertainty and 
peril. c ' ¥any of them attached but little importance to a change of 
nationality; they preferred the opportunity offered to them of improving 
their lot under another flag to the hopeless life of their own country '·"' 
Nowadays potential emigrants' are less willing than in old days to plunge 

i nto the emigration stream, with the vague hope of getting some-

• According to a speaker at one of the Conference's meetings. Russia, in contrast with 
these countries, 'actually welcomes immigration • (tU.J). On the other hand. the author oE 
• Conference memorandum on Austrian emigration states that ' emigration to the U.S.S.R. 
baa become quite negligible; wheleu io foaner years people finding employment in Russia 
often amounted to more than • thousand a year, at the moment only very oc:cas.ionally 
are emigraoto to Russia beard of. Thio is caused by the fact that Russiao industry d.isposea 
of a ouflicient number of qualliied workers and bas oo longer to rely on supplies from abtoad. 
A au.itable amount of workmen has been tmined by akilled foreign workers in various 
branches of industry' (70). a. u : - 'Immigration from abtoad into USSR bas been 
in.significant and mostly across the Asiatic frontier. The Bolsheviks have always offered 
uylum to political refugees. Foreign okilled workers also bave been wdoomod and automa
tically granted political rigbto (to vote and be dected to the Soviets). The poculiarity of the 
Soviet system requites that such immign.nts fit into &ocialist society. and share in its fu~ 
which is to forego easy rerum to their homelando. Tbe moot likdy immigrants, from the 
ideological point of view. would be from the Asiatic border countries. Other than the 
Chinese. Asiatic immigraou geoerally lack industrial okill. Nevertheless, it is probable thar 
tho ban to immigration from abroad would be lowered oo the Asiatic frontier before they 
would on the European '. 1 

• ' When people wen: poorer than they are now, they were willing to be abifted about 
the wodd rather like cattle and to accommodate themsdves to whatever they found. With 
a riling standard of living and education, they 6od it more d.illicult to do this without eacouta
gement, and, unfortunarely, owing to the iocR:ue of what many people think of as paeudo
ocientilic racial theoriea thar eoc:ouragemcot is 1eso fonbc:oming than fonoerly' ('")· 

• ' It is said that ooly a CCDNrJ' "80 ooe c:migraot ill teo failed to survive the 
journey. (J14). 
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• where; they are coming to demand a more modern form of transporta-
tion, some vessel which will land them at a given spot where a welcome 
and a job await them '·"a Indeed, the reluctance to leave home today 
is so great in some countries that, for example, a revival of migration 
for settlement is regarded as obtainable ' only in the measure in which 
it is found possible to develop and multiply organisations prepared to 
invest the necesssary apital, granting sufficiendy long periods for 
repayment, and able to ereale in the settler' .r mind tht ~trtainty that every 
tffort will bt math to lll.fllrt his .rw~t.r.r ';b only in this way is it thought 
that ' a new impetus may be given to settlement and· migration 
movements '.101 

* * * 
The tide of emigration is thus hemmed in by so strong a 

combination of obstructions 'that it seems futile to seek in this direction 
a remedy for the postulated demographic ailments of the " dissatislied " 
countries. Setting aside the partial but obvious checks to emigration 
attributable to the restrictions imposed by the countries of emigration 
and to the psychological change in the attitude of the potential emigrant, 
it does not follow, however, that the artificial barriers to immigration 
have been responsible for the constriction of the volume and the slowing 
up of the pace of emigration; they do not suffice to explain, not merely 
the relative insignificance of the outward movement, but the recent 
reversal of migratory movements. The mere existence of a barricade 
does not necessarily indicate that anyone is pressing behind it or that, 
if it were pulled down, the breach would be instantaneously floodeli 
under a tide of migration so ample as tci.give genuine relief to bursting 
populations. New habits may have been formed and it may be that 
other factors have also been at work and have contributed to the 
constriction of the migratory movement. It has been thought, far. 
example, that the reduction of immigration into Canada from about 
1so,ooo in 1927 and 1928 and about 16s;ooo in 1929 and 1930 to 27,sso 
in 1931 and to n,oooin 193S may have beendueasmuch to the economic 

• For n:asons which""' stated below (pp. z6o-&6z), the Id'ugee problem must be ignoted 
in this Survey. But it is pertinent to observe hete that, even before 1914, when the emigra· 
tory movement was untramelled, a substantial proportion of overseas emigrants were Jewsa 
who ""' historically mo"' mobile than other peoples. According to the League of Nations 
High Commissioner·fru: Refugees from Gennany, f bcfote the war, an average of too,ooo 
Jews left Europe esch year for North America and South America' (811). 

• The writer's italics. 
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depression as to the initiation in August 1930 of a policy of restriction."' 
It is possible, indeed, that the need for emigration has gone and that 
the condition of pressure of population in the " dissatisfied " countries 
which was premised at the beginning of this chapter is, in fact, as 
fictitious as has been suggested throughout this Survey. 

On the other hand, it is self-evident that no revival of emigration 
is possible unless the present impediments are removed. Since an 
elimination of the obstacles might not be feasible except in the light of 
knowledge of the motives which led to their erection, the next two 
sections will be devoted to a rapid sketch of the reasons which have 
impelled the immigration countries to protect themselves against an 
actual or threatened, real or conjectural, invasion of immigrants from 
Germany, Italy, Japan and Poland, and to the circumstances which have 
brought about a limitation of the potential flow of emigration in the 
emigration countries themselves. 

. Ill. THE FRONTIERS OF HOSPITALITY 

As the foregoing account of the artificial impediments to freedom 
of migration has shown, ' men are free neither to come nor to go. 
But they are more free to go, that is to leave the country of which they 
are nationals, than to come, that is to enter a country in which they 
are aliens '·" Attention may be turned first, therefore, to the obstacles 
to immigration; the barriers to emigration will be considered in the 
next section. 

* * * 
It may seem strange that, ' at a time when ', as was indicated in 

an earlier chapter, • ' additions to population by way of a surplus of 
births over deaths in the European countries overseas are diminishing ', 
these countries should place 'obstacles ... in the way of immigrants; 
for, if the population of these countries is to continue to increase, more 
reliance must be placed upon immigration in the future than in the past. 
It is not the case, however, that.· when this policy was initiated, the 
likelihood of a serious diminution in the rate of natural increase was 
anticipated even by those in the best position to judge '. On the 

• See obo.C, PP• n•_,. 
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contrary, ' so far as the future course of population was in mind at all, 
a belief ·was prevalent that immigration added nothii!g to population. 
This belief, so opposed to common sense, was put forward ... [on the 
ground that], " instead of constituting a new reinforcement to the 
population, [it] simply results in a replacement of native by foreign 
elements ".• In other words ... , the arrival of immigrants causes the 
birth-rate of natives to fall, and the loss by decrease in births thus brought 
about is as large as the gain by new arrivals from overseas'·" Thus 
a Canadian author"' ' has advanced the view that the marked decline 
in the French-Canadian birth-rate following 1840, as well as the con
current French-Canadian exodus to the United States, was in part 
attributable to the great influx of immigrants from Great Britain; 
and the belief is held by some that the heavy immigration from Conti
nental Europe has contributed to the decline of the Anglo-Saxon birth 
rate in Canada since the beginning of the present century'·'" From 
the point of view of those who believed in this theory, therefore, the 
imposition of immigration restrictions in countries faced with the 
prospect of diminishing populations was not paradoxical; on the 
contrary, it must have seemed to them a legitimate measure of defence 
against the danger of the replacement of native by foreign stocks. 
'Just what part, if any, immigration has had in reducing the native 
birth rate . . . [in North America] will probably never be precisely 
determined, but ... [ the author of one of the studies submitted to the 
International Studies Conference]" seems to have exploded the notion 
that the decline which occurred in tlie United States was large enough 
to offset the additions to the population of that country through 
immigration '.101 

' It is quite possible ', he writes, ' that in certain places the arrival 
of immigrants has depressed the birth-rate; it is not easy to prove this, 
but it is also impossible to show that immigration never has this result. b 

• This wa8 the opinion of Geoeral Francis A •• Walker, an official of the United States 
census bureau and, at that time. ' the leading authority in the field of Federal statistics •. 
He opposed the view that, for instance, ' the rush of Europeans in large numbers to North 
America was responsible for the remarkable development of that continent in so short a 
space of time' (181}. 

• ' Tbat theo<y bad its value is a challeoge of the c:um:nt belief that lmmigratioo «guuar
ly inaeased the population by an amount equal to its number. But it is almost equally 
incorrect to maintain that it did not increase the population at all. In view of the meag= 
evidence obtainsble about the growth of population in the United States in the earlier part 
of the nineteenth centu<y, it may be doubted whether it will ever be possible to det=nine 
where between these two est=ne views, both of them apparently inoom:ct, til,e truth actually 
lies' (111), 
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On the other hand, it is easy to show that the birth-rate in the United 
States has not fallen to the extentdemandedbythetheory. An estimate 
has been made of the American birth-rate at the beginning of each 
deCJ!de since x8oo, and we can calculate how many births would have 
occurred if the birth-rate had remained at that level throughout each 
decade. By subtracting the actual number of births from the number 
which would have taken place on this assumption, we discover the decen
nial loss due to the decline in the birth-rate. It can be shown that 
in every decade since x8 30 the gain by immigration has been larger 
than this loss. Therefore, even if the whole of the decline in the birth
rate was due to immigration, there was still a net gain from that source. 
But quite obviously the decline in the American birth-rate was not due 
wholly, or even chiefly, to the effect of immigration; for in the main it 
was due to the same causes which have led to a decline in other countries 
of European civilization. It follows that, even if immigration does at 
times depress the birth-rate, the result is of small importance, and that, 
generally speaking, immigration. increases population. Thus the 
common-sense view is correct '. u. 

' In the case of Canada, however, one does not have to take into 
account any reduction in fertility rates to demonstrate that over the past 
So years as a whole, losses of native Canadians through emigration to 
the United States and other countries have exceeded gains through 

. immigration; or, to put it in other words, to demonstrate that if there 
had been no emigration the Canadian population would be at least as 
large as, and probably larger than, it is to-day even if there had been 
no immigration from abroad'·'" • 

It is, in fact, precisely because it is now widely believed that 
immigration does increase the population that restrictions have been 
imposed. It is, moreover, always possible that, notwithstanding the 
present diminishing rate of acceleration of population growth in the 
European countries overseas, the birth-rate may recover. In Canada, 
for example, ' there is evidence to show that in the decade of rapid 
expansion between 1901 and 19II, there occurred a significant increase 
in the birth-rate of native Canadians;"' and of an estimated fall of 

• '[In the Soy.:an 1811·19311, 1,740,000 c.n.dian-bom left Canada for the United Sm..., 
or, if we allow for Canadians who ~ after =ideoa: in the United s....., abow: 
a,a so,ooo . . . It is interesting fwthc.r to note that the increase in populatioo in the 8o years 
due to immign.tion was 1,8.44.ooo and that this about balancecl tbe loss of Gmediem to the 
United SmlCa' (lOt, quoting fmm the 6nc1ines in '")· 

16 
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14.4 per cent in the Canadian birth-rate between 19zi and 1931, as 
reflected by the ratio of childien [in the] o-4 [inclusive age-group] 
to women [in the] I 5-44 inclusive [age-group], over two-thirds was 
attributable to less favourable age distribution and delayed marriage. 
Half of the total decline was attributable to the latter cause alone.'" 
With the restoration of prosperity and relief from undue pressure of 
immigrant · competition, some recovery in fertility might reasonably 
be expected in so far as the decline was attributable to the economic 
inability to support a home '.• .. 

Neverthdess, although it is' now generally recognised that immi
gration increases the population, it is not always publicly admitted; 
the exploded theory that immigration adds nothing to the population 
is still used in the agitation for restricting immigration. a 

* * * 
There are two specific grounds on which an increase of population 

through immigration is resisted. (i) The 9ne is economic and is 
commonly urged by powerful sectional interests; (ii) the other is social 
and is usually represented as an emanation of the community as a. whole. 
They may both be illustrated mainly from the American history of 
immigration restrictions, since it is to the United States that the greatest 
volume of emigration has flowed in the past. 

(i) ' Towards the end of the last century tlie supply of free land, 
of a quality that made it desirable f01; settlement, began to run short in 
the United States; the same thing happened in Canada at a later date ... 
As the process of land settlement came to an end and as industry deve
loped, a larger proportion of immigt!UltS . . . found employment ill 
the towns. Organization of labour followed the expansion of indusl;ry, 
and the aim of trade unionism ... was to safeguard and raise wages. 
The most obvious method of attahUng this end in the new countries 
was to reduce the supply of'labour by cutting down immigration and 
so putting up wages . . . To a very corisiderable extent in all the new 
countries the restriction of immigration has been due to the political 
activities of organized labour '·" b In the United States, in particular, 

a a. &I : - 'It is only possible to explain the prevalence of a theory so conuary ttl 
common sense and so lacking in factual support by supposing that it is used as a ready--made 
argument with a respectable ancestry whcteWith to attack freedom of entry, which is disliked 
for reasons that cannot be. conveniently disclosed '. 

11 ' It was only prudent, of course, not to emphasize the dominant motive unduly; 
and any convenient argument against immigration has been used, such as the Walker theorJ 
[see above, p. 224, note a], the supposed ftooding of the labour market, and the alleged 
difficulties which arise from failw:<: of immigrants to become fully assimilated' (U), 
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' there has been established • • . a sort of '' protectionism " of labour, 
The workers' unions constitute a kind of monopoly against foreign 
competition, in the same way as protection against the competition of 
foreign goods by means of customs ta.rilfs is often demanded '.'" 

(ii) But ' the argument most often used to justify restrictive measures 
is based on the difficulty presented by assimilation. It is alleged that 
some peoples cannot be assimilated and that others can only be assimil
ated with difficulty '... Thus, in the United States, ' it is generally 
believed that the shift from " old " to " new " immigration in the 
nineties• deepened the opposition (to immigration] . . • which had 
manifested itself to greater or less degree since colonial times. The 
shift occurred while the United States was changing from a relatively 
static and rural to a complex industrialized and urbanized social order. 
While it may not have been responsible for the inevitable disturbance 
resulting from this change, the addition of a large mass of non-English 
speaking immigrants, most of them peasants or farm labourers and 
unfamilia£ with urban life, did not ease the process of assimilation. 
Furthermore, by the time the South and East European immigrants 
arrived on the scene most of the free or cheap land was gone, and they 
found employment in the industrial centres, usually in the lowest paid 
occupations and under the worst working conditions. Forced to live 
in the slum sections of the cities, they came to be identified more or 
Jess with these areas of disintegration and with the delinquency and 
social inadequacy which such areas produce ' ... 

* * * 
The economic argument in favour of the restriction of immigration 

springs from a fear in the more prosperouS countries that, if their 
frontiers are left open. they will be flooded by an inflow of immigrants 
from the poorer countries and that their standard of living will suffer 
in consequence of a fall in wages. ' In former times, when immigrants 
came to develop land, the new-comer was considered as some one who 
was collaborating in the process of clearing aod developing it; now he 
comes as a wage earner aod is looked upon as a competitor '.•.. From 
the point of view of the wage-earners in the prosperous countries, this 
difficulty is historically justified. 'In the United States since 1890, 
and later in the Dominions, the inflow, actual or threatened, of southern 

• 5<e ohove, p. 111. 
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and eastern Europeans has endangered the standards of living of the 
workpeople in these oversea countries. There is no question but that 
immigrants from these parts will accept, for a time at least, lower wages 
than the native-born consider reasonable. The latter have every right 
to attempt to safeguard themselves '." It is arguable, on the other hand, 
that the sectional interests of labour do not necessarily coincide with 
the general interests of the community as a whole, and it is undoubtedly 
' a distinguishing feature of advanced communities with complex 
economic organizations that sectional interests are frequently able 
to secure mass support from majorities of voters who are unable to 
see that their general interest in national development is at variance 
with those of aggrieved sections '.... The argument runs as follows"" : 

From the point of view (!f organised labour, there will appear to 
be an advantage in keeping labour scarce, for scarcity raises prices and 
the price of labour is wages. Wages will be kept high, therefore, by 
diminishing the supply of labour. An. obvious way of creating or 
maintaining scarcity in labour and of thereby defending labour's 
sectional interest in high wages is to prevent immigration. From the 
point of view of the community as a whole, however, there can be no 
advantage in creating a scarcity : on the contrary, every increase in 
plenty is an increase in prosperity. A shortage in labour resulting in 
higher wages will attract an inflow of labour . from outside. Their 
arrival reduces a scarcity and thereby raises the general standard of life. 
This advantage to the general electorate, however, is not so clear to 
them as the concomitant disadvantage to labour is clear to the latter. 
' The benefit is diffused in lower costs and a higher general standard of 
life, while the disappointment of that section which hoped to" do well' 
out of the previous scarcity is concentrated and brought energetiailly 
to the public's notice. It is not generally realized that every increase 
in plenty while raising general standard, will damage those sectional 
interests which are vested in scarcity.· Sympathy with sectional loss 
is more widespread than appreciation ol general interest. The benefits 
from immigrant labour are, after all, very much like those from the 
introduction of labour-saving machinery. Such machinery undercuts 
the wages of the existing workers, who have to get other jobs or accept 
lower money wages, but it makes the product more plentiful and releases 
resources for other production, raising thereby the general standard 
of life '. ... The validity of this argument largely rests, of course, upon 
the content of the notion of a " sectional " interest. If the section 
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represents, for example, a major industry, the interests of the section 
may tend to approximate to the interests of the community as a whole. 
Thus ' anyone who has the slightest knowledge of the economic 
distress of the American farmer will know that there would be no 
alleviation of international tension by allowing a greater degree of 
intensification of the agricultural distress . . . by sending more farmers 
to the United States '.•" Again,' it is ... possible to imagine conditions 
in which a whole community shares a monopoly advantage, in the form 
of some unique local resource which it exchanges on remunerative terms 
with buyers outside its boundaries, and in which the entire population 
might rightly conceive their own interest to demand the exclusion of 
all immigrants'·"' In such a case, immigration would make the com
munity worse off. It is clear that the true remedy for the undercutting 
of wages, however, ' is riot mere restriction of numbers, but some 
system under which undercutting is prevented '." • Moreover, it 
was submitted to the International Studies Conference that the argument 
upon which the ' demand for the protection of Ia;bour is founded .•. , 
[namely], that labour always competes with labour, and that there results 
a lowering of wages and of the standard of life in the countries of 
immigration ... , [is] partially false '.01 This result, it was claimed, 
does not always occur. ' There are, in fact, various categories of labour, 
which are complementary to each other, which need each other, and 
which co-operate in the work of production . . . Thus certain low
paid work is often done by immigrants. This was the case, for example, 
of Polish workers, who immigrated into Germany and the United 
States. The law of Jean-Baptiste Say, concerning outlets for the 
exchange of goods, is the basis of liberalism, and an analogous law, 
concerning the movement of human labour, would be the basis of real 
liberalism in questions of migration '. 01 The argument was also put 
forward that, ' from the point of view of peaceful change, however, 
it cannot be admitted that the maintenance of the standard of living 
in these countries is the supreme factor that should govern any interna
tional population policy ', and that ' it is one of the principles of interna
tional justice that the situation of the country of emigration must also 
be taken into consideration and that an endeavour should be made 
to arrive at a compromise, that an attempt should be made to bring the 

• The preventioo of unclcn:utting is ooe of the chief objeds of the bi-lateml tJeatico 
and c:onventiooa regulating the collective recruitmc:Dt and tnnsport of worken which a 
number of countries have CODcluded aiDa: the war. They are discusaed iD u and iD "'. 
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standard of living of backward emigration countries into line with that 
of the developed immigration countries'·'" .This argument, however, 
does not meet the sectional objections of organised labour; its effect 
is merely to place the whole question on a broader basis, and it may he 
doubted whether, in the present state of international relations, it will 
carry conviction in those American circles whose attitude has been 
influential in determining the imposition of immigration restrictions. 
Moreover, it should be borne in mind that the general attitude of mind 
in the United States must be coloured by the tise and fall of the curve of 
prosperity. On the whole, until the onset .of the "depression" 
in 1929, it was 'quite generally accepted that the supply of unskilled 
labour made available by mass immigration has been an important 
factor in the economic development of the country '; but, ' the wide
spread unemployment which followed is generally believed to indicate 
that immigration is no longer needed for economic development, and 
there is no· doubt that at present at least, popular sentiment is in favour 
of drastic reductions. Whether this sentiment will prevail indefinitely 
it is impossible to foretell '." Furthermore, although, in the countries 
of immigration, ' it is obviously possible to point to unused resources •.. 
which are physically capable of supporting subsistence cultivators at 
a higher economic level than they are able to reach in certain over
populated countries ', does it follow that they are ' bound to throw 
these lands open to settlement ' j>loa To this question the author of a 
memorandum on the position in Canada replies that ' most Canadians 
would say " No ". They would contend that it is their legal right and 
the cherished aspiration to maintain and, if possible, raise the material 
standard of living of the mass of the Canadian people, and that they owe 
no such, duty to foreigners. They would point out that two standards 
of living cannot exist side by side for workers in a democratic country 
like Canada, where choice of oc~upation is free, where all are entitled 
to compete for any employment that is offered, and where the movement 
of citizens from place to place and from employment to employment 
is and must continue to be unrestricte,d '·"' 

* * * 
The justification of immigration restrictions on the ground that 

the problem of assimilation raises acute difficulties ' implies the belief 
that the average representatives of different peoples are unlike, that in 
some cases the unlikeness persists and that in others it only passes away 
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after a considerable period '." This belief is expressed, in its extreme 
form, in ' the race prejudices which, in certain countries represent 
insuperable obstacles. Thus the immigration of Asiatics, African 
J;~Cgroes, Jews, Levantines, is prohibited, if not explicitly, at least in 
practice, in certain countries which seek to form a homogeneous nation, 
composed exclusively of ethnic elements of European origin. This 
selection of emigrants constitutes a preventive measure on which the 
success of every immigration and colonization policy depends '." 

When the barriers of prejudice are lowered, it is found that the 
d.iJferences between peoples 'may have their roots either in unlike 
genetic constitutions or in unlike acquirements, or of course in both 
at the same time ; ." As to the former, the following inferences were 
drawn from a consideration of genetic physical8 and mental (intelli
gence!> and temperament•) differences in one of the studies submitted 
to the International Studies Conference :" 

The government of any country has not only the right but also the dury 
to attempt to ensure that the composition of the population is such that 
harmonious co-operation is possible between all its elements. It may be 
urged that harmony does not demand uniformiry and that diversiry is a source 
of vitaliry. While this is true, it is also clear that diversiry may be such as 
to render harmony impossible; if this is so, members ()f diversely gifted groups 
should remain geographically separate. There is at least a sufficient possi
biliry that diversities of this kind may exist as to make it doubtful whether 
the mingling of members of the major groups of mankind in one community 
is wise. In other words governments of European oversea ,countries are 
entitled to hesitate before they permit the entry of non-Europeans." 

· • ' Unions between all the major groups of mankind are fertile. As to the implications 
of so-called ncial mixture it is perhaps enough to say that mixture in itself is neither good 
nor bad i the results depend upon what is put into it . . . Though there are no grounds for 
exclusion or discrimination directly on account of . .. genetic physical differences between 
the average representatives of the major groups of mankind ...• their existence is indirectly 
of some importance in relation to the question of assimilation. For until a physically 
demarcated group loses its identity through inl:emlatfiage, the members are conscious of 
the possession of common characteristics. This fact hindcn assimilation and makes com
plete assimilation unlikely, though it does not render it impossible • (84). 'La vCri~ •. 

aa..id Reoan, • est qu'il n'y a pas de race pure. Les pays lea plus nobles,l'Anglc~~:m::,laF~ 
l"Itolie. soot a:uz ollie sang est le plus mel<. (quoted in J 17). 

• ' So far .•. u the cv idence derived from intelligence tests goes, there is no rasoo. 
whatever to suspect the exis~Ma: of dill'e!ena:s in in..Uigena: between the major groupo of 
mankind, with the possible esa:ption of Afrians ' ( u). . 

• • We obocrve the enduring differences between the English and the Irish, we Cllll 

investigate the profoundly interesting evidc:noc offeml by the prcscna: of a hundt<d thousand 
Japanese in the midst of American civilization; we can ask owsclvcs why Jewish chanc
teristics remain distinguishable • (u). 
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As to the acquired differences, 'the immigrants themselves ... , however 
anxious they may be to tum themselves into typical citizens in the 
country of their choice, a can never shed all that they acquired in the 
country of their birth. Thus there is a case for ensuring that unassimil
.ated immigrants do not forti!. too large a fraction of the population. 
Again, while the complete assimilation of the children is theoretically 
possible, it does not happen in practice; for alien traditions. linger in 
the households of foreign-hom parents. This strengthens the case 
for regulation . . • Assimilation takes time, and it is proper that the 
inflow should be restricted to allow sullicient time '." It was partly 
on this ground that the United States, for example, adopted their policy 
of cultural exclusion. 'There was a growing feeling that the United 
States has not been able to absorb and make wholly American the 
vast multitude of the million immigrants a year coming in just before 
the war... [There are] areas in the United States that are definitely 
foreign, and while that may increase the interest of. . . [Americ:a's] 
social problems, it also increased the difficult){ of the economic, social 
and moral life of the nation '. '" 

' Since the early days of immigration the people of the United 
States have customarily regarded the immigrant group which has most 
recently arrived as the least desirable. The characteristics cited in the 
early eighteenth century as proof of the undesirability and unassimil
ability of German immigrants have successively been attributed to Irish 
immigrants, to South and East European immigrants, and to Mexican 
immigrants. As the economic situation of such immigrant groups has 
improved and their " Americanization " has progressed, prejudice 
against them has gradually subsided. "It is probably safe to ·say that 
most misgivings about immigration have at all periods of our history 
been concerned with the social assimilability of immigrants and their 
alleged criminality and pauperi~ ... b The World War, with tht 
flare-up of nationalism which accompanied it in the United States 

•Cf. below, p. zn. 
• The foreign-bam population of the United States 81e often charged also with a pro

pensity to mental de6cienc:y disproportionate to their numbers. Although the '""tistics 
are inadequate and incomplete, such as they are ' they are not indicative of the telativc 
pleVIlleoc:e of feeble miodedoess among nativity groups but of the !dative extent of 
institutiooal care affotded • (ro). 

Accotdiog to r=ot statistics on inmates of the lunatic asylums io the Department of 
the Seine. it would appear that mental deficiency is relatively much more frequent among 
the foreign than among the native population of Fnoc:e (see uo; accotding to dJB, mental 
patients in France are • mostly of Slav ot Jewish origin '). 
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as in most other countries, crystallized opposition to further immigration 
and led to a demand for the " Americanization " of the foreign-born 
already there. '" As to the charges of excessive criminality of the 
foreign-hom, they ' are made in spite of what is generally conceded to 
be clear proof to the contrary. A number of important, scientifically 
conducted investigations of the subject have convinced most people 
that in' the words of the so-called Wickersham Commission (193 z)71 

in proportion to their respective nw;nbers, the foreign-born commit 
considerably fewer crimes than the native-born. '" As to the alleged 
pauperism of the foreign-born, reliable statistics are lacking and the 
available evidence. appears to be conflicting." 

* * * 
This description of immigration restrictions may be summarised 

by saying that ' it is not only the right but also the duty of the govern
ment of any country to regulate immigration on two grounds. In the 
first place•it is proper, in order to avoid the waste, friction, and disap
pointment, which are inevitable under the old system of individual, 
hit-or-miss migration, to substitute a system of collective migration. 
In the second place it is proper to take such steps, as experience may 
prove necessary, to ensure that such immigrants a~ are admitted become 
assimilated. This may involve limiting the annual volume of immi
gration, special restrictions upon the entry of members of certain groups 
because they become assimilated more slowly than others, and exclusion 
of other groups because they cannot be assimilated '." 

Applying these conclusions to the policies of immigration restric
tion which are now in operation, the author of a study which has been 
frequently cited in this suney does not find that they can all be justified 
on those grounds. ' The exclusion of non-Europeans from European 
countries overseas ', he writes, ' is probably wise because the very 
different traditions of non-Europeans possibly expressing genetic tem
peramental differences•, are likely to be very persistent owing to physical 
differentiation which makes it unlikely that the process of assimilation 
can be satisfactorily accomplished. But the restriction of the total 
volume of immigration, at any rate to the low point fixed by the United 
States, cannot be justified on the grounds that larger numbers cannot be 
absorbed by the normal expansion of the opportunities for employment. 

• Cf. above, p. ZJI. 
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Nor can the virtual exclusion of southern and eastern Europeans from, 
the United States and the British Dominions (Canada is somewhat more 
liberal than the other countries mentioned) be fully justified on the 
ground of the di.fliculty of assimilation. The action of these countries 
an partly be explained as due to genuine misapprehension as, for 
instance, the belief that, when inflow is unregulated, more enter· than 
-can be absorbed. But the major part of the explanation is to be sought 
in motives which are not often openly expressed. Organized labour 
approves any policy that will make labour scarce; nationalism and the 
accompanying fear and dislike of foreigners, partly the result and partly 
the cause of pseudo-scientific " racial " theories, support everything 
that tends to restrictio~;~. Moreover, as is very important to note, the 
8rowth of these sentiments itself makes assimilation more di.flicult; in 
no small degree, in other words, the assimilation di.fliculty, which troubles 
those who are of this frame of mind, is their own creation '." 

This argument is not accepted, however, by the author of a memo
randum submitted to the International Studies .Conference from Canada. 
Apart from the ' historical major cleavage in the basic population itself 
-· that between the French and the English ..• , [who], contrary to 
early expectations •.. , have not fused ',a he states that ' assimilation 
between the dominant Anglo-Saxon population outside Quebec and 
many classes of European immigrant has proved equally di.flicult, and 
[that] of all classes of European immigrant the least easy to assimilate 
are the South, Eastern, and Central. Europeans '. He considers that, 
' during the first three decades of the present century, immigration which 
is neither Anglo-Saxon nor French has been far in excess of the social 
assimilative capacity of both Canada. ap.d the United States •, and he· 
declares that any influx of foreign immigrants on a scale bearing. an 
apt quantitative relationship to the annual surplus of births over deaths 
in the countries of emigration ' would be regarded both in Canada and 
in the United States as gready exceeding their social assimilative ability' 

• Cf, 10'1 :- t Conflict between nations arises not only from economic causes, but from 
cultuml and ideological friction. In Canada th= is an analogy for this as well as for the 
economic conftict... To-day it is probable that among the rank and Jiie of the people 
hostility and bitterness are as great as, if not greater than, ever befoze . • . MOteOvct, the 
growth of the Ftench population relative to that of the English in Quebec, New Brunswick, 
and parts of Ontario, baa led to exaoerbation of feeling and to fear on the part of the English 
that their standards of living will be low=d, and that the Ftench will become the dominant 
race. This feat bl<Cds intolerance and hostility. It is doubtful if we can aay with any 
confideooe that Canada baa today solved the problem of getting peoples of dilferent race, 
religion and culture to live together pescefully and tolerantly '. 
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and on that score alone must be ruled out as a possible solution for the 
overpopulation problem in certain European countries by means of 
peaceful change'. ' Surely', he protests, 'Europe has had enough 
experience with the difficulties engendered by the presence of unas
similated minorities in the Balkans and elsewhere to appreciate the 
nature of the problems of social assimilation facing the two newly
settled countries on the north American Continent '.•01 • 

* * . * 
No attempt can be made here to survey the wide diversity of 

methods which have been adopted, and the still greater variety of 
methods which have been suggested, to facilitate assimilation by atten
uating the social dishartnony caused by the introduction of alien ele
ments into a homogeneous society. They differ from country to coun
try and from case to case. Nowhere, perhaps, hllve the processes 
of assimilation been more successful than in France, where, it 
would seein, an active policy of denationalisation has been eschewed 
in favour of a regime of liberty and /aiuer faire. ' The unsuccessful 
attempts which have been made to " Russianise " or " Germanise " 
the Poles are well known; these failures give all the more importance 
to the assimilation of these same Poles in the democratic countries of 
the United States and France. The explanation lies in the fact that. 
in all psychological matters, compulsion can never bring about what 
collaboration alone achieves. The same principles operate here as in 
teaching, where the best methods are those which respect the natural 
development of the child and which lead him to take an active share 
in !).is own education instead of forcing him to learn. The most suit-

• An appeol of this sort will be robbed Of some of its rbetorical effect if it is odmitud 
that. ' in the mattu of ossimilatioo, a distinctiOG must be mode between two processes'. 
On tbc one hand there is the c:ue where • clift'crent aces inhabit the same lettitory ~aDd whete 
' ossimilatioo is genemlly the result of the pnssure which ooe of these races =rta upon tbe 
others to ensun: a hegemony IUld to acquire furtber tetritory '. On the other hand, ' then: 
ia the case where • a terrltoZ"f inhabi!Xd by a populatiao speaking one language II:ICCi.ves a 
cootins<nt of immigrants wbooe oative CX>UDtry is very distant IUld wbooe civilisati011 is of 
1 lower standard , . In such cuca • ass.im.ilatioo is a natw:al proocss which is completed iD 
the cowac of a &ow geoerstiOGS IUld gives rise to oo tetritorial COGqucst, ooe of the ta0001 
being that the immigJ:ODts Rttlc in a country far distant &om their oative land' (IU). If 
assimilation in the Balkana falla in the first categoq IUld assimilatioa in North America in 
the accood, no aoalogy c:an be fouDd in the Balkana for the problem of usimilari'Jil in 
America. It is to be ooocd, hoWC'fU, that ' the best IUld aouodcst' type of immigration 
from cbe point of view of assimilatioo is tbe • froa.ticr immign.tioa •. tbe • OI5IDOCic immi
gcstioa' (II7), which is a notsb1c: fcarure of immign.ti011 in couDtrics like fl:llJI<le. 
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able course, therefore, is to let the natural forces of attraction exert 
their own influence, to develop them and to protect them if necessary 
against contrary policies '."' It is possible, however, that the gender 
processes of assimilation which flow from a spirit of liberalism and an 
attitude 9f toleration can be successful only in those countries which 
enjoy the prestige of a higher culture and greater material wealth.u• 
Moreover, even in France, a feeling has grown of late that a system of 
careful selection and regulation of entry may have to replace the open 
hospitality of the past ;a and the Prefect of the Department of Seine
et-Oise has apparendy found good causo to warn the large numbers 
of foreigners.residing in his area of jurisdiction that they are forbidden 
to interfere in French politics.b 

Thus it transpires from an inspection of the motives which have 
led to the imposition of artificial impediments to emigration by the 
countries of immigration that the development of a stream of emigration 
from Germany, Italy, Poland and Japan on a scale comparable with 
the anticipated annual growth of the population of those countries 
would imply a radical transformation of the policies of governments. 
From the point of view of political possibilities, no such reversal of 
policy can be expected in the near future. It is not safe to anticipate 
that, in the event of a restoration of prosperity to the standard in force 
prior to the imposition of the present restrictions, the artificial obstacles 
to immigration will be removed; for 'reduction of the volume of emi
gration is a popular policy . . . [and] there may be a reluctance to relax ..• 
[the] restrictions and to permit even that volume of immigration which 
was taking place before they were imp?sed '.11 • 

IV. THE END OF EXPATRIATION 

It was explained in the sec~~d section of this chapter that the 
obstacles to emigration arise not only out of the restrictions on immi
gration but also out of a change of attitUde on the part of the potential 

• Cf., e. g., the decrees of May and November 1938 governing the position of fomgners 
in France. For a discussion of the implications of the decree of May z, 1938, see IJ1. 

• In November 1938, he caused the following notice to be posted up in Ill the towns 
and communes under his jurisdiction : ' Foreigners leSiding in the department of Scine-et· 
Oise are ,.quired to observe the IOCOIIIIIl<ndation al=dy add=sed to them by the Govem
ment, by rigorously abstaining from taking part in any coafficts of opinion which may arise 
between F..ach citizens, aod from participating ia aay political demonsa.tioas, particularly 
on the public highway. Any fomgner cona.vcning these orders will ..pose himself 
to measures of expulsion' ("a). 
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emigrant himself, on the one hand, and out of a sysrem of state regu
lation in the countries of emigration, on the other hand. As to the 
former, many proposals have been made with a view to turning the 
potential emigrant into an intending emigrant and the intending emi
grant into an active emigrant; they are amply treated in the publications 
of the International Labour Office. As to the latter it is not suggested 
by anyone that the system of state regulation of emigration which 
has been developed since the war should be abolished and that a return 
should be made to the uncontrolled system in operation before 1914. 

Apatt from these two forms of impediment to emigration arising 
in the countries of emigration, a new obstacle to emigration has been 
created as a result of the policies of certain countries of emigration. 
'For the most part, until the last few years ... , [the alien immigrant] 
was almost pathetically anxious . . . [to assimilate himself rapidly to 
his new surroundings]. But things have changed with the rise of 
aggressive nationalism; and the change is all the more significant when 
it is foste~ed by the action of governments '.11 

The nature of this action, and particularly of that taken by Italy, 
having already been described, • it is enough here to echo the view that 
' it is evidently true to say that the object of the Italian government 
is to hinder or prevent assimilation '." Imperialistic tendencies of 
this kind have not diminished the anxieties of tl1ose who fear massive 
immigration on the ground of assimilation difficulties. On the contrary, 
the effect on the attitude of countries of immigration of a policy of 
regarding emigrants as subject exclusively to the authority of their 
country of origin has been to stiffen opposition to their admission and 
to close the doors of entry even more securely. Even those countries 
which are disposed to welcome an inflow of settlers or of industrial 
labour now hesitate to run the risk of resetting to an operation calculated 
to lead to the establishment of foreign enclaves on their territories. 
Thus Brazil, said a speaker at one of the International Studies Con
ference's meetings, although 'incontestably an underpopulated coun
try ••. , was recently obliged to restrict immigration, not because of 
economic or financial difficulties but for psychological and, in cettain 
respects, social reasons, These measures are, in a way, the result of 
instinctive self-defence and of observation of what has happened in 
the past. Brazil has received a large number of immigrants : Italians, 
Poles, Germans, Pottuguese and, quite recently, a few Japanese ••• 

• Sec above, pp. "9-&.10. 
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[She] had to ask . . . [herself] whether, apart from the material contri
bution to labour they represented, these immigrants would be of value 
from the eultural and economic standpoint. They had emigrated 
owing to the high demographic pressure and low standard of living 
in their own country., These immigrants, however, compete with 
the native population, which has certain obligations to ful£il - military 
service, political responsibilities, etc. - with the result that, since they 
have no such obligations, they reduce the standard of living still further. 
Again, Brazil has always shown the utmost hospitality towards' 
foreigners, but she does not wish these immigrants to form " cysts " 
in the country, which might become centres of economic or social 
diffieulties. When a fairly large area of territory is occupied by immi
grants of the same nationality, whose numbers increase as children 
are hom and as more immigrants from the same country arrive, a sort 
of acquired right is established, . which soon becomes a source of 
difficulty for the Brazilian Government. To all intents and putposes, 
this area is a small part of the foreign country transplanted to Brazilian 
territory, but without any real fusion with the mass of the national 
population '·"' 

The fact that ' the legislation of certain countries of emigration 
seeks to claim the nationality of the sons of emigrants who are settled 
in the countries of which they themselves consider they form legitimately 
a part ... [must give rise to] problems ofjNS stingttinis and ofjN.r soli 
[which] create serious conflicts in i!tternational private law '. u ' It 
is essential that some of the emigration countries should change some 
of their idea5 on this subject. I even wonder ', said a V enezuelart 
speaker at a recent international conferc:l!-ce on migration, ' if, 'in view · 
of the importance taken by the question of population and the neces!lity 
of finding a solution for it, jurists will not be forced in the near future 
to consider whether, in some of it's aspects, the law of jNS sangttinis; 
all-important ·in some national laws, is not incompatible with present 
circumstances '. In his view, 'the existing controversy on the nation
ality to be retained or acquired by immigrants and their descendants 
and on the efforts made to impose on them certain links with their 
native country ... is one of the most important aspects of the question 
and one which it is not easy to settle ' : -

Experience shows that the so-called immigration countries are unahcl 
to get over their dislike of seeing compact groups of emigrants establishing 
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themselves on their territory who show no desire to mb· with the local 
population, sometimes even disdain to speak the national language and refuse 
to send their ehildren to State schools. Such an attitude, it must be admitted, 
is highly undesirable, the more so as it is a dangerous delusion to endeavour 
to prolong by artificial means harmful to 'the nation on whose territory such 
things occur, the influence of a foreign State on individuals who in the second 
genetation and sometimes even in the first generation at the end of a certain 
time and when they are left alone, lind it in their interests to become part of 
the local population. A man belongs to the country where he was born 
and, if no obstacle is put to his education under new surtoundings, there· 
can be no nationality proolem for him, as in any case he is bound to the country 
of his parents by various moral, intellectual and even economic ties."' 

It is, in fact, on the rock of assimilation that the prospect of a 
revival of mass migration must founder. Insistence on assimilation, 
on one side, and resistance to assimilation, on the other, set up currents 
of opposing forces which are not propitious to the smooth flow of a 
stream ot migrants. These ' difficulties of race seem to play a part of· 
ever-increasing importance ';"' so much so, indeed, that the discussion 
of migration restrictions cannot be contained within the sphere of 
demography, but tends inevitably to be ' a mixture of demography 
and politics'·"' 'The new ideologies', writes a Brazilian authority, 
' make difficult for those who accept them access to. the territories of 
states having democratic and liberal constitutions with which their 
regime happens to be in political opposition'·" 

Thus there is a fundamental conflict of interest between the 
countries of emigration and the countries of immigration. ' Receiving 
na~ons generally endeavour to nationalize immigrants and to assimilate 
them as a permanent part of the population. The nation of the 
emigrant, on the other hand, does not like to lose all hold over him, 
especially if he is still capable of rendering military service to the 
state '.11 This conflict gives rise in tum to policies designed to bring 
the regime of expatriation to an end and to a ' strong desire to provide 
land under the Hag on which the surplus population can settle'." 
Emigration abroad must be replaced by internal migration, which 
• does not result in a loss of the emigrants from the population ', .. 
and the scope of internal migration must be extended by the pursuit 
of policies of territorial expansion designed to secure wider population 
outlets within the jurisdiction of the congested metropolis. H that 
policy is successful, the problem of emigration is withdrawn from the 
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international plane and is transformed into a problem · of internal 
colonisation. From th~; point of view of" peaceful change ", therefore, 
it is not so much einigration proper which gives rise to international 
friction as a policy of territorial expansion contemplated for the purpose 
of bringing true emigration to illl end - an aspect of the problem 
which will be examined in the next chapter. 

'One possible way of lessening ... [the] desire [to provide land 
under the flag] would be to provide more adequate safeguards for 
immigrant minorities. If nations were prepared to permit immigrants 
to retain their nationality and not to try to assimilate them against their 
will, the countries from which they migrated might not be so con
cerned to have them under their own protection ... ; [but] the advantages 
of such an arrangement would necessarily have to be weighed against 
the problems which it might introduce for the country of immigration '·" 
There can be little doubt on which side the balance would tip to-day. 
Like a speaker at a meeting of the International Studies Conference, 
most students of the problem would probably • be inclined to think 
that in the next hundred years the political difficulties in the way of 
migration will play a greater part than in the past '.,.. Two principles 
of national conduct confront one another : ' on the part of countries 
of emigration, to do nothing likely to hinder the adaptation and 
2Ssimulation of their emigrants to the populations of the countries of 
immigration and, on the contrary, to abstain from any action tending 
to consolidate the natural ties which subsist between the emigrant 
and his mother country; on the part ·of countries of immigration, on 
the other hand, to do nothing to provoke the compulsory denational-· 
isation of immigrants and t~ abstain, on ·~e contraty, from taking any · 
action calculated to hasten their free determination to transform tpe 
country in which they have settled into their country of adoption ',•H 
Each. of these reciprocal attitudes· is· incompatible with the concurrent . 
satisfaction of contemporaty national aspirations both in the countries 
of emigration and in the countries of immigration. If, then, the ultimate 
aim of international organisation is to eliminate the sources of inter
national friction, it would seem to follow that, in present circumstances, 
wise statesmanship must strive to limit international migratory 
movements. 

* * * 
A desire to prevent assimilation is not, however, the only ground 

for a policy of restricting emigration. Quantitative estimates of the 
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volume of emigration in the past may be more or less reliable guides 
to the general magnitude of the movement; qualitative analyses of the 

·composition of the emigratory movements, on the other hand, can be 
nothing more than rough guesses. There are reasonable grounds 
for supposing, however, that the emigrant who left his native land in 
the past was often recruited from the less desirable sections of the 
community. 'When "remittance men" left England for the Colonies 
it was for England's good'·" Under the modern system of state 
control of migration, however, the unemployable or sub-normal 
individual fails to pass through the sieve of migration regulations. 
Emigration, whe_re it is possible at all, is an outlet available only to the 
finer types of individual whom the community will strive to keep at 
home. In a system under which the countries of immigration refuse 
to receive the dregs of other countries' populations and where the 
countries of emigration refuse to allow their valuable human resources 
to leave, none but the cynical can find the marginal room for a 
substantjal flow of emigration. 

V. INTERNATIONAL IMMOBILITY 

It is now possible to take up again the main thread of the 
argument. This chapter was opened on the assumption that Germany, 
Italy, Japan, and Poland are suffering from such intense demographic 
congestion that they have been led to claim international relief. On this 
basis, the question was raised whether the population and emigratory 
movements in those countries are so correlated that the pressure of 
population might be relieved by a discharge of surplus numbers into 
other countries. It was found that, notwithstanding the expansion 
of numbers in those countries, emigration is at a standstill, and an 
attempt was made to enquire into the causes of the latter phenomenon. 
It was shown that emigration is impeded by various types of obstacles 
and it was suggested that there is little prospect of a removal of those 
obstacles. On the other hand, it was not shown that the artificial 
barriers to immigration had effectively impeded emigration. It is 
true that a study of Japanese emigration, for example, tends to show 
that, if the movement had not been checked by the vigorous measures 
of exclusion taken in some of the countries in the Pacific, it would have 
assumed large proportions. Although ' it is, of course, impossible 
to say what would have happened if entry [into these countries] had 

17 
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been free to non-Europeans ... [yet] we may hope to discover whether 
the prospect of a large inflow of non-Europeans was real or imagin
ary '." In the United States, ' in spite of the virtual prohibition upon. 
immigration since 1907 ••• , the Japanese, who have had their women 
with them ... , have increased considerably '·" 8 'The inference is 
that the United States are attractive to ... [the Japanese], and that they 
would have entered in large numbers if they had been allowed to do so. 
This inference is much strengthened by i. study of the Canadian 
figuresb ... [which show] how considerably the Japanese have increased 
in spite of the Gentlemen's Agreement of 1908 '·" It is true, of course, 
that Japanese emigration before the imposition of restrictions was 
wholly insignificant, but, as a Japanese speaker pointed out to the 
International Studies Conference, ' Japan first began to take part in 
iriternational life only seventy years ago and . . . the countty which 
opened ... Uapan's] doors and whose climate is the one most favour
able to the Japanese, very soon closed its own doors to Japanese 
emigrants'·"' It has been conjectured that the western seaboard of 
America ' would now be the home of millions of Japanese if they 
had not been prevented from settling'·" c 

Japan, however, is a special case : the restrictions imposed on the 
immigration of Japanese do not spring from the same motives as 
those which govern the restriction of European immigration. 

In these circumstances the inference that a stream of emigration, 
strong and ample enough to relieve a _genuine condition of population 
pressure, would be generated if the artificial restrictions on immigration 
were removed may not be tenable. It is not possible, of course, to 
give a final answer to a hypothetical q?estion, but it does not seem · 
wholly unreasonable to conjecture that the theoretical consequen~es 
of a removal of the artificial restrictions would not occur in practice . . . 

• The Japanese population of the United States has grown aa follows (see 84) :- 1890. 
z,ooo; 1900, 2.4,000; 1910, 7z,ooo; 1920, nt,ooo; 1930, 139,000. According to another 
estimate the figures are: 67,744 in 1910; 8x,soz in t'9zo; 70,993 in 1930 (sec J1.1}. 

• The Japaoese population of Canada has grown as £ollowa (see ••) : - 1901, 4.7""; 
tg:n, g,ooo; 192.1, ts,goo; 1931, 23,300· 

• ' H non-Europeans and especially Asiatics had not been kept out of the United States 
and the British Dominions they would have enteted in very large numbets. By this time 
the population of the western sesboatd of North America would have been largely Asiatic. 
It seems that Europeans only established themselves in sullicient numbets beyond the Rocky 
Mountains just in time to be able to sec:w:e e:<clusive possession of this deritable tegion for 
themselves • (84). C£. lOP:- • The American coast of the Pacific Ocean eserts a J:Dll!l11Ctic. 
attriction for the yellow raee. Owing to their unlimited capacity fo< work and their low 
standard of living, they succeed there; and. without doubt, weze they allowed to compete 
Ueely, they would eventually dominau: the western slope of the Rocky Mountains', 
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The psychological change in the attitude of the potential emigrant 
himself alone seems to present an insuperable barrier - in all cases 
where emigration is not compulsorily forced on a country's citizens• -
to the development of any powerful flow of emigration. 

Moreover, a return to complete freedom of movement is at 
present inconceivable. In a world in which ' capital and trade have 
come to be regulated by Governments in a manner formerly unknown 
and [in which] this regulation is likely to continue, it would seem to 
follow . . . that migratory movements must come under government 
regulation also, which means under more than quota restrictions '. '" 
But the conclusion of a number of bilateral agreements governing 
collective migration ' shows that constructive efforts have been made 
to cope with the migration problem, and it is not the case that govern
ment action in this matter is summed up in a lengthy list of restrictions 
upon the movement of workers. For· these agreements contemplate 
movement and are intended to facilitate it '." In this direction lies 
the means of a removal of the more irritating obstacles to migration; 
yet it holds out little hope of a revival of emigration on a scale ample 
enough to bear relevantly on the solution of a problem of overpopulation. 

For what must be the volume of an emigratory stream capable of 
effectively relieving population pressure ? In the comparison which 
was made in the opening section of this chapter between the vollll1le of 
emigration and the size of the population, it was implied that an emigra
tory flow which does not keep pace with the volume and rate of popu
lation expansion cannot be regarded as constituting relief for pressure 
of population. Indeed, it is obvious that, ' as a remedy of over
crowding ... , [emigration] would only offer permanent relief in a 
coqntry of stationary population '." It must be pointed out, however, 
that, in the context of a study of " peaceful change ", it would be as 
idle and fantastic as it would be sterile and irrelevant to contemplate 
a permanent solution. It is only ' from the point of view of the next 
ten or twenty years ... [that] we have to look at the matter •.a• b It 
is not permanent relief that is needed, for that would be neither desired 
nor attainable, but adequate temporary relief of an immediate difficulty. 
Nevertheless, it is obvious that, if the population is not stationary, 

• Prior to the nineteenth century. important migmtory movements were dw: to mass 
expulsion. It is believed, for eumple, that about a quonu of a million Huguenots left 
Fnnce after J68J, and thor as many as ao million .Mriaas were ttansporr<d to the New 
World (see 14) • 

• a. '" : - . The question ••• is wbethea and to what ext<Dt the counuios of immi
gmtioo eon, for a period of tal or tweary years. bring ..Jief to the ovapopulat<d counuios •. 
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even temporary relief will not be adequate unless it is applied con-• 
tinuously and on a substantial scale. In Japan, for example, where 
it is estimated, ' from uo,ooo to 29o,ooo men and women come into 
the labour market each year to swell the available supply ' and where 
tbis phenomeno~ ' must be expected to continue for another twenty 
years ', it is evident that ' an annual emigration of twenty or fifty 
thousand or even a ·hundred thousand people could not seriously 
contr'ibute towards a solution of the population problem • .... a 

It is clear, therefore, that, if emigration is appreciably to counter
act during " the next ten or twenty years " such economically dele
terious consequences as may B.ow from the increase in the population 
in each of these four countries, it will have to be 'kept up at a high 
rate'.•• 

Notwithstanding the difficulties in the way of a removal of the 
present obstacles to emigration, it has been authoritatively conjectured 
that the emigratory B.ow will presently revive. Thus, in 1936, the 
International Labour Office thought that it might ' be said without 
undue exaggeration that the economic recovery, which is now taking 
place in many countries, is likely to lead to?- modification of the measures 
adopted during the depression to restrict the admission of immigrants, 
who at that time would not have been able to find employment '; 
it was anticipated that ' this period of restriction should be succeeded 
by a period of co-operation between those countries which once again 
need foreign workers to develop thei!: resources and those which have 
a surplus of labour available'·'" Again, in 1938, after sounding 'a 
certain number of Governments as to their willingness to participate > 
in an international conference on migratipn, the Office felt able' to state· 
that ' the encouraging nature of the response receivedb justified ,the 
hope that the conclusions of the conference will lead to a recovery 
of migration for settlement '.001 c ·Similarly, in the earlier phases of 

• The 6gwes of incn:ase in the demand for employmeot ate taken &om calculatiooa 
made by Professor Uyeda. • 

• The response came from ten "immigration countries" (Argentina, Bolivia, Bru.il. 
Chile, Colombia, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela) and from eight 
"emigration countries,. (Austria, ~oalovakia, Hungary, Japan, Netherlands, Poland, 
Switzerland and Yugoslavia). See aoa; 

o Subsequently, the Oflice again exp~ the view that • migration currents, after 
passing through various vicissitudes. aod bcing brought almost to a complc:= stzndstill 
in rec;eo.t years, have for some time back shown a tendency to tevive in many cases ' and that 
them are ' signs that public opinion wishes by wise precautions to avoid the risk of being 
caught unawares by a possible revival of migration movements among workers • (aos); 
but it did not specify the" cases,. of a" tendency to revive .. nor the " signs u of the wishes 
of public opinion. 
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the International Studies Conference's enquiry, there was some dispos
ition to endorse the view held by ' several of the demographic experts 
collaborating with the . . . Conference ... that the time may be ripe 
for a revival of migratory movements ' and that ' the problem is, 
therefore, one of actuality '." 

It is possible that these judgments may have expressed an acute 
reading of the trend of international events. It is significant, however, 
that no definite corroborative evidence supporting these optimistic 
predictions is to be discovered in the results of the migration conference 
in Geneva or was adduced in the course of the International Studies 
Conference's enquiry.a On the contrary, such opinions on this question 
as were expressed at the latter conference all tended to show that there 
are no reasonable grounds for expecting that any strong movement of 
emigration can take place within the near future. Thus, a speaker 
at a meeting of the Conference desired, ' as a historian, to call ... 
attention ... to the fact - one of history as well as of statistics ... -
that onlY, over a limited ar~a of human history have there been migra
tions of the kind . . . [they were] talking about, i. e. a spreading of the 
European peoples over the face of the earth. The period - from the 
era of discoveries to the present day - was relatively very short and 
one of peculiar quality. Two divisions or sections ', he thought, 
'[could] be made : one in which Europeans- frankly exploited the 
resources of older civilizations - as in parts of Asia - and another 
in which they filled the open spaces of the world . . . Looking upon 
this as a fact of history ... , [he wasf of opinion that both these divisions 
of the movement of populations ... [would) be liquidated in the coming 
period ahead of ... [them), that they ... [would) not continue as in 
the past, and that to address •.. [themselves) to the problem as though 
there would be a restoration of the old freedom of movement ... 
(was] about as practical as to address ... [themselves) in economics to 
the bringing back of complete Free Trade '.• 'The migratory 
movement ', another speaker pointed out, • was an essential part of a 
much larger process of development in the I 9th century, [but] con
ditions have now changed so as to .favour it no longer '.u• Hence, 

• • It is ... not impossible •, wrote the author of one of the lnte.mational Stud.ies 
Conference's Canadian mcmonnda.' that Canadians may contemplate • vigorous iuu:nigratioa 
policy. But it will not be a policy of indisc:riminau: admission. If it is undertaken it will 
be undertaken for the bene.6t of Canada and not primarily for the bendit of other countries, 
md those who advocate it are 111 insistent • any other Canadians on Canada's right to 
determine her own immigration policy. Any form of peaceful ~ which invoh<d 
rcnouncins this right would be highly w-tcfu.l to Canadians • (101). 
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'we are not likely', a third speaker thought,' to have.again the niigm· 
tions experienced during the last hundred years';'" indeed, 'freedom 
of migration is no longer possible '.1" 

If these expressions of opinion are justified, it would seem that, 
in the context of " peaceful change " and of national population 
situations raising problems requiring solutions of an international 
character, no reliance should be placed upon emigmtion. Inasmuch 
as this conclusion is diametrically opposed to the popular belief in 
the efficacy of emigmtion as a remedy for overpopulation, it seems 
desirable, before passing on to other proposed remedies, to return to 
the point at which the discussion in this chapter began and to consider 
whether there is any real need for emigmtion in the " dissatisfied " 
countries. 

Some of the experts who took part in the work of the International 
Studies Conference were disposed to accept the statement that ' the 
view . . • that there is practically no further need for emigration ... 
is not true, for instance, of Italy, Germany and Poland'·"' Others, 
however, were disinclined to endorse this statement without quali
fication. Moreover, even those who were prepared to admit that 
' there certainly exists in the world a need for what is called excess 
population to emigrate', made a point of enquiring whether, 'as a 
counterpart to this need ... , there . . . are possibilities for this excess 
population to establish itself elsewhere '.11' This question will be 
considered later; here it must be po.inted out that, even if it can be 
demonstrated that emigration is a suitable remedy for redundant popu
lation, it would still be necessary to show, in the narrower conten 
of the International Studies Conferenc~'s enquiry into the )?roblem" 
of " peaceful change " that there are genuine current claims for r~lief 
from overcrowding calling for consideration. Yet, as has been stressed 
repeatedly in this Survey, the ~vidence of the reality of any such claims 
is so tenuous that the effective relatiottship between the Conference's 
enquiry into the value of colonies, for el<ample, from the point of view 
of an inflow of immigrants and concrete cases of dissatisfaction dwindles 
into insignificance. For ' who ', enquired a speaker at a meeting of 
the Conference, 'are the claimants? We have been told', he said, 
' that at the present moment Italy is satisfied. The Duce, speaking for 
her, has declared, in an interview granted to Mr. Ward Price of the 
Dai!J M4il, that she was satisfied for thirty years or mori::, that she had 
her bands full, that she had joined the ranks of satisfied nations and this , 
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was an advmtage for everybody '.• It was pointed out to the Con
ference, furthermore, that, ' as regards the demands for colonies, 
sufficient stress has been placed on reasons of a demographic nature, 
on reasons connected with raw materials, on reasons of an economic 
order. Considerations of national honour have also been put forward. 
As to the reasons of a demographic· nature', it was suggested that 
' they have been completdy refuted ', and that ' the claimants themsdves 
have abandoned them. They then fell back upon reasons of an 
economic order '. Yet, it was added, ' these reasons, too, have beert 
refuted • . . Thus there is no longer a demographic question; and 
there is no longer an economic question; and ... there remains only 
the question ot national honour'. Consequently 'these questions 
are not debatable before a conference such as ours ', for ' they are 
psychological and not scientific'·"' 

For the purpose, however, of stating the facts rdating to colonial 
expansion as a method of furnishing emigration outlets for overcrowded 
countries, it will now be assumed that such relevant claims as are dis
coverab'le merit investigation. The point of view will also be adopted 
here that, although it may be ' true that the need for emigration is 
decreasing ..• , that is not the same thing as to say that ~t has entirdy 
disappeared '·'" In other words, the intermediate attitude will be 
taken up that there is a short-term problem- to be solved and that, 
' if the need exists, even though it be a decreasing one, arrangements 
nevertheless have to be- made to meet it'·'" b This method of 
approaching the question was stated as follows by a speaker at a meeting 
of the International Studies Conference : -

In order to determine the true incidence of the question of emigration on 
the problem which we are discussing, we must be quite clear in our minds 
that the trend of emigration varies very considerably from year to year. 
A few years ago, emigration was an imperative need for a great number of 
nations. This need is becoming less and less felt. In the case of certain 
countries which formerly supplied large numbers of emigrants, the problem 
of emigration has, to all intents and purposes, disappeared. Why has this 
change taken place ? The! explanation is to be found in the increase of 
industrial capacity, and also in the improvement of living conditions in the 
countries considered. The more a country is industrialized, the wealthiec 

• Unpublished preliminuy mxud of tbe CoofeR:nce's proceeding>. 
• a. above, P· •4!· 
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it becomes; it sees the standard of living of its population steadily rise, while 
its emigration needs and the number of its emigrants decrease. This is 
easy to explain : (i) a country in process of industrialization can absorb more 
labour; (ii) the development of industry creates a social class that is treated 
with ever greater consideration, ti:Jat becomes more and more exacting and 
less willing to make sacrifices. Thus, the number of emigrants, even from 
the ranks of the unemployed, is declining. This phenomenon is to be noted 
more or less in all countries . . . . Another phenomenon to be observed almost 
generally is the difficulty of inducing a portion of the unemployed industrial 
population to take up employment in rural areas. " Back to the land " 
is a problem met with in every country and which encounters serious obstacles 
because no candidates can be found. I repeat, therefore, that the emigration 
problem has become less acute in a large number of countries, and it will 
continue to fall in intensity year by year. This diminution will be propor
tionate to the social amenities placed at the disposal of die population as a 
whole. The unemployment policy, in particular, which has become a social 
necessity in every country, constitutes an obstacle to emigration and, to a 
certain extent, we may congratulate ourselves on the fact. We must therefore 
counteract the impression that the world is faced with a poignant problem, 
because certain countries have closed their frontiers to immigration. In 
a word, I should say that the problem of emigration is becoming less acute. 
That does not mean that it has disappeared; and it is certainly indispensable 
for the peace of the world, that the greatest emigration facilities be granted 
to the whole of mankind.111 

' The migratory movement ', stated another speaker, ' was an , 
essential part of a much large,r process of development in the 19th 
century. Conditions have now changed so as to favour it no Ion~: 
It is one of the many paradoxes of the present economic situation that 
it is partly because the growth of population in many parts of Western 
Europe is much less rapid than formerly, that it is difficult for countries 
which still have a great pressure of population to secure outlets for 
emigration . . . The newer countries have great difficulty in accepting 
immigrants to-day because the opportunities for absorbing large numbers 
of persons in the agricultural countries of the new world are less than 
they were. That is largely so because there are no longer very rapidly 
expanding markets for primary products; that, in turn, is due to the 
fact that the populations of countries like Great Britain, which used to 
supply these markets for primary products, are not growing as they 
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used to do. Thus, the very fact that populations in certain parts of 
Europe are growing much more slowly than formerly, makes it more 
difficult to relieve the pressure of surplus population in countries like 
Poland, where it still is a very definite problem'·"' 

From these general statements one may proceed to a consideration 
of the emigration needs in the individual " dissatisfied " countries. 

1n the case of Germany, it has already been shown how 'this 
famous safety valve which emigration is held to have constituted 
has been gradually closed in proportion as internal pressure 9as increased. 
The losses of population by emigration abroad seem to have been 
keenly resented by the German nation during the period I 87I to 
I885... From this moment, at which the excess of births began to 
be swollen, • emigration decreased ','" direct action having been taken 
by the government, such as ' Bismarck's colonisation law for the Polish 
areas in Prussia'." 'From I895 to I905 it was entirely nullified by 
emigrants returning to the mother-country and the balance of emigration 
even bec~e positive . . . In this period, however, access to overseas 
countries was completely free and Germany had all itS colonies in full 
development. The safety valve was functioning in the wrong di
rection '. '" The explanation of this reversal in the stream of migration 
is that Germany was absorbing her increasing population by indus
trialisation - ' a solution of which there was everyday evidence in 
the familiar " Made in Germany " trade mark before the war '. •• ' But 
how can we explain that, in the period which followed [the war of 
I9I4-I9I8) and which was a period of great misery, the number of 
migrants returning to the mother-country was much greater than the 
number of departures, although the various overseas countries, with 
the . exception of the United States, were not yet closed to foreign 
emigration and the objections to immigration into mandated territories 
which were made both by the mandatory authorities and the German 
nationals, had completely disappeared ? Both under the r~gime 
of the Weimar constitution and under the National Socialist ~gime, 
which held different opinions on the utility and the opportuneness of 
emigratioo,b, this emigration remained infinitesimal in comparison 

• a. abo~ p. 101, note.. Sc:c also 101. . . 
' • Like Gennan statesmeo, theoretial economists clill'e..d about the value of emJgtabon 

hom themtionalpointofview. While.,. [the author of ur) believed that it impoverished 
the country ••• (the author of Ill) held that it enticbecl it aDd drew up· • • • V11St colooia
atioa aDd population plan for Gezmanic emigntioo • (JU). 
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with the total volume of population . . . and quite similar to that of 
other countries of Westem Europe.''" To-day, Germany must appa
t:ently remedy a shortage of agricultural labour with the assistance 
of the Dutch and Italian peasantry. • 

It is difficult to resist the conclusion that in Germany there is neither 
a need nor a desire for emigration. 

The position in Japan is uncertain, though there is reason to think 
that she regards emigration as less than a palliative for her demographic 
maladjustments.b ' The Japanese do not desire to emigrate... Their 
natural inclination" is to be a stay-at-home people ",'01 because of their 
reverence for ancestors and their reluctance to break up the family. 
If they move at all they prefer to remain within the boundaries of their 
own country '.•00 The one clear fact is that the number of Japanese 
who have settled outside Japan proper, the Japanese empire and Man
churia is quite small, • but opinion is sharply divided on the question 
whether this is due to a reluctance on the part of the Japanese people 
to leave homed or to artificial barriers that have been erected against 
them in certain ·regions to which; it is thought, they would willingly 
go. Perhaps both factors have been influential, but it does not seem 
possible to determine which one has been the stronger. One authority 
considers that the facts show that the Japanese although 'undoubtedly 
home-loving people ... [whose] culture is very distinct, and ... [who] 
are deeply attached to their peculiar mode of life ... , are willing to go 
far afield under certain circumstances '. He points out that ' the 
government favours emigration • and, unlike the weaker countries of 
the East, is able to exercise ' organized pressure to secure opportunitres . . 

• Itwss ~eportcdfrom Rome in November 19~8 that ~o,oco ltaliao agricultwallabqwem, 
having completed an eight-mooth eoottact in Gemwly, were to be brought back to Italy, 
md that negotiatioos bad beeo started fo• sc;tding another large batch to Italy the following 
summer (see J86). · 

11 Cf., e. g .• above, p. 244· · · 
o The estimates vary between' about half a million • (81; see above, p. zo2, note a) 

and nearly • millioo. The latter ligwe is based upon the number of persons of Japaneae 
nationality mUdent in foreign countries who are shown io the census zetums of those 
countries (see us). According to a Japanese enquity, the number of Japaneae obrood is 
about 1 millioo (see 110). This enquity 'c:onccmcd only persoos of Japanese m:e ""ident 
abroad (e. g. KoJ:eSDS and natives of Formosa 11ft: not included). Moroever, the enq"!'Y 
did not include Japanese le&ident in Japanese eolooiea. On the other hand, Japanese m
babiting the leased tetritory of Kwzotung ~9,88j) and the Pacilic islanda under Japaneae 
mandate (14J,629) ..., included in the total ind.iated' (I7S). 

• Cf. the view of a Japanese wtiter that among the difficultica obsttucting Japaoeo<' 
emigration is 'the problem of pcnuading the Japanese to emigrate' (141). 

• For ezample, ' Japan has encouraged and eveo given financial assistance to cmigratiOil 
to South Amctica' (84). 
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for emigration ', and that, before the era of immigration restrictions, 
' they went freely enough to Hawaii and western America '.• He 
considers that 'the Japanese will go, though perhaps with more reluc
tance than some other peoples at leaving their homes, to any country 
where they have not got to compete with others whose standard of 
living is lower than their own '. In his view, ' there is no evidence ... 
(that the Japanese] are unable to live under hard climatic conditions •.. ; 
and such knowledge as we have about the adaptation of peoples to 
different environments lends no support to the idea '. According to 
him, 'the difficulty which faces the Japanese is that the countries to 
which they wouJ.d willingly go are shut against them '." 

Against this view, another writer considers that the only ' areas 
, really suitable to Japanese farmers ' are 'in climates of mediterranean, 
sub-tropical, and tropical type '." According to a German student 
of the question ' the Japanese belong •.. to the peoples who are by 
heredity conditioned to warm climes, b and it is clearly apparent that this 
conditiolling, thanks to the preponderance of a strong Malayan section 
of the populace which originated in the tropics, c imposes strict limits 
upon their political plans • • . A sojourn of undoubtedly more than 
jO generations in the subtropic to temperate belt has not yet been 
sufficient to suppress in these people their tropic-born love of warmth; 
from which one must assume that they have spent many hundred 
previous generations in the tropics '·" That the climate factor has to 
be considered does not appear to be a view which the Japanese them
selves would repudiate.d Moreover, on the question of adaptation, 
a geographer, who, while agreeing that ' adaptation does, of course, 
take place ', thought ' that acclimatization is not easy ',... informed 
the International Studies Conference that he had ' noticed, during his 

• The number of Japanese in Hawaii was 6I,UJ in 1910, 6o.690 in 1920 and 48.4ZS 
in I9JO (sec J71); for the United StaleS 6guns_ see above p. Z421 note L 

'a. <I : - 'From the south, probably by way of the Ryukyu Islands, came the 
Yamato people, who brought with them Malay blood and old southern cultural demcots; 
from the continent, from China and Korea. came other ancestors of the modem Japanese. 
The southern oceanic clement, however. dominates over the continental strain. This has 
1111 effect upon evcty phase of Japanese life, and has to be takco into account by the !cadets 
and statesmen of the Empire •. 

• According to u, the racial ratioa an: appJ:OEimatdy : Malaym-Mongolian, 6o %; 
O:Unese-Mongolian-Tungus.ian. 5o<:'~; Ainu-Palaeouiatic, ro%. 

• At one of the meetings of the lnb:mational Studies Confermce, a Japmesc speaker, 
afbet agreeing ' that the climate of Manchuria is a very lwd. one'. observed that • for 
the emigrants, it would have been dc:sirable to have a climato similar to that of the mothcr
countty '.Japan, be added, • is, neftrthdc:ss, dca:nnincd to overcome tbc ditlicultic:s • (:10). 
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study of migrations to the United States of America that the European 
emigrant generally tended to settle in the United States in regions having 
climatic conditions identical with those of the European regions from 
which they had come', and he thought 'that this is a normal tendency of 
human beings '.•• • Another speaker held ' that it is not climate acting 
directly upon the individual human body that is of importance, it is 
rather climate acting indirectly through the environment. For example, 
Italian emigrants to the United States· settle in California, not because 
it has a Mediterranean climate, but beeause it has a Mediterranean 
culture : the fig, the vine and the olive '. Jiis view w~ that ' all evidence 
tends to show that the human being is able to adapt himself to virtually 
any climate. He changes, of course - for example, a Dutchman in 
Holland is not the same Dutchman as his colleague in Java - but the 
change, the natural adaptation which takes place in the human body 
when it enters a different climatic region, cannot necessarily be considered 
as a degeneration '.no b 

The Italian Government's attitude towards emigration has already 
been described. 0 It is clear that Italy is ' unwilling to avail itself of 
this avenue of escape from its difficulties '·" Indeed, Italy has itself 
taken steps to block at its own end ' the channels ... through which 
the Italian emigrant stream had hitherto flowed '·" It may be that 
'the Italian population would willingly emigrate, but the Italian 
Government will not allow it to do so '. ,,. ' If a country suffering from 
overpopulation has opportunities for emigration . . . and refuses to 
take them, no effective remedy for the trouble can be suggested '." 
Yet Italy, like Poland, appears to be ' suffering . . . from difficulties' . . 

• 'I have studied Ewopean migmtioos to the United States in what we call the """9''d 
period- between 1870 and 1900 -when the emigmnts WCIC mostly from Northem 
European countries, and I found .that Swedes, Germans, Finns, Norwegians and even Ital..iaoa 
teo.ded to settle almost to a tenth of a degree between the same summer and winter iso-· 
thenns as those of their Ewopean homes. That tendeocy changed later oo, in what we 
call the third period of emigration, when the emigrants were mostly from Eastern Europci.o. 
countries ~d when there were, in the American sense. no frontiers and the eaugrants settled 
where they could lind land. The problem how far settlement undCI difre!ent climatic 
conditions affects emigmn~ is one more for the physiologist than for .the economist or 
geographer . . . Continuing the studies on migrations to America, a pupil of mine found, 
as tegards Ge=ans settling in that countty, that a veey high pen:entage of emigmnta from 
Mecklenburg,. one of the coldest districts in Germany, settled in Michigan, Wiseoosin and 
Minnesota, wheteaB emigrants from Wurtemburg -one of the warmest districts of Gel
many - and a lalge pen:entage of othCI GCimans, settled in Ohio, Dlinois and Indiana. 
This shows that Ewopean white people diffi=ntiated in their choice of district and tellded 
to seek climatic conditions similar to those in their original homes • (BDI). 

II For a further discussion of adaptation to climate, sec 84. 
o See above. p. zzo. 
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which can only be alleviated by population changes. To the extent 
that population increases, these difficulties will become more serious. 
Therefore . . . [she] would benefit if the loss by emigration was equal 
to the natural increase, and . . . [she] would benefit even more if it 
exceeded the natural increase '." Why then does Italy prohibit 
emigration ? ' The explanation is that the only policy which could 
satisfy the powerful Italian expansionist sentiment was the .settlement 
of Italians in a gteater Italy overseas '·" This attitude raises issues 
falling outside the scope of the present chapter, but they will be 
considered in the next. • 

, There remains Poland which, unlike Italy, who refuses to emigrate, 
' shows no such disinclination '." Even Poland, however, while 
reluctandy admitting that emigtation may slighdy alleviate her popu
lation pressure, loudly decries the tragic dilemma which compels her 
to claim the need for recourse to the unpalatable remedial propetties 
of a measure which she must fain tolerate as a pi.r aller.b Moreover, 
from the; point of view of " peaceful change ", the Polish problem, 
though more clamorously proclaimed, is not essentially different from 
the problems of other countries in eastern and south-eastern Europe. 
The natural population outlet for these countries is eastwards and the 
fact that a Soviet frontier may present a political and psychological 
obstacle to this movement is no reason for compelling the countries 
of Europe overseas to open their doors. 

Thus, with one exception of secondary importance from the point 
of view of the International Studies Conference's enquiry into " peaceful 
change ", none of the " dissatisfied " countries displays any disposition 
to claim wider outlets for emigration. ' Japan, Germany and Italy 
arc not claiming greater facilities for the emigration of their nationals. 
Japan is seeking markets for her industrial production; Germany and 
Italy are asking for a more abundant and easier supply of raw 
materials '·'" It is, moreover, pertinent to remark that, if it must be 

• See chap. 8, §§ I and IV. 
• • Despite the need for emigration which is fdt at the p~UeDt time •. said the Polish 

delegate to a m:ent confcn::ncc of experts on international and 6nancial co-operation with 
regard to migration, • there can be no question ... o! allowing masses of emigrants 10 
leave the country without any plan, as wu the case before the war. Emigration is looked 
upon more as a necessary evil, and each country considers that its primary duty is to secure 
a livelihood for its citizens on its own territory. If, as a consequcoc:e of diflicult economic 
conditions, a State decides to allow its oationals to leave their native land, it does so io the 
cooviction that their lot will be improved and that they will be in a position in their country 
of adoptioo to talte up - lines of profitohle employmeot' (JOf). 
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concluded that emigration can relevantly be brought within the scope 
of this Survey on the ground that Poland alone claims without enthusiasm 
to suffer from a condition of demographic congestion which might be 
relieved by the direct method of transferring her surplus numbers else
where, this, from the international point of view, is a somewhat 
narrower issue than the grave problems which had been in the mind 
of the International Studies Conference when it opened its enquiry. 

Since the forms of massive emigration which alone can be regarded 
as relevant to a condition of genuine demographic congestion and which 
have been such a notable feature of population movements in the past 
are to-day almost unknown,• all substantial migratory movements 
having come to a standstill, it will seem curious that there should be 
so widespread a belief, not only that emigration relieves overpopulation, 
but that Germany, Italy, Japan and Poland are faced with problems of 
demographic tension in consequence of the constriction of the emigra
tory outflow. It will seem even stranger that the International Studies 
Conference should have studied emigration wi~ a thoroughness which 
it did not devote to its examination of the economic remedies for 
population pressure which will be mentioned in a subsequent chapter.b 
A brief enquiry into the reasons which impelled it to do so may throw 
a light upon the question of emigration as a remedy for overpopulation 
which an examination of past and present emigratory movements from 
the " dissatisfied " countries has not provided. · 

It would appear that this belief springs quite naturally out of the 
general favour which· is enjoyed by an operation having the attraction 
of outward simplicity. Technically, emigration seems the simplest 
way of coping with a problem of exceli,Sive population. Unlike the 
indirect, economic remedies to be desctibed later, the adoption of. a 
policy of emigration does not call fot a difficult and painstaking search 
for the root of the trouble; it is a fiontal attack on the problem itself .. 
Instead of seeking to eHminate the hidC!en causes of overpopulation, 
emigration simply removes its visible manifestations. Politically, 
emigration also has the advantage of still being, in most countries, 
a readily acceptable remedy. Overpopulation, if it means anything, 
means poverty. Overpopulation, however, suggests a general aflliction, 
whereas poverty is commonly a sectional malady. A modern com-

• But cf. below pp. z.6o-a. 
• See below chap. 9· 
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munity suffering from poverty (alias overpopulation) will tend, therefore, 
to favour emigntion, which is a solution at the expense of a luckless 
section, rather than, say, a redistribution of wealth, which is a solution 
at the expense of the fortunate. In this respect, emigntion might be 
said to lack the feature redeeming the direct method of reducing over
population by infanticide and the other methods of increasing mortality, 
which may be rejected on grounds of unrighteousness or inexpediency"' 
- the element of social solidarity. 

The effects of emigration are also more immediate and more 
readily perceptible than those of the indirect, economic reroedies. 
It would not be possible to express in simple quantitative terms the 
demographic consequence of the modilications of a country's economic 
system brought about by an application of any of the economic measures 
designed to remedy a condition of overpopulation. The repercussions 
of such measures are likely to be manifold and diffused over a period 
of time; the degree of relief that they might afford to the congested 
society in which they were adopted could be gauged, perhaps, by the 
use of m~cal devices such as are employed in the processes of 
reasoned economic analysis, but it could not be subjected to exacr 
calculation. Emigration, on the other hand, seems to differ from these 
other remedial measures in this respect because its immediate and 
palpable effectS can be readily detected. Implying as it does the move
ment of numbers, its effect can be easily measured. Economic changes 
can be estimated and described with more or less accuracy, but numbers 
can be counted exactly. If a hundred persons leave a country which 
has a surplus population of two hundred, then, it may be thought, 
overcrowding has been reduoed by one half. If this is true, then 
emigration has this advantage over other methods of combating 
overcrowding - that it is a visible process of a kind that can be physic
ally grasped. In this respect, also, it resembles some of those other 
numerically measurable methods which were notioed in the preoeding 
chapter among the direct demographic remedies. That this advantage 
may be, in international life, a real one will not be denied by anyone who 
believes that perceptible, though possibly shallow, consequences of 
applied policy may sometimes exercise a more potent infiuence on the 
elimination of sources of international friction than deeper effects that 
cannot be readily apprehended. Nevertheless, the advantage is a 

• See obove, pp. '9""3· 
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small one and, if the arithmetical properties of emigration have the 
same kind of intellectual attraction to-day as Malthus's famous mathe
matical jingle had last century, they resemble it also in that they are 
misleading abstractions. There are several ways of illustrating this 
propositio.n. 

A first objection to the popular habit of focussing attention on 
the arithmetical aspects of migration is that, in the process, its non
demographic functions are assimilated to its demographic functions 
and tend therehy to be overlooked. The craving for freedom to move, 
although socially thwarted since earlier ages when roving food-gathering 
gave way before settled agriculture and urban organisation as the normal 
way of life for human beings, often appears to be a dominant feature 
.of individual psychology. The right of mobility is still commonly 
held to be one of the fundamental rights of man. Thus there may be 
,a psychological aspect to the problem of migration, not unrelated to 
the preservation of peace, which would be overlooked in a consideration 
of its purely numerical elements. A right to migrate, even when, for 
various reasons, there is either no desire or no power to exercise it. 
is manifesdy not the same thing, from the point of view of the relations 
between state and citizen in the first place, and between state and state 
in the second, as a compulsion to stay at home. From the social 
·point of view as well. migration presents certain: features which have a 
bearing on the maintenance of international peace. For ' universal 
peace and harmo.ny must needs be. based on social justice ''"' • and 
the attainment of .social justice has been held to involve, inter alia, a 
.system of protection for foreign workers implying a recognition; 
if not of the utility, yet at any rate of .the importance, of the role of 
migration in international social relations.b Thus, although the relief 
of population pressure may be one of the functions of emigration, 
it is not the only one and perhaps it is not even an important one .. 

. . . 

• a. the p=ble to ,the Cwtw of tiM Inm-tionJ 1.MtJMr Orgmrisdlioo : ' WhCICOS 
.the League .,r Nationa bas for its object the establishment of univC!Sal peace. and such a 
peace au1 be established ~y if it is based upon social justice .• : • '.. . 

• The equitable economic treatment of all workers legally teSJ.ding 10. a gtven country 
having been included by the high contracting parties signatories of the Cbttmr of 1M bltw
,.tionJ 1.MtJMr Orgmrisdlioo am~ the particularly important and urgent methods and 
principles for the <egU!ation of working conditions, the lnt=uttional ~ Conference 
mJolved at its first session that' a special section shall be aeated m the lntematt~ Labo~ 
Office, to be specially charged with the consideration of all questions c:oncenw>g the =
gration of workers and the condition of foreign wage esrners • {816) and thst ' the lnter
·.,.tional Labour Ollice shall appoint 111 int=uttional conunissioa, which ••• shall COIWder 
.and report wbat measures can be adopt<d to <egU!ate the migration of workers ••• '. 
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Emigration also ful£Is a social and psychological role which a superficial 
inspection of its numerical attributes fails to reveal. 

A second defect of the mathematical approach to an examination 
of emigration as a remedy for demographic congestion is that it tends 
to obscure the fact that ' migration only forms part of a whole and that 
everything in the complex system of exchanges of men, money, and 
goods is interdependent, so that a change in any one branch of exchange 
necessarily affects all the others. It has sometimes been thought that 
a given type of exchange can be isolated, that a liberal policy may be 
pursued in regard to one type and a policy of restriction in regard 
to another. Experience has repeatedly shown that this is a fallacy. 
Since demographic movements, which are both causes and effects, 
are always preceded or accompatJ.ied and followed by movements of 
capital and goods,• not to mention services in the form of transport 
and commercial arid other operations, and since these movements take 
place either directly between the country of emigration and that of 
immigration, or, more frequently, between a whole set of countries, 
each of which is affected in tum, b any attempt to restrict migration 
while encouraging the exchange of capital, goods and services, or 
~k1 IJir.ta, is sure to meet with considerable difficulties • • • Countries 
must choose and they cannot expect other advantages or drawbacks 
than those to which the policy prevailing not only in their own territory, 
but in all other countries taken as a whole, may give rise, whether 
that policy be more or less liberal or nationalist, free trade or restric
tionist '.1" 

But the principal weakness of the quantitative examination of 
emigration movements from the point of view of the subject of the 
pfClient survey nises out of the fallacious assumption on which it rests. 
While it is 'certain!y true, of course, that the volume of a migratory 
movement can be measured numerically (though rarely very accuratdy, 
owing to the lack of sufficiently sensitive statistical methods), yet the 
information to be derived from the quantitative measurement of a 
remedy is not enlightening unless the disease to which it is applied can 
be brought into the fidd of a similar scale of measurement. This, 

• a. above. P· :ooo. 
•• a ... (U8]; and ••. (171]. M far boclt as t88! Sir Robert Gil!Co poinucd out 

tbat : " ••• in the earlier yean of prosperity, a considerable lcncling of apiaol from old 
10 oew c:ountries goes on, and this lcncling of apiaol promot<S c:migratioo from tbe old 
countries to the new, helping to gi"' gmuu employment for labour in tbe DeW <O'mtries 
than tbeJe woold otherwise be" (quot<d ••• [in lll]' (l17). 

18 
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however, is not possible, for, as was explained in an earlier chapter, 
overpopulation is not a condition that can be determined scientifically; 
still less is it possible, therefore, to measure its extent. It follows 
that, it emigration is to be considered as a cure for demographic con
gestion, a simple quantitative examination of its volume cannot be 
\lSefully related to a disCilSsion of specific claims by particular countries 
for relief from an imponderable weight of numbers. 

If the il111sory simplicity of emigration as a remedy for over
crowding is one of the so11rces of poplliar belief in the efficacy of this 
nostrum, the widespread impression that the surface of the globe is 
still liberally speckled with vast ttacts of habitable b11t unpopulated or 
underpoplliated areas is another. On the one hand, it is thought that 
colonial territories are capable of absorbing enormous accretions to 
their populations - a question which will be examined in the. next 
chapter. On the other hand, there are i:hose who consider that the 
solution of the problem of emigration does not lie in the colonial sphere 
only but also elsewhere. ' The solution to this problem ', said a speaker 
at a meeting of the International Studies Conference, ' is to be found 
all over the world; in other words, it is not only the colonies that must 
be thrown open to immigration; and we shall see at once that, even if 
they were opened to the maximum, the colonies collid receive but an 
infinitesimal number of immigrants without incurring the risk of death. 
If it is really wished to solve this problem of emigration, and a solution 
must be found, it is the whole world, or at least those counrries which, 
by virtue of their position, can absorb a fairly large number of immi
grants, that must be opened •.u• .Although the suggestion that th~, 
exist undeveloped but habitable areas, c;apable of absorbing ll9-, inflow. 
of population at a pace which wollid give effective reljef to countries 
which are at present overpopulated, cannot be examined in•the pre&"ent 
survey, 8 it may be recorded here. that, according to the author of one 
of the studies submitted to the lntc,:mational Studies Conference; · 
' only migration to the United States, tht; ~ritish Dominions, and South 
America can provide opportunity for the movement of substantial 
numbers ', b and that ' the average annual absorption capacity of all 

• See, however, the SupplemeD.tary Chapter. 
• a. 818 : -'In America and particuJarly in South America. there are territories 

which, because of the definition we have given to the term " colony n, we cannot classify 
amongst those which arc engaging our attention and which are, nevertheless, turitoriea 
more specially qualified to zcc:eive immigrants; firsdy, because they are rich territoriee 
mole highly developed than most colonies, and secondly, because they arc inhabit«~ by 1111 
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the ·oversea countries taken together is such that they could take about 
half the natuial increase of the countries of south and east Europe '. 
Moreover, ' as time goes on the absorption capacity of the oversea 
countries will grow while the natuial increase of the European countries 
will diminish . . . World opinion will probably not admit the right 
of the inhabitants of any of these countries to continue indefinitely 
to fail fully to exploit them '. But 'it does not follow that the assimi
lation capacity of a country is equal to its absorption capacity '... What 
the assimilation capacity of a country may be is essentially a political 
question, and any suggestion that ' South, Eastern and Central Euro
peans . . . [should be shipped] to the United States and the British 
Doininions by the hundreds of thousands ' is bound to be strenuously 
opposed."• In the deep waters of politics, science can do no more 
than point a finger of warning against the dangers inherent in policies 
designed to immobilise men.• ·' Might we not learn something from 
the difficulties of internal peaceful organisation ? Have we not learnt 
that, if we attempt to prevent what might be called social migration 
within a' country, if we attempt to prevent people from pursuing 
occupations other than those of their fathers and from moving into 

aa=ely omall number of Europeans u compared with the total population. Th= 
are territories which p=cnt the same chsmcteristic:s in otbeJ: parts of the world :Australia 
and New Zealand, for eumple. There are others which, no doubt, could open their 
doon a little mOl'C widely to immigration in 10 &r as immigration must still be continued '. 

• It ia aometimcs suggested that Palestine is an eumple of ' the opportunities which 
an undeM!evcloped, but not an under-populated, oountry offers to immignmts ' and of 
the way in which auch a oountry' can be made to accommodate within a few yeammuchlarger 
numbera with benefit both 10 the original iubabitsats and to the DCW<OIDOIS '. But the 
ooaditioas in Palestine are ezc:eptionally favowable. Oa the one band, there were large 
areu of uncultivated but cultivable land awaiting c:spital and technical lOSOll%O:I and large 
possibilities of developing oertain induatries. Oa the otbeJ: band, ' the immigtants, tbougb 
culturally very distinct from the Anbs, are appareotly not dissimilar genetically; in any 
c:sse, the two pooples are not separated by easily observable physical dilfereaoeo • • . [Tbe) 
religious and cultural differences ... are not accompanied and enhanced by di1ferences in 
pigmea~atioa and other physical features ••. (and) there is ot lcsst the possibility of the 
development of a harmonious community because there are no peanancnt outward marks 
aerving to remind the two sections of the population of their dilfeRnt origins '. Y ct ' in 
spite of these ac:eptionally favowable cin:umsts!IC<S, the suc:a:sa of the eaperimeat is in 
doubt '. ' The Alabs •.• are ina<asing rapidly and have lost land • • • As to the Jews, 
is is doubtful whether, if heavy immigratioo cootinues. 20 per cent of them can eoot:inue: 
u at praent oa the land; for to tiacJ Jaad for ao pa cxat. of a npidly gtowing figure means 
a ooatiaual eniugem<at of Jaad in Jewish ownership • • . Tension be= the two pooples 
ia acute, and •.• there is u yet no sign whatever of any gtowth of undemaading one of 
the otbe.r ••• (such as might make it possible) to ooatiaue witb those industrial and sgric:ul
tunl projects which alooe caa make the aperimcat a suooess. Ia short, although this 
eaperimeat is being ooaducted uader w.y faoowablc cin:umswxa, it is not yet clear 
that Palestine can occommodalle such rapidly gtowing auntbers with benefit to all .,.,... 
oemed. (")· 
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other social circles, we build . up masses of resentment which fi.orilly 
overcome the restrictions and lead to internal disorder, to somet:hihg, 
in fact, approaching civil or class war ? Is it not also probably true 
to say that, if we try to compel people to live and make their living 
where they are hom, we shall ultimately build up masses of resentment 
which they will attempt to relieve by force ' ?111 Moreover, ' there 
are problems of international justice involved, and it may also be that 
opportunities for emigration would· have important psychological 
results '." · 

* * * 
One general conclusion seems to emerge from this survey of 

conflicting views on migration. In the nineteenth century period, 
immigration was of great importance to the rising countries overseas; 
to-day, it is not necessary to those countries as a whole and it is disad
vantageous to certain sections of their populations. Emigration has 
never been of great importance to the coun~es of emigration as a 
whole (except Ireland), though it has been useful for certain sections 
of their populations; to-day it has become disadvantageous to the 
countries of emigration as a whole and of no importance to particular 
sections of their populations. Thus there has come about a double 
shifr in the incidence of the problem of migration. Formerly, it played 
a useful international role as a movement of".immigration; to-day, 
it causes international friction as a ~ovement of emigration. In an 
age of sprouting autarky, can it not be said that the stimulation of 
migration is a paradoxical mutilation of the nation, a . gratuitous inci
tement to international conflict, a and 11; socially untenable ailmission· 
that within a community some men are hom to be heirs to its benefits 
while others are a superfluous charge on their birthplace ? . . 

Nom· 

Since the conclusion of the enquiry carried out by the International 
Studies Conference, public attention bas been focussed upon the question of 
migration in consequence of the recent re-appearance in Europe of a refugee 
problem. The fact that a swelling tide of refugees is to-day one of the 
liveliest demographic movements is, however, not of cognate interest to 

• Cf. &II : - 'In view of the present condidODS of the labour market throughout the 
wo.rlcl, any migmdon scheme conceived on a large scale cannot but ... atouse hootility'. 
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the. 'subject of this Survey which is not concerned with political emigration 
· b~t exclusively with the forms of economic emigration associated with 
pressure of population. The refugee movement may be ascribed, perhaps, 
to a form of " qualititative " overpopulation; it clearly does not spring 
from quantitative overpopulation among the agricultural and industrial 
working masses of Germany, Poland and Italy. In any case, the forms 
of political emigration from central Europe which are attracting so much 
attention to-day are quantitatively insignificant in comparison with the 
massive movements of men which took place before '9'4· Further
more, whereas the numerically J;Uore important elements of the many refugee 
movements which _have occurred since 1929 have raised in an acute form 
the issues of expatriation and denationalisation mentioned in the text above, 
the quantitatively smaller, but qualitatively more vociferous, refugee move
ments which have been attracting wider notice since 1933 because of the 
manner in which they have been generated and which are of " cultural " 
rather than of political character, are popular precisely on the ground that, 
from the point of view of the communities out of which they are flowing, 
they are not felt to raise those issues. 8 b 

The refugee problem bears, however, upon emigration as a remedy 
for quantitative demographic maladjustments in the sense that, in so far as 
it now dominates the discussion of migration, it reduces the possibility of 
providing emigration outlets for other potential migrants. It is, for example, 
with the object of barring the way to a large immigration of Jewish refugees 
from Central Europe, that certain South American states have recently 
been impelled to close some of the gaps in their immigration restriction 
legislation, a step which may be thought to have been immediately prompted 

. • In the communities towards which these movements are beading, oo the other hand, 
they are unpopular for the opposite reason that, as the special correspondent of Tbl TiMu 
ac the Evion refugee confe=c:c in July 19)8 "'poned of the voluntory organisations invib:d 
to the conference, • some of them seem to envisage the cn:ation of eompact settlements 
almost on an autonomous footing •, in spite of the fact that the Latin American States. 
the Dominions, and the United Srates will not ' tolerate the c:rca.tion of anything that might 
bear even the appearance of a State within a State • (111). 

• For a somewhat different view of the nature of the refugee problem, cf. (J17), 'The 
refugee problem both in its present Corm and in its potential foan is cleady a world respons
ibility demanding intunational action by governments. It i:s a world problem in the 
oense that the ais«n« of refugeea is a symptom of the disappearance of ecooomic and 
politic:al libetalism. Refugeea ace the byi>roducts of an economic isolationism which 
bas prac:tic:ally stopped me migration; they are the products of the population pZ<SSW<:S 
in Europe which =•It in pan from the parslysis of inoernatioaal aade and the =tric:tion 
of markets; they symbolise in a most uagic way the development of political autho!'
it:arianisrn. The basic real solution of the refugee problc:m.. real or potcotial, is necessarily 
tbetefo"' ...Isb:d to the aolution of the great problems of c:conomic and politic:al adjustment 
in the contanporary world • (ibiJ.). 
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by the foreign publicity which has flooded the predicameot in which Jews in 
Greater Germany and elsewhere are placed, and by the circumstance that, 
' foremost among . . . the underlying reasons for . . . the failures which 
have attended previous attempted solutions . . . [of] the refugee problem •.• 
has been that of using refugee questions as politi~ weapons, instead of 
treating them as humanitarian problems '. "' 



Chapter 8 

Colonial Expansion 

I. COLONIAL IMMIGRATION 

Territorial expansion ' may assume the form of an increase in the 
homeland territory or of an extension of colonial possessions. It is 
very obvious that the two hypotheses cannot be confused. They have 
the conimon feature of satisfying the needs of the claimant State only 
by demanding from one or several other States, the abandoning of 
territory rightfully possessed; but beyond that, they are very 
different '." 

A discussion of continental expansion would carry this Survey so 
far beyond the I.inlits of the enquiry made by the International Studies 
Conference that it must be dismissed here with the remark that, in so 
far as recourse may be had to such action for the purpose of disposing 
of surplus population,' it does not seem capable of offering to-day the 
remedy which somet4oes appears to be anticipated. It may be, for 
~ample, that, from the German point of view, a migratory movement 
to the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics ' would be much more 
tempting ',"' than emigration to tropical colonies or to the regions of 
European settlement overseas. On the other hand, while ' it might 
be possible to defend the handing over by Russia of the Ukraine on the 
ground that a certain country wants to send out thousands of people 
and settle them on small-holdings ... , this would certainly involve 
a fall in the standard of life of those who went there if present techno
logical trends in agriculture continue . • . It may be that Germans if 
planted in Russia, would be more efficient than the Russians are and so 
would raise the standard of living in these areas .•. ; but the certainty 
is that Russia itself is by no means empty, and that the net reproduction 
rate there is higher than ..• [in Germany]; any filling up of Russia, 
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therefore, should be done by the Russians themselves'·'" Again, 
'unless the ... expansion [proposed by Herr Hider]" is to take place: 
on land now •minbabited ... , [his] programme would seem to imply 
that the native population of any land claimed by Germany would 
have to be removed or exterminated. For, how else would it be 
possible to establish the " natural and healthy proportion between 
the numbers and the increase of the nation and the size and quality of 
the land in which they dwell " '" which he has contemplated ? 

* * * 
In undertaking a study of the value of colonies as areas of immi

gration for the inhabitants of demographically congested metropolitan 
countries, the International Studies Conference had in view the common 
assumption that colonies provide important oudets for the disposal of 
surplus population at home. The Conference's diset:!ssion of this 
question was to reveal clearly, however, the ~agility of the basis on 
which the assumption rests. Two conclusions seem plainly to emerge 
from a consideration of some of the more salient facts relating to immi
gration in the colonies : first, that there is litde supporting evidence 
to be discovered behind the contention that colonies have served in the 
past as important population safety-valves; and, secondly, that there is 
litde prospect of expanding their capacity of demographic absorption 
in the future. If such conclusions are accepted, it follows that no 
realistic policy of colonial expansion em be directly related to a problem 
of overcrowding. This, indeed, appears to have been the general • 
sense of the Conference itself; it was summarily expressed by a 13elgian 
colonial expert as follows : -

We must be careful not to permit the belief that the solution of the· 
eniigration problem lies in the colonies. It does not. The contribution 
that the colonies can make towards a solution of this problem is a very 
small one, for the following reasons : the majority of the colonies which· 
we have classed under that heading" are still but snmmarily organized; their 
development is slow and immigration can be envisaged only in so far as 
adequate organization already exists in the countty. Secondly, most of 

• The Conference'S discussion of the vexed question of the definition aod classi.6caciou 
of colonies is described in TIM Coltmi4/ fl.uulir»> ond P""'ftJ C/Jangt (Paris : in~aD&tioaa.l 
Institute of Intellectual Co-opemtion), in course of preparatiOJI, 
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these territories have a climate which i_s very unfavourable for mass immi
gration. It is thought that immigration can be directed chiefly towards the 
sparsely populated areas of colonial territory. That is a mistake. The areas 
where there are practically no inhabitants are ,generally the high plateaux; 
but these plateaux, which, from the point of view of climate, are certainly 
suitable for the settlement of groups of immigrants, are not sought after. 
It is more difficult to carry on economic activiry in these regions than else
where, because they are generally isolated and still unprovided with means 
of communication. Considerable expenditure would be necessary for the 
installation of these means of communication. Markets are rather restricted 
and any immigran!S wishing to devote themselves to some form of industry 
or to agriculture on a large scale would find no labour.• On the other hand, 
the areas of colonies which can the most easily accommodate certain classes 
of immigrants are mosdy inhabited by the natives, but these areas are low
lying and, therefore, the least health~. Economically, they are the most 
highly developed and more urgently need certain categories of settlers, 
for examP,le : shopkeepers, bankers, engineers, farmers, etc., besides various 
artisans for trades which the native population has so far been unable to take 
up.u• 

This commentary was developed by another expert who denounced 
the misleading character of declarations purporting to show that 
colonies provided a ready solution for the social problems of Europe : 

A large part of the territories of tropical Mrica is at present the object 
of active propaganda declaring with great energy that the European unem
ployed can establish themselves on the land there, where the density of 
population is small, that they can live there, prosper and even become wealthy. 
On the contrary, it must be proclaimed that the tropical regions of Mrica 
are not made to receive unemployed whites, suffering from the crisis in their 
countries, who are anxious to improve their situation. It cannot be repeated 
too often that these territories in process of organization are not asking for 
the addition of every kind of labour but for : (i) directors; (ii) trained labour; 
and (iii) the capital necessary to build up and put into working order the 
equipment which is indispensable to production. It would ... be a grave 
error to continue much longer propaganda tending to turn the white popu-

• ' The eettlement of Europeans in certain colonies. • said another espert. ' is impossible 
unless tbete already aists the labour ~ for the organisation and development of 
the country' (117), 
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lation towards tropical countries where they would be able neither to live 
nor to work normally. Colonial governments have understood this for a 
long time, and all of them have taken the necessary measures to restrict rash 
immigration. They have been the victims of such propaganda. They have 
seen arrive on their tetritories individuals without resources, unspecialized, 
and without great zeal for work, whom it was necessary to repatriate after 
a few weeks, at the expense of the local budgets. ma 

Some attempt, it is ttue, was made in the Conference by a former 
Director of the Mandates Section of the. Secretariat ot the League of 
Nations to introduce into this sombre picture of the scope for immi
gration in colonial areas, if not a light of optimism sttong enough to 
shed its beneficent rays on a demographically disequilibrated world, 
at any rate a glimmer of hope for those pottions of the globe which 
bear the main burden of this inequality : -

Three kinds of obstacles to white immigration in. colonial territories 
appear to emerge [from the Conference's discussion). They are, first, physical 
difficulties of habitat; secondly, the lack of economic means -for the modern 
settler is no longer the pioneer of days gone by - and, finally, administrative 
obstacles to large-scale immigration. However, conclusions have been 
drawn from this situation which appear to me rather too definite. For 
example, it bas been affirmed that we must give up all hope of finding in the 
possession of colonies a solution to the problem of overpopulation, parti
cu1arly for nations which have certaiti aptitudes and certain qualities. I 
agree ... that we must look for a general solution by economic and political 
measures. I am not, however, of the opinion that we must exclude tho 
colonial solution, for I think it can help to solve the problem of overpopulation. 
I have been studyi,ng colonial problems too long not to be aware that it ~on
stitutes only a relative solution; bul as such, it· exists all the same . . . It is 
said that colonies cannot solve ·the problem of excess population, and that· 
this is proved by statistics . . . But, it is· forgotten that the possession of 
colonies helps the development of the economy of the mother-country, 
creates employment, etc . . . [It bas been] emphasised that the establishment 
of settlers involved for the colonial power a number of economic measures 
which constitute for it a very heavy burden and which probably could not be 
supported by it for the advantage of others. I agree, and that is exactly 

• Cf. 111 :-'Tropical regions which, if they are worth while, are densely populalled, 
never provided an outlet for European paupers •. 
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why no country should support this burden of developing colonies if not 
precisely the country which, suffering from overpopulation, has an interest 
in colonizing a territory, but on condition that it is subject to its own authority. 
In conclusion, I repeat that the colonial solution is only a relative solution, 
but it incontestably constitutes one of the remedies that can be applied to 
the situation of certain overpopulated countries.'" 

This view, although recognising that emigration to colonies 
could not take place on a large scale, nevertheless assumes that emi
gration affords relief to congested areas - an assumption which was 
shown in the preceding chapter to be of doubtful validity. It may 
be useful, however, to test this assumption once more by enquiring, 
into the extent to which colonies have provided outlets for emigration 
in the past, especially from those countries which were considered 
more particularly by the International Studies Conference. 

II. ITALIAN, JAPANESE AND GERMAN EMIGRATION 

In the case ofltaly, 'in spite of the individual colonising capacities 
of Italians, while Italian labour has taken part in all the great works 
which have changed the face of the world, while she has found suitable 
fields for her activity in the two Americas and has prospered there, 
she has not yet been able to establish herself and develop in the African 
colonies as the following statistics '" (based on the census of 1931] 
show':"' 

To/41 ltlbtJJihlllls 
PojJitklm. EMrof>*tJU• N•tiw.s "",_. 

IUIOJIIIIro 

Tripolitania ..... !43,672 30,901 p2,771 o.6 
Cyrenaica ....... I6o,4j I I8,so6 141,9!4 0.2 
Eritrea ........ 600,!73 4,s6o 196,oi3 6.o 
Somaliland ..... 1,021,!72 1,668 1,019,904 z.o 
Aegean Islands ... 130,842 12,72 9 118,113 48·! 

' Apart from a small fraction of Soma!iland, the Italian colonies are 
deserts and that is why they have not been able to serve as outlets for 

•' In •9JO, Iwy c:ount<d lwd.ly J!,ooo of her nationals in the c:oloaies' (u•). 
Aaxmling 10 one estima..,, 'since r886, the row oer I!alian migration 10 all of Africa bas 
b<oa just about 7,000 '; u in the cue of Algeria.' the number of chose who mnain out of 
chose who arrive iJ Cll<CCdingly small' (IU). 
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the excess population of the Kindgom '."' The fact that the popu
lation of Italy has not overflowed into Italy's colonial possessions jn 
the past does not necessarily mean, however, that those regions are 
incapable of absorbing excesses in Italian demographic expansion in 
the future. With Italy's recent acquisition of vast territories in Abys
sinia, which, unlike the present made by Monsieur Laval to Signor 
Mussolini in 193 5° has no~ been described by the latter as a desert, 
this proposition assumes an obvious pertinence. The demographic 
function of Abyssinia, however, may best be considered when set in 
the background of the actual and potential rolt of Libya (comprising 
the two colonies of Tripolitania and Cyrenaica). 

In Italy, 'great hopes were based on Libya which was to provide 
a large and solid demographic foundation ', '" some Italian authorities 
having estimated that, in forty or fifty years' time, half a million to a 
million Italian colonists could be settled here.'" This is an extreme 
estimate stretching to the limits of sanguine expectation; even so, it 
is but a small figure ' with regard to the development of the Italian 
population if it continues to increase at the rate of four hundred thousand 
individuals per year'·'" Nevertheless, ' to the assertion that the 
country is nothing but a " box of sand " there are at least three replies : 
first, that it is an exceedingly large box; secondly, that there is a great 
deal of interest beneath the sand; and, thirdly, that the present owners 
have shown what can be done with sand by modem irrigation. In 
addition to reclaiming enormous tract~ of desert, ·sinking wells, and 
constructing roads the Government have undertaken valuable archa:olo
gical work ... , [but] possibly the most striking achievements ... have· 
been in the sphere of colonisation '. 18' Li):>ya seems to offer, therefore, 
a prospect of palliating a demographic ailment on a scale which no 
one would be tempted to belittle. Foreign critics, however, have 
suggested that the figures mentioned go far beyond the limits of legi- · 
timate optimism and that, even ' assuming that the Italian financial 
position made it possible to sustain so considerable an effort for such 
a long timeb and that this effort produced the results expected of it ... , 
Libya could only absorb twenty thousand of these four hundred 

•' The Laval-Mussolioi Rome Agteement of January 7th, 193! • .mtew the Sabam 
frootiet between F=ch West Mrica and Italiao Libya so as to place Auzu and Gueseoti 
in Libya, and to leave Bardai aod Tecro in the F.reoch llfea' (JS7). . 

• It was teportecl in April 1938 that the Italian Govemmeot was proposing' to allocate 
cn:dits amounting to 1oo,ooo,ooo lite a year for five years for . . . public works, land 
zeclam.ation, housing, and the equipment of rural centres • (170), 
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• thousand '.'" a Even this figure, moreover, may prove to be an 
excessive estimate unless Italy is capable of repeating annually ' the 
most interesting and best organised experiment in mass emigration 
that has yet been attempted'"' by following up in 1939 and subsequent 
years her spectacular'despatch of zo,ooo colonists in the autumn of 1938. 
This remarkable triumph of enthusiasm and patient organisation 
must compel unstinted respect and admiration, but it is permissible to 
suspend judgment not only on its symbolic demographic significance 
but also on its immediate economic repercussions. b 

The not too promising prospects in Libya enhance the interest 
of Italy's expectations in Ethiopia, where, having ' justified her invasion 
of Abyssinia partly by her need to find land for settlers ',•" Italy now 
' appears to follow a methodical policy of Italian population '.'" 
'A number of societies were formed in 1936 for the development 
of Ethiopian agricnltural industry•" and preliminaries for settlement 
were put in hand, the first being an accurate survey of the country 
occupied, and the provision of communications. At the end of 
Decemb~r 1936, it was estimated that some 1oo,ooo Italian workmen 
were engaged on the preparatory work for settlement. Companies 
have been formed for the promotion of stock-raising, cotton-growing, 
wool-growing, the lumber trade, etc., but it is realised that experiment" 
ation is necessary before tbese agricultural developments are started 
on a large scale '·"' Although' it is possible that the arrival bfltalians, 
men of the country-side by race and tradition, may bring good results 
for agricnltural problems ... , it is hardly likely that the high Abyssinian 
plateaux can offer, so generously as is said, healthy conditions of life, 
existence and work for white setders . . . Moreover, the industrial 
re:volution tends to extend more and more to agricnlture and to 
diminish the number of workers necessary for cnltivation. Further
more, Italian peasants will not be able to cultivate profitably Ethiopian 
lands by the intensive methods which they employ in their little estates 
of Piedmont, Lombardy and Tuscany. They will meet with the 

a a. "' : - f That is why one thing is certain, namely, that in any event, eveo under 
the most favourable hypothesis conceming numhera of men and yesn, Libya will never be 
able tn abscnb moze than the SU!plua in the Italian population £or only thtee or four J<81S. 
And in the memwhile 1 And lfterwanls 1' a. also , : - 'Libya. cootly to main
tain .. . , [is not a region] of considerable potmtial settlement'. 

'In October 1958, • theFucistGrand Couneildec:zeed the incluaionofthe foutprovincea 
of Libya in the 01tional territoty of lwy •, o decision wbich ,... • obviously OODD<cted with 
the ocheme £or the Iorge-scole aettlc:ment oi Libya with Italian peosants' (Ill). 
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• competition of industrial processes and the fruits of manual labour 
will have a cost price too high, even on the internal market. It is, it 
seems, a naive and dangerous illusion to believe that considerable 
white labour could be employed in the cultivation of the soil and the 
extraction of raw materials. Hence, Ethiopia eould mitigate only 
provisionally and very slighdy the difficulties resulting from over
population in the Peninsula without solving a problem which must 
still remain a formidable one '. "' • 

' The popular exuberance which followed the conquest of the 
Empire, and the uninformed statements which represented it as an 
immediate oudet for thousands of colonists, are things of the pa5t; 
Time must elapse before large numbers ·of emigrants can enter the 
country. At present [November 1938] experiments are being conducted 
at the agricultural centres near the provincial capitals to ascertain the 
types of crops and vegetables suited to the soil and the climate at 
diffel;ent altitudes and promising prosperity to future farmers. Every 
effort, too, is being made to induce the natives, to improve their primi
tive methods of cultivation and to grow more grain in order to reduce 
the large quantity which has to be imported to feed the z' o,ooo. resident 
Italians. Catdehave always represented the chief wealth of the country, 
hides being one of the most important exports. In some districts, 
the stock is very poor, and in all districts totally uncared for; veterinary 
surgeons are trying to stamp out disease and to teach the dements of 
stock breeding. Three types of col9nisation are planned. The first 
is demographic, in which chosen families from the same districts in 
Italy will be setded in newly built villages. Three advance parties of· 
about 1oo men each have already arrive~ and are clearing the' ground· 
and building houses. The second type is industrial, concessions beWg 
given to firms or individuals capable of supplying the necessary capital. 
The third type may be described as ... individual ... small grants of land 
suitable for market gardening being made to soldiers and road-makers 
who ask to be demobilized in the country and who have the necessary 
experience. Two flourishing colonies of ex-Service men already exist 
near Addis Ababa. The present watchword is " patience " '·"' 

* * * 
• It was stated in the course of a discussion held at the Royal Institute of International 

AffiWs in Loodon that it had ' been admitted by a clistinguiabed diplomatic "'Pteae1ltative 
of Italy at Chatham House that even if Italy bad free entry into Abyssinia she would sec:ute 
at the most the absolption of only one million of her inbshiblnts ' (see J7S). 
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The colonisation of Japan's dependencies has been somewhat 
. d.iiferent in character from the experiments of other countries, Japanese 
territorial expansion having taken the form of a true centrifugal move
ment of population into an ever-widening concentric area separated 
from the homeland only by ownerless (because permanently inhospi
table) tracts of water. The movement, however, has not been consi
derable. 'In the Japanese colonies properly so called (Formosa, 
Korea, Saghalien, Kwantung ... ) and the islands under mandate in 
.the Pacific Ocean (Caroline, Marianas and Marshall Islands), the number 
of Japanese, including Koreans and Formosians but excluding soldiers, 
rose by ll9,ooo between 19zo and 1932•8 that is, by 61.4% of the 
19zo figures, whereas the increase in the total population of the colonies 
was zz.zx%. For the whole of the Japanese colonies, the number of 
Japanese amounted, however, to only ,.ox% of the total population; 
in Saghalien, 99% of the population were Japanese as compared with 
only z.,% in Korea, 36.1% in the mandated territories and l% in 
Formosa '·"' 

The' Japanese Empire, together with its politically dependent 
territories, appears, indeed, to be in an even more unfavourable position 
than the Italian Empire as an outlet for surplus population in the 
home-country. 'Will Manchukuo be that territory which Japan 
has unsuccessfully sought all along the shores of.the Pacific Ocean as an 
outlet for her population ? Past experience does not seem to suggest 
that this region is suitable for Japanese immigration on a large scale. 
After signing the treaty of 191 ' with China, the Japanese Government 
announced that it would send a million coloillsts to Manchuria in the 
space of ten years. Twenty years later, this figure was far from having 
be!=D reached; in spite of public and private efforts at colonisation, the 
number of Japanese subjects who had emigrated to Manchukuo was 
still extremely small (barely ioo,ooo), whereas 8oo,ooo farmers from 
Chosen had settled there. There are various reasons for this setbaclr : 
the difficulty experienced by Japanese colonists in acquiring land from 
Chinese or Manchu owners; competition of Chinese labour at low wages, 
and, lastly, the inaptitude of the Japanese for mass migration. b There 

• a. lfl : - 'Between 19>! md 1915 , • ,, the total net emigntion from Japan ID all 
her colonies [1. e. Formosa, Ko..., Kwantung Leased Tetritory, Japanese Sagbalien and 
South Seas Mandate} ... .,... less than ·~.ooo ', net emigration being 'caicolated by 
deducting from inaease in Japanese population in the colonies, the inaesse atttibutoblc to. 
U.a-tt over deaths calculated at t s per r:.ooo per annum • • 

• a. above, PP• IJ<>-&Jl. 
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is every reason to believe that, for some time to come, Japanese colonistr 
will be chiefly civil servants, traders, clerks and employees - in short, 
residents rather than colonists. And yet only u. to I 5 % of the total 
area of Manchukuo is under cultivation, whereas 30% could be so 
utilised. If Japan did not allow herself to be outpaced by the in· 
numerable peasants and coolies from Shantung and Hopei, who 
are attracted to the country by the security reigning there at present, 
and if she did not compete with herself by refusing admission to 
emigrants from Chosen, she could settle a few tens of thousands more 
colonists in this territory '·"' 

A Japanese writer, who attributes • the failure of Japanese emigra
tion (to Manchuria and Mongolia) throughout the period prior to the 
Manchurian affair ••• to. the insecurity of the country, intervention 
by the Chinese authorities, legal uncertainty regarding the ownership 
of ~d, the absence of institutions for the protection of the immigrants, 
and their inadequate agricultural experience ', considers that, • since 
the creation of "Manchukuo" in 193:t ... , these external reasons 
for the failure of emigration have been entirely eliminated by the 
introduction of a new administrative system ', and that • the tuture 
now offers great possibilities '·"' 

In May 1938, the Japanese Oversea Minister announced 'plans 
for the emigration of I,,oo,ooo Japanese youths to Manchukuo in the 
next 2.0 years ';m two months later a Japanese speaker at a meeting of 
the International Studies Conference stated that ' according to present 
Government plans, ' million persons Will be transferred to Manchukuo 
in the course of twenty years, and Ioo,ooo families will settle there. 
during the first ten years '; it was estimated, he added, ' that, in ·twenty· 
years' time, the population of Manchukuo will have increased fr~m 
30 million to 'o million'; Japan, he stated, 'will thus be able to trans
plant Io% of her population to· that territory' 110 •. 'Campaigns to 
enlist likely youths are being conducted in all the rural districts, parti
cularly in the poorer areas. Training institutes have been opened in 
Japan and training colonies in Manchukuo, where the selected youths 
receive three years' instruction before being allotted land. It is 
intended to settle these Japanese in large and comparatively empty 
areas in North-West Manchuria '."1 According to the President of 
the South Manchuria Railway, 'Japanese farmer immigrants into 

• a. above, p. •s•. "· d. 
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Manchukuo may now be counted by tens of thousands ... ; scientific 
methods of cultivation and the greater use of machinery are enabling 
the Japanese to farm successfully in Manchuria even in comparison 
with the Chinese ', 171 8 

* * * 
In the case of Germany, 'with the exception of Kiaochow, which 

belonged to the category known as Hantklsk,olonim,b practically all the 
former German colonies came under the • • • [category of Pjlanzt~~~g.r
k,olonim]. Only .South-West Mrica and a few small territories in East 
Mrica offered some prospect for emigrants, Before the war, however, 
the settlement of white men in the colonies had become an issue of party 
politics in which the solution of the problem was sought according to 
abstract principles, with the result that Germany did not take advantage 
of her surplus population to hasten the peopling of her colonies. This 
will be seen from the following figures"' for white immigration in the 
three principal colonies ' :0 

SfJNih-W,st Afrim CtlllltrtJOtU Togo 

y,.,. lmmi- Bmi- Differ· Immi- Bmi- Diff,.. Immi- Bmi- Dijj,.. 
grottiJ gNUIIS mn grants grottls ""' granu graniJ ""' 

1907 4,02.1 •·9!1 I,o66 6jl SOl u8 119 137 -IB 

1908 ,,627 2.,641 986 448 4l9 9 171 104 67 

1909 !.766 4,8jj 9ll 700 !jZ 168 ... ·179 42 

1910 ,,052 4.313 1!9 9ll 7!8 171 192 198 - 6 

19Il 4,j08 j,790 !18 746 6!7 89 196 ZOj - 7 

1912 4.648 4.963 -jiJ 1,170 841 l27 219 189 jO 

• ' The immignnts are being oettled on the best land available, which happens to be in 
the north, where, in course of time; they will fonn a human bulwark against Russia • (nt). 

• • The Gennan colonial oebool distinguishes th= claascs of colonies (oee ••. (JU]) : 
(i) trading colonies (H-'tlshJ/tmi,) •• • ; (ii) plantation colonies (Pf~slwlmrim) in which 
the white rulez (J,. Misst Hm"sdwr) is p"'vented by the climate from doing any work ezcept 
that of supervision (for this reason, the Gennans apply to them the name ... H~rrsdk:tju
hJJooi,); (iii) settlement colonies (SMIJ.whJJooi,), in which oolonists can punue ony occu
pation without dangez, .. en physical work' (JU). 

• • See .• , (U4]. No 6gu,....., unfortUnately, available for East Africa. As ...gattls 
New Guinea, the surplus of immigrants wu 144 in 19u.; for Samoa. from 1907 to 19u. 
It varied from year to year bctwecD 8 and H' (JU). 
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'In I9I3, the white population (exclusive of troops) of the German 
·colonies was ·distributed"' as follows ' :a 

South-WestMrica. 
East Africa ..... . 
Cameroons ..... . 
New Guinea ••.•• 

Togo··········· 
Samoa ......... . 
Kiaochow ...... . 

Total •.••. 

14,8!0 
'-356 
1,871 
1,427 

568 

ll7 
4.470 

24,160 

12,292. 

4,107 

t,64J 
t,oos 

520 

5•9 
4.458 

19,696 

Brili.rb 

t69 

90 

79 
jl 

152 

, .. 

Brili.rb .rtlbjt#J 
.,. Jlrol«ittl 

pwmu 

2,012 

2,534 

Rmio 
•f-bw 
of Brili.rb 

kJ _b, •f 
GmnatU 

x.s· 
I.I 

••• 
I.Z 

'·5 
J:.zs 

' Such are the actual facts. After nearly thirty years of coloni· 
sation, twenty thousand nationals at the very maximum had take.ll 
up residence in the whole of the German colqnial Empire ... b -the} 
had "taken up residence"; they were not permanendy setded there. 
German emigration (.AM.rwamlmmg) to the colonies was essentially of 
a temporary nature and the numbers returning to the fatherland 
(Riit:k;wandmmgen) sometimes exceeded those entering the colonies, even 
in the case of those colonies which were the most suitable for a white 
population (South-West Mrica in r9a). FUrthermore, the white 
immigration was composed. of ele!Jlents of an extremely mediocre 
quality and in almost every colony ordinances were introduced to 
restrict their number. • Lasdy, it will be observed that a large number 
of British subjects penetrated into the. German colonial poSsessions: 
These rather poor results of German colonisation . . . point to. ,the 
conclusion that either the German colonies were unsuitable for popu
lation by whites' or German enligi:ation deliberately avoided them •.u•, 

• • Cf ••• [818] and .•• [J19]'. 
> ' This is considerably less than half the number of Gennans living in 1'950 in the 

Bronx Borough of New York City - the borough which has the smallest German popu
lation of the four principal boroughs'· (166). It is also less than the number of Gennans 
in Paris when the wsr was declared (see J11). 

o ' See . . . [ 88•] : - As elsewhere, the necessity arose. in teni.tories under German 
protection, of keeping out undesirable 'clements, in pa.rticulat those without means who 
could become a public charge. The development of a whit<: proletariat in colonies with o 
native population would be a matter of grave concem. For this reason. in all territories 
under Gem>an prot<:ction (except Samoa and Kiaochow), deaees have been enact<:d whereby 
the admission of whites without means or without a definite occupation has been, or can be, 
f<iused' (J16), 
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In the light of this record, one may surely echo the conclusion 
reached in a recent analysis of the economic value of colonies that 
' the evidence showing the fallacy of the claim that colonies provide 
important outlets for population is . . . devastatingly clear ';•• This 
conclusion, it may be added, is equally applicable to colonial empires 
other than those which have been considered here. • But, although 
' the absurdity of claiming that politically controlled colonies have been 
important as out:J.ets for population' in the past may be 'obvious','" 
it is possible to argue in favour of, for example, a return to Germany 
of her former colonies on the ground that ' the present situation is 
not comparable to that prevailing before the War, for other outlets, 
such as the United States, were accessible then, whereas now they are 
closed '." It is less obviously absurd, therefore, to suggest that 
Germany,'s former colonial empire might be capable, in the future, of 
offering some relief for population pressure. Though it may be true 
'that the total number of Germans settled in the pre-War German 
Empire was less than the number of those Germans who were esta
blished in Paris ',h yet 'this rejoinder [to Germany's agitation for the 
return of her colonies] • . . is . . . ill-considered and unfair • . • The 

• A comparative study of the economic development of the Scandinavian countries 
and the Netherlands which was carried out for the International Studies Conference showed 
that from 1900 to 1930 the net emigration from the three countries without colonies was 
much gn:ater than from the Netherlands. From the Netherlands the approzimate tots! 
was 27.000. from Denmark ns,ooo, from Norway zsB,ooo and from Swedeo 361,ooo 
(see JJI). 'It is, • concluded the author of the study,' a mistake, therefore, I think, to believe 
u many people do, that colonies in general provide an important outlet for surplus popu
lation. • but, he continued, • I realise, of course, that this sutement cannot be generalised 
and applied to all parts of the world, and that in the particula ·case in question, we have to do 
with a small mothel'<lOuntry with large colonies (199);' yet the facts suggest thst such 
a generalisation would not be a .rash one. • Between 1865 and 1924, over 17,000 more Hol~ 
landers entered the Netherlands from the Dutch colonies than left for these colonies ••• 
All the Europeans of all oationalities, plus the so-cailed " assimilared " of the local peoples 
in the French colonies in Africa, to-day [number just over a million and a half]... Of 
the a8 millions of all nationalities who sailed to other continenl3 from British ports from 
1886 to 19Ho precisely j.O per c:eot. went to the British territories other than the Dominion 
areas; to the regions where Britain had real CODtrol, that is to say... Foz the 118 yeus. 
181! to 19ll• only l·l per cent of those who departed from Btitish portS for overseas 
destinations bad British territories other than the Dominions-to-be u their destinations '(1U). 
In the lldgian Congo, ' colonisation is hardly beginning ', the tots! white population on 
January 1, 1916, amouoting to only J8,68j (u,6j4 Belgians and 6,oa9 foreigoen), 'which 
repreoen13 barely 7 inhabitants per thousand squue kilomctrco ' ( u). 

'a. above, p. 174. note b. 
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true answer to ... [Ger1nany's claim] is not ... to dwell upon pre-War 
statistics, but to examin'e what the figures would be in ten years time 
from now'."' 

It is not easy, of course, to estimate figures of this kind, but it 
may be said at once that the view that ' it is certain that were the former 
colonies to be restored to-day, the amount of Germans who would seek 
to settle in Africa and elsewhere would be enormously increased ',au 
does not appear to tally with such knowledge of the possibilities of 
habitat in those areas as is at present available. • In the first place, 
although the' development in the number of Germans ... in [Germany's 
former colonies has been] less favourable ... [since 1919] than when 
they were directly under German rule ', n• this' does not necessarily 
prove that it would have been more favourable if those territories had 
been retained by Germany. It is true that the German civil population 
in these areas fell from 19,646 in 191' (exclusive of Kiaochc;>w to 
16,774 in 19'0 (exclusive ofKiaochow), but' the increase in the number 
of non-German whites (.t8,3oo to 4J,ooo) '"'was not very great. 'The 
decline in the number of Germans is, moreover, partly due to 
naturalisation '. n• 

Secondly, ' already before the war, the German Ministty for 
the Colonies estimated that not more than fifty or sixty thousand 
colonists would find the means for a-practicable existence in the German 
colonies, and even that estimate involved no small a measure of opti
Inism '. "' This has been adinitted by a former German colonial 
governor, who states that, ' owing to their climatic and sanitary 
conditions •.. , large proportions of our ttopical territories ... , parti• 
cularly • . . the regions in the heart of· the tropical colonies . · .• , were · 
unsuitable for permanent colonisation "by Europeans '.uob Ano~er 
German colonial expert'" makes no attempt to ' justify colonisation 
on the grounds of utility for the purposes of einigration '. "' According 
to him, ' the phenomenal development of the German population,· 
which is far greater than that of any other European State except 
Russia, justifies colonisation for other reasons ',111 namely, 'the supply 

• ' There are certain " hot-heads " who aheady picture five million Getmans emigrating 
within the apace of four or five yearo to the RStol«i Mrican colonies ' ( 176). 

. • Cf. 688 : -'The colonial turitorieo hitherto governed by Germany do not COf'o 

tespond at all with the former notions of nationally-planned mass emigration; and in so 
far u these territories may be C>ODSidel<d as suitable for white settlement, there can be no 
question of directiog large crowda of emigrants towards them.' 
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of raw materials '. '" One of the leaders of the Akademischer Kolonial
bund, who was sent in I9H-34 on a mission of enquiry to the former 
German colonies by the Notgemeinscha.ft der deutschen Wissenscha.ft, 
the colonial section of the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the 
Prussian Academy of Science, the Deutsche Kolonialgesellscha.ft and 
other German learned societies and colonial organisations,'" is equally 
emphatic. ' He does not believe in European colonisation on a small 
scale (Kleill.!itdlllng) in which the colonist does the same work as he 
would do in the mother-country. In any case, he has met with no 
instances of it, except perhaps in a few spots in South-West Mrica, 
and even then in the form of rural colonisation '."' ' However ', 
he writes, ' I should like to warn against imagining that East-Mrica 
or the former German colonies generally, would be in a position to 
receive a large part of the German surplus population . . . The idea 
of mass settlement in the tropical highlands is. based on the assumption 
of small or peasant holdings for a white and his family, who would 
produce only sufficient goods for the market to provide him with money 
to meet current needs '·"' This view of colonisation, however, ' does 
not take into account the fact that the country is already inhabited by 
blacks,• or the physical obstacles with which the whites meet'·"' 
Moreover, the author himself considers that, ' it has not yet been proved 
that the European is physically capable of performing continuous 
heavy manual work in the tropical highlands and of maintaining himself 
throughout the generations '·"' Finally, he states that ' the principal 
question is whether it is desirable from the social and racial point of 
view that Europeans should perform manual work in the tropical 
highlands side by side with natives •.... Thus, 'from the point of view 
of settlement, East-Mrica is only of limited value. It must no longer 
be thought of as a region of colonisation, properly so-called : it cannot 
receive small settlers and, even less, millions of settlers '. "' He 
concludes that ' the colonial problem. is not a problem of masses in so 
far as the white settler is concerned . . . It is linked up with the pioneer 
work of individual and vigorous men of action, the fruit of which 
benefits all the people '·"' 

Some writers consider that certain regions in the former German 

• For information oo. the size of oativc populations in colonW curito~ see "~ 
• The population statistics of most colonies are to-day in a condition similar. in many 
respects. to that of the population statistics of most European countries 1 fO years ago • 
(iMI.). 
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colonies Inight be suitable for a restricted settlement of whites, such as 
parts of South-West Africa and the high plateau region and mountain 
slopes of East Africa,• but • no reasonably-Ininded and cool-headed 
Gennan can believe in the possibility of .transferring a substantial 
proportion of the surplus population to the former German 
colonies ' . .,, b In fact, • the idea of a mass colonisation of overseas 
countries has now been generally abandoned in Germany, not so much 
through recognition of the error which such an idea represents as for 
political, racial and sociological reasons '. '" • 

On the other hand, while it may be " devastatingly clear " that 
colonies are of negligible value as outlets for surplus population, it 
has been held that their possession offers indirect means of relieving 
population pressure in the metropolitan countries. • The demo
graphic co-efficient of a home-country ', it is said, • does not affect 
its demographic pressure, since its colonies can neutralize this pressure 
by serving as a direct outlet for its surplus population, or by the influence 
which they exert on the econoinic life of the home-country, by perinitting 
a greater density of population to establish itself - a development that 
would be impossible without the colonies • .... d Thus, • the Ger
mans • • . claim that if Belgium, Great Britain and the Netherlands can 
support a population nearly twice that of Germany on an equivalent 
area of territory, it is because these countries possess vast colonial 
Empires'. If her former colonies were retunied to Germany, they 
would help to shorten the time-lag. between Germany's Bevilkmmgs
J:.apazitat and her Bevifkmmg.nJermebrtmg ' either directly by supplying 
foodstuffs, or indirectly by ensuring the supply of raw materials 

• See 111, the author of which adds that the Cameroons and Togoland, on the Q!her 
hand, are r completely out of the question. ,. 

• Cf. ••z : - • No &ellSible German wo}lld claim that, even given the moot intensive 
ezploitati.on and emigration, the retum of the colonies would solve either their economic' 
or their demographic problems. ' . 

• • One must not remove from Germany people who could be uaed here, for the mass 
colonisation of Mriea by the surplus German popblation. The only colonisation that Cl11 
be enviaaged is , • , qualitative colonisation •• , • (18•). Cf. above, ehap. ,, S vm. 

• Cf. •• : - • JI the a.rgument •• , is v.lid, , , [that the] amos which are now admi· 
nisteted u colonies or under mandates ... , which alone can be t:mnsfetred to another flag, 
otrer very little opportunities for aettlement, oo limited in £act that migration to them 
from an overpopulated country of any size could not be on a ac:ale which would affotd 
any app=iable relief, this doea not dispose of the eaae £or considering such [territorial] 
ehangea, beeauoe it may be that oertain countries deserve to shoulder the 10Sp00Sibilities 
and to obtain the prestige which the possession of colonleo gives, and also that only in this 
faahion ean IUXOSS to mw maiUisls be justly apportioned. ' Cf. also 116, whcie it is stated 
as a ' fact • the ' colonies ue at present an essential condition of the tclatively favowablc 
economic density of the countries which possess them. • 
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for national industry and outlets for national commerce '. It is on these 
grounds that ' abandoning, little by little, the demographic argument 
which was beginning to show signs of weakening, German propaganda 
has relied more and more on the economic argument'·"' This new 
tum in the colonial claims issue falls outside the scope of the present 
Survey,• but it may be pointed out that the view is also hdd 'that it is. 
illusory to hope that . . . a transfer [of colonies] will prove the means 
of providing cheaper supplies of raw materials. What is more probable 
is that countries having obtained new colonies would prefer more 
expensive raw materials coming from them to the cheaper materials 
offered on the '!Yorld market'. Moreover, even the more tangible 
' advantages to be derived from preferential treatment of the goods 
exported to such colonies ' are' not substantial, since ' colonies, with a 
few exceptions, are such poor purchasers that their markets are of but 
small interest for the mother-country, even if such colonies - to the 
detriment of the colonial population - are compelled to discriminate 
in favoU;r of exports from the latter '. From the economic point 
of view in general, therefore, it would seem ' that the possession of 
regions which are at present colonial is not such a powerful factor in 
the economic prosperity of the manufacturing countries as to warrant 
the hypothesis that a more even distribution of the political control 
of such territories would materially further the ·solution of the " overc 
population " problem '·"' b 

The possession of colonies may also be advocated as an indirect 
means of affording relief from population pressure on another ground. 
• Certain students of the question, who agree on this point, empha
size ..• that colonies may provide an outlet for capital from the manu
facturing countries. Political control, they state, may reduce the risks 
involved in such investments. This is true. But this fact alone can 
hardly contribute to the solution of the economic problems of nations 
with rapidly increasing population, for the latter require for home 
purposes all the capital they can accumulate. If such nations invest 
large amounts of capital in colonies, where employment is provided 
mainly for the native population, this will result in a corresponding 

• See R- Al•hriob -' P-ftJ C~ and TIN ColottW Qttun.. -' P-iflll 0...,.. 
(Paris : Intemational Institute of Intellcctuol Co-opention), in course of prepantioo. 

• • The aituation wu totally dif£erent whco the British Dominions and India Cozmcd 
part of a colonial Empin: which wu of the gtoatest imponance Cor the industrial develop
ment o( the United KiJlsdom' (IU). 
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decrease in the opportunities of remunerative employment in the 
home-countty. In many cases, the amount of capital invested in the 
colonies per head of white settlers • . . appears to have been several 
times larger than the sum which would have been required to employ 
them at home. It is true, of course, that high profits may be derived 
from such export of capital by the corporations and concerns engaged 
in exploiting a colony. But, from the national angle this cannot be 
considered an advantage, if it makes for less favourable conditions of 
employment in the home-cow:itty '.'" • 

* * * 
There is no need to dwell here on the legal and political issues 

which the principle of transfer raises; this is an aspect of the problem 
of " peaceful change " which outruns the scope of the particular 
question discussed in this Survey.b It will suffice to note here that, 
whereas the Dutch Chairman of a cominittee set up by the International 
Studies Conference in 1937 to consider coloniaJ questions opposed the 
view that ' it is a delicate matter to . . . [discuss in this Conference] 
questions relating to transfers of colonies . . . because it may foster a 
certain feeling of anxiety in countries which may be diiectly touched 
by these problems ' by expressing the opinion that ' discussion in such 
an assembly as this may serve to re-assure people by demonstrating 
that even the mo~t delicate questions, which diVide the nations most 
deeply, can be profitably discussed i,n a meeting where everyone is 
animated by a spiiit of good faith, and where everybody wishes to 
contribute to the establishment of universal peace ', 110 a Belgiad · 
colonial expert entered a strong plea agab:lst the ventilation of a: subject · 
which was politically outside the reach of " peaceful change " action ; e 

• a. III : -'The principal gains which ••• the Netherlands [may be supposed to). 
have acquited from her possession o£ colonies haye been esshed directly by a l'e!atively 
small number o£ persons. It is an obVious conclusion, th...CO~e, that the posaession o£ 
colonies may have caused a somewhat more uneveo clistdbution of wealth in the mother
country than would otherwise have been the case, but it is impossible to say whether this 
inBuence on the incom.e structure of the Netherlands has been of importance W011h men-. 
tioning. ~ 

• See, however, above_ pp. IZ4-U9. 
a In the discussion in Gemwly of the retum of her former colonies, attentiOil appears 

to be c:arefully averted from the South Ses Islands now held uoder Japanese maods"' 
(c£. llf), but it is of interest to note that, although these islands can never provide an 
outlet for any substantial stream. of emigration, the Japanese themselves have, neverthclcss. 
''lhown their ability as tropical colonisers in the Pacific Mandate • where ' their number 
has ineresaed mpidly' ( Bl) and wbere 'the tots! native population •.. , !0,!40, is alteady 
outoumbeted by the Japanese ' ( 68). According to 11, the Japanese population in the man
date has increased as follows : 19201 ),671; 1935, 7,4JOj 1930, 19,83J j 1933, JZ,U4J 1934. 
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I do not think there is a single colonial government which would envisage 
the slightest change in the territorial and political situation of its colonies, 
and I am convinced that, in this respect, all are supported almost unanimously 
by the public opinion of their countries. We must leave this kind of solution 
out of discussions of the colonial problem, as it arises at present. To give 
it a certain bearing before public opinion and to lead public opinion to 
believe that the difficulty can be solved by transfer of sovereignty, by the 
division of colonies, by a new distribution of colonies, or by a system of 
internationalising colonies, would not be to benefit peace; it would simply 
be to create one more trouble in the world. It must not be thought that it 
is selfishness and the desire to defend their economic and political interests 
which drives colonial Powers to adopt such a downright attitude. The 
reasons are moral ones. I might also say that political morality and interna
tional morality impose on the Colonial Powers, at the moment, a duty not to 
give way on this point. They cahoot do so, because they have to defend the 
moral prerogatives which they have assumed with regard to native populations, 
whom they have, at a given moment, taken by the hand, and whom they have 
already led to a high degree of colonisation. Following upon the work of 
education and, in a general way, the work of colonisation, which all colonial 
Powers have catried on with admirable zeal and which evety day produce 
more marked results, a real moral sympathy has been established between the 
populations of the colonies and those of the mother-countries; it has been 
established by links which we cannot think of breaking. I repeat : a colonial 
Power which consented, as a . result of discussions taking place around a 
diplomatic conference ~ble, to give up a part of the colonial population 
dependent upon it to other countries, and to make them become subject to 
the cultural, moral and political administration of those coun~es, would be 
committing a fault and would incur the blame of all those who really possess 
a sense of responsihility. I would ask, therefore, that this point should not 
be insisted upon. I maintain that if we tty to create in the public mind the 
feeling that certain difficulties, which disturb the world at the moment, can 
be sulved by a new distribution of colonies and by a modification in the 
political and territorial situation of a part of the world, we shall be com
promising peace far more than we shall be bringing any appeasement to 
men's state of mind."" 

4Q.ll s; 19H. s t.6o6. • Japanese authorities estimar:e that therw: is room for aoo.ooo Ja
poncoc fanners. in addition ro whom qui"' a number of 6shermco and tradesmen could 
be accommoda~' (ft). • jopao,' accotding ro an Amerian aurvey of the limits of 
land oenlemcot in the world, • is the only o:>looial Power that bas built up an ogrir:u1twa1 
iodustty in a mlpical colony, obtaining pracric:ally irs cnrit<: labour fon:e by migration 
irom the morbcM:ouotty ' ( u). 
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IV. COLONIAL POPULATION CARRYING CAPACITY 

The above account of territorial expansion in relation to over
population may have shown that demographic decongestion in Germany,, 
Italy and Japan through massive emigration to the colonial areas 
constituting the former colonial possessions of the first country and the 
present colonial empires of the two others is a vain dream; but it has 
not shown, except incidentally, • that a form of territorial expansion 
involving a transfer to these countries of other colonial areas would 
offer no remedy. 

Apart from the general principles implied in a transfer of colonial 
territories, the question which arises from the demographic point 
of view is whether the countries suffering from overcrowding do, 
or could, :lind in colonial areas outside their own possessions the relief 
which, as has been shown, does not seem to be available in their present, 
or, in the case of Germany, former, colonies. 

In the course of its session in 1937, the International Studies 
Conference was informed that the censuses taken in the colonies about 
the year 1930 showed that, of the total number of French, Dutch, 
Portuguese and Spanish emigrants, Bz%, 49·3%, 38.9% and z6.6%, 
respectively, went to the colonial possessions of their respective coun
tries.,.. These substantial ratios may seem to suggest that colonies 
provide important outlets for the CIJ?igration from certain countries. 
The absolute figures, on the other hand, dispel the notion. The total 
stream of emigration from all countries to all colonial areas has been a ' 
tiny ripple in comparison with the g~t waves of migratiol1 which · 
have gone to other regions. ' That colonies do not constitute .l!!l 
adequate, not to say exclusive, remedy for the overpopulation of a 
country - regardless of the question whether colonies are placed under· 
the sovereignty of this country or not- is proved not only by migration 
statistics but also by the censuses taken of foreigners ' .... 

As has already been pointed out, b however, the fact that colonies 
have not provided important emigration outlets in the past does not 
necessarily mean that they cannot absorb larger numbers of immigrants 
in the future. Nevertheless, current estimates of the remaining regions 
of habitability in the colonial areas in general seem to show that the 

• See above. pp. a64-a67 •• 
• See above, pp. •n·6. 
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physical possibilities are slight, and that, in the case of Mrica, the most 
positive statement which may be hazarded is that 'the final test of the 
potentiality of the land . . . must remain with the man who tries it 
out'·" Moreover, even if the possibilities were considerable, there 
would still be, it would seem, two insuperable practical diffii:ulties and 
one serious political difficulty obstructing any substantial flow of 
immigration from the metropolitan countries. · 

In the first place, if the standard of living of the immigrants is high, 
' the level of wages in the colony may be forced up, and however 
beneficial this may be to the inhabitants of the colony, it raises the costs 
of concerns pro!fucing in the colony, and hence affords them smaller 
profits than would accrue to them if they would employ natives at lower 
wages, and avoid paying the high wages of persons of metropolitan 
nationality. Hence, the dividends to investors in the metropolitan 
country will be relatively lower '.111 

Secondly, ' should the white man, for instance, undertake to 
settle in ,number in Africa, he will not find that disease will clear the way 
for him. Like other manifestations of culture, the diseases of man 
have attained the major limits of their possible distribution. On the 
other hand, the entry of a higher, let us say European civilisation, 
now means a general improvement of sanitation and a lowering of 
mottality. The introduction of white settlement tends to be reflected 
in major benefits of sanitation applied to the native population. In 
so far as this population has higher reproduction rates than the white 
colonists, there is, therefore, a tendency for its growth to outstrip the 
growth of white population and to exett pressure against the European 
colonist increasingly as time goes on'·" • 

Finally, there is the important question of the protection of native 
interests. ' Does ... [a removal of restrictions on colonial migration] 
mean ', enquired a speaker at a meeting of the International Studies 
Conference, ' that anyone should be able to go to any colonial area 
without regard to the state of the population or the natural resources 
of that area, considering nothing but his desire to go or the desire 

• Th= is some evidence in the lntemationol Studies Coafelma:'s clocumes>ts !aiding 
10 show that this argument ia oot opplieable to Jopaoese colooisation. Thus, in the Jopaoese 
Mandate, 'it is te-.ling to compote the statistics of births and deaths during 1954' (u, 
quoting from 1$): jopoDCOe, 1918 births and lll deaths; Natives, un births and noodcatba. 
Again, in Hawaii, a colooial .... oot in their pooscssioo, • me Jopaoese ba'"' me most 
fa-.outablc: oez ratio amOD$ all orientals (16 males; 10 females). Thia is a guaraot<e that 
for a long time 10 come they will keep the leadership in numbera IUDOIIIf me population 
of Hawaii ' ( n). 
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of a country to plant settlers there ' ?.., ·It· seemed to him ' that reS
trictions on immigration. . . [were]· necessary, and. that. . . [the] 
problem ... [was] not so much their removal as the establishment of 
proper restrictions, resttictions that . . . [would] take account of the 
state of the population, whether the area . . . [was] adequately or 
over-populated, problems of assimilation ... , problems of natural 
resources and so forth '·'" ' It must not be imagined ', said another 
speaker, ' that immigration resttictions can be entirely abolished. The 
adoption of such a course would lead to nothing but muddle, prejudicial 
to certain interests essential· to colonial ttlritories t,11• 'There is no 
colony in the world ', a third speaker pointed out, ' where the immi
gration of foreigners has not led to what, in many cases, was unfortunate 
social and economic disturbance . . . The colonial Powers have to 
shoulder a heavy responsibility, that of th_e development, transformation 
and progress of the native; for that reason ... , immigration should 
always be considered in the light of the repercussions that the arrival 
of newcomers can have on the native communities. The data spread 
over what is already a considerable period warn us against a certain 
category of foreigners who are not indispensable to the welfare of the 
country in which they settle and who may be a danger to the popu
lation. • . [It is] a human and natural fact, [that] when a man or his 
family seeks to settle in a new country, in many cases this aim will be 
achieved only to the dettiment of those who are already established 
thete '.117 • 

Assuming that it is permissible, however, for an overcrowded 
people to ' establish itself in a position of domination over a half-civilised' 
country ... , where are cowi.tties of this :k,ind, open to conquest:· to be 
found, now that Ethiopia has been conquered by Italy ? Will any 
attempt be made to usurp soverei$Dty in colonies which, IX l!Jpothui, 
are settlement colonies ? Everybocl.y knows what that means. In · · 
practice, it is· not always easy to diaw' the line between settlement 
colonies and exploitation colonies : for France, Algeria. Tunisia and 
Morocco are, up to a certain point, settlement colonies - the term 
colony being interpreted in its broadest sense. A settlement colony 
is one to which nationals can be sent, not mereiy to fill important posts 
under conditions of a somewhat exceptional character, but to take 
part in every form of economic activity. Settlement colonies existed 
in the past, but it must be noted that those which have succeeded the 
best have, in tum, become nations : e. g. the United States and the 
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British Dominions - Cartada, Australia, New Zealand. What remains 
to-day of settlement colonies ' s_truck the author of one of the papers 
submitted to the International Studies Conference ' as being insigni
ficant... Those which come to mind are, at least in part, already 
peopled by the nation to which they belong. It is scarcely to be expected 
that the possessor nation, having already made the effort to populate 
the territory - an effort of particular interest and importance from its 
point of view·- would allow itself to be dispossessed •. na • 

• If room is to be found for immigrants [in the under-developed 
countries], it can only be provided by reclaiming land, by taking it from 
its present owners, or by creating new forms of employment. As to 
reclaiming land, It is very unusual to find any large proportion of land ... 
which is now quite unused and capable of being rendered fertile; 
moreover, the cost of irtigation, drainage, clearance •.. is very high. ' 
As to expropriation, unless it • goes very slowly, the natives will certainly 
suffer, because it will take a long time for them to learn how to use 
their remaining land more intensively. But, however land may be 
acquired for immigrants, it will give little employment for them unless 
they do the work of the fields themselves. If they merely employ the 
dispossessed natives, the number of immigrants occupied in supervision 
will be negligible. But it is impossible to imagine that immigrants 
will permanently subject themselves to . a self-denying ordinance and 
refuse to employ native labour . . . So far as the creation of opportun
ities for the employment of immigrants, otherwise than upon the land, 
is concerned, the situation varies greatly from one country to another. ' 
It would a ppcar that few of the under-developed countries offer much 
scope. ' Moreover, the same question arises in connexion with work 
in the factories as in connexion with work in the fields. ' " 

· ' There arc only three choices; to leave the under-developed coun
tries alone, to put the inhabitants to school but to leave them their 
possessions, or to take the land and employ the former owners 
as servants. There can be little doubt that in the interests of the in
habitants the second system is preferable. '" 

• a. 110 : - • Why did not Germany and Itoly participate m the: soruggle ro. the: 
New World when Britain, F.....,., Spain, Ponugal and Holland oought to aplon: the possi
biliti<o of the new horiaons I Wen: they delibetatdy shut out, or wen: they satisfied with 
their inner evolution I And why did Japan shut itselt up and bc:come a beanit kingdom 
until Commodore Perry broke into iu peaocful isolatioo I' 



Chapter 9 

Economic Remedies for Overpopulation 

I. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

While any ' change in the population trend is, under any cir
cumstances, a serious matter with far-reaching consequences, good and 
bad, •uo the difficulties which arise in the process of adjusting the 
economic structure of a society to a growth in i~ size are not necessarily 
of a lasting character, whereas the deceptively straightforward method 
of directly overcoming such difficulties through emigration is, in 
general, marked in its consequences by a feature of permanence which 
may seem inconsistent with recent apprehensions of declining popu
lations. a Moreover, attempts to bring about adjustments through 
policies of expansion designed to neutralise growth of population 
through emigration, even if they are ~uccessful - which, as was sug
gested in an earlier chapter, never appears to be the case - in achieving 
their immediate object, may give rise in tum to new economic difficultie$ ' 
far more acute and of a more lasting ilature than those wbii:h such · 
policies seek to eliminate. ' Solutions other than territorial solutiops 
(migration being included among territorial solutions) have one advan
tage over the latter, since they prepare the way for the natural absorption 
of future excess population, whereas countries with millions of emi
grants every year may still remain poor'ahd backward.'"' 

It is evident, moreover, that ' a country sending out large numbers 
of emigrants must, in fairness, if it wishes reasonable treatment for 
these emigrants, put its own house in order. If it has a policy of send
ing its citizens to other countries, it must at home do everything it 
can to improve the social and economic conditionS of its own people. 

• cr. above, chap. 1· § rv. 
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If it does that, emigration will be much less, the standard of living will 
go up, the adjusted birth rate will come down and in time we shall 
have an equilibrium which will be satisfactory to everyone. ' The 
fact must be emphasised ' that these domestic questions are of equal 
importance to the question of moving people from one country to 
another. If in a country the distribution of the national income is 
such that large numbers of the population receive less than enough to 
live decently, that country is in no position to demand room for its 
nationals, room which exists at home, but which it makes its nationals 
incapable of using or enjoying. A country so governed that its people 
are unhappy or discontented must put its house in order if it wishes to 
receive fair treattnent from the rest of the world . . . The question of 
migration is not entirely an external question of the country to which 
the migrant goes, but is equally a domestic question. ''" 

A great protagonist of the intelligent control of migratory move
ments has himself pointed out that, ' before recourse is had to emi
gration, it should be seen how far a better organisation of production, 
increasea industry, credit operations, the distribution of the population, 
internal colonisation, will make possible a solution of the problem; '•" 
and it has been authoritatively stated that ' population pressure can
not be relieved by emigration on a sufficient scale' and that 'the only real 
alternative is vicarious emigration by the export of manufactured com
modities embodying the labour provided by dense and growing popu
lations in developing industrial countries '·'" 

These are vast themes. Only one or two of them were touched 
upon in the course of the International Studies Conference's enquiry 
into " peaceful change "; others are being considered in connection 
with a study of economic policies in relation to world peace which the 
Conference is at present carrying out. A few, brief observations, 
therefore, must suffice here. 

Industrialisation, which, in the case of agricultural countries, is 
is a ' comparatively slow method of taking care of surplus population '," 
is a solution which gives rise to a series of other problems. Japan. 
for e,"(ample, ' notwithstanding her intensive industry ... , remains 
an agricultural country : 48% of the population are agricultural workers; 
but the area of arable land represents only 16% of the total area of the 
country .•• Agriculture has been the object of a number of technical 
reforms, but, from the standpoint of population, it has reached its limit 
of absorption. The agricultural population fell, in consequence, by 
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ab!>ut IJo,ooo between 1910 and 1930 (14.186,s91 and 14.131,oz.s, 
respectively). Japan was, therefore, obliged to adopt a policy of 
intensive industrialisation - a peaceful solution of the distressing pro
blem of overpopulation. Between 1910 and 1930, however, the in
dustrial population increased by only 14.3 %, that is, by 740,000 persons 
(J,138,7s8 and s,875.991, respectively). In fact, while Japan is obliged 
to import all her raw materials except silk, she must export her goods 
in older to pay for these raw materials; on the other hand, however, 
owing to the customs barriers that have been erected· on all sides, she 
is unable to develop her industry to the extent necessary for her to be 
able to absorb the surplus population. The greatest number of 
persons were, therefore, absorbed by commerce . . . The result was 
keen competition, which compels the shopkeepers to be content with 
very small business profits '.n• 

Nevertheless, ' the economic history of the last hundred years 
contains many lessons in respect of countries [with a dense and rapidly 
increasing population] in which ••. [the] development [of employment] 
has taken place without any territorial expansion : ' 

It is quite clear that the employment of an increasing number of indi
viduals on an area of land with given resources leads to diminishing returns 
per individual, so long as (i) production is confined to the primary industries 
- vegetable goods and raw materials - and (ii) tel:hnical methods remain 
unchanged. Even with improved technique, there are strict limits to the 
amount of fresh labour that can be employed without a decline in its reward, 
i. c. the standard of living • • . This docs not apply to the secondary industries 
-c. g. the finishing industry- where land and other natural resources play' 
a minor role compared with skill and or~g capacity and conditions or" 
transport. If the supply of capital keeps pace with the increased quantity 
of labour, the output per head docs p.o~ decline. On the contrary, it tends to 
increase with economies oflarge-scale production and industrial conccntratioO: · 
With the development of tcc:hnica1 props, pw ~apit11 production and the 
standard of living may even be subject to a i:a:pid increase. This is what took 
place in all the industrial countries of Europe during the last half century 
before the war, including those which acquired no colonies. The natural 
line of development for a nation whose population has reached a si:tc at which 
returns in the primary industries tend to fall decisively, is concentration on 
secondary industries. The output of vegetable agricultural products and of 
mineral raw materials will then absorb a decreasing proportion of the working 
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population, while manufacturing ind!lstries, transportation and vanous 
services will employ an increasing proportion.'" 

' Owing to the continuing advance in technique, this is quite com
patible with a rising standard of living. '1" • 

It is to be noted, however, that 'previous experience was .•. 
accumulated during a period of relatively free trade ' : 

If bilateralism continues to grow 'and obstacles to international trade con
tinue to increase, countries with a swiftly rising population may not be 
able to lind markets for an increasing output of manufactured goods unless 
they are prepared ·to offer such commodities at very low and falling prices. 
On the other band, the greater the freedom of trade, the more the chance• 
for such countries to avoid an unfavourable shift in terms of trade.'" 

' Thus, Italy, Japan and other States with rapidly growing popUlation 
have perhaps a greater interest than others in the removal of the 
fetters with which international trade is ioaded and, more especially, 
in checking the spread of bilateralism. For these nations an autar
kical policy would be even more absurd than for others. '"' Unfor
tunately, this hypothesis does not ' appear to fall within the bounds of 
practical possibilities in any future worth considering. ''" 

Thus, ' industrialisation depends on international trade. ' It is, 
therefore, 'of vital interest for rapidly growing nations that international 
trade should be allowed to ful£1 this function . . . Nations of rapid 
growth would lose more than others if the existing state of world trade 
and finance were to become permanent. They have more than other 
nations to gain from a liberal Open Door policy . . . and from the 
elimination of discriminating and bilateral tendencies from world trade. 
For they are more dependent on suplies of raw materials at reasonable 
prices and on possibilities of increasing their foreign sales of manu
factured goods. Their economic growth depends on such conditions 
infinitely more than on the political control of certain colonial dis-
tricts. tn• • 

'It is hardly believable that any nation should take the initiative 
in provoking a general war in order to secure economic advantages in 
the form of colonies. But a feeling of unfair treatment may breed 

• 'Thio is a fact which II f'"'!uendy forgonm wbeo the questioo of "overpopulation" 
II cliscusocd' (l")· 

20 
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. 
resentment and thus create a situation in which war is difficult to avoid. 
It is, therefore, of vital importance that discrimination as regards treat
ment of goods and men, both in colonial and other territories, should 
as far as possiole be avoided. '•" 

In a recent plea that the arrangement of' an Mrican readjustment 
that will satisfy Germany once and for all . • . must be tackled With 
boldness and vision, ' an eminent Asiatic, who has ' no sympathy with 
" the white man's burden " theory ... , [considering] it the coloured 
man's burden, after the model of Sinbad the Sailor, ' has stressed the 
importance of industrialisation as a remedy for Germany's population 
problem: 

. H Herr Hider lives to be 75," Germany will by that time be a nation of 
about Ioo,ooo,ooo. Even then her population will be far less to the square 

' mile than the populations of England or Belgium. The FUhrer and others 
have said that they need land, but they have also said that the population 
problem may be solved by their country becoming one of the workshops 
of the world. We must realize that there are spheres where, for geographical 
and natural reasons, Germany will be the dominating economic factor. 
Commercial treaties can be made by which Germany may become one of the 
great exchanging countries, and history proves that such business interco~e 
is for the good of all the nations concerned. These economic understandings 
will be the ultimate solution of Germany's population problem .... 

Thus, industrialisation is not enough. ' There are rwo prerequi
sites for an increase in industrial production : a sufficient supply of ra"'! , 
materials and markets to absorb the ,Products. This impli~s that,. 
under the new international business codes, if a customer is not willing 
to accept goods or services as payment for raw materials, industrial 
countries (and, more particularly, b~:,dtor nations) which do not produce 
raw materials themselves, must inevitaj>ly find limited possibilities of 
increasing production. If such countr~es wish to attain autarky and 
deem it necessary to produce for production's sake regardless of the 
consuming capacity of the population, they must produce their own 
(artificial) raw materials and produce for uneconomic purposes '·"' 

Methods of augmenting by internal economic measures the 
resources available to the population of a country suffering from 
demographic congestion were considered by the International Studies 
Conference, therefore, to be ' closely allied to the problem of markets 
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and the distribution of raw materials , , .. 8 and to the supply of capital. 
In this connection, however, markets are more important than raw 
materials and capital. As to the latter, as the author of an International 
Studies Conference memorandum has pointed out, 'what is said on 
this subject ... does not seem to call for a long discussion '.111 It is 
true that ' there is a relationship between the growth of population and 
the need for raw materials', and that the countries where, owing to 
rapidly increasing populations, industrialisation has become an urgent 
necessity, 'attach special weight to the question of access to raw 
materials '; but ' the relationship between population increase and raw 
materials supply i.s not so closely connected with the national resources 
of any given country as with the development of international com
mercial relations'·'" In other words, the ultimate remedy for a 
problem of overcrowding lies in an expansion of export markets. 
' If money is available for the purchase of raw materials, they will be 
supplied; it is only in exceptional cases that the producing countries 
restrict tpe exportation of raw materials to the countries that need 
them'. As for capital, though' it may be admitted that the organisation 
of the international circulation of capital is open to improvement ', 
yet it may be said that ' it goes where it will find, besides the requisite 
guarantees, a profitable return and a good rate of interest '.111 

It may be concluded, therefore, that, since., the rate of economic 
exploitation of the resources of a given country depends not only on the 
enterprise of its inhabitants and the available supply of domestic and 
foreign capital (neither enterprise nor capital is lacking), but upon the 
opportunities for trade with other countries of the world ',101 a 
' reorganisation of international markets . . . is . • . necessary if ... , 
(for example, the] difficulties ... which ... countries like Germany .. . 
find .•. at the present time in securing much-needed imports of food 
and industrial raw materials • . . are to be alleviated and ultimately 
removed • .... Yet, while ' an expanding system of international trade 
is therefore necessary to provide higher living standards for increasing 
populations •, and while 'international specialisation and national 
economic development, including population growth, have been 
postulated upon increasing international co-operation •,... 'it seems 
very uncertain whether any such ••• expansion is capable of attainment 

• Sec lhe lntematiooal Studies Confem>a:'s special publicatiolla on 1hese questiODS : 
JU and Ra- M.trri.b ..M P--.f"' C ...... (in eowse of pttpan.tion). 
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in the face of the recent :world-wide revival of seventeenth-century 
mercantilism '.101 ' Exportation ..• is to-day very seriously hampered 
by the intensive protectionism prevalent throughout the world; with 
regard. to some countries even, it is no longer a question of protection 
but of a policy of autarky, or, at least, of policies with autarkic ten
dencies. Nearly every country has gone very far in that direction '.ua 
' Such a policy may have served its purpose when the population of the 
world was much smaller than it is to-day, but it is difficult to see how 
the greatly augmented world population can be expected to subsist 
and prosper if it denies itself the full advantages of the geographical 
division of labour • .... 

In a word, ' there is no such thing as a surplus population anywhere 
in the world, except one that is relative to and caused by the existing 
commercial and economic system. There is no reason why a country 
should not develop a population as thick upon the ground as in a highly 
industrialised area and still maintain itself if it could draw free! y upon 
the resources of the rest of the world '." 

II. INTERNAL COLONISATION 

Since the expansion of international trade, which is the indispen
sable corollary of industrialisation as a remedyfor'the economic ailments 
arising out of expanding populations, is at present blocked by the increas
ingly autarkical policies of the " dissatis£iea " and " satisfied " nations 
alike, it is possible that the adoption of measures of internal colonisation 
would provide some relief for demographic congestion. A: •remedy 
of this kind is, moreover, clearly indicated wherever the reform l!f a 
" country's internal system of land tenure would increase its population
carrying capacity without recoilrse to changes in . the international 
.rtahl.r quo to the disadvantage of other countries. 

' In principle, the development of the slightest intcmal element 
of subsistence is economically far more valuable to an industrialised 
country than the colonisation of a sparsely-populated region. This 
work cannot be compared with the creating of possibilities of work. 
For, there is here a question, first of all, of creating permanent means 
of existence; secondly, each new colonisation centre reduces the danger 
of further overpopulation; it remedies the numerical disproportion 
between the agricwtural and non-agricultural population and mitigates 
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its consequences. Thirdly, since industrial countries never produce 
enough for them to be self-supporting, each new farm will certainly 
find a market for its produce and help, at the same time, to maintain 
the economic status of the country. In principle, therefore, even the 
industrial countries which are only temporarily overpopulated should 
make it their imperative duty never to miss the slightest opportunity 
of organising their territory for the purpose of intensive colonisation 
and should see therein the ideal means of combating overpopulation '.110 

' However, methodical recourse to internal colonisation with the 
object of combating overpopulation meets with a difficulty in the rural 
problem such as arises in a densely populated country', and especially 
in a country wliere ' the advent of industry has been followed by a 
notable rise in the standard of living, a circumstance that renders the 
measures of colonisation relatively cosdy '. Moreover, where the habit 
has been adopted ' of demanding in too exacting a fashion that the yield 
from internal colonisation shall be immediately forthcoming, it has 
been possible to carry out but a fairly small number of internal colonis
ation schemes. Some considered these schemes too cosdy; others 
hesitated owing to the hardship that all colonising work imposes on 
the pioneers • . • It must be remembered, however, that the countries 
hit by the crisis and which, in the course of recent years, have carried 
out vast programmes of internal colonisation ·(e. g. Italy, Germany, 
the Netherlands) resolved to do so only by relegating to the backgound 
their desire to see an early return on their capital '.110 

' Once the difficulties that prevent . • . the utilisation of the last 
reserves of a country for internal colonisation have been overcome, 
there will still remain a large number of tasks for it to perform, for 
ex!UJlple : the extension of the network of colonising centres ••. ; 
clearing of all waste land ••• where possible ••. ; creation of agricultural 
estates outside the industrial areas and of small holdings pardy self
supporting and intended for the workers engaged in one or other of 
the local industries. The object of this work, moreover, will be the 
more intensive cultivation of land within the former colonisation areas, 
improYcment of the works undertaken in the rural districts, systematic 
rc-extcnsion of agriculture where the nature of the soil presents no 
difficulty, and the more thorough application of gardening for the 
development of the land '.110 

Passing from these general principles to the concrete case of a 
" dissatisfied " country, the view was expressed in the International 
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Studies Conference that Poland, for exampie, had not exhausted the 
possibilities ·of internal colonisation. ' The agricultural density is 
high over the whole country; it is highest in the south, relatively sparse 
in the east, and relatively moderate in the west. Where the density is 
high, dwarf holdings of less than five hectares each are numerous; 
there are over z millions of such holdings out of a total of some 
z% millions. Some of those who occupy dwarf holdings have other 
occupations which they pursue for part of the time, but there are at 
least a million and three-quarters of such holders whose entire support 
comes from the land. It has been calculated that the remaining holdings, 
consisting either of large estates of more than xoo hectares each or of 
medium-sized holdings, could support not only their present occupiers 
but also all the landless agricultural workers if they were redistributed. 
Thus, the problem may be said to centre round the dwarf holdings 
which do not provide an adequate living for their occupiers '. •• 

Again, in the case of Germany, ' without attributing to the main
tenance of the feudal regime' alone, the smallness of the population 
on the eastern borderlands (which is about ·sixty inhabitants to the 
square kilometre and which falls as low as thirty-seven inhabitants in 
Mecklemburg-Strelitz), there is a striking disproportion with the popu
lation of Saxony (33 z inhabitants per square kilometre) and with that 
of the Rhineland (49' inhabitants to the square kilometre) and it is 
impossible to avoid noticing that, if there is lack of space in Germany, 
it could be remedied much more surely by internal migration than by 
the possession of colonies.b In any' case, it would be desirable, after 
having first applied the remedy, to show that it is ineffective ' .... , ~ 

• ' While the socialist 80vemment which had 1>=eded it in the past had undertaken 
the allotment of the ltllijllllliia of the eastem provinces (9,000 allotments had been m..le in 
19,>), the Hitler 80vemmeot baa considerably slowed down the operation (4.100 allotments 
annually). Of 1 ~ million ru.tal ptopenies, 7,zoo eatates have more than jOO hectarea. 
A small number of feudal proprietom continue to own immense estates. The former 
Emperor., William ll, still possesses 97,000 hectares, Prince von Pless, so,ooo, Prince von 
Hohenlohe, 48,ooo, Prince Hohenzollem-Si~, 46,ooo, Prince von Salms, 39,000, etc., 
and BmOlJ8 the smaller proprietors, the Minister of Fiaao.ce, von Krosigk, 3,900 hectarea, 
and the Minister of War, von Blomberg, 2.,300 hectares. The .reforms of the new rigime 
stop at the boundaries of these immense estates' (.t76). 

The organ of the S. S. complains thzt ' the Chureh takes away ... a large part of the 
land from the Gennan national economy • and that ' it closes to the German people part of 
ita means of maintenance' (B69). 

• It should he noted, however, that it is in &st Prussia that 'a large part of •.• [the 
German post-war land settlement] operations are conceotta~ ~ (161}. 

• A law isoued in Geanany in July 1938 'anoouncea the abolition (from January 1, 19,9) 
throughout Greater Geanany of the so c:alled Familienlideikomisa (Law of Eot&ilment) .•. 
At the beginning of 1938 there were still 910 entails, covering l,joo,ooo hectarea of land, 
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Possibilities of internal colonisation undeniably still exist in a 
number of congested areas. ' Agriculture, of course, cannot progress 
indefinitely; nor are the natural conditions and markets unlimited. 
It is, nevertheless, true that the population living on the land could be 
appreciably increased by internal colonisation (agrarian reform)''" 
in several countries. On the other hand, in the more acute cases of 
demographic tension, and even where, contrary to the position in 
many predominantly agriculrural countries, lack of capital does not 
limit the possibilities of land development, • internal colonisation 
will probably not bring more than temporary relief. In the case of 
Italy, for example, the Confere_nce was informed that a rough calculation 
would enable it" to ' conclude that the complete execution of the pro
gramme for the agricultural development of national territory would, 
according to the highest estimates, permit the absorption of 
17,soo,ooo persons in jO years;b but, taking into consideration the 
annual average increase in the population, it must be reckoned that in 
jO years' time as from 1931, the population of Italy will have risen by 
27 millions '.u c 

which had not been dissolved (under the provisions of the Weimar constitution]... It 
ia denied. however, that the law heralds the break-up of the large estates in the interests of 
a more intensive settlement on the land • ( t7 8). 

• It is estimated that in Japan ' 6,ooo,ooo aacs could be reclaimed, including land now 
devot<d to boundary ridges and pathways that could be aaved by the consolidation of small 
6dds '; but • in most im11tances the cost of reclamation would be so high that utilization 
would be an unpro6table business at existing price levels • (I!), 

• In 1910, the Italian Commissariat for Internal Migration, which bad been established 
in 1916, • dim:ted and controlled the movement, seasonal and permanent, of s s~ooo worken, 
ags,ooo to agrarian occupations (140.000 for wheat harvesting). n.ooo into industry, and 
•9,000 for roads and building. Internal permanent coloniaation by group and family 
recro.itment has also been carried out on reclaimed areas (c. g. Paestum) under the authoriry 
of the specially constiruh:d u Comitato Pcnnanente per Jc Migrazioni Interne .. . During 
the four yean of its existence this committee has transferred some 3.2.46 families from the 
crowded valley of the Po ro the reclaimed districts. Large numben nf Italians have kft the 
Modena and Fenua districts to be settled in Sardinia ... ; 1.4.z.o families we~e established ..• 
in the""' years period, 19a9-n. in the country round Naples and Bari'; eu:. (JU) . 

• a~above, p. to6, noll: b. 
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International Planning 

' Two of the greatest dangers to social tranquility and to political 
peace to-day in the long run . . . are, first, economic depressions and, 
secondly, the social pressure of populations '.•" Neither the one nor 
the other can be eliminated by independent national action alone. 
In the. course of the work of the International Studies Conference, 
the suggestion was made that the time had :come for international 
demographic planning : -

'The question ... [arises] whether it is not necessary to discuss 
the problem of the necessity of a sort of international machinery whose 
task it would be to watch questions of population. We are beginning 
to see the possiblity of a conscious population policy. Since a genera
tion ago there is the new fact of birth control. There is also the far 
greater and surer knowledge with which we are provided by ... sta
tisticians . . . It is possible that here we have methods enabling us 
to follow a continuous policy, but such a policy must be on an i_nterna-' 
tiona! scale '. 001 •• . 

' The international organisms have already recognised the 
ideological unity of economic policy and social policy ... ;• unity would, 
however, remain incomplete if we did ~ot recognise the necessity of· 

• Cf. 161 : - ' The intellectual distinction between economic and social questions is 
ab:eady losing its hypnotic inftucnce, which has done ao much to divert political thought ond 
action from the path of sensible govemment. In the fiu:e of the l8cta which have shown 
the interdependence of economic and social objectives, modem thought is gtadually being 
emancipated from this ancient thraldom. So too the distinction between the economic. 
social aod ethical aspirations of mankind on the one bond and his political activities on the 
other is disaolving in the light of a mo~:e J:eBlistic view of history. War is not caused oaly 
or mainly by lust for territory or booty or prestige. It is also caused by low standards of 
living, by the feeling of economic insecurity, by the desile for moral or aocial emancipation. 
The founders of the [International Labour] Organisation we~:e right when they cliscemed 
an indissoluble counection between peace and aocial justice '. 
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taking into account, on the same footing, the demographic factors, 
and notably the predictable changes in the size and structure of 
populations. It will, then, depend on the state of the sciences and of 
knowledge, on the art of statesmen and on the goodwill of the nations 
whether and when a fair proportion between the different elements of 
such an integral international social optimum policy can· be established 
in the most satisfactory and constant fashion '.1" • 

• It was recommended to the International Studies Conference chat the following 
international agreements should be considered (see 166) : 

(1) Ag~cnt conceming the statistical and other criteria of the notion 
of the synthetic optimum of population (overpopulation and underpopulation); 

(.z) Agreement conceming the principles and methods of an effort of inter
national collaboration aiming to attenuate the contrasts of standards of living 
in particu1arly overpopulated or underpopulated countries ; 

(3) Recommendations, and, if possible, an intemational convention con
cerning a unifonn social policy relative to the distribution of family burdens; 

(4) General convention concerning equality of treatment - in the field of 
social rights - of foreign workers, whose situation is at present a danger for the 
gp~eral standard of livL~g. The conventions concerning post-war emigration 
by no means suffice ... ; . 

(!) Social principles mated to a unifonn qualitative policy of population 
(eugenics, etc.). 

The conclusion of these agreements, it was. added, would have to be preceded by the 
following international enquiries : 

(1) Comparative international survey of the- .demogtaphic situation in a 
ccmin number of typical countries ••• [including] a se<ics of preliminary technical 
studies, and notably =earch by methods which have proved partic:ularly satis
factory, into demographic, economic, and social conditions ... ; 

(2) Optimum population, migration (colonisation) and colonies; 
(3) Natural movements of population, internal and extemal migration; 
(4) Counter-migration, standa!d. of living, agrarian reform, industrialisation, 

international distribution of capital, co-migration, and world trade; 
(,) Situation of foreign workers in the world; · 
(6) Policies in favour of the growth (family policy) or of the control (quanti· 

tative or qualitative) of population. 

There would also have to be preliminary ' studies conc::erning tbc interaction o£ demo
graphic changes and of the chief problems of social policy which affect the standard of living 
(employment, unemployment, protection of workers, social insurance, housing, labour 
hygiene, rural life, etc.)'. The Conference was not informed, however, &ow it was proposed 
to carry out 10 vast an enquiry into subjectl many of which have, for nearly two decades, 
been occupying the attention of the International Labour Office, whose success, for eumple, 
• in stimulating the improvement of record keeping • is the reason why we now ' possess 
better fi!l"res (of migratory movements] for the post·war than for the pR>-war period • (BI}. 
It was hinted, however, that a " Standing Committee of demographic conciliation of the 
League of Nations " might he set up for the purpose, a sugg<:stion which, following upon 
rq>n:sentations by the Polish delegation to the Assembly of the League of Nations in 1937 
that ' it was, paradoxical to deal with the question of the movement of goods and capital 
and not with that of the movement of human beings • (UJ), has found conc:n:te expression 
in a propooal by the Economic Committ<e of the League of Nations ' that a special clemo
!lnphic committ<e should he oct up to study the demographic prohlc:m io its matioa to the 
economic, 6nancial and oocial situation, and to rccommcnd ptoetical r:anedies, partic:ular 
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' The intensity of economic life in very advanced nations •.• 
settles the demographic problem as it arises, either within the national 
frontiers or beyond them. Hence the importance of international 
·eConomic collaboration in dealing with population problems •. au As 
a step in this direction, proposals for the organisation of .itlternational 
migrations were brought to the Conference's attention; they are 
appended. 

Appendix 

NOTE ON THE INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION 
OF MIGRATIONS • 

(Tran.slation). 

Every policy needs an instrument if it is to be put into practice. A 
migration policy can be successful only in so far as .it is supported by a machi
nery of special arrangements, administrative measures and international 
agreements. A rudimentary, unofficial, more or less sporadic, organisation 
may have been possible in the past. With the general evolution of the modern 
world, however, a migration organisation is now inconceivable except as a 
complex and systematic mechanism subject to the control of the public 
authorities. This is so because, like other forms of exchange, migrations 
cannot escape adaptation to the ever greater necessity for foresight and co
ordination. As national and individual forms of life become more complex, 
the adjustment of their activities and needs becomes more difficult and, 
precarious;· and at the same time it becomes increasingly necessary to fortify. 
society's power to resist crises. The need for the organisation of such 
resistance is felt at all points in the commerce of diiferent groups, but· the 
difficulties involved are sharply intensified by the circumstance that the) 
organisation must be both national and international. 

attention being paid to the following points : - (i) various criteria for estimating ove.rpopuM 
Iation; (ii) the measures adopted in different countries to deal with the increase in population 
and possible methods of facililating the absorptioo of this inaase' (811). In making 
this proposal, the Committee was adopting a suggestion from tbe Secretariat of the League 
of Nations that ' since the erroneous or exaggerated opinions which are c:unent in regard to 
demographic questions can and do give rise to misunderstandings likely to have an extte
mely prejudicial effect on international relations, it would be well to set up a " special com· 
mittce for the practical study of demographic problems u' (117). 

• See 114 . This document was prepared for the International SNd.ies Conference ia 
February 1937 by Mr. J .. Legouis, of the Intematiooal Labour Office. 
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By the force of present circumstances, governments are obliged, tiiJ/ms 

tJOiens, to regulate migratory movements within their territories and - if 
they are to avoid disagreeable surprises - to prevent the uncontrolled 
development or the expansion or the cessation of currents of emigration and 
immigration. Governments therefore provide, through a variety of internal 
measures, for the regulation, not only of the volume of migratory movements, 
but also of their character, their direction and their general behaviour, as well 
as of the assimilation of immigrants or the repatriation of emigrants. 

Experience has shown, however, that the national measures taken in 
this matter are, in the majority of cases, negative in character; it is far easier 
for a government, acting alone to restrict or prohibit than to set up or develop 
migratory currents by balancing supply and demand. It is, therefore, towards 
agreements between countries directly concerned (countries of immigration 
and countries of emigration) that the States have very naturally turned their 
attention. 

It should be pointed out first of all that bilateral treaties cannot take the 
place of a country's internal organisation on the national plane; on the 
contrary, the former presuppose the existence of the latter of which they are 
merely the complement. Governments which refrained from intervening 
in migratory movements would be unable to give one another guarantees 
as to the volume and composition of the movements, and their conditions 
of time and place; they cannot even assume reciprocal obligations except 
in so far as they are in control of migrations from or to their respective 
territories. The organisation of migration in this bilateral form resting on a 
national basis has enabled remarkable progress to be made since the world 
war, particularly in Europe, and it might have been thought that it had taken 
its final shape. Recent experience, particularly during the crisis years, has, 
however, revealed serious short-comings and the need, not only for an 
adjustment of bilateral agreements, but also for a still more developed and 
comprehensive kind of organisation, which would by no means replace the 
organisations already existing but would supplement them. 

I. Till J-ti•• of till illtiNUitiolfiZI orgflllisation 

The need for an international migration organisation has been stressed 
by a number of authorities who have studied the problem in its different 
aspects, approaching it, as it were, from various angles - " national" and 
" international" experts, authors from emigration and immigration countries, 
labour writers, independent students, etc., Albert Thomas, M. William 
Oua!id, representatives of countries of immigration such as Senhor de Oliveira 
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(Bruilian Delegate to the International Emigration Committee, Geneva. 
19u), G. Simon (former Polish Minister), Signor De Michelis (formerly 
Commissioner-General for Italian Emigration), the Workers' Congress on 
Migration (London, 1926), the International Association for Social 
Progress, etc. 

It is generally expected of an international organisation for migration 
that, first and foremost, it should contribute to a better adjustment of supply 
and demand and hence to a return toward equilibrium, to the mitigation of 
inequalities and, ultimately, to prosperity and peace. 

At first sight, and confining myself to a, few persopal impressions, an 
international migration organisation should carty out scientific, documentary 
and practical work for the attainment of these aims. This work. in my 
opinion, might be outlined roughly as follows : 

Stimtifl~ 1110rk. : This would be by way of a preliminary phase, though not 
the least important The facts to be studied are many and extremely varied, 
but the instruments of research are vety unequal in value and often very 
defective, so that it is most diflicult to make comparisons and to reach accurate 
conclusions. If we consider the quantitative data available, the statistics 
relating to migration generally provide only approximately accurate inform
ation wbich needs to be checked against data drawn from a number of 
sources, and their interpretation can be made only with reserve, particularly 
because of the frequent gaps in the information conc~ming occupation, sex 
and other essential facts. The same may be said with regard to the regulation 
of migration, much of wbich is effected bf means of administrative circulars 
and other internal and confidential documents; for, in the matter of migration 

-more than in certain other fields, administrative provisions supplement and' 
go far beyond the legislative texts. In these 'conditions, the progress that can 
be made in documentation depends not only on the quantity of material 
published, but also on the methoqol!'gical improvements wbich can be 
introduced; for example, improvement in the methods of compiling statistics, · 
and in the sources where reliabl~ ioformarlon can be rapidly obtained on 
questions of law and practice. · 

Dtmilllmtary work. : The migration organisation should not confine itself 
to the investigation of facts, at the risk of remaining purely theoretical or 
academic; it should endeavour to draw from the documentation analysed 
concrete conclusions and lessons. Only thus can the States and the other 
interested parties foresee, as far as may be, the trend of events and plan their 
migration policy to the best advantage. .Purely scientific research should be 
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-supplemented by the diffusion of the information collected and, above all, 
by drawing the attention of the authorities and the general public to important 
problems, about which so little is known and which are so often imperfectly 
understood. When the needs and possibilities of the situation are better 
appreciated, a notable step towards the solving of these problems will have 
been made. 

Before they can be solved, it will still be necessary to create a favourable 
atmosphere, an atmosphere of collaboration, in which enlightened men of 
goodwill can be brought together and become accustomed to working in 
consultation. Committees and conferences do not always achieve this 
result; some of t~em even produce the opposite effect; but others, which have 
the advantage of suitable preparation and of propitious circumstances, can 
not only solve technical problems, but also promote further efforts and open 
up new horizons. 

Prartical 'Work : In my opinion, practical action cannot be envisaged in a 
vacuum. Not only must it be based on the methods mentioned above, but 
it is impossible for an international organisation to take any action regarding 
migration, certain aspects of which touch upon political questions, without 
paying due heed to what the States want. It would be a mistake to regard 
such action as a static phenomenon : international activity of this kind is 
subject to the contingencies of time and place and its limits fluctuate with the 
ebb and Bow of the prerogatives and the idea of national sovereignty. On the 
other band, if international organisation - whatever form it may take -
must make due allowance for national aspirations, it must, in the last analysis, 
serve the general interest of the international community and must take as 
its guide a higher and permanent ideal of justice and equity. 

Thus envisaged, practical work can be done in two different fields, 
aa:ording as consideration is given to bilateral relations or to international 
life in general. In the first hypothesis, it is a question of specific cases, 
limited in space but apt to be influenced by the existence of other similar cases 
or to exert an influence on them. Some preparation is necessary for the 
organisation of bi/dtwa/ systems of migration, and the more thorough this 
preparation, the easier will it be to gauge the possibilities, to overcome 
obstacles and to fix the terms of employment and labour contracts, to arrive 
at the necessary arrangements between unofficial organisations or between 
public departments, or ro conclude treaties, on questions relating to migration 
and settlement, and the employment and personal status of the workers or 
colonists concerned. In this respect, a knowledge of similar experiments, 
and the advice or good offices of experts for the great variety of social, econo-
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mic, racial, legal and even political questions that arise, which an international 
organisation is naturally in a position to provide or to obtain, can lead to 
fruitful ~esults and avoid miscalculations. Moreover, bilateral relations 
do not generally consist solely in the elaboration of texts of agreements; 
the application of these texts together with the solving of the practical or 
legal difficulties to which they give rise is often far more important. In these 
cases also, the opinion or intervention of experts can be of the utmost 
assistance. 

In. mlllti/ateral relations, a no less important function devolves on the 
body responsible for the international organization of migrations, and the 
con6.dence and co-operation of the States are no less essential. Here again, 
however, certain fundamental pMciples remain indispensable. 

Very often, the problems which arise in connection with multilateral 
agreements are very much the same as those which have to be faced by 
individuals, communities and States in their specific relations, but they are 
of a more general or even universal character. There are nevertheless 
certain questions relating to migration which, by their very nature, cannot 
be settled on a national or ·bilateral basis. First of all, certain classes of 
migrants, such as refugees, stateless persons and, in some cases, transmigrants, 
are not entirely amenable either to national or to bilateral jurisdiction. But 
it must also be observed that certain national or bilateral problems involve 
broader relations; for example, a current of migration is raiely set up or 
revived without the collaboration of a third country h. the transport of the 
migrants, the financing of their undertakings, the marketing of their 
products, etc. In each of these cases, international organization is a necessity, 
a visible fact; the only variable factors are the degree and nature -official'' 
or unofficial, deliberate or improvised - of. that organization. · ' ' 

Multilateral action must also be considered from the point of view of tlte 
interests of the international community, and the consideration of these 
interests must inspire the recomme~witions and international conventions · 
whereby States are invited to aceept the principles which are to serve as a 
basis for the economic, social and political llfe and intercourse of societies. 
Thus, the minimum conditions to be fulfilled in the matter of migration, the 
treatment of foreigne,rs and the guarantees to be given by the relevant laws 
and treaties to the various parties concerned might be fixed by international 
rules. A more positive type of action would be the elaboration of schemes 
for concerted international action making for economic recovery and peace, 
by the concerted organization or resumption of migratory movements 
rationally planned in direct relation to needs and possihilities. It is true 
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that proposals of this kind have hardly taken concrete shape thus far in the 
general international field, and practical achievements are relatively few; 
for example, the suggestion for the creation of an "international bank for 
migration " has never got beyond the stage of theory. The constitution of 
an international court for the arbitration of disputes arising out of population 
movements - a " Supreme Court for Migration " - is still no more than 
a shadowy future possibility. Yet a campaign denouncing the possible 
creation of such a court succeeded in alarming public opinion in the United 
States a few years ago. Can anybody predict the fate of these projects ? 
Will they die a natural death or will they become familiar realities ? 

In any case, I think it necessary to point out that the systematic organi
zation of migration"can lead to satisfactory results, especially in the international 
sphere, only if the attendant problems are envisaged as a whole, without 
isolating them from their social, economic and political causes or reactions. 
For example, it is obvious that the large majority of migrants leave their 
country simply because they can no longer find remunerative employment, 
and that they would abandon their plans if they felt that their subsistence and 
future we~ sufficiently assured at home. In these conditions, a careful study 
of the general situation, economic and otherw.ise, prevailing in a given country, 
can alone make it possible to judge to what extent emigration is necessary or 
whether it can be avoided by the adoption of an industrial, agricultural or 
commercial policy, by the undertaking of public works, relief measures, etc. 
Conversely, a migratory movement, however short its duration may be, 
can develop only if the country of immigration is enjoying economic pro
sperity and is satisfactorily organised both socially and politically. 

II. A toNnll iiiNJtratioll 

I have confined myself to giving a broad outline of the organization 
suggested, because I think that an analytical study would lead us too far and 
run the risk of departing from immediate realities. It seems preferable to 
take a concrete example, a method which will be all the more instructive 
since the example I shall choose is that of the international institution which 
has made by far the largest contribution to the progress of the international 
examination of the problem of migration. 

There is no need to recite the history of the International Labour Organi
sation nor to describe its constitution; its fundamental feature is the tripartite 
collaboration of workers' and employers' delegates and government repre
sentatives. An appreciable part of its influence is naturally derived &om 
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the relations which States have agreed to maintain with it; but it may well 
'be considered that it draws its main strength from the circumstance that, 
.from the very outset, it was endowed with a constitution setting forth a 
.comprehensive and coherent body of guiding principles, the application of 
which was entrusted to the Organisation. This programme, fowided on 
social justice, and aiming at the physical, moral and intellectual welfare of 
workers and the improvement of their condition, which was entrusted to 
the International Labour Organisation by Part Xlii of the Peace Treaties, 
provides for the regulation of the recruiting of labour, the combating of 
·unemployment and the protection of the interests of workers employed 
.abroad. Article 41 of this Charter further states that the rules enacted in 
.each country concerning labour conditions shall ensure equitable treatment 
.for all workers legally xesiding in that country. 

Thus, not only was the International Labour Organisation provided with 
.an ideological foundation, but this foundation is much broader than any 
·Specific problem, such as migration, however vast that problem may be in it
self; and, as was seen at the end of the preceding. section of this paper, this 
is an essential condition for dealing with our problem in the light of the 
facts, and for working out, eith_er in the field of migration itself or elsc
·where, solutions of the difficulties encountered. Our approach thus em
braces the whole of social life, as well as the economic, moral, intellectual and 
other factors which influence or are connected with social life. 

As soon as it had been cxeated, at its first Conference in 1919, the I. L. 0. 
·broached the questi;,n or' migration; it at once realised the difficulty and 
complexity of the subject, which permitted neither improvisation nor hasty 
assumptions. Instead of going into a detailed historical survey, I shall, 
here confine myself to a rapid review of tl)e principal results obtained or at., 
present aimed at by this organization in the·particular sphere with which we 
are concerned. · ' 

Srientifie fii(JrA: : In 19zz, the International Labour Conference recom
mended that Governments should communicate to the International Labour 
.Office all the statistical or other data in their possession concerning emigration, 
immigration, repatriation and the transit of emigrants, with details of the 
measures which they were taking or considering in their respective countries 
in connection with migration. It further recommended certain improvements 
in the method of calculating national statistics, mainly with a view to making 
them internationally comparable. Although nothing more than the commu
nication of existing data was asked for and although the motion adopted 
-was merely a recommendation, a large quantity of interesting information 
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on the volume and regulation of inigration regularly reaches the International 
Labour Office, which has always made a point of selecting and ,publishing 
the essential elements of this material. Each year, international statistical 
surveys of migratory movements in the various countries are issued by the 
I. L. 0. services as an appendix to its year-book; and, from time to time, 
more detailed bobklets give an analysis of these statistics for periods extending 
over several years, the most recent work in this series being a comparative 
study of national demographic censuses for 1910, 192.0 and 1930, containing 
a summary of the data relating to foreigners in the different countries of the 
world. 

Similarly, the regulation of migrations is dealt with by the Office in 
current notes which appear in periodical journals or in general systematic 
studies devoted either to the problem as a whole (Migration I..aws ami Treaties 
- three volumes on emigration, inxmigration and the relevant international 
treaties and conventions) or to one of its specially inxportant aspects (The 
Migralio11 of Workers : &mlifmmf, Plaeing, ami Conditions of Labow; The 
Organisation of Migration for Settlement). A mere enumeration of the less 
extensive· studies, those, for example, devoted to particular countries or to 
questions of a more restricted character, would take us beyond the scope of 
this memorandum. I would simply point out that migrations and the 
treatment of migrant workers are also frequendy touched upon by the Office 
in the course of its work as factors arising in connecpon with other problems : 
the placing of workers, unemployment and unemployment relief, social 
insurance, intellectual workers, office workers, labour in the colonies, etc. 
This list is, in my opinion, sufficient to indicate the policy pursued by the 
Office, namely that of not artificially separating - even for the purpose of 
study - the problem of migrations from other social questions, but, on the 
contrary, of investigating every possible aspect and outgrowth of this 
problem. 

Apart from the scientific value of these investigations, the Office has 
not overlooked the often thankless task of improving methods of documen
tation. With regard to statistics, for example, it not only published, as 
early as in 19u, a booklet on methods of presenting emigration and immi
gration statistics, but in 193• it convened a special conference of statisticians 
which defined the points on which these statistics should be improved, espe
cially with a view to making them more comparable. 

Itlfmlatioul reuJatjo11 : Among the sS conventions and 49 recom
mendations which have so far been drawn up by the International Labour 
Conference. there is not a single one, whether it deals with working hours, 

Ill 
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wages, social insurance, industrial hygiene or with some special category of 
workers (agricultural workers, native labour, professiowil. . workers, sea
men, etc.), which has not some bearing on the question of migration and the 
status of migrant workers, if only because the majority of them make no 
distinction between nationals and foreigners. The ground is thus prepared 
for an appreciable improvement in the standard of living and for a better 
organisation of labour in the countries of emigration and immigration, 
as well as for all that this implies for the improvement of the status of migrants, 
and in possibilities for the working population to find suitable employment 
without being forced to emigrate. 

Unfortunately, I cannot linger over this very important aspect of the 
internatiowil. regulation of labour and I will merely recall that the following 
points, which directly concern the machinery of migrations and the status of 
migrants, have been discussed by the Internatiowil. Labour Conference : 
regulation of the collective recruiting of workers in one country with a view 
to their employment in another; reciprociry and equality of treatment for 
foreigners and nationals in respect of the protection of workers' interests and 
the right to become members of workers' uuions; inspection of emigrants 
and the protection of women emigrants on board ships; equality of treatment 
regarding workers' compensation for accidents; institution of an intetnatiowil. 
regime for the conservation of pension rights by migrants under disability, 
old-age and death insurance schemes; regulation of certain special systems 
for the recruiting of (native) workers. With the exception of those of recent 
date, these conventions and recommendations are in process of being applied 
in a number of countries and they account for a substantial fraction of the 
731 ratifications of conventions registered by the I. L. 0. up to January 1937.·, 
Their beneficial elfect is, moreover, far . from exhausted by n'¥!lber of. 
ratifications or approvals, for even in those countries where such measures 
have not yet been taken by the competent natiowil. authorities, their essell.tial 
clauses have often been embodied,. in some form or other, in the natio~ 
legislation or in bilateral agree,ments. 1'4oreover, this remark applies not · 
only to the texts elaborated by the Inte'!"'tiowil Labour Conference, but 
also to the resolutions which, as early as 1911, were voted by the Internatiowil. 
Migration Committee set up by the I. L. 0., particularly with regard to the 
placing of migrants, equality of treatment, the control of emigration agencies, 
the collective recruiting .of workers for employment abroad and the 
inspection of emigrants before embarkation. 

I would add .that the L L. 0., far from considering its task at an end, is 
actually engaged in preparing a body of rules intended to make possible a 
more ratiowil. organization of the migration of wage-earners ••• 
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General aelion : It will perhaps be pointed out that regulation, which is 
based essentially on statistics, affects only one aspect of life, and that the world 
economic crisis, by its catastrophic reduction of the volume of migratory 
currents, tends to render it superHuous. It is no longer sufficient to make 
good the shortcomings in the system of legal protection and to check abuses; 
in such circumstances, the fight against poverty and misery calls for efforts 
to stimulate enfeebled economic activity and thereby to encourage the 
resumption of international commerce. 

From the moment when the first symptoms of the world economic 
depression made their appearance, these c~nsiderations have constandy 
guided the I. L. 0. in its work and they have repeatedly found expression in 
the resolutions ofits Unemployment Committee, in the reports of the Director 
to the International Labour Office and in the discussions on the economic 
crisis which have taken place within the Conference. At the International 
Economic Conference in 1917, the Office presented several reports in which 
it stressed the paramount importance of demographic and migration problems 
in the economic life of the world, and it was through no fault of the Office 
that the Conference failed to discuss these fundamental problems. Whenever 
the opportunity has arisen, the I. L. 0. has not failed to emphasize this same 
point of view and to offer its collaboration for the solution of these questions. 

In its own particular sphere, the Office bas, at the same time, intensified 
its efforts to bring about a resumption of exchanges,~in so far as circumstances, 
especially government policy and the state of public opinion, have permitted 
it to do so. Without separating migration from other forms of exchange, 
but, on the contrary, concurrendy with the measures requisite for the main
tenance of the employment or the consumption of the masses (such as public 
works and unemployment insurance), it is preparing the conditions conducive 
to a revival of possible and profitable migratory movements. The favourable 
reaction already provoked by the proceedings of its unemployment and 
migration committees, and also of the International Labour Conference, 
seems to indicate that fresh interest is being taken in this subject. The most 
conclusive proof is to be found in the resolution whereby the American 
Labour Congress, in January 1936, asked the I. L. 0. to make a special study 
of European immigration into America and to envisage the problem from the 
following standpoints : individual immigration, collective recruitment, 
spontaneous or controlled immigration, relation between immigration and 
public or private setdement, conditions governing preparatory arrangements 
for the reception of immigrants. The same resolution also expressed the 
hope that these studies would lead to the elaboration of international 
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regUlations indicating, in particular, the bases for bilateral or multilateral 
treaties between European and Amerl.can countries concerning immigration; 
settlement and labour. This request was all the more significant in that it 
emanated from new countries whose experience of migratory movements 
is confined to i.nunlgration and which, for many years, have provided consi
derable outlets for demographic movements. 

This request could not fail to lind a response. Without relaxing its 
close study of the migration of wage-earners, which is a question affecting 
every continent .•• , the Office has actively pushed forward its work concerning 
settlement, the importance of which is considerable in many respects, parti• 
cularlyas regards relations and exchanges with the New World. In June 1936, 
the International Labour Conference noted with considerable interest that 
the question of the establishment of settlers and other independent workers 
in a foreign country, particularly in overseas countries, had been set down for 
examination by the Migrations Committee of the Governing Body of the 
I. L. 0.; it was gratified that so vast and so important a problem was to be 
methodically investigated, and it expressed the hope that the labours of this 
committee would, as soon as possible, lead to conclusions which would be 
brought to its notice. Soon afterwards, a mission composed of M. Femand 
Maurette, Deputy-Director, and Dr. Enrique Siewers was sent to South 
America by the I. L 0. to study the position regarding immigration and 
settlement. On its return, the mission submitted a comprehensive report on 
the situation in Brazil, Argentina and Uruguay, the ·fruit of three months' 
study and research in those States. 

As a result of the above resolution and enquiry, the Migration Com
mittee, in the following November, mapped out a very comprehensivu , 
programme, the two main points of which were : - (x) The Committee· 
expressed the hope that plans for the development and settlement of certain 
regions of Latin-American countries would be carefully drawn up by the 
governments concerned and that the services of the I. L. 0. would be placCd 
at the disposal of the governments so desiring it, with a view to undertaking 
such studies on the spot as might lead. to international collaboration; 
(a) The Committee asked the Governing Body to invite the Director of the 
I. L. 0. to consult, without delay, the States. Members of the International 
Labour Organization on the expediency of convening a conference of experts 
on settlement migration and to arrange for the holding of this conference 
as soon as a number ofMembers sufficient to ensure useful results had express
ed the desire to attend_ In February 1937, all these proposals were ratified 
without opposition by the Governing Body, which approved not only the 
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accelerated procedure indicated above, but also the choice of the question of 
the !ffiancing and settlement of the migrants as a suitable subject for 
discussion by the proposed conference of experts. • 

There is no need to emphasize the importance of the question of funds 
and its social aspects (e. g. : guarantees to be given to settlers on the occasion 
of the purchase of holdings, ~mpensation to be provided for in certain 
cases for the improvements made by settlers after purchase, the granting of 
credits, for exploitation and other purposes, etc.). I shall merely point 
out that it is generaly held that here lies one of the main obstacles to the 
resumption of migratory movements aiming at the establishment of settlers, 
even between countries of emigration and immigration which have expressed 
the desire to increase migratory movements from one to the other. In the 
report on international settlement migration which it submitted to the 
Migrations Committee, the I. L. 0. noted that this was a problem the solution 
of which might be very largely facilitated by international collaboration; 
it added that, at a time when all countries of the world are anxious to see a 
resumpti,on of international relations, it cannot but be admitted that a revival 
of settlement movements would contribute, by the re-circulation from 
country to country of wandering or dormant capital, to the stimulation 
of currents of exchange from country to country, and that it therefore con
stitutes an important factor in the restoration of world economy. 

Such, very briefly stated, are the few facts which I have thought it of 
interest to mention at the end of this memorandum, as examples of what an 
international organization can accomplish in practice in the 6.eld of migrations. 
These efforts - especially as they have the support of attentive and under
standing opinion and the active sympathy of experts and public alike - seem 
to me to justify the hope that positive results will be obtained in the 6.eld 
o( international collaboration for peace. 



Supplementary Chapter• 

The Population Carrying Capacity of Australia 

With a population of less than 7 millionsb inhabiting an area of 
nearly 3 million square miles, Australia is one of the most lightly peopled 
regions in the world: in 193,, the density of population for the whole 
Commonwealth was not more than z.z7 inhabitants per square mile ... 
The spectacle of so sparse an occupation of a vast continent,· in which, 
' in the sixty-four years between the end of I 86o. and the end of 1924 •.. , 
24 per cent . . . of the growth ot the population . . . was due to ... 
net immigration '," c never fails to hold the attention of the emigration 
interests. ' To what ... ', exclaimed the chairman of the inter-govern
mental committee on refugees which met at Evian in July 1938, 
' . . . [does] Australia ... owe . . . [her] development ... if not to those 
constantly renewed influxes of European immigrants, refugees and 

• The question of habitat, which ' logically pm:edea any discussion of two of the most 
important solutions auggeated for the problem of overpopulation and undetpopulation\ ' 
Damely, migration aod colODial expansion' was iDcluded iD the IntemstioDai Studies Con-. 
femJ.ce•s programme ot study. as it was considered 'clear that migmtion IUld colonial 
expaDS.ion can ooly be envisaged as remedies for the lsek of demographic bslance iD the wprlcl 
if the alleged undetpopulated regions, whether independent countries or colonial territories. 
are suitable, by virtue of their climatic aod social conditioos, for settlement by migmDtl 
from the overcrowded areas' (190), The question was enmiDed iDcidentally iDa number 
of studies submitted to the Conference~d exhaustively for various regions in • symposium 
submitted by the Ameticao Co-otdiDatiog Committee for Intemstionsl Studies (Isaiah 
Bowmao (eel.) : Limits of Lam/ Sml.,mt: A P,,,inmy R•port on Pmmt-d<gPrmibilitiu 
(New York: Council on Fomgo Relations), •937); it has likewise been Doted iD the courae 
of the present Survey. As an illustration of the issues raised in any attempt to answer the 
Conference's question : What regions seem to offer possibilities of bsbitat for the different 
peoples 1 a supplementary chsptu, iD which the problem is telsted to the AustnliaD con
tinent (one of the tegions which most &equently occur iD discussioos of habitat), is added 
to the Survey. 

• Accordiog to 190, the population of Australia on September 30, '937· was 6,8.46,398. 
• Tbe contribution of immigration to the growth of populatioo iD Australia (escludiDg 

aborigines) has been as follows (annual net immigration) : I87t~Bt1 1.26%; 1881-911 1.7.&%; 
t891•t9ot, -o.oa%; 19Dt-n,.o.J4%; t9n-u. o.n%; I92X•Jt. o.ss%; I9Jt-Jz. -o,os% 
(see 14), 
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proscribe<;! persons who brought to the new world the precious essences 
of the old world'? • It ... [is] therefore in the logic of human history', 
he suggested, • that to-day the initiative and the resources of. ·• [this 
new world] should be offered, by a reversion of history, as it were, to 
these new clusters of refugees whom revolutions are ejecting from 
their ancient habitats ' .... 

Now • it is exceedingly important', as a memorandum submitted 
to the International Studies Conference insisted, ' to take the consi
deration of a subject like this out of the realm of assumption, conjecture, 
and prejudice. It has been too much the fashion to glance at a map, 
usc loose statistics and then form the opinion that Australia is playing 
the dog in the manger'." Knowledge of the facts, on the other hand, 
has led a former Italian Commissioner General of Emigration to 
declare - in a statement based on • recent artd carefully selected figures 
regarding the availability and the varied possibilities of tht" still unde
veloped lands' in which, he thinks, he bas ' kept a just mean between 
general .statements, which savour rather of literature for tourists, 
and a host of statistics which it would have been possible to compile 
from a series of copious and authoritative documents ' - that ' the 
physical conditions of this immense territory ... considerably limit the 
development of large-scale colonisation '. In his opinion, ' only two 
areas of Australia may be taken into consideration in this respect : 
the well-irrigated eastern and south-eastern part of Queensland for 
intensive agriculture, and the arid zone of the south, suitable for wheat 
and pasture '."' • 

' Ignorance of the geography of Australia ..• has led to Australia 
being singled out as the area par tx~ellenn which can relieve the pressure 
of population in other parts of the world'." The fact is often over
looked that about twenty-three per cent of Australia is desert, that is, 
' country so arid as to be extremely difficult to settle and develop '. '" 
In the remaining habitable area, it is true, the density of population is still 
only 3.8 per square mile, but, excluding about one million square miles 
of pastoral country and one hundred thousand square miles suitable for 
tropical agriculture, there remain only some 6oo,ooo square miles fit 

• The same authority considers. on the other hand. that, with a change in the pteSeD.t 
economic conditions, Tasmania, which • is the part of the Austtalian Commomnalth thst 
ia most favouml by physiaol conditions ••. , could offer a secure furute to the population 
already existing, and to a by no means inconsidctablc oumbet of new oettlcts • • • Tbe 
larger part of the ""'" is still uotouchcd, while the mountains conbio ~<SetveS of gold, 
silver. lead, tine and other minerals • ( 17 1). 
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for close settlement.,. Moreover, ' it is not reasonable to expect more 
than one-third to be actually arable ', two-thirds being ' affected by 
(i) po~r soil, (ii) rugged mountainous country, (iii) city areas,(iv) forest 
areas ', while, ' of the 2oo,ooo square miles assumed to be arable, 
6o,ooo square miles of the best. land are already farmed '." Conse
quently, on the basis of these figures and apart from such slight expansion 
of the population as may be possible in the tropical and pastoral areas,'' 
it is only the balance of some I4o,ooo square miles of arable land, 
' considered to be inferior ', which ' represents the scope for expansion '." 
Clearly, then, " the empty lands " of Australia are a burden to the 
Commonwealth rather than an asset ', and ' their " vast potentialities " 
exist only in the mind of the ignorant booster '.•• a The truth is that 
' the " great open spaces " of Australia are " great " and " open ", 
not because of any human rductance to exploit their potentialities, 
but because of their natural limitations '."' ' 

Neverthdess, it would be absurd to pass from one exaggeration 
to another and to _' suggest that Australia is :fully peopled '. •• This 
is certaiuly not the case. ' Nobody thinks that the Commonwealth 
has reached anything like saturation point'·"' No one denies that 
' the six millions of Australia possess in ·the south and east of Australia 
one of the best areas in the world for white settlement '." Here, 
according to the expectations of the writer of one of the papers submitted 
to the Conference, ' some twenty millions will dwdl, when Australia 
is devdoped to the same extent as the Ullited States '." b If, furthermore, 
Australia were to adopt ' the lower standards of Central Europe and 
dsewhere ', and on the assumption ' that the coal is adequatdy used ' 
tor manufactures, c then ', in the view of the same writer, ' there seems · 
no good reason why this figure should not be doubled or trebled.'." 
For the authors of another memorandum submitted to the Conference, .. 

• According to the special conesP.:,ndent of Tli. Timu at the Evian refugee confem>ce 
in July 1938, 'the supposition that. . • Austealia •. •. [has] vast open spaces waiting to be 
culoniaed, though, fallacious .•• , [was] widely held ••• (thete]' (177). 

' ' If equivalent rainfall areas were as densely peopled in Australia as in the ... westr:m 
States [of America] ••• whete thete is vety little industry', Austealia would have a popu
lation of 2.9.6 millions. or nearly five times its present population;' it is true to say •, therefore. 
' that on a putely agricultutol basis Austtolia is vety sparsely peopled when compated with 
the United States ' ( 84). 

o In view of Australia's large coal .resources, ' we may surely forecast a great develop
ment of manufactutes, baaed on this cheap power . . • Since the chief coal6elds of Europe 
and the easrem United States have led to populatioo densities exceeding too to the squan: 
mile, we may perhaps indicate t1uee such future centres in eastem Aust:mlia at Newcastle 
[uo.ooo million tons], Morwell [n,ooo million tons]. and Ipswich [.t,ooo million tons] • (14). 
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however, ' thirty million would be a liberal estimate ... of the maximum 
population which could be sustained in Australia ... , (but) even ... 
[this] estimate . . . presumes a somewhat higher degree of efficiency 
[in agricultural technique] than that now achieved '." ' The tendency 
in official circles seems to be at present to accept " at least thirty mil
lions " as the carrying capacity of the continent ', " 0 and, while ' those 
astronomical estimates - reaching as high as sixty million as being both 
desirable and attainable - which characterised the early post-war 
thinking '•11 8 on Australia's population carrying capacity now seem to 
be generally repudiated, there appears to be common. agreement that, 
whatever the rqaximum potential population of the Commonwealth 
may be, not only is Australia capable of carrying a denser population 
than at present but she even ' stands to gain by having a far larger 
population'·" Indeed, according to, one view, 'immigration on a 
large scale seems necessary at once even to maintain the level of pro
ductivity which Australia has already reached '.116 Thus, while the com
mon as~umption that Australia is, to a large extent, an empty continent 
is literally true, the underlying implication that the Commonwealth 
is capable of being filled with human beings is meaningless. 

The equally frequent assumption that, because Australia has been 
a major country of immigration in the past, large-scale emigration to 
the Commonwealth is possible to-day is also based on a misconception. 
The fact is that 'immigration into ... [Australia] has always fluctuated 
in a very marked fashion '" b and that ' experience ... suggests that net 
gain from immigration is largely a function of three variables, economic 
conditions in Australia, economic conditions abroad, especially in 
Europe, and the kind and amount of Government assistance 
ttndered '·"' 0 

It would carry this Survey too far afield to examine these several 

• a. '" : -. Estimata of population carrying apacity vary &om about zo millions 
to about aoo millions •. 

' The fullowing landmarks in the economic development of Austmlia in relation to 
migration movemeota may be noted: (i) 1840o1 :land boom; esbtblisbment of the wool 
industry; (ii) 18.4> : m:ession; (iii) 18!•"4: gold discoveries; (iv) 1866 : Ove!end-Gumey 
crisis in Queemland; (v) 1870: mining boom in Queensland; (vi) 1883-90: boom befote the 
eollapoe; (vii) 1895: coUapae; (viii) 191t-t1 and later: assisted migration; (iJ:) 1931 :the 
deptasion. For detaila of the bearing of these landmarks OCl migmtion in Austmlia 
tee rr; see also IH. 

• For a description of fOrms of assistance givco <o emignn!l <o Austmlia &om the 
United Kingdom, wbenoe, aa is mentioned below, the migratory stteam <o Austmlia baa been 
mainly fed in the put, ...... 
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factors, though brief reference will be made later" to the internal and 
external economic conditions which would make it both possible and 
desirable for an expansion of the popu.Jation of Australia to take place, 
Meanwhile, consideration must be given to the present trend of demo
graphic movements in Australia, for it is obvious that, if the population 
of Australia is growing by natural increase at a rate corresponding with 
the Commonwealth's economic requirements and possibilities, argu
ments in favour of a discharge into Australia of the surplus population 
of c:>ther countries are robbed of their moral justification and political 
force. 

Although the population of Australia has grown with very great 
rapidity, b its average annual rate of expansion has nevertheless fallen 
from 4·47% between I8jo and 1901 to 1.84 between 1901 and 1931." 
This fall was mainly due to ' the decrease in the average annual gain by 
natural increase ' which, ' in the sixty-four years between the end of 
t86o and the end of 1924' had accounted for' 76 per cent of the growth 
of the population of Australia . . . Whereas it was well over 2 per 
cent up to 189o, it was below 2 per cent during the next four decades, 
and since 1930 has been under I per cent; the fall in the gain by births 
has been dramatic and has not been offset by a corresponding fall in 
loss by deaths '. 14 • ' Since the . . . [death-rate is] very low already, 

• See below, pp. 317-318. 
• During the forty-year period from 1881, when' the early rush of incomen had passed ', 

to 1921 when the period of immigration testriCtions began, • the average annual tate of 
increase was ..• 2.2 per cent in Australis.' as compared with' t.l per cent in Japan and 
0.9 per cent in England and Wales. In other wotds, when we omit the early year> durinjr ' 
which growth was almost inevitably very swift, ~ find thst the nte of gro'l!ltb in. . • • 
[Australia] has been twice tbat in the old countries ' (B<). The following tsble tsken from 11, 
which "is teptoduced in 74, shows the dstes at which the population passed new" mill!'1" 
marks" : 

Dolt Pnioll in Y""'' P•pllilllion • G,..wtb F~~&lors 

1788-1834 46 100,<>00 Very.slow Convicts dominant 
18!J·I8JI 17 4J7,00C Very slow Squatten; sheep 
18JZ•I8J8 7 I,ooo,ooo Rapid" Gold rushes 
18!9·1877 19 2,000,000 Slow Fanning with "selec-

tion n 

1878-1889 IZ 3,000,000 Rapid Approsch of land boom 
189o-1901 16 4,000,000 Slow Droughts and slump; 

W. A. gold 
1906-1918 13 ,,ooo,ooo Rapid at first Factories and the war 
1919-1926 8 6,ooo,ooo Rapid ~ormal immigration. etc. 

• The annual uatutal inaease of the population of Auatralia (excluding aborigines), 
has been as follows: I87I-8I, z.3o%.; 1881~1, Z.Jo%; I89t-t9QI, t.Bz%; 19()1-n, 1.6z%; 
1911-21, I.7t%; 19ZI·SI, 1.37%; 1931·JZ, o.8z% (84); l9!J, 0,709%; 1936,0.77% (180), 
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it would seem that, unless the decline in the birth-rate is halted, natural 
increase must soon come to an end '." This expectation is confirmed 
by the course of the net reproduction rate. By 193z-H, the net repro
duction rate, which stood at 1.539 in 19n" and was still as high as 
1.319 in 19zo-zz," had fallen to 0.976 by 193z-H·" It dropped down 
to o.9j6 for the period 193z-34;"' in 1934, the rate fell as low as 0.939·" 
Since 193z-34, 'the female birth rate has increased','" and the net 
reproduction rate moved up, in 19Ho to o.94o," 'but this can only be 
interpreted as due to the abnornwly low figure of the depths of the 
depression, not as a reversal of the trend'·'" In February 1938, it 
was found that the net reproduction rate had risen to ' slightly above 
unity',"' but 'it is anticipated ... that the ... recovery will be short
lived and that the general downward trend in the natality curve will 
soon be resumed '. "' • Should this anticipation prove to be correct, 
then ' the time is not far distant when population will become stationary 
and begin to decline ',•u and it may be taken as 'certain that without 
an incrc;ase in the birth-rate, the population of Australia, apart from 
immigration, will never reach nine millions '.110 Indeed, an ' authorita
tive estimate shows that, without migration, and assuming mortality 
and natality rates to remain at the 193z-34 levd, population will reach 
a maximum of 7,873,ooo in 1978 '.•u b Moreover, even 'on the 
'assumption that immigration of the same volume and age distribution 
as that which marked the peak of the pre-depression years will be 
maintained ..• , an estimate offuture population c •.• based on a reason
ably optimistic view of the probable future course of the net repro-

• • We can extrapolate the trond line of the Net Reproduction RabO with some confidence. 
For the decline is general in all countries for which measurement is possible . . . Despite 
tlie great incmase in birth control in recent yean, the statistics of illegitimacy as well as the 
reports of social workers indicate clearly that the pnctioe of contraception can spread much 
more widely still- and fertility can decline with zero u its limit. The decline in fi:rtility 
is to some utent offset by declining mortality. But mortality certainly bu a limit greater 
than aero, and, moreover, it is only declining mortality amongst women of child·bearing 
oge thst contribu"" to preventing on ultimate decline in the population. Tbese conside!
ations suggest that to use the fertility and mortality experience of 1932-34 as the basis of 1111 

estimate is tak.ing a conservative view of the decline of the Net Reproduction Rate in 
Australia. A reversal of tbe downwud trond is only conceivable as a result of stronuous 
Government action direetecl to making cbild-bearing a ptolitable occupation ' ( ,.,). 

• See alao IU, the author of whicb reproduces (from infolttllltion both publisbed (see Ill) 
and given to him privatdy by Mr. S. H. WolsbOnbolme the following estimates, calculabOd 
oo the basis of existing n.tes, of Australia's future population (ooo's omitted) : _;, 1931 : 
6,6jo; 19J8: 6,881; t94l: 7,116; t948: MH; 19!l : 7.!47: t9!8: 7,694; t965: 7,788; 
t\)68: 7,1!4t; t97J: 7,867; t978: 7,8n; '9'' : 7,86o; t988 : 7.a.~: t99l : 7,no; t998: 
7t70J: aooJ : 7.6sa. 

• Prepared by Mr. S. H. W olsb:Dholme. 
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duction rate ' shows that Australia will reach ' a maximum population 
of 8,94o,ooo in 1981 •, .. 

· These figures represent, of course, nothing more than reasoned 
anticipations based upon current trends. Time alone can verify their 
worth as a guide to present action. It should not be forgotten ' th:ft 
a very small excess over unity [in the net reproduction rate] will bring 
an increase of population, rapid in relation to ... resources; just as a 
small deficiency creates an alarming prospect '," nor that ' a decline in 
population may so affect the causes bringing about the decline that they 
will cease to operate. Should the net reproduction rate rise to and 
remain at a little above unity ... , [Australia will] get all the additional 
population . . . [she] may be able to absorb '. '" • This, however, is 
sheer speculation. In the face of the clear indications revealed by the 
analysis of the present direction of demographic movements in Australia, 
it would be unreasonable to suggest that any considerable expansion of 
population is likely to occur through natural increase. 

Thus, ' a brief survey of present populati9n trends soon disposes 
of any hope that population is likely to increase in the future at a pace 
commensurate with the needs of an expanding economy '.'" Hence, 
it does not seem unreasonable to emphasise, on the basis of existing 
trends, • the great importance of immigration when the future of •.. 
[Australia] is under review'·" This does not mean, of course, that, 
in order to save themselves from the catastrophe of ultimate extinction, 
on the one hand, and from the charge of selfish possession, on the other 
hand, the Australian people must now take steps to ensure a massive 
immigratory movement. For, 'no matter how many people a country· ' 
could accommodate in time, using existing technical methods •for its · 
exploitation, there is a limit to the rate of kcrea.Se of population whl.c;h 
is desirable. We cannot determine this rate of increase theoretically; 
but experience shows that the population of ... [Australia] has increased· 
at an average annual rate of about z per cent for the siXty years ending 
in 1924. •. We may conclude that the· average rate, taking good 
years with bad, should remain at that level for some considerable time 
to come. If it does, then, although ... [Australia] will still be lightly 
populated for several decades, there will be no substance in the charge 
that... [Australians] occupy territory that they do not use; for they 
will be making all due speed towards full exploitation. But, if it does 
not, the charge will lie. ' In order to exculpate Australia from such 

• Quoting 191, 
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a charge, and 'if ... [Australia] is to continue to grow at an annual 
average rate of 2. per. cent. or even at a much lower rate ... , [she] will 
require more assistance from immigration than before'·" How much 
more assistance ? This, from the angle of the International Studies 
Conference's enquiry, is the crux of the problem. 

It has been calculated that ' assuming a slight improvement in 
natality rates over those of the depression years, an immigration of 
7,ooo persons per annum of the same age distribution as that which held 
before 192.9, would prevent population declining after 1978 '·"' This 
is a small figure in comparison with the average annual gains of 41,690 
and H,9II through net reproduction in, respectively, the seven-year 
pre-war period '1907-1913 and the ten-year post-war pre-depression 
period 192.0-192.9, but it impi:es a reversal ofthe migratory stream in the 
seven-year period 1930-1936 during which there was an average annual 
loss through net emigration of z,s6o."' • Yet, if this stream is not 
first reversed and afterwards enlarged, then, ' even on the most liberal 
estimate [of natural increase], there seems little likelihood of Australia's 
population increasing at a rate which will permit progress at the pace 
previously reached, unless revolutionary changes occur in produCtive 
technique in the near future - changes which will permit a smaller 
population to maintain its standards of real income, despite increasing 
difficulty in using the economies of large-scale production'·'" Since 
such changes cannot be foreseen, it is legitimate to infer from the present 
population trends in Australia that there is a clear a priori justification 
for the view that circumstances are propitious for the resumption of 
a steady, though not necessarily very ample, flow of immigration into 
Australia. On purely demographic grounds, therefore, Australia 
CI\DDOt resist the claim that she is able to contribute to the operation of 
a migratory movement out of congested countries. But here the vital 
question again arises : how many people can Australia absorb from 
congested areas ? 

It was observed above that migration in Australia is a function of 
a number of factors of which the demographic situation within the 
Commonwealth is only one. The non-demographic factors would 
appear to present a formidable obstacle to any considerable stream of 
immigration into Australia. ' The absorption of population depends 
upon : (i) agricultural development - and the present situation and 

• In the six-year period 191•·1919, during which' em.igratioo was not encoumgcd £rom 
the United Kingdom •, then: was~naveraseonnualloss throuab netemigmtionof8,z6o (UO). 
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tendencies of world markets for agricultural products are not encou
raging; (ii) the development of mineral resources, which is affected by 
the formation of companies and the .investment of capital •.. ; (iii) indus
trial development, a matter that is under close consideration in Australia 
at the present time. It is a significant fact that there haS been in Australia 
a . . . drift of population towards the towns, largely due to industrial 
development; as a matter of fact, during the post-war decade there was 
a much greater increase of population in the towns and industrial 
areas than in the agricultural districts. [Furthermore], development 
depends upon capital, and the Australian Government is scarcely in a . 
position to launch further loans as it did from 1920 to 1930, which,in 
the opinion of Australian economists, contributed very largely to the 
difficulties which Australia experienced during the depression' J'' 
Problems such as these cannot be evaded when consideration is given.. 
to the rate of absorption and the magnitude of Australia's population 
carrying capacity in relation to the problem of peaceful change. 

If, however, the assumption may be made here that the .internal 
and external conditions favouring migration will be such as to ensure 
a sufficient inllow of immigrants into Australia to meet ' what can 
without exaggeration . be called a crisis in . . . [her] population ... 
[history] •, .. is it possible to estimate the extent to which such a movement 
may affect those particular countries claiming relief from a degree of 
demographic congestion so acute as to constitute·& threat to the main
tenance of peace ? As already noted, it has been suggested• that in 
order ' to secure sufficient immigrants to P-revent the P<?Pulation 
declining after 1978, it may be necessary to import only about z,ooo, 
or 3 ,ooo families per annum '."' This,. clearly, is so small a number . 
as to be practically negligible in relatiotl to the problem of peaceful 
change. It appears, however, to be generally recognised that it repre
sents only a fraction of the maximum rate of Australia's demographic. 
absorption capacity, though estimates of this rate vary between widely 
separated extremes. There are those who consider that Australia's 
' absorptive capacity for the next few years is at about the average rate 
of from 35,ooo to 4o,ooo per annum '."0 b Others 'would regard 1. 

• See above, p. 317. 
' Cf. " : - ' The maximum absorptive capacity is not likely to exceed 4o-so,ooo 

migrants per annum for some time to come. unless it be at the ezpense of living staaduds 'a 
and liB, the author of which, after observing that the conclusions of hia ' survey of the 
Australian problem may appear to be utterly pessimistic', adds : - ' They are pessimistic 
about large-scale immigmtian- of the cmier, say, of so,ooo immigrants a year. But only aa 
to that. Immigration on a omallcr scsle could play a distinctly useful part in Australian life'. 
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mere 3 5,ooo to 4o,ooo immigrants a year as a ridiculous under-estimate'; 
they consider that Australia ' may reasonably expect to absorb about 
70,000 in excess of the present natural increase, rising in ten years' 
time. to about 13o,ooo in excess of the present natural increase'. 
Perhaps most Australians would echo the view that ' the general 
principle to be endorsed is infiltration ' and that ' for mass migration no 
A,ustralian Government should allow itself to become responsible '. "' 
.But, whatever may be Australia's immigration absorptive capacity 
on paper, 'past experience suggests that if net immigration tends to 
exceed about 4o,ooo per annum, Governments should study the 
economic situation, internal and external, very closely'·'" 

' Those who are advocating peaceful change through migration 
CliSl say whether ... [migration on this scale] is significant'. To the 
authors of one of the memoranda submitted to the International Studies 
Conference, it seemed ' a very small contribution of almost negligible 
importance ', though they admitted that, ' in view of the probable 
decline in European population it might ... be very significant'·" • 
In the context of the Conference's study of peaceful change, however, 
it is not enough to enquire into the ultimate absorptive capacity of 
Australia and the present potential rate of immigration into the Com
monwealth, on the one hand, and into the future demographic position 
of emigration countries, on the other hand. A question which also 
arises is the extent to which Australia may be, not merely able, but also 
willing to give satisfaction to the countries whose demographic situation 
was the subject of the International Studies Conference's enquiry. 
In so far as the final answer to this question depends upon the general 
political considerations which govern Australian policy, it falls outside 
the province of a Survey of the present kind; but there is one political 
issue which, although it cannot be judged here, must be stated. 

The history of the growth of population in Australia runs counter 
to any expectation that the Commonwealth's capacity to absorb a few 
tens of thousand immigrants a year means that the countries under 
consideration can be annually relieved of a corresponding number of 
emigrants. In the first place, 'the people of Australia ... , [as Austra
lians have] frequently and proudly stated, are " 98 per cent 

• • Australia •, said an Australian speaker at the Confereoce"s session in 1937. • is very 
onxious for poao:ful change ••• but her contribotioo to the solution of demognphic c!i11i
cultica stonding in the way of peace csnnot be large. but must be strictly limit«! by reason 
of her capacirica and the bard facts of her geographic, ecooomic and 6nancial poaitioo. 
Her contribution will be wi.lling but it cannot be la!ge • (118). 
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British " ', "' • and ' immigration into Australia has always been over
whelmingly British in character ' .... b Apart from tbe geographical 

a • I£ "British, means of British nationality, then in 1933 less than 1 per cent. was 
~· foreign n. If it means " British by place of birth ", as presumably it does, then included 
in the 98 per cent. (or tberoabouts) we<e those born in Australia whose patents wete 
foreigners. But however " British .. be interpreted it is certain that the foreign element in 
the population is relatively very small. Perhaps 10 per cent. come from foreign paMits or 
gnnd-patents' (090). The fol!owing ligures (ibii/.) show the diatrihutioo of the population 
of Australia by race, nationality and birthplace at the time of the 1933 census : -

(I)!Lra 

Europosn .................. . 
Noo-Europosn ............. . 
Half.O.Stc •................. 

6,!79.99! 
22,780 
27,o66 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,629,830 

British 
(II) N<llioNtlity 

Bom in Austmlia . . . . . . . s.7z6,s66 
Born outside Australia . . . 842,912 

Total................... 6,J69,JI8 

. Foreign 
Chinese ..••..••.•••• 0 •• 0 

Italian ................. . 
Greek ................ .. 
Japanese ............... . 
Rusaian ................ . 
Yugoslavian .......... .. 
U.S. A ............... . 
Norwegian ............. . 
Polish .....•........•... 
Swediah ••..•.•...•.••... 
Others ••.•••.......••.• 

Total .................. . 

7-792 
17,6!8 
s,6sz 
2,084 
Z,OJS 
2,826 
2,!!7 
t,z38 
I,7S1 
1,370 

IJ,Z70 

6o.zJ9 

(ID) Birtbpkv:t 

Austtalia.................... J,726,J66 
Norfolk Is. ( . 

~=\ ............... 46,m 

Australasia • . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ,,n~o~o! 

England ••..•..•........••••• 
Wales ..................... . 
Seotland ... ; ....•........... 
Ireland 0 •••••••••• 0 ••• 00 .... 

Isle of Man ...•.......•...•. 
Channel Is ....•.•• 0 •• 0 •••••• 

Other British posaessioos in 
Europe ................ . 

Elsewhere in Europe ....... . 

Total ......... , ..... ········ 

Asia ....................... . 
Africa ...................... . 
America ................... . 
Polynesia ..•...•.•.•....•... 
At ""' ...•.•..•••••.••.•.... 

486,8!1 
14,486 

1!2,489 
78.6s2 

964 
IAU 

24.!!9 
,,Szl 

u.n9 
2.881' 
z,oJI., 

Not stated ............. . 6z Total bom oUtside Australia ... 

Grand Total . . . . . . . . . .. . 6,629,819. Grand Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,629,839 

• In 1891, by whieh date' ~and Scandinavians hsd made an appreciable contri· 
bution to the population' (a•), the apportionment of the Eumposn population in Austtalia 
by country of origin was as follows:- British (En8Iisb, n%; Scottish, 1.5%1 Irish, 2,5%; 
other British, t.,%). 90·J%; non-British (German, ,.z%; Scandinavian. 1.9%; others. 
2.4%), 9·!% (ibiJI.). 'It is probable that the share of the British has fallen slightly since 1891. 
While immigration from northem Europe bas fallen oft', Italians and others. not n:presented 
befo~e, hove c:ome in, though not in large numbers' (ibid.). 'During the period 1921-1921, · 
there was a net g1lin of IH,J69 immigtants of British birth. • . In 1926-1910. the g1lin of 
British-hom was toS,3S8' (1•). In 192.1-192S, thete wete 13,6.z.8 Italian immigtants; in 
1926-30, to,s83 (ibitl.). 'The largest immigration of Italians in any one year was io 192.7 
when it ""'ehed nearly 8,oco' (U). 'In the ~ 1921-1929 the annual ave!OB" net g1lin 
of ,,816 Eumpeana intending pem1anent =idenee in Austtalia eoosiatcd of 16,,10 persoos 
of British nationality, I• 711 of Italian uationality, and the 1<1118inder divided among a large 
number of dilferent.aationalities' (118). 
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and economic factors which govern Australia's population carrying 
capacity ' another factor limiting European colonisation may be said 
to be the hostility of the various States to any infiltration of non-Anglo
Saxon elements, such infiltration being regarded as lessening the 
homogeneity of the population and the permanent influence of the British 
Government, which seeks to establish British workers. The latter •.. 
enjoy great advantages, while foreign, non-British workers are subject 
to many restrictions on admission and may be admitted only in very 
small proportions'·"' 8 'That is undoubtedly the position', admitted 
an Australian delegate to the Evian inter-governmental Committee on 
refugees in reply to a statement that Australia owed her development 
to the flow of immigration, b but, he pointed out, ' that immigration 
has naturally been mainly British, and it is not desired to go outside 
that system to any great extent so long as there may be British settlers 
available '. '" • 

•' In 19as ... wide powers were given to the Govemor.General to prohibit or limit 
the entry of persona of any race or nationality on grounds so wide that the power was 
virtually unlimited . . . But in fact these powcn have not been exercised. The govem~ 
men~ fortified, when it comea to bargaining, by the fact that other govemments know that 
these powers are in reserve, has concluded a number of agreements. The govemments of 
Yugoslavia, Greece, and other eastem. European countries have agreed to limit the number 
of passports issued to their nationals who intend to go to Australia' ( 81; see also above p. us, 
note b). 

• See above, p. 310. 
• It is to be noted that all Australian students of the Commonwealth's demographic 

position are not indissolubly wedded to the view that a policy of discrimination between 
British and nonaBritish European immigrants must always be elevated to the status of an 
axiomatic principle of wise statesmenship. Cf., e. g., '11 :- ' British migration to Australia 
io ideal for assimilation but it is difficult ••• : (i) thete is very little diffetencc between the 
otsndard of living of the two countries ••• ; (ii) the modem English working man is singularly 
lnadaptable ••. [and) almost useless on the land; (iii) because of the absence of economic 
ttim.ulus and the need for training to fit the migrant for the new conditions, immigration 
has to be State organised and the migrant's responsibility for success is diminished ... 
Nonhem Europeans ate always acceptable. They ate mote adaptsble than the British and 
can be Midily RSSim.ilated, are more wil.ling to take the risk of success. Australia., however, 
would be sensitive to the formation .of enclaves or to any doctrine that the migrant still 
tetsined his old allegiance • • • The peasant stocks of the South European peninsulas ate 
undoubtedly inferior in adaptability to the Nonhem stocks. They ate definitely mote 
difficult to assimilate and the diffetence in living stsndards between them and the Australian 
ia so great that great disc:ontent is caused '. The view has also been czpteSSed that the 
predominandy British composition of the population of Australia is open to criticism on 
oociological grounds : ' Australia is pethsps unduly oelf-congratui..tory on the fact that aome 
97 percent of her white folk are ofBritishanoestry. This is satisfactory insofar as it means 
that there is no language problem in Australi, such as vezes Canada or South Mric:a. From 
the mcial point of view, Australia differs from Canada ot the United States in that thete ate 
no immigrants from Central Europe. Hence thete is lacking the broad-beaded Alpine moe, 
which is so well lep!QCDted in America. The writet is of the opinion that biologically a 
atrain of Alpine blood would strengthen the futute Australian population • . • [Momm:r), 
there is some slight evidence that the darker Meditetraneam may acclimatize mote l<adi1y 
in the Australia than the fairer type ' (U). 
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' To the extent, then, that a preference in Australia for British 
immigrants must restrict the scale of emigration to the Commonwealth ; 
from other European ci>untries, the importance of the role which' 
Australia could play in rdation to this aspect of the problem of peaceful 
change is diminished since it has not been suggested· that a need for 
emigration in Great Britain raises a "peaceful change " issue. It 
does not follow, however, that Australia is open to the criticism that, 
if no immigrants could be attracted from Great Britain, she would prefer 
to face the contingency of depopulation rather than lower the batriers 
against the immigration of nationals from other European countries. • 
Yet, it is to be noted that, while, in fact, ' the quantitative effect of the 
discrimination policy practised by ... [Australia] against continentaJ 
Europe has been counterbalanced by the stimulation of emigration 
from Great Britain ',.. British emigration has not sufficed to prevent 
the decline in the total immigration into Australia during the last few 
years. b It is, therefore, of interest to note that the Overseas Settlement 
Board now suggests, that, failing sufficient ~ettlers from the United 
Kingdom, the admission of ·a carefully regulated flow from other 
countries is to be recommended."' At the same time, the Board 
suggests that such settlers would preferably come from countries whose 
people are broadly of the same stock as the British and who have a 
similar outlook,"' while the Prime Minister of Australia is reported 
.to have stated that, although ' foreigners who were enterprising enough 
to come and who were acceptable would be wdcomed ... , the Govern
ment would make no special concessions, nor would they join in any 
scheme for assisting migration from any foreign country or mak~. 
distinctions between European races ·.~• c Another objectiqq. came., 

• While ' it is not possible to bring forward conclusive evidence ... to show that' the 
immigration ••• [policy) adopted by ••• [A,us~a has] 1<duccd the volume of immigration 
in tecent years .•.• [yet] it is interesting to notice that there is no sign of any marked inaase 
of immigration into ... (Australia] following upon the imposition of severe l'eStrictions ' 
by the United States, and this is probably -lained by the fact that... [Austmlia] was 
also imposing restrictions . . . That this uplanatibn is com:ct seems to follow from an 
analysis of the ligut'OS for lmmigmtion into... [Australia] from those countries whose 
natiooals Wel< virtually excluded from the United Staii:S after 1911. The numbet of 
immigrants from these countries tended to rise slightly after 192.1; but the rise was soon 
checked. We can probably recognise in this fact the wOtking both of quantitative l<Stric:
tions and of discrimination in the immigration policy of . . ,. [Australia]. For it is teaSOD&ble 
to suppose that, had the people of these countries been free to enter, they would have come in 
fairly large numbem after 1921 • ( U). • 

• Between 193 t and 1931, the1< was a net 1111igromm from Australia of to,886 (17). 
• On August 23, 1938, the Australian acting Minister of the Interior was tcpotted to 

have announced that his Department was ' inundated with applications from German and 
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• 
from the House ot Lords where a Labour peer expressed the hope that 
' we should not produce groups of nationalities in the Dominions so 
that we should have difficulties such as those to which he could point 
as existing in the world at present',"' while to the Under-Secretary 
of State for Dominion Affairs 'it seemed to be vital that the Empire 
should be populated, if not by people of our own stock entirely, at 
any rate by people who could be assimilated to that stock and who held 
the same kind of ideals '."' 

But, secondly, 'the most significant feature of this aspect of 
Australian population history . . . relates to . . . Asiatics• who at one 
time were beginning to assume an important part in the opening up 
of some areas of the country. b In 1 8 8 l there were about 4o,ooo Chinese 
and zo,ooo Kanakas in Australia, who together formed 2. per cent. of 
the population. The Kanakas have been deported• and the number 
of Chinese has been reduced. to half that present fifty years ago ', d 

while ' an arrangement has been made with Japan whereby passports 
are not granted to Japanese who intend to settle . . . Thus, non
European labourers are excluded from settling in Australia ', and ' the 
proportion which Europeans form of those engaged in exploiting the 
country has risen '·" • It is clear that, whatever prospect there may 

Austrian jews •, that, 'if the present rate of inBux continues there will be ,o,ooo wanting 
to aettle in Austnolia, but [tbat] probably only s,ooo will be permitted to come after the 
application of .restrictions on alien immigration • (see 179), On December J, 1938, the 
Australian Minister of the Interior conB.rmed. in the House of Representatives that ' Austtalia 
would receive J,,ooo European refugees over three years, including Aryans, Jews, and DOD• 

Aryan Christians -namely, persons partly or wholly Jewish of Christian faith"; in arriving 
at this6gure, which the London Timu noted as 'a characteristically generOus contribution 
to the solution of the refugee problem •, the Australian Government ' had been influenced 
by the necessity for reconciling with the interests of the refugees the interests of Australia's 
present population, and of people of British race who desited. to establi&h themselves in 
Austnolia ' (U&). 

• See 81 for statistics rdating to the non-European population oE Austtalia since the 
middle of the 19th a:ntury. 

'In considering Australia's non-European population, 'we may leave the aborigines 
out of account since they have taken no part in the exploitation oE the country • (84). 
Moreover,' the aborigines are almost all to be found along the relatively inaco:ss.ible northem 
coast lands, where they come in contact with only a few hundred whites • (11). The aboa
gines 'may have numbered sso.ooo when Australia was discovered • (84); • to-day there 
...., about 6o,ooo full bloods and •o,ooo half-astes in Australia' (74). 

•' The Pacific lslanden Act of 1901 provided for the deponatioo with certain aceptiooa 
of all Kanaku, the tum applied to Pacific Islanders, who were fouod in Australia 
after 11)06' (U). 

t ' The component states of what is now the Dominion of Australia began to impose 
restrictions upon Chinese immigration at relatively early dates, Viaoria in Ill! ODd New 
South W'alea in 1861' (u). 

• 'In the ten years ••• (1911-19!0] the total numberofnoo-Europeans deaasod by 981, 
the lugeat number of departwes being Chinese ' (74). 
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be of finding an oudet in Australia for the relief of congested populati9ns 
in Europe, a strict application of the " White Australia " policy" stands 
as a barrier against any substantial stream .of emigration from the 
Asiatic countries. In extenuation of the effects of this policy, however, 
it has been suggested that, • since politicians have to a considerable 
degree dropped their references to the " unlimited potentialities of empty 
Australia " and have begun to admit that much of Australia is empty 
because neither British nor Asiatics could do much with it, there is 
likely to be less objection to the White Australia Policy on the part 
of foreign nations '.,. 

* * * 
The fotegoing account of some of the factors conditioning a 

migratory movement into Australia as a means of alleviating demo
graphic pressure elsewhere is admittedly inconclusive (though doubdess 
with a tendency to give point to the view that • migration to Australia 
cannot be regarded as a sensible contribution to lhe easing of population 
problems in other countries');" but ·it is, perhaps, not more inconclusive 
than might be expected from a survey of conflicting opinions. These 
opinions are not likely to be replaced by exact knowledge until further 
enquiry has provided answers to such questions as ' Australia's capacity 
to. produce both in primary and secondary production and ... her 
capacity to absorb immigrants in both spheres ' and ' the capacity of the 
home and overseas markets to absorb an increase in primary and 
secondary production '. A survey of the first question ' would involve, 
among other things, a study of the cost curves of different types and, , 
different quantities of production, probl~s of transport and commu- . 
nication, and the optimum size of towns and the possibility of developing 
satellite towns and housing schemes '. A survey of the second question 
' would need to consider the whole .problem of the standards of living, 
and the diets of different countries, and their economic and political 
stability ' as well as ' tariff policy generally and in particular the Austra
lian tariff'. ' In short, it would be necessa.ty for Australian 
Governments to undertake a thorough economic and social survey of 
Australia'·"' 

• cr. , : - ' Racial antagonism ••• is not mainly based on colour. • • The objection 
to Asiatic or African migration is based ftllllly on economic grounds and mainly the clill'e=ce 
in the atondsrd ofliving '; and 11, tbe writer of which 'has ai,.,.ys advocotcd such • modi
fication of the White Austmlia Policy aa would diminish the friction between Asia and 
Australis • • • This would involve aclmittiog small proportions of Japanese, Chinese and 
Indi~ - but not enough to constitute a cultw:al menace '. 
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S•ttlritJ" !Jr!J in Paris on Mtg 24-26, 1934 (Paris : I. I. I. C.), 1934 
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z. 

3· 

4· 

S· 

6. 
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(a) Preparatory memoranda submitted by members of the Inter
national Studies Conference : 

MicHEL .ANTONBScu : " Res~ of International 
Obligations; Revision of Treaties and International 
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I. I. I. C.), 1936. Cikti.on Pt~g< 8 (237-Ul). 
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Loms LB FUR and DB GBoUPPRB DB LA PRADBLLB : 
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Abyssinia, Jee Ethiopia. 
Aegean Islands : 

Italian settlement in, z67. 
Algeria : 

Status of, I 7on. 
Anglo-Saxon Countries : 

Birth control, I Son. 
Assimilation policies, z H -6, z 3 9-40. 

See al.so France, Assimilztion 
policy. 

Australia : 
Birth control, 3 1 ln. 
Olinese in, 32 3. 
Economic development, 313n. 
Economic geography of, 3 n-z. 
Immigration : area suitable for, 

259n.; net, into, ~to n.; con
ditions for immigrants, 3I7-zo; 
British, pz. 

Immigration policy, Zlj, u7. "pre
ferred" immigrants, 3ZI-j. 

Immigration statistics : by nation
ality and ·birthplace, 3 zo. 

Natural resources, 3 I z. 
Population : carrying capacity, 

3 Io-z4; rate of ezpansion, fore- · 
casts, p6. 

Population policy, Ijon., 176n., 
32.1n. 

Population trends, nz-3, 3 I6. 
Vital statistics : natural increase 

rate of growth, (table) 3140.; 
birth-rate, 3 1 j. 

White Australia policy, 3 •4· 

Auatria : 
Birth and reproduction rates, I j 3n. 
Colonial aspirations before the 

A11Jthl11u, 6o-1. 
Population policy, ljon. 

Backward peoples, government of, 
IZl• 

Balkans, The : 
Assimilation, ZJjn. 
Employment problem, nj. 

Bebel, uS. 
Bec:l6,. Coloqel, 42, 43. 44· 
Belgian Congo : 

White population, •7l n. 
Belgium: 

Colonial aspirations, 13. 
Population policy, qon. 

Berber, Fritz, 3•· s,. al.to p. 36o. 
Beveridge, Sir William, 66. s,. · 

fliJD p. 36o. 
Birth "Control : in Western countries, 

Iol; congestion and, I7S-So ; 
measures against, ISI; voluntary 
family system, IBI-z; effect of, 
on future reproduction rate, 
182-4; environmental conditions, 
effect of changes in, IS 3, I S4. 

Birth control politics, 17S-86. 
Birth-rate, excess of births, calcu

lation for all countries, 9l. 
Bismarck, •49· 
von Blomberg, •94· 

1 See also the Alphabetical List of Sourca cited in the Survey, pp. 36o-5 above. 
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Bonomelli, Mgr., 164. See alsop. 36o 
Bowman, Isaiah, 310. 
Brazil : 

Immigration restrictions, Uj-6, 
Z38. 

British Dominions: 
Immigration policy, 21 j, z 34· 

Burgdorfer, F., 118, 153. Ij6. s., 
alsop. ooo. 

California : Immigration, restric
tions on Japanese, u6-7. 

Canada: 
Anglo-Saxon birth-rate, decline of, 

124· 
Dual nationality problem, Z34D· 
Emigration to United States, u6. 
Immigration policy, uz-3, Z4l; 

" preferred , immigrants, z 1 S; 
restriction on Japanese, 117. 

Oveh and under-population, con
ceptions of, 97· 

Population trends, 111-3. 
Carr-Saunders, A. M., 90. S11 also 

P· 36o. 
Causes of war, 6-7. 
Central America : 

Population trends, 113. 
Immigration policy, Hj-6. 

China : 
Overpopulation : density in agri

cultural provinces, 93; standard 
of living, 93; excess of births, 
9l· 

Churchill, Winston, u l· 
Ciano, COunt, 157. 
Oemenccau, 117, 147· 
COllective security : security defined, 

9; International Studies Con
ference on, 3-H peaceful change 
and, 3-16; prevention of war 
and, j-8; conflicting views on, 
7-8. 

Colonial claims : national clainis 
and aspirations, 11-a; position 
of weak States, u, 1 s; needs 
and grievances, 19; by " dis-

satisfied"' countries, zx-4, zs-9; 
national honour and, Z47· See 
also Germany, Colonial claims. 

Colonial expansion, z63-85 : "dis
satisfied" countries and, zx-4; 
economic aspect of, z6n., 27; 
population pressure and, z7, z9, 
116-z4; motives for, II7-8 (st~ 
also Population claints, basis of,). 
Recent interest in the far north 
of Europe, 11 o. 

Colonies : 
Mrican, intmigration, restricted 

openings for, z6j-6; effect on 
native population, z83-4· 

Classification, colonies of set
-tlementand of exploitation,z84-l· 

Demographic carrying-pow.er, 
z8z-j. 

Immigration into, possibilities of, 
z64-7; opinions expressed at 
the Conference, z66-7. 

Investment in and home deve
lopment, z 79-80. 

Italian, demographic statistics, z67; 
number of Iralian nationals in, 
z67n.; development schemes, 
z68-7o (see also Libya, Ethiopia). 

Japanese, intmigration of J apanesc, 
171-3; vital statistics of intmi
grants, z83n. 

Political control of, 123. 
Transfer of territory, 124-5, 1Z7-9; 

a Belgian view on, .a 1. 
Colonisation, internal, Z9•-l· 
Cyrenaica, Italian settlement in, z67-8. 
Czechoslovakia : 

Population policy, Ij on. 

Demographic Imperialism, 15~7 
s11 also Germany, ltaly,Poland, 
Population policy. 

Demographic Studies interna-
tional agreements recommended, 
197n.; proposals by Economic 
Committee of League of Nations. 
197D. 
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Denmark: 
Migration, 17ln. 
Population policy, I son. 

Depopulation : prospect of, IJ1-4 s ; 
expansionist policies and, IJ1-J, 
I4t-2; economic effects of, I H-
4; unemployment and, I,-p. 

"Dissatisfied" Countries, The : 
Change in the Jtaltl.r f'IO• claims 

for not foxmulated, 21-4. s S-9; 
potential claims pq,;tulated, 26. 

Emigration : aggregate contri
bution to total flow, 203; coun
tetmigratory movement, 207, 
208-9 ; statistics (tables), m 
tm<ln: <rJIIfllriiJ. 

Expansionist policies : 27-9, uo-6. 
s,. alto Ovexpopulation, Spectte 
of; Depopulation, Prospect of. 

Needs, Grievances, and Aspira
tions, .2.o-4. 

Population claims, 35-9; hypo
thetical, l7-9· s,. alto Popu
lation Claims, Basis of. 

Population histories and prospects, 
101-11. 

Population policies, .r11 1111tkr Co1111-
triu. 
s., alJo Germany, Italy, Japan, 
Poland. 

Emigration, I95-262 : 
Adaptation to climate, 1 s 1. 
Agencies for, regulation of, uSn. 
Assimilation policies (m that blat!). 
Colonies and, (JII Colonies, immi-

gration into). 
Immediate and palpable effects of, 

2jj. 
Need for, decrease in, 146-9. 
Obstacles to, government restric-. 
tions, u S-9; psychological, uo-3 

(m alto Migration, regulati&n 
of,). . 

Past movements and present trends, 
I9j-62. 

Population pressure and, I97-9, 
146-S, 1 s 4-6o. 

Regulation of, for workers, z s 6n. 
Statistics (tables) : Europe, 2o6, 
· zu.;" Germany, 201, 2o7; Italy, 

2.01-2., J.to, 2.07; Japan, 2.02, 207; 

Poland, 103, 207, uo. 
Stimulus of, to population in 

countries of origin, I9S. Set 
alJO Migration. 

England: 
Birth control, ISJ, IS4. 
Birth-rate, IS4D. ISJ-4• 

'Internal migration, I9Sn. 
Population trends, IS4-S envi-

ronmental changes and rate of 
increase, ISJ-4· 

von Epp, General Ritter, 15, uS. 
s,. alto p. 36I. 

Equality of opportunity : technical 
and administrative posts in colo
nics and mandates, I69-71; inter
national control of colonies, 
proposals for, I7I-2, I77; cul
tural expansion, scope for, in 
colonial territories, 17z; "eco
nomic equality clause ", I77n. 

Esthonia: 
Population policy, Is on. 

Ethiopia : 
Italian plans for development, 
. 169-70· 
Outlet for Italian population, 40, 

I7!-6. 
C::onquest of, 2S4. 

Eritrea, Italian settlement in, 167. 
Europe: 

Emigration Statistics : 
percentage of British, Getman 
and Italian overseas emigrants 
in the total, ISij-9I, (table), 
106; (by countries) to the United 
States, I8SI-I93o (table), 112. 

Population policies, m 1111tln: Co1111-
triu. 

Population trends, III-1; in 
Europe Overseas, I u-3. 

Expansio~, n6-9; in countries 
with declining population, I4o-1 , 
I41, I46. 
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Expatriation, z36-4I; growth in cam
paign to prevent assimilation, 
z 37; confficting interests of 
countries of emigration and 
immigration, 139-40. 

Formosa: 
Japanese in, 27I. 

France : 
Assimilation policy : Italian and 

Polish immigrants in France, 
I6o-7; foreign clergy and mis
sionaries placed under control of 
French episcopate, I64; flro
hibition of fq_reign schools, I64-
! ; system of selection of emi
grants proposed, z36. 

French Canada : 
Fall in birth-rate attributed to 

inftux of immigrants, zz4. 
French Colonial Empire : 

Admil)istrative posts in, I 7o-I. 
von Freytagh-Loringhoven, p. 

German East Africa : 
Revolt of the Matumbi, u8. 

Germany: 
Agriculrural labour, shortage of, 

employment of foreign workers, 
•so. 

Anglo-German negotiations, dif
ference in approach, H· 

Censorship, 47· 
Colonial administration, native 

policy, usn. 
Colonial aspirations, Hitler on, in 

" Mein Kampf", B-4-
Colonial claims, z 7! -8o : foreign 

view, as presupposition, z<>-4, 
z 7; diplomatic request not made, 
13n., 140.; excerpts from a 
discussion at the Colonial Round 
Table, 19-34; popular support 
for, 48; unofficial statement of, 
48-9; development of in the 
Third Reich, ss-8; French view 
of, s6n.; enquiry into, 1-4. 

tzs-9; prestige factor, I3o; ex
pansionist sentiment,. 1 3o-I; Ger
man enquiry on possibilities of 
settlement · in former colonies, 
z77-8o; legal and political issues 
of transfer, z8o-t; islands under 

. Japansee Mandate, z8on. 
Colonial policy, new outlook : 

comparison with that of other 
Powers, 127-8; intensive deve
lopment. of colonies, :i 2.4, 1 z 7; 
racial doctrine, tz6; treatment 
of inhabitants, u6-7. 

Colonies (pre-War): White immi
gration into, I 907-u (table). 
•73; Whitepopulationbynation
ality in 1913 (table), z74 ; 
Germans in, 171-6. 

Emigration Germans living 
abroad, measures against dena
tionalisation, Is 9; exchange po
licy (Aryans and non-Aryans), 
I 68n.; adaptation to climate, 
zszn. 

Emigration statistics (tables) : net 
overseas emigration, 18 p-t 9 3 s, 

. zot; a. percentage of European 
emigration, zo6n.; total net 
movement, 1927-3!, zo7n.; by 
decades, ztz. 

Expansionist aspirations in Europe, 
!4-S> basis of, 13o-1; "' abo 
ab011•, Colonial claims. 

Internal colonisation, Z94-S. 
International Srudies Conference, 

relations with, z 3 n. 
Migration : rerum of migrants 

from Brazil, t68n.; trends of 
(t846-193 s), zo6; reduction of 
emigration due to industrialism 
in Germany (t89S-I90S), 249; 
net inward movement (t914-18), 
2.49· German economist's views,.. 
249n. s., tdto abOJJo, Emigration 
statistics. 

Overpopulation : colonial claims 
and, s6-8, 39· 48-9, so-t, n. 
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j8n.; acqws1tton of European 
territory and, l 3-4; simple den
sity figures as basis of calcu
lation, 71-2; mass return of 
Germans and inHux of refugees 
after the War, I44·l· 

Population : future trends, fore
casts of, 103-4, I32. 

Population policy : contradictions 
in, 96; birth-rate, stimulation of, 
132, I47-8, 1pn.; psychological 
and moral aspects, 144-1; measu
res taken and results oblained, 
148-9, I 12-6; urbanisation, checks 
on, 149; various measures, mar-. 
riage loans etc., I l4; moral 
considerations, reproduction a 
social duty, Ij6·7· 

Raw materials, access to sources 
linked with colonial prob!CID, 
jj-8. 

Vital statistics : demographic coef
ficient, 9l; death rates, and 
gross incxcase statistics (table) 
1o2.n.; net reproduction rate, 
I03-4, forecasts, 104; birth and 
reproduction rates, 112-4; mar
riage rate, 1 54; annual increase, 
comparison with European colo
nial Powers, 118; natutal in
crease, I8j, 186; replacement 
rate, zos. 

Giffen, Sir Robert, 2l7·. 
Great Britain : 

Emigration, percentage of total 
from Europe, I8ji·I913o(table), · 
2o6n. 

Mandates, administration of, 127; 
criticism of, 128. 

Population : congestion, 94; fall 
in birth-rate, 1 H ; decline in 
population, economic effects of, 
IB·4o; redundant productive 
capacity, 140. 

·Grigg, Sil: Edward, 128. 
Grimm, Hans, 23. 

Hawaii: 
·] apanese in, 2 p n. · 

Hideyoshi, 41. · ·· 
Hirota, 2J. · ~ 
Hitler, Adolf, z), 31, 47. H. j6, ljZ, 

290. s,. aJ.rg p. 3 61. 
Hoare, Sir Samuel, 24. 2j. 
von Hohenlohe, Prince, 294. 
Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen, Prince, 

294· 
House, Colonel, JO. 
Hungary: 

Demographic problem, 19-6o. 
Population policy, Ijon. 

Huxley, Aldous, 74· 

Immigration statistics : 
Australia, m that h1ad. 

Industrialisation : international ttade 
and, 289; raw materials for, 290. 

Internal cqlonisation, Jll Coloni
sation, internal. 

International planning, •96-309. 
Ireland : 

Birth control, voluntary. after 
the famine, I93n. 

Emigration : future of overseas 
emigration, l9; forced · emi
gration after the famine, 204. 

·Oveipopulation, poor living con
ditions and, 199n. 

Italy : 
Bit):h control, laws against, 148n. ' 
Colonial claims, 171·6, 246. . 
Colonial development and outlets 

for Italian population, z67-70 •. 
Colonial frontiers, rectification 

·agreement, z68n. 
Coionies, Jll that h1ad. 
Denationalisation of Italians living 

abroad, measures to prevent, 
I6j-6, 119. 

" Dissatisfied " Power, .z.o, z 5 n., 
26n. 

Emigration : unemployment and, 
88; " valorisation u of emi .. 
grants, state services for, 161; 
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measures to prevent assimi
lation, t6t~z; reductj.on in, zo6, 
2 53 ; overpopulation and, 3 l 4· 

Emigration policy·· : control of 
· Italians living abroad, 119-<'3; 

restriction on emigration of 
agricultural workers, and of 
women and emigrants' families, 
16o; special government and 
church . organisations dealing 
with emigrants, 161-2; propa
ganda among Italians living 
abroad, 164-1; restrictions im
posed and relaxed, uo; general 
restrictions, z 5 z.-3. 

Emigration statistics (tables) : net 
overseas emigration, 1876-1931 
201-2; as percentage of Euro
pean emigration, z.o6n.; conti
nental emigration 1922-H, uo; 
total net movement 1927-31, 
207 n. 

Employment problem, II j. 
Italians resident abroad, numbers, 

167-8. s., ttiJo abw• 1111d.r Emi
gration policy. 

Overpopulation : evidence of over
crowding, 39-40; congestion in 
rutal areas, 19oo, 39· 

Population policy : encourage
ment of expansion, 141-2., 146-8; 
measures for stimulating increase 
of birth-rate, marriage loans, 
penalisation of bachelors etc.., 
143n., 147, 148-9n.; results of 
policy, 112-4, 'l6; penalisation 
of provinces and communes 
with low fertility, 1!4· 

Population statistics (tables) : for 
1861-1931, with density figures, 
tosn.; natural increase, t87z-
1931, 1o6n., J61 tt1.ro Emigration 
statistics (abw.), Vital statistics 
(b•low). 

Repatriation, of Italians, permanent 
committee's work, 167-8, 168 n.;
of workers from Germany, •son. 

Vital statistics : Birth-rate, 1j3n., 
1 j 8n.; net reproduction rate 
(table), 1o6. 
(For Government policy to sti
mulate birth-rate see above under 
Population policy); 

Japan: 
Birth control, 179-81. 
Colonies, Jtl that head. 
II Dissatisfied , Power, zo, zsn., 

26n. 
Emigration : ' total volume of, 

relatively small, 206; restrictions 
on, 241-2; to United States and 
Canada, 241 and n.; effect on 
population pressure, 244; Japa
nese resident abroad, statistics, 
2 l on.; reluctance to emigrate, 
2jo; Government policy, 210-1; 
problems of acclimatisation, 211. 

Emigration statistics : net emi
gration, 1913-34 (table), 202n.; 
total net movement (table) 1927-
31, 207. 

Employment : agricultutal, 287-8; 
population increase and, II j, 

122, 288. 

Ethnic origins of the people, 2 p. 
Industrialisation, 1i2, 288. 
Internal colonisation, possibilities 

of, 291n. 
International Studies Conference 

and, zo, z 3 n. 
Mandate over former German 

Islands, 28on.-28 tn. 
Overpopulation outlets for 

exports more urgent than outlets 
for surplus population, 42o-1; 
calculation of density (food area 
should include section of ocean), 
7 s ; in relation to economic con
ditions, Ito. 

Population pressure, Manchukuo 
and, 176 : emigration and, 2o6, 
244-
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Population trends, I711•I93h (sta
tistical table), 1o7; economic 
influences, I8j-6. 

Standard of living, 1 u. 
Vital statistics : birth-rate, 189!· 

1934. (table), ro8n.; recent 
decline in birth-rate, 108-9; 
infant death-rate and general 
death-rate, IO!)-IIo; gross and 
net reproduction rates, 109n.; 
declining death-rate, 109. 

Jerome, H., 7!. Sel abo p. 362. 
Jugoslavia : 

Population policy, 1 l on. 

Keynes, J. M., 66. 
Knibbs, Sir G., 67. 
Kozea: 

Japanese in, 271. 
von Ktosigk, 294. 
Kwantung: 

Japanese in, 271. 

Laval, Pierre, 268. 
League of Nations Covenant 

Artic!S' XIX, xo; revision of, an. 
Ledebur, 128. 
Leutwcin, General, u8. 
Lewis, Evans, u8. 
von Liebert, General, 128. 
IJoyd George, D., II 7. 
Libya : 

Italian development in, 268-9. 
Lytton, Lord, H· s., llho p. 362. 

Malthus, 97, 2j6. 
Manchukuo: 

Japanese colonisation of, 271·3· 
Manchuria Japanese settlement in, 

2jo-I, 271·3· 
Mandated territories : transfer of, 

IZ4-8; treatment of natives, 
127·8. 

Markets, 26, 27. 
Maurette, Fernand, J 3· s" tWO 

p. 362. 

De Miche!is, Giuseppe, 300. Se< 
llho p. 362. 

Migration : 
Areas available for, 2 J 8, 
Collective system, proposals for, 

233. 
Conditions in countries of immi

gration, 204. 
European exploitation of older 

civilisations, 24 j. 
Factor in XIXth century deve-

lopment, 248. . 
Intemal social migration, 2 J 8-6o. 
International Labour Organisa

tion's Study· on, 307-8. 
International organisation of, pro

posals for, 2j6n., 298; function 
of, 299-3oo; scientific work on, 
300, 304-J; documentary requi
rements for organisation, 3oo-1. 

into Latin American countries, 
244D. 

Mobility, right of, 2j6. 
Movements : relation to unem

ployment, zo4-j, zojn.; quan
titative measure of, 2J7-8. Su 
alro No~y, Emigration. 

Regulation of : restrictions on 
immigration of Europeans, 11 r-
6 (m British Dominions, Central 
America, South America, Unit, 
ed States: Immigration J>olicy); 

·restrictions on immigration of 
Japanese, 216-8 (Ju Australia, 
Canada, New Zealand, United 
States : Immigration policy) .. 

. Selective policy in countries of 
immigration, 24o-1. 

MusSolioi, Benito, 2" JI, 143, 148, 
161, 167, 246, z68. Su tWO 
p. 362. 

Netherlands 
Emigration : adaptability to cli

mate, 2 l z; net movement of 
population to Dutch colonies, 
27JD. 
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Gains from colonies, 18on. 
Population density, 8o. 
Population policy, I l on. 

New Zealand: 
Immigration policy, 111, 119n., 

exclusion of Japanese, 117. 
Population policy, I jon. 
Population trends, 111-3. 

Norway: 
Emigration, to United States, 101 n. 

net movement of, z 7 s n. 
Population policy, l9· 

Noske, u8. 

de Oliveira, 199. 
Optimum population : definition of, 

78n., 81-3, 84; agencies gover
ning, 8 3; difficulties of fixing 
the optimum, 84-6; synthetic 
optimum, 86-7; under autarkic 
rCgi,mes or in rural communities, 
88. 

Oualid, William, 199. See aiJo p. 362. 
Overpopulation : 

Concepts of, analysed, 61-78 : the 
term and its variants, 66; abso
lute and relative aspects of, 68-
7'· 

Density : arithmetical concept of, 
71-2; measurement by area, 72; 
agricultural, n-l ; ratio between 
population and natural resources, 
7!-6; economic, 7!-8; standard 
of living and, 79-80. 

International peace and, 96. 
Population pressure : expansionism 

and, I x6-z4; tests of, in agri
cultural countries, 91-3, in indus
trial countries, 9 3-4; power 
considerations and, 1 jl; outlet 
by violence, examples, '7l; 
demographic remedies, I91-4 
(m tUJO Emigration); economic 
remedies (186-91), improvement 
of home eonditions, 186-7, 
indusrrialisation, 113. 187-9, ex
pansion of export markets, 191-2, 
inrernal colonisation, 19•·!· 

Psyclxological aspect of, 8o, 96, 99· 
Qualitative, as in refugee problem, 

16o-I. 
Spectre of, II9-19. 

Palestine : 
Tension between Arabs and Jewish 

immigrants, •19n. 
Peaceful clxange : collective security 

and, 3-I6; International Studies 
Conference on, limitations of 
enquiry, IJ-j, I86-8; Migrations 
a direct factor in, 1 19n. 

Perham, Margery, u8. See a!Jo 
p. 362. 

Perry, Commodore, xo8, 28j. 
Peters, Carl, u8. 
von Pless, Prince, 194. 
Poland : 

Colonial claims, 11-3. 43-7· 
Denatioualisation, measures to pre

vent, nationalist activities and 
propaganda in France, I63-6. 

Emigration : immigration res
trictions, effect of, 43-l; seasonal, 
of workers, 44; non-assimilation 
policy, ZI9-2o, 231-6, 2130. 
(111 aiJo abwe, Denationalisation). 

Emigration statistics : net emigra
tion or immigration, 1917-34 
(table), 103; continenral emigra
tion, I9>>-H (table), uo; net 
total movement, I927·H (table), 
207-

lntemal colonisation, possibilities 
of, 294· 

International cxclxange problem, 
46-

Jewish problem, The : Jews ousted 
from traditional occupations by 
Poles, 4!; Jewish birth-rate in 
Poland, 4Jn.; outlets for Jewish 
population, movement towards 
Palestine, 44· 

Population : increase, 44; net repro
duction rate, 11o; emigration 
and, no-t; policy, tjon.; popu
lation trends, 1o6. 
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